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Foreword to the Second Edition 

As with the first edition, this second edition of An Introduction to Systemic Functional 
Linguistics offers an overview of systemic theory and some demonstration of how systemic 
techniques can be applied in the analysis of texts. Written for students who may have little 
or no formal knowledge of linguistics, it covers most of the major concepts in systemic lin
guistics {setniotk system, genre, register, text, cohesion, grammatical metaphor. , .). Taking Michael 
Halliday's An Introduction to Functional Grammar as its base, the book presents a functional 
grammatical description of die simultaneous metafiractional organization of the clause (its 
MOOD, TRANSITIVITY, THEME and CLAUSE COMPLEX systems) and introduces the 
basic techniques for analysing cohesive patterns in text (reference, lexical cohesion and con
junction). 

In the ten years since the first edition, much has happened to systemic linguistics and 
to me. Since 1994, systemic functional linguistics (SFL) has moved from 'marginal' to 
'mainstream' as an approach to language, at least in Australia, Systemic linguists now 
hold senior positions at universities in countries around the world, and SFL informs many 
postgraduate applied linguistics and TESOL programmes in English-language countries, 

The past ten years have seen a corresponding outburst of publishing in SPL, from work
books in the grammar and discourse, such as Martin etal. 1997, to major theoretical works, 
such as Halliday and Matchiessen 1999, and the progressive publication of Halliday's col
lected works edited by Jonathan Webster (Halliday and Webster 2002a, 2002b, 2003a, 
2003b). Much fleshing our of systemic ideas has been published in journal articles and 
edited collections, and SFL contributions have also been published in many interdiscipli
nary collections about language. 

These changes mean that a student new to SFL now has a wide range of resources to draw 
on to learn about the theory and its analytical methodologies. A new role for my book is to 
steer readers towards these other sources whenever possible, 

Changes in my own institutional context have also affected how I approach this second 
edition. For the past dozen years I have held a position not in a Linguistics department but 
in an English (Literature) department, where I teach students who are majoring in litera
ture, mother-tongue education or media and communication. Exposure to this context has 
broadened my own experience of texts and forced me to reflect on how systemic linguistics 
can be made accessible to students who have no prior linguistic training but want ways of 
talking about how texts work. As I hope I demonstrare in this second edition, I remain 
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convinced that SFL is one of the most powerful ways of saying 'sensible and useful things 
about any text, spoken or written, in modern English' (Hatliday 1994: xv). 

Summary of changes in the second edition 

Michael Halliday's An Introduction to Functional Grammar (1FG), first published in 1985 
with a second edition in 1994, is the motivating text for this book. The third edition of 
IFG, substantially revised and extended, appeared as Halliday and Matthiessen 2004, just 
as this book was in production, "Where possible, references have been updated to this third 
edition. Occasionally I have referenced earlier editions of IFG, as I am attached to the 
directness of some of Halliday's earlier explanations. The core grammatical chapters on 
Mood, Transitivity and Theme remain kigely as they were in the first edition, but the book 
now includes one new chapter on the clause complex, positioned directly after Transitivity. 
All other chapters have been updated with recent references, and some have had new text 
examples substituted or added. 

Ihave made only one theoretical modification to the first edition: in the 1994 edition I 
used Martin's (1992a) label of 'discourse-semantics' to refer to the stratum of language 
above grammar, and I devoted one chapter to Martin's methodology for the analysis of cohe
sive patterns as discourse-semantic systems. In this edition I have returned to Halliday's 
model, with the top linguistic stratum called semantics, and the cohesive analyses inter
preted as n on-structural grammatical systems (as in Halliday and Hasan 1976, Halliday 
1994). For most students new to SFL, this change will be of no practical import at all. 
However, it has allowed me to devote one chapter to the fundamental question of What is 
{a) text? and to bring the sections on cohesion in line with Halliday 1994 (itself based on 
Halliday and Hasan 1976). Readers who wish to go further in theory and description are 
pointed towards Martin and Rose 2003. 

In addition, the contents of some chapters have been substantially revised and chapter 
order adjusted, as follows: 

Chapter 1 'An overview of systemic functional linguistics' has been updated, but is still 
organized around the three Crying Baby texts. 

Chapter 2 'What is (a) text?' contains many new texts (all authentic), both fictional and 
n on-fictional. 

Chapter 3 'Genre' contains many new texts as well as some familiar ones. 
Chapter 4 'Register' has only a new introductory section. 
Chapters 5-8 and 10 on principles of grammatical analysis, systems, Mood, Transitivity 

and Theme remain largely unchanged. 
Chapter 9 is a completely new chapter on 'The Clause Complex'. Positioned straight after 

its companion on the experiential system of Transitivity, the clause complex chapter presents 
the SFL understanding of the second, logico-semantic component of ideational meaning. 

Chapter 11 discusses the complete analyses of the Ctying Baby texts, now incorporating 
clause complex analyses. The analyses are in the Appendix, 

I am indebted to Michael Halliday, whose way of thinking and talking about language 
captivated me from my first day as an undergraduate student at Sydney University. Special 
thanks also to Jim Martin and Clare Painter, first my teachers and more recently my col
leagues, for encouragement over the years; and to my literature colleagues at the School of 
English at UNSW, who have helped me to broaden my awareness of texts and ways of talking 
about them. 
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Thanks also to the patient, loyal systemic linguistics community which has always wel
comed me to conferences, despite my meagre and infrequent contributions. Thankfully, no 
one ever closed the door on me, and I realize now that the door never will be closed because 
SFL will forever inform how I think about language and life. 

,-; Suzanne Eggins 
March 2004, UNSW, Sydney 
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Chapter 1 

An overview of systemic functional linguistics 
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How is language structured for use? 1 1 

Summary of systemic functional linguistics (SFL) 20 

Aim of this book: explaining text 

The aim of this book is to introduce you to the principles and techniques of the systemic 
functional approach to language, in order that you may begin to analyse and explain how 
meanings are made in evetyday linguistic interactions, 

In our ordinary, everyday lives we are constantly using language. We chat to family 
membets, organize children for school, read the paper, speak at meetings, serve customers, 
follow instructions in a booklet, make appointments, surf the internet, call in a plumber, 
unburden ourselves to therapists, record our day's thoughts and activities in a journal, chat 
to out pets, send and read a few emails, sing along to CDs, tead aloud to our children, write 
submissions. All of these ate activities which involve language. Only for rare moments, 
perhaps when totally absorbed in a physical activity, does language drop out of our minds. 
In contemporary life, we are constantly required ro react to and produce bits of language 
that make sense. In other words, we are required to negotiate texts. 

The late twentieth century saw rheorists from many approaches focus on rexts and ask 
fundamental questions, such as: just how do texts work on us? How do we wotk to produce 
them? How can texts apparently mean differenr things to different readers? How do texts 
and culture interact? Answets have been suggested from disciplines such as literary theory 
{where the focus has been on the written texts highly valued, ot 'canonized', by a culture) 
and cultural studies (where the interest has shifted to the written, visual and filmic texts of 
popular culture). Behind both perspectives lies a vast body of 'critical theory', proposed 
explanations about how we read texts, what texts are telling us, and how texts are (or should 
be) valued by the culture, 

While the critical understanding of text is a fundamental goal we share with other tex t^ 
analysrs, the approach taken in this book has different otigins, orienrations and method
ologies. The systemic functional analysis presented here has been developed on the foun
dation of work by the social semiotic linguist Michael Halliday, whose extensive writings 
since the 1960s are currently being edited and re-issued in a ten-volume set ot Collected 
Works (see Halliday and Webster 2002a, 2002b, 2003a, 2003b). Through the work of 
Halliday and his associates, systemic functional linguistics (often abbreviated to SFL) is ,:-{ 
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increasingly recognized as a very useful descriptive and interpretive framework for viewing 
language as a strategic, meaning-making resource, 

One of Michael Halliday s major contributions to linguistic analysis is his development 
of a detailed functional grammar of modern English (Halliday 19941), showing how simul-

,-E, taneous strands of meanings (the ideational, interpersonal and textual metamnctions) are 
expressed in clause structures. Halliday s (meta)funetionaI grammar is now accessible not 
only through Halliday's own substantial text (Halliday 1994 and now further extended in 
Halliday and Matthiessen 2004) but also through the many books which introduce and 
explore the gtammat of the metafunctions and the relation of language to context (e.g 
Halliday and Hasao 1985, Bloor and Bloor 1995, Thompson 2004, Martin et «l 1997 
Halliday and Matthiessen 1999, Butt at al 2001, Droga and Humphrey 2003, Martin and 
Rose 2O03). 

Michael Halliday prefaces the 1994 edition of his functional grammar with an open-
ended list of 21 possible applications of SFL (Halliday 1994: xxix-xxx). These include the
oretical concerns ('to understand the nature and functions of language'), historical ones ('to 
understand how languages evolve through time'), developmental ones ('to understand how 
a child develops language, and how language may have evolved in the human species"), and 
educational ones ('to help people learn their mother tongue . . . foreign languages', etc.). 
Underlying all these very varied applications is a common focus on the analysis of authen
tic products of social interaction (texts), considered in relation to the cultural and social 
context in which they are negotiated. Consequently, the most generalizable application of 
SFL, and the one which will provide the framework for this book, is 'to understand the 

, quality of texts: why a text means what it does, and why it is valued as it is' (Halliday 
1994: xxix). 

Although Halliday's functional grammar deals in detail with the structural organization 
of Enghsh clauses, phrases and sentences, Halliday's interest has always been with the 
meanings of language in use in the textual processes of social life, or 'the sociosemantics of 
text'. As Halhday says of his functional grammar: 

The aim has been to construct a grammar for purposes of text analysis: one that 
would make it possible to say sensible and useful things about any text, spoken or 
written, in modern English. (Halliday 1994: xv) 

Recent years have seen SEL used to say 'sensible and useful things' about texts in fields such 
as language education (Christie 1999, 2002, Christie and Martin 1997, Unsworth 2000), 
child language development (Painter 199S), computational linguistics (Teich 1999), medil 
discourse (ledema a al. 1994, White 2002), casual conversation (Eggins and Slade 1997) 
history {Martin and Wodak 2003) and administrative language (ledema 2003), to name 
just a few. SFL has also been applied to interpret the 'grammar' of other semiotic modes, 
such as visuals (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996, 2001), art (OToole 1994) and sound (van 
Leeuwen 1999,Martinec 2000). 

The field of SFL is now a substantial international one, as can be seen by the number and 
range of publications and conferences in SEL around the world. An excellent systemic lin
guistics website, maintained by Dr Mick O'Donnell, can be found at http:www/ 
wagsoft/com/Systemics/. The website provides information about systemic discussion 
groups (the international email list sysfling has over 500 subscribers), recent publications 
in SFL, bibliographies, theses, conferences and journals such as Factions of Language which 
publish work in SFL. 
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While individual scholars naturally have different research emphases or application con
texts, common to all systemic linguists is an interest in language as social semiotic (Halliday 
1978) - how people use language with each other in accomplishing everyday social life. This 
interest leads systemic linguists to advance four main theoretical claims about language: 

1. that language use is functional 
2. that its function is to make meanings 
3. that these meanings are influenced by the social and cultural context in which they 

are exchanged 

4. that the process of using language is a semiotic process, a process of making mean

ings by choosing. 

These four points, that language use is functional, semantic, contextual and semiotic, can be 
summarized by describing the systemic approach as a functional-semantic approach to lan
guage. The purpose of this chapter is to outline and illustrate what this means. 

A functional-semantic approach to language 

The systemic approach to language is functional in two main respects: 

1. because it asks functional questions about language: systemicists ask how do 
people use language? 

2. because it interprets the linguistic system functionally: systemicists ask how is lan
guage structured for use? 

Answering the first question involves a focus on authentic, everyday social interaction. This 
analysis of texts leads systemicists to suggest that people negotiate texts in order to make 
meanings with each other. In other words, the general function of language is asemantic one. 

Reinterpreting the functional questions semantically, then, systemicists ask: 

1. Can we differentiate between types of meanings in language?, i.e. how many dif
ferent sorts of meanings do we use language to make? 

2. How ate texts (and the other linguistic units which make them up, such as sen
tences or clauses) structured so that meanings can be made?, i.e. how is language 
organized to make meanings? 

As will become clear from subsequent discussion, Halliday (e.g. 1985W1989, 1994) has 
argued that language is structuted to make three main kinds of meanings simultaneously. 
This semantic complexity, which allows ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings 
to be fused together in linguistic units, is possible because language is a semiotic system, 
a conventionalized coding system, organized as sets of choices. The distinctive feature of 
semiotic systems is that each choice in the system acquires its meanings against the back
ground of the othet choices which could have been made. This semiotic interpretation of 
the system of language allows us to consider the appropriacy or inappropriacy of different 
linguistic choices in relation to their contexts of use, and to view language as a resource 
which we use by choosing to make meanings in contexts. 

Each of these rather abstract points will now be illustrated in turn with concrete lan

guage examples. 
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How do people use language? 

As soon as we ask functional questions such as 'how do people use language?' (i.e. 'what do 
people do with language?'), we realize we have to look at real examples of language in use. 
Intuition does not provide a sufficiently reliable source of data for doing functional lin
guistics. Thus, systemicists are interested in the authentic speech and writing of people 
interacting in naturally-occurring social contexts. We are interested, for example, in lan
guage events such as Text 1.1 below2: 

Text 1.1: Crying Baby (I) 
U)A baby who won't stop crying can drive anyone to despair. (2i,You feed him, 

(2[i)you change him, (3iii)you nurse him, (2iv)you try to settle him, (2v)but the minute 
you put him down (2v|)he starts to howl. (;,Why? 

M)The most common reason baby cries is hunger. (5i)Even if he was just recently 
fed m)he might still be adapting to the pattern of sucking until his tummy is full 
and feeling satisfied until it empties again. {Si)Wlien he was in the womb (fi;;,nour-
ishment came automatically and constantly. (7yOffer food first; (7ij)if he turns away 
from the nipple or teat t7;ii)you can assume (rJt's something else. ^ I t happens that 
babies go through grumpy, miserable stages tsii)when they just want'fam)to tell every-
o n e ffliv)bow unbappy they feel. ^Perhaps his digestion feels uncomfortable or his 
limbs are twitching. 

(luylf you can't find any specific source of discomfort such as a wet nappy or strong 
light in his eyes, {mii)he could just be having a gril le. (11JPerhaps he's just lonely. 
a2jJDuring the day, a baby sling helps you to deal with your chores (12n)and keep 
baby happy. u3i)Ar night (Bii,when you want (l3.,.)to sleep (13Myou will need to take 
a c t i o n (nv>to relax and settle him. (Hi)Rocking"helps, {lliij)but if your baby is in the 
mood to cry (14i;i)you will probably find (MiT)he'll start up again (Hv)when you put 
him back in the cot. ^^Wrapping baby up snugly helps to make him feel secure 
(15ii)and stops him from jerking about 0;iii)which can unsettle him. <16j)Outside stim
ulation is cut down (1Sii)and he will lose tension. U7i,Gentle noise might soothe him 
off to sleep - a radio played softly, a recording of a heartbeat, traffic noise - even 
the noise of the washing machine is effective! 

(l8i)Some parents use dummies - (l8ii)it's up to you - (1Biii)and you might find 
(leiv)your baby settles ^sucking a dummy. (19i>'Sucky' babies might be able to find 
their thumbs and fists (1S)i;)ro have a good suck. (20j)Remember (20ii)that babies get 
b o r e d <2(HK]S0 w h e n h e 'is having a real grizzle (2()iv)this could be the reason. p | )Is his cot 
an interesting place to be? (22)Coloured posters and mobiles give him something to 
w a t c h - <«i>You c o u l d maybe tire him out {23ii)by taking him for a walk . . . or a ride in 
the car - a3iil)not always practical in the middle of the night, pA{)A change of scene 
and some fresh air will often work wonders -(2mevcn a walk around the garden may 
be enough. (25J1As baby gets older {,5ii)he will be more able to communicate his feel-
m £ s <25iii>and y° u w i l i b e be"er ar judging the problem. {2[..}A1 though you might be 
at your wit's end, (,Sji) rem ember (,SHI)thar crying is communication with you, his 
parents. (27,And you axe the most important people in your baby's life. 

This text, whose source will be disclosed shortly, serves to illustrate a basic premise of sys
temic linguistics: that language use is purposeful behaviour. The writer of this excerpr did 
nor just produce this texr to kill time, or to display her linguistic abilities. She wrote the 
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text because she wanted to use language to achieve a purpose: she had goals that she was 
using language to achieve. We could gloss the overall purpose of Texr 1.1 as bemg to 
'educate parents', although it will be suggested in a moment that this overall purpose 
implicates a number of distinct goals. 

In having a purpose, this instance of language use is typical, not exceptional: people do 
not 'just talk' or 'just write'. Any use of language is motivated by a purpose, whether that 
purpose be a clear, pragmatic one (such as needing to write a letter in order to apply for a 
job), or a less tangible, but equally important, interpersonal one (such as 'needing to have 
a chat with friends after a long day at work). 

Text 1 1 also illustrates a second consequence of asking functional questions about lan
guage' that we have to look at more than isolated sentences. If I bad presented you with 
only one sentence from the text, chosen at random, for example A change of scene and some 
fresh air will often work wonders -even a walk around tlx garden may be enough, it would have 
been very difficult for you to determine the motivation for the writing. Similarly, from the 
writer's point of view, it would have been almost impossible for her to achieve the desired 
goals through a single sentence' perhaps Babies cry for many different reasons and there are ways 
yon can try to stop them would be a start - but no mote than a start. If the writer JS to educate 
us to cope with babies' crying, then she needs to spend time (and language) explaining the 
variety of possible causes, and reviewing the possible solutions. In Other words, to achieve 
successfully rhe overall purpose of educating parents, the writer must meet the implicated 
goals of explaining a problemaric phenomenon (why k is that babies cry a lot) and sug
gesting possible solutions parents could try. 

It is not just explaining why babies cry that takes time. Very few (if any) of our com
municative goals can be achieved through single sentences. Even the simple goal of 
getting you to carry out an action that I want done will typically involve at least two com
municative 'moves'. For example, the brief command Close the door! is inherently struc
tured to elicit a response. That response may be verbal (e.g. Why? or Shut it yourself), or 
perhaps non-verbal (e.g. the closing of the door). In either case, if we are to understand 
what language is achieving in the situation, we need to describe the communicative 
behaviour as involving not just one sentence, but at least two: hoik the command and the 
response. 

Typically, of course, getting something done using language will involve many more 
than two moves. As Text LI shows, in order ro explain why babies cry and what we can do 
about it, the writer has presented a discussion running to 27 sentences. She has in other 
words produced what systemic linguists call a text. 

The term text (which will be explained in detail in Chapter Two) refers to a complete 
linguistic interaction (spoken or written), preferably from beginning to end. Comparing 
authentic texts, .particularly those which have something in common, points us towards 
interesting dimensions of language use. Consider, for example, Text 1.2: 

Text 1.2: Crying Baby (2) 
The compelling sound of an infant's cry makes it an effective distress signal and 

appropriate to the human infant's prolonged dependence on a caregiver. <2i)However, 
cries are discomforting (2ii)and may be alarming to parents, Cii„many of whom find 

. it very difficult to listen to theit infanr's crying for even short periods of time. 
"'Many reasons for crying are obvious, like hunger and discomfort due to heat, cold, 
iUness, and lying position. Mi)These reasons, however, account for a relatively small 
percentage of infant crying (4!0and are usually recognised quickly (,ilt)and alleviated. 
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ni)la the absence of a discernible reason for the behaviour, crying often stops .. when 
the infant is held. (fi)In most infants, there are frequent episodes of crying wirh no 
apparent cause, (6;;)and holding or other soothing techniques seem ineffective. 
(7)Infants cry and fuss for a mean of \% hr/day at age 2wk, 2% hr/day at age 6wk 
and 1 hr/day at 12wk. 

Counselling about normal crying may relieve guilt ^ a n d diminish concerns, 
(81ii)bur for some the distress caused by the crying cannor be suppressed by logical 
reasoning. (9i)For these parents, respite from exposure to the crying may be neces
sary (9ii)to allow them to cope appropriately with their own distress. Without 
relief, fatigue and tension may result in inappropriate parental responses such 
as leaving the infant in the house alone (]Uiii)or abusing the infant. l>m 

As you read this text through, you will no doubt have realized that in some ways it is very 
like Text 1.1, and yet in other ways it is very different. The rwo texts share a focus on crying 
babies and what can be done about them, and yet each approaches the topic in ways that 
indicate that they are intended for different audiences, and would be found in different 
places. In comparing those two texts with Text 1.3, once again about crying babies you 
might try to suggest the likely sources of each text, and consider what aspecrs of the texts 
are providing you with clues. 

Text 1.3: Crying Baby (3) 
(the symbol „ indicares overlap; . . . indicates pause; words in capitals show emphasis) 

S (1)Did your kids used to cry a lot? (2)When they were little? 
C (J)Yea 
S M)Weli== what did you do? 
C (5)== still do 
S (6)Yea? [laughs] 

C (?)Oh pretty tedious at times yea. (8)There were all sorts of techniques = = Leonard 
Cohen 

S = = Like what [laughs] (|(|)Yea I used to use . .. What's that American guy rhat 
did 'Georgia on your mind? 

C ([2)Oh yea 
S (i3)= = Jim— James Taylor 
^- (M>== J a m e s Taylor 
S (15>Yeayea. 

(16)He was pretty good. 
C ti7)Yea' (i8i)No Leonard Cohen's good (ieij,cause it's just so monotonous 
S [laughs] 

C (19)And there's only four chords. (2{)i)And ah we used to have holidays . when we 
only had one kid on a houseboar, {21)And that was fantastic just the rocking motion 
of the houseboat 

S (2,jMmm 
C Mmm 

S ^ W e r e there ever times . . . ^ k e I remember times [25i.)When I couldn't work 
out {25ili)what the hell it was. (2€)There just didn't seem to be anything == you 
could do 

C C27) = = N o reason or . . . (2S)Yea 
S (29)Yea e v e r v niBht between six and ten! 
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C ,30jYea yea. (Jli)Luckily I didn't have that with the second baby („:i)but the first one 
was that typical colicky sort of stuff from about five o'clock. 

S , ,Hmm 
C „3i)I remember (33il)One day going for a um walk along the harbour (lilitjoae of 

those you know harbour routes that had been opened up. <Mi)And um he started 
kicking up from about five o'clock (j4li)and we were getting panic stricken, (|)Ji)I 
had him in one of those um front strap things you know sling things (35ii)ah 
cause that use to work wonders from time to time B;iij)but it wasn't working this 
time. (,6i)And as we sat on the foreshore of this Vaucluse area (36ii)these two 
women came down ,a;j)and they'd both been working as um governesses or 
something like that - (Wiv)very, very dassy ladies. (37i)And they said 67ii)'Oh 
what's wrong with baby? (J8)He's got colic?' (39i)You know, they really wanted 
,,„..,to take over. 
(3 VH) 

S («>Yea 

C Mt)And so I just handed the baby to them. 
S [laughs] 
C (421)And LUCKILY he kept on crying - (42ji)they couldn't stop him. 
S [laughs] 
C m$o I was really delighted. W)They handed back this hideous little red wreck of 

a thing 
S & C [laughter] 

In reading through these three texts, you have almost certainly been able to suggest the 
likely sources. You might now like to compare your suggestions wirh the actual soutce of 
each text, given at the end of this chapter3. You will probably be surprised at how accu
rately you were able to guess at the sources of the texts. How did you do it? How did you 
know where each text might be found? 

Since you only had the words on the page to guide you, you must have worked out a 
great deal about the sources of each text from the way language is being used. You proba
bly noted features like the following: 

Text 1.1: sounds 'chatty' because it is using everyday vocabulary {baby, howl, grumpy, 
miserable, unhappy; twitching, etc.) and is addressed to 'you'; but it isn't conversation 
because there's no interaction; 
Text 1.2: uses 'formal' or 'heavy' vocabulary (e.g. compelling, prolonged dependence, dis
cernible, suppressed, parental responses, etc.) and sounds more 'academic' than Text 1.1; 
it's unlikely to be speech (no interaction); 
Text 1.3: seems to be a casual dialogue because the speakers take turns, use every
day vocabulary, even slang {e.g. kids, guy, good, holidays, sort of stuff, hideous red wreck, 
etc), and seem to interrupt each other, etc. 

What you have just done in an informal way is to deduce the context of language use from 
the linguistic patterns in a text. The fact that we can do this, that simply by reading or 
hearing a text we can figure out so much about its source, clearly suggests that in some way 
context is in text: text carries with it, as a part of it, aspects of the context in which it was 
produced and, presumably, within which it would be considered appropriate. This example 
points to an issue which is of particular interest to systemic linguists: the relationship 
between language and context. 
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Language and context 

Our ability to deduce context from text is one way in which language and context are 
interrelated. Our equally highly developed ability to predict language from context pro
vides further e^dence of the language/context relationship. 

For example, if I were to ask you to predict both the overall structure and some of the 
specific words and sentences you would find in a recipe for scrambling eggs, you would have 
very htrie difficulty. If! asked you to write down the recipe text in a forS publishable in I 
popular magazine or cookbook, you could almost certainly write the entire text with con
fidence chat you were doing so in an appropriate way. 

You would not, for example, give your recipe a title such as Mowing Lawns, nor would 
I find words such as telephone, picture, jeans, swim in your text, since such items would be 

Y o n l T ^ K ^ T ^ 8 T ^ t h C m p k ° f a f e d P £ i s food a f i d '*> P-paration. 
an strongly advised to take „ , w or Perhaps you should maybe * « the eggs and milk for about 
Wo nunum or so. Such sentences express a degree of tentativity inappropriate to the role 
of recipe writer . N o r would you find yourself writing Hi guys! Cop this for a naPe! 

nee the relationship between the writer and reader of the recipe is generally more formal 
than those greetings suggest. Finally, y o u a r e u n l i k e l y t 0 h a v e w d t t e n ^ 
Break then, and put them, in there. Then add this, since there are a number of words which 
your reader, distant from you in time and space, would be unable to interpret. In our 
ability to predict accurately what language will be appropriate in a specific context, we 
are seemg an extension of our intuitive understanding that language use is sensitive to 

Final evidence which emphasi.es the close link between context and language is that it is 
often simplv not possible to tell howpeople are using language if you do not take into account 
the context of use. One example of this was given above, when it was pointed out that pre
sented with ,ust one sentence chosen at random from Text 1.1 you would have found it diffi
cult ro state confidently just what the writer of that text was doing. Considered in its textual 
context (as a part of a complete linguistic event), that sentence clearly did have afonction (to 
propose a possible solution). Taken out of context, its purpose is obscured, with at least A t 
or its meaning lost or unavailable. ^ 

A su t le r point can be made with conversational examples. Consider the following sen-
fence 

I suggest we attack the reds. 

Taken out of context, this sentence is ambiguous in a number of respects. You might think, 
firstly, about what reds refers ro. It could mean: 

* Paying a game: time to move out the red soldiers 
• choosing from a box of sweets: take the ones with red wrappers 

r T m t T ^ T T t U a l i o W d 0 n < k i s ""PO-siUe to determine which meaning l s 
being made. Technically, we can say that the sentence ,s ideational^ ambiguous: we cannot 
be sure which dimensions of reality are being referred to. 

The sentence is also ambiguous i„ other ways. Think,' for example, about the meaning 
or the verb suggest. Just which meaning does suggest have? 
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• if your boss suggests something to you it usually means Do this! It is not a sugges
tion at all because you cannot refuse it. 

• if a subordinate suggests, it is usually a plea 
• if your friend suggests, it may be a real suggestion. You can refuse. 

The pronoun we is similarly ambiguous. Does it mean we (as it would among friends) or you 
(as it might when a superior is talking to a subordinate)? 

Taken out of context, then, the sentence is not only ideationally ambiguous, but also 
interpersonally ambiguous: we cannot be sure just what the relationship between the two 
interactancs is. 

Given some contextual information, such as the response made by the addressee {Yea, I 
brought some French reds), it becomes possible to understand what aspect of reality is being 
talked about (wine), and what the relationship between the interactants is (friends). In this 
case, the initiating sentence can be glossed as meaning 'let's both of us start drinking the 
red wines'. 

Our ability to deduce context from text, ro predict when and how language use will vary, 
and the ambiguity of language removed from its context, provide evidence that in asking 
functional questions about language we must focus not just on language, but on language 
use in context. Describing the impact of context on texr has involved systemicists in 
exploring both what dimensions, and in what ways, context influences language. As we will 
see in Chapters Three and Four, systemicists have attempted to describe: 

1. exactly what dimensions of context have an impact on language use. Since clearly not 
every aspect of context makes a difference ro language use (e.g. the hair colour of the 
interactants is usually ittelevant), just what bits of the context do get 'into' the text? 

2. which aspects of language use appear to be effected by particular dimensions of the 
context. For example, if we conrrast texts in which the interactants are friends with 
texts where the interactants are strangers, can we specify where in the language they 
use this contextual difference will be expressed? 

Questions such as these are exploted within systemics through genre and register theory, 
which we will review in derail in Chapters Three and Four. As you will see there, systemi
cists divide context into a number of levels, with the most frequently discussed being those 
of register and genre. 

Context: register, genre and ideology in SFL 

Register theory describes the impact of dimensions of the immediate context of situation 
of a language event on the way language is used. SFL identifies three key dimensions of the 
situations as having significant and predictable impacts on language use. These thtee 
dimensions, the tegisrer variables of mode (amount of feedback and role of language), 
tenor (role telations of power and solidarity) and field (topic or focus of the activity), are 
used to explain our intuitive understanding that we will not use language in the same way 
to write as to speak (mode variation), to talk to our boss as to talk to our lover (tenor vari
ation) and to talk about linguistics as to talk about jogging {field variation). 

The concept of genre is used to describe the impact of the context of culture on lan
guage, by exploring the staged, step-by-step structure cultures institutionalize as ways of 
achieving goals. While we can sometimes achieve our goals by just a short linguistic 

http://emphasi.es
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exchange (for example, asking the time generally requires just two moves, a question and 
an answer: A: What time is it? B: Pivapast six), most linguistic interactions require many 
more moves than this. In fact, even this simple exchange is very frequently extended 
through politeness over a number of moves: 

A: Sorry co bother you. 
I was just wondering whether you knew the time'-1 

B: Yea. 
Just a sec. 
It's urn five past six but I'm generally a bit fast 

A: Oh OK, 
Thanks a lot. 

B: No problem. 

Most often when we use language to do things we have to do them in a number of stages. 
For example, as we can see from the humorous narrative in Text 1.3, telling a story involves 
going through (linguistically) a number of steps. You have to set the scene (time, place par
ticipants); develop the actions; relate the dramatic event; give the happy ending; express a 
judgement on the outcome; and wrap the story up. 

When we describe the staged, structured way in which people go about achieving goals 
using language we are describing genre. It is to genre theory that we turn in order to 
explain the organization of Texts 1.1 and 1.2 as Explanation texts, with the steps of 
Statement of Problematic Behaviour, Explanation of Possible Causes, Suggested 
Alleviating Actions, and Statement of Outlook. Genre is the subject of Chapter Three. 

A higher level of context to which increasing attention is being given within systemic 
linguistics is the level of ideology*. Whatever genre we are involved in, and whatever the 
tegister of the situation, our use of language will also be influenced by our ideological posi
tions: the values we hold (consciously or unconsciously), the perspectives acquired through 
our particular path through the culture. For example, Texts 1.1 and 1.2 above illustrate the 
ideological claims: 

• that we should write for parents in a very different way than we write for trainee 
medical personnel; 

- that it is important for the medical text to foresee the possible negative outcomes 
of behaviour (parents will injure the baby), while the magazine article foresees the 
positive outcomes (things will get better). 

In addition, while Text 1,1 embodies the claim that babies are motivated human actors 
(they are always crying for a reason, even if that reason is simply grumpiness or boredom) 
Text 1.2 suggests that babies cry because that is what babies do (i.e. that crying is fre
quently inexplicable and unmotivated, but conforms to statistical estimates!) It is easy to 
see that the ideology of Text 1.1 is more conducive to empowering patents to cope than is 
the ideology of Text 1.2, which in fact encourages the discounting of the behaviour as 
meaningful. However, since Text 1.1 also makes the parents responsible for their baby's 
behaviour, while Text 1.2 leaves it with the baby, it is likely that Text 1.1 will lead to frus
trated parents, while Text 1.2 will lead to frustrated babies, 

The identification of ideology in such apparently innocuous texts as the Crying Baby 
ones should alert us co the feet that just as no text can be 'free' of context (register or genre), 
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so no text is free of ideology. In other words, to use language at all is to use it to encode 
particular positions and values. However, for reasons which are themselves ideological, 
most language users have not been educated to identify ideology in text, but rather to read 
texts as natural, inevitable repte sen rations of reality. 

•>J The implication of identifying ideology in text is that as readers of texts we need ro 
develop skills to be able to make explicit the ideological positions encoded, perhaps in order 
to resist or challenge them. This means we need a way of talking about how language is 
not just reptesenting but actively consttucting our view of the world. This semiotic approach 
to language is explored more fully below. As ideology makes a very diffuse contriburion ro 
texr, and is best approached once descriprive skills are mastered, we will return to it in 
Chaptet Eleven. 

How is language structured for use? 

It was pointed out above that SFL does not only ask functional questions about how people 
are using language, but it also interprers the linguistic system itself from a functional-
semanric perspective. Departing from the descriptions systemicists have made of how lan
guage is used in authentic texts, in this more abstract sense of functional, systemicists ask 
how is language structured for use? 

In order to understand how systemicists answer this question, let us return ro the state
ment made eatlier: chat the fundamental purpose that language has evolved to serve is to 
enable us ro make meanings with each other. In other words, language users do not intet-
act in order to exchange sounds with each other, nor even to exchange words or sentences. 
People interact in order to make meanings: to make sense of the world and of each other. 
The overall purpose of language, then, can be described as a semantic one, and each texr we 
participate in is a record of the meanings that have been made in a particular context. 

The choice of the word meanings, rather than 'meaning' in the last sentence is a signif
icant one, for systemic analysis seeks to demonstrate that linguistic texts ate typically 
making not just one, bur a number of meanings simultaneously. 

Consider how you would answet the question 'What does Text 1,1 mean?' An immedi
ate, and obvious, response would be that the meaning Text 1.1 is making is that babies cty, 
that there are a number of reasons for this, and that in some cases we can do things which 
will help to stop babies crying. 

It is certainly rhe case that the text is making this kind of 'real world' or ideational 
meaning. In fact, if we fail to understand the ideational meaning the text is making (for 
example, we interpret it as a text about building fences, or we think it means that babies 
should be beaten when they cry), then we are likely to encounter serious problems in social 
life. 

However, at the same time that it is making this sttand of ideational meaning, the text 
is also making some other equally important meanings. 

The text is, for example, making interpersonal meaning. There is a strand of meaning 
running throughout the text which expresses the writer's role relationship wirh the reader, 
and the writer's attitude towards rhe subject matter. The writer clearly wanrs to establish 
a friendly rapport with the reader, to be seen more as a 'fellow sufferer' offering useful advice 
based on her lived experience as a lover and carer of babies. This meaning of positive sup
portive solidarity is clearly separable from the meaning about the causes and solutions of 
babies crying, because in Text 1.2 we find similar ideational meaning being made (causes 
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and solutions of babies crying), but the role taken by that writer is more one of a distant, 
unfeeling specialist who gives the impression of never having been moved to any emotion 
by the sight or sound of a baby. 

Finally, while expressing both ideational and interpersonal meaning, a text also makes 
what we describe as textual meaning. Textual meaning refers co the way the text is orga
nized as a piece of writing or speech. Text 1.1 has been organized as a message about two 
people: the baby (expressed as a male individual by the pronoun he) and the parents 
(expressed by the pronoun you). It is these pronouns which dominate first position in the 
sentences and clauses of the text. This organization of the text around people contrasts with 
the organization of Text 1.2, where the abstract noun, of reasons is the focus for many of the 
sen fences, 

This example demonstrates that a text can be seen to be expressing more than one 
meaning at a time. In fact, this book will explore Halliday's claim that a text can make these 
different meanings because units of language (texts, sentences, clauses, etc.) are simultane
ously making three kinds of meanings. These three types of meaning are expressed through 
language because these are the strands of meaning we need to make in order to make sense 
of each other and the world. 

As the above discussion of Text 1.1 indicated, ideational meanings are meanings about 
how we represent experience in language. Whatever use we put language to, we are always 
talking about something or someone doing something. Take a familiar sentence: 

I suggest we attack the reds. 

This sentence makes meanings about bottles of wine and what we should do with them. It 
makes meanings that focus on the actions we, as human agents, should carry out, and the 
entities our actions will affect (the reds). Had the speaker said instead /suggest the reds are very 
good a very different reality would have been represented through language: a reality where 
one entity {reds) is ascribed with some quality (good) through a process merely of'being'. 

Simultaneously, we use language to make interpersonal meanings: meanings about our 
role relationships with other people and our attitudes to each other. Whatever use we put 
language to we are always expressing an attitude and taking up a role. To take our sentence 
example, / suggest we attack the reds makes a meaning of friendly suggestion, non-coercive, 
open to negotiation; the kind of meaning we might make with friends, whose opinions we 
are interested in aod whose behaviour we do not seek to dominate. Compare it to We have to 
attack the reds or A ttack the reds or 7 wonder whether it might not he possible to attack the reds perhaps?, 
each of which constructs a very different.relationship between the interactants, 

Finally, in any linguistic event we are always making textual meanings: meanings about 
how what we're saying hangs together and relates co what was said before and to the context 
around us. Whatever use we put language to we are always organizing our information. For 
example, the sentence/ suggest we attack the reds takes as its point of departure the speaker's 
intention (only to suggest, not to impose) and the interactants {we). It is a possible answer 
to What should we do now? Compare it to The reds should be attacked now, I'd suggest, which 
would be more likely as an answer to Which should we drink next?, since it takes as its point 
of departure the reds rather than we. 

At both a macro (text) and micro (sentence) level, then, it is possible to identify these 
three different types of meanings being made — and, most significantly, being made simul
taneously. This leads us to ask: how? How can language accomplish this semantic complex
ity? Answering this question takes us into an exploration of language as a semiotic system. 
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•RED 

- AMBER 

- GREEN 

System 1.1 Traffic lights 

Meaning as choice: semiotic systems 

S y T s d » 8 I a „ .ep.esen.s A . - B e !*>». - a s y M e „ . A sys™ <« « - * - '» * - « 
in Chapter Seven) has the following basic attributes: 

! it consists of a finite set of choices or oppositions: t h , system contains only three 

liohtc ran onlv be one colour at a time; 
3 S r ^ - i c t o o s . not the substances, In the system that - ™ P ° « ™ « d £ 

no let ter exactly what shades of red or green or amber we use (deep red/hgh red 
r g h " r - M a r k green). AH that matters is that red is not greeo - that each of the 
three coloured lights is different from the others. 

Howe,„, 1 tho»8i, the d i ^ H O , - d above , . = " — ^ 

When the light is red, drivers stop, when the light is green, tney g 

content/expression sides of the sign: 
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"stop 

' down. 
slow R E D 

AMBER 
•go 

/ , GREEN 

! 
content encoded in expression 

(meaning) (realized in) (realization) 

System 1.2 Semiotic system of traffic lights 

System 1.2 also indicates that the relationship between the content and its expression 
is .described as one of realization or encoding. This realization relationship is indicated 
by the downwards pointing arrow. Thus, die meaning STOP is realized by/encoded in the 
coloured light RED. Similarly, the coloured light GREEN realizes or encodes the meaning of 
GO. Thus, signs in a semiotic system are a fusion or pairing of a content (meaning) and an 
expression (realization or encoding of rhat meaning). 

The traffic light system also illustrates the fact that semiotic systems are established by 
social convention. As Saussure pointed out, the fusion between rhe two sides of the sign is 
arbitrary There is no natural link between the content STOP and the expression RED LIGHT 
in a traffic light system; we could just as easily train our drivers to GO when the light was 
RED and STOP when it was AMBER. Semiotic systems, then, are arbitrary social conventions 
by which it is conventionally agreed that a particular meaning will be realized by a partic
ular representation. 

In summary, then, a semioric system can be defined as a finite collection of discrete signs 
We have a sign when a meaning (content) is arbitrarily realized through a realization 
(expression). 

Considering the traffic light system can also help to explain the function of semiotic 
systems. The function of sign systems like the traffic lights is to make meanings Sign 
systems create meanings by ordering the world in two ways: 

1. they order content: of all the possible behaviours that we could enact at intersec
tions, the system sets up only three as being meaningful (i.e. going, stopping, 
slowing down); 

2. they order expression: of all the possible coloured lights we could have at inter
sections, the system sets up only three as being meaningful (i.e. red, green, amber). 

To describe a simple semiotic system such as the traffic lights, we need just a two-level 
model, as shown in Figure 1,1, 

Two-level semiotic systems such as the traffic lights, with the conventional pairing of a 
representation with a meaning, are surprisingly common in social life. One obvious example 
is that of clothing (or, to use the label more indicative of its semiotic function, fashion) 
Originally, back m the cave for example, clothing would have been adopted for very prac-
tical reasons: to keep people warm, uo protect vulnerable parts of the body. And the choice 
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CONTENT = S1GNIFIE ((hat which Is signified) 

line of 
arbHrariness 

EXPRESSION = SIGNIRANT (that which does the signifying) 

Figure 1.1 Content and expression in a two-level semiotic system 

of matetials out of which clothes could be made would have been largely determined by 
practicalities: what was to hand, what could be caught and skinned. 

But vety rapidly clothing went beyond its survival value and acquired a semiotic value 
in our culture. For example, some clothing has acquired meaning as 'male' or 'female' (e.g. 
trousers vs skirts); 'at home' vs 'going out' (e.g. jeans vs suits); 'dependents' vs 'indepen
dents' (e.g. schools and institutions that make their adherents wear uniforms vs situations 
offering choice in clothes). And of course think of the changing semiotics of denim jeans, 
once the working wear of the outdoor cowboy, now the uniform of a casual western 
lifestyle. 

Sometimes it is a particular combinarion of items of clothing that carries meaning, such 
as a suit with a white shirt, silk tie and shiny patent leather shoes. At other times, indi
vidual items of clothing can carty very significant social meaning: for example, the doctot's 
white coat, which signifies the wearer as professional, expert, careful, trustworthy. 

What we see with clothing is that what began as a 'natural' system has been developed 
by convention (in other wotds, by the unconscious agreement and enactment of us all) into 
a very potent semiotic system. If you ever doubt its potency, just think about the strong 
social expectations (which you most probably share) about how one should dress to go for 
a job interview - if one wants to get the job. 

The clothing example may suggest to you other ways in which we live in a semiotic 
world. For example, the cars people drive, the layout of the houses they live in, the maga
zines they buy, the cigatettes they smoke: wherevet people have the possibility of choice, 
there we find the potential for semiotic systems, as the choices we make are invested with 
meaning, 

Language as a semiotic system 

By far rhe most sophisticated and elaborate of all our semiotic systems is the system of lan
guage. What gives language its privileged status is that other semiotic systems can gener
ally be translated into language. While we can use language to talk about the semiotic 
systems of clothing or cars, we cannot use clothing or cars to make all the meanings lan
guage makes. 

We will see in a moment that language achieves this special status because it is a more 
complex semiotic system than the two-level kind we found in the traffic lights. However, 
just like the traffic lights, language can be described as a semiotic system because it involves 
sets of meaningful choices or oppositions. 

Imagine that 1 am talking to a friend about the recent exploits of my five-year-old 
progeny. I want to say, for example, something along the lines of When I got home from work 
yesterday, I could not believe what my {progeny} had done! While the word [progeny} does 
capture the genealogical relationship between us, it is unlikely that I would use that word 

\ 
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in a conversational context. Instead, I would find myself having to choose from among a set 
of possible words, including perhaps: 

kid, child, brat, darling, son, boy . . . 

My choice of one word or another from this list involves me in a meaning-making process, 
where I must choose which dimensions of contrast I wish to encode. One of the choices I 
face is whether to specify the progeny's sex or not: words such as son and boy specify sex, 
while child, brat, darling do not. Underlying the list of words, then, is a dimension of 
(ideational) contrast that can be systematized as in System 1.3. 

Here then is one semiotic system in which my list of words is implicated. However, a 
further meaningful dimension of contrast among these words is that of attkudinaf content. 
Some of the words make meanings about my attitude cowards the child: either a negative 
attitude {brat) or a positive attitude {darling). Other words are neutral for attitude {child). 
This set of (interpersonal) semiotic oppositions can be diagrammed as in System 1.4. 

These examples indicate that whichever word I choose from this list (and there are others 
we could add, for example progeny, offspring, infant), the meaning of each word comes in part 
from the fact that that word stands in opposition to the other words in the list. My choice, 
for example, of brat is made against the background of the fact that I could have chosen 
child: my conversational audience recognizes this, and thereby interprets my choice as 
encoding negative attitude (since I could have chosen to encode neutral attitude). 

This example also indicates that we can describe the lexical items in a language (the 
vocabulary) as semiotic systems. Identifying systems of lexical choice involves recogniz
ing that words encode meaningful oppositions, and that the ptocess of choosing a lexical 
item is a semiotic process. 

r-specify sex 
N» 

son, boy 

L-don't specify 
sex ^ 

child, brat, darling 

System 1.3 Lexical choice, specifying sex 

•specify attitude • 

I— positive attitude 
Ni 

darling 

- negative attitude 
^ brat 

L neutral attitude 

child, boy 

System 1.4 Lexical choice, specifying attitude 

I 
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Figure 1.2 Content and expression in traffic lights and language 

Just as with the traffic light system, so with the lexical systems we find that the rela
tionship between a human infant of unspecified sex and the sound sequence k-r-d is an arbi
trary one. This arbitrariness of the content/expression pair is easily demonstrated by noting 
that other languages will use different sounds to tefer to their human infants. 

And like the traffic lights, we see that with linguistic signs it is the oppositions and not 
the substance that ate important. Just as it was not important whether our traffic light was 
dark red, light red, or even pink, so it does not matter exactly how I pronounce the k or i 
or 'd' in kid so long as the sounds cannot be confused with other sound configurations, such 
as kit or did ot cot which express different contents (i.e. which make different meanings) 

However there is a critical difference between language as a semiotic system and a 
simple semiotic system such as the traffic lights. For with out lexical system we can break 
down our lexical items into component sounds. Thus, the word kid is itself realized by a 
combination of the sounds k-i-d. Note that with the traffic lights we could not break down 
the coloured lights into any smaller components. The coloured lights directly realized the 
contents of our sign system. However, with language, the realization of the meaning 
progeny no sex specified' is mediated through a word, itself realizing a sequence of sounds. 

In language, then, we do not just have meanings realized by words, for the words them
selves are realized by sounds. This means that to describe language we need three levels or 
strata, illustrated in Figute 1.2. 

The function of language as a semiotic system 

Not only do linguistic systems look quite similar to other kinds of semiotic systems, but 
they also function to do the same thing. Like the traffic lights, linguistic systems are also 
systems for making meanings. And, like the traffic lights, linguistic systems make mean
ings by ordering the world fot us in two ways. 
"^Firstly they order content: of all the ways of talking about human offspring, our simple 
lexical sysrems above show us that English speakers organize this conceptual domain by 
recognizing sex of child and parental attitude as (two of the) relevant dimensions ot con
trast Thatthese dimensions are considered relevant is established not by nature but by con
vention. The system of choice which opposes brat, child and darling both recognizes and 
validates the right of parents to express attitudes about their offspring. We do not have in 
English lexical items which contrast offspring in terms of offspring's attitude towards 
parents (e g we do not have words for 'a child who loves his parents' vs 'a child who can t 
stand his patents' vs 'a child who is ambivalent about his parents'). Although such a con-
trast is linguistically perfectly feasible (we just need to think of three words to use it is 
not culturally feasible, because it is not judged appropriate for the powetless (,.e. children) 
to express attitudes about the powetful (i.e. parents). 
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The system thus orders the conceptual world according to culturally established con
ventions about which dimensions of reality are meaningful. Since most of the lexical 
systems we use exist prior to us, we are often not conscious of the conventions on which 
they depend. As we tend to see language as a natural, naming device, it becomes very dif
ficult for us to think about dimensions of reality other than those which are encoded for 
us in our linguistic systems. However, semiotic theory demonstrates that the world is not 
out there as some absolute, detetmined reality simply to be labelled (and therefore talked 
about) in only one possible way. Reality is consttucted through the oppositions encoded 
in the semiotic systems of the language we use. It follows from this relativistk interpre-
tation that not all languages will order experience in the same way. For example, not all 
languages will differentiate lexical items for children in terms of sex or parental attitude. 
"S> The second way in which linguistic signs order the world for us is by ordering expres
sion. Thus, of all the possible sounds we are physiologically capable of producing, English 
recognizes only about thirty or so as being meaningfully distinct. For example, the differ
ence between pronouncing the k in kid-with, little or no release of air (unaspirated) or pro
nouncing it with a rush of air (aspirated) is not a meaningful difference in English (we will 
hear the two versions as meaning the same thing). However, the difference between kid 
(where the final sound is produced by vibrating the vocal chords and so is voiced) and kit 
(where the final sound is produced without vibration of the vocal chords and so is voiceless) 
is a significant difference to English speakets, since it serves to differentiate between two 
different meanings. The fact that languages divide up the spectrum of possible sounds or 
expressions differently is brought home to you when you try to learn a foreign language. 
You will find that the inventoty of meaningful sounds will be different for each language. 

Grammatical systems in language 

Systems of lexical choice are not the only kind of systems we find in language. We also have 
systems of grammatical choice. See, for example, System 1.5. 

This system says that whenever I produce a clause it must be only one of these three: 

• a declarative: The baby is crying. 
• an interrogative: Is die baby crying? 
• an imperative: Cry! 

Note how the oppositions, or choices, in this kind of system are realized. Each choice is 
realized by a particular sequencing of a number of grammatical elements, here the elements 
of Subject, Finite and Predicator, The system says that the choice 'declarative', for 
example, is realized by the sequence of elements: Subject followed by Finite verb. For 
example, The baby (Subject) is (Finite verb) crying (Predicator), whereas the choice 'inter
rogative' lias the elements of Subject and Finite in the opposite order: Is the baby crying? The 
imperative is realized by the omission of the Subject and Finite elements, leaving only the 
Predicator: Cry! 

In a grammatical system, then, each choice gets tealized not as particular words (I could 
change all the wotds to my dog, was barking and still have the oppositions), but in the order 
and arrangement of the grammatical roles the words are playing. That is, these choices are 
tealized by structures. What linguists mean by structure will be explored more fully in 
Chapter Five. Fot now we need only note that the choice from a grammatical system is 
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clause-* 

. declarative 
(statement) \ > 

interrogative 
(question) 

> * 

Subject Finite verb* Predicate 

Finite verbA Subject* Predicate 

_ imperative 
(command) *"N» 

no Subject, no Finite 

System 1.5 Grammatical choice 

CONTENT 

EXPRESSION 

Folk Names 

meanings 

_A 
wordings 

(words and structures) 

^ 

Technical Terms 

(discou rse-)sem antics 

X 
^7 

lexico-grammar 

N 

sounds/letters 
V 

phonology/graphology 

Figure 1.3 Levels or strata of language 

expressed through the presence and ordering of particular grammatical elements. And of 
course these structures will eventually get tealized as words, and then finally as sounds. 

In order to incorporate these types of linguistic systems, out model of language as a semi

otic system now looks like Figure 1.3. 
This diagram presents the systemic model of the levels or strata of language, using on 

the left the 'folk' or non-technical terms, and on the right the technical terms that we will 
use from now on. 

V}, The diagram can be read as saying that in language, meanings are realized as wordings, 
which are in turn realized by sounds (or letters). Technically: semantics gets realized 
through the lexico-grammar, which in turn gets realized through the phonology or 

graphology. 
When we compare this model of language with our rraffic lights, we see that language 

is a different kind of semiotic system because it has three levels, not just two. That is, 
language has two meaning-making levels, an upper level of content known as semantics 
(or discourse-semantics for some systemicists), and an intermediate level of content known 
as lexico-grammar. 

Because systemic linguistics is concerned principally wirh how language makes mean
ings, this book explores only the content level of the lexico-grammar - the level respons.-
ble for turning 'meanings' into 'wordings'. 
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Implications of a tri-stratal semiotic model of language 

Having sketched out a model of language as semiotic system, it is now possible to link this 
back to our earlier question: how does language manage to make three kinds of meanings 
simultaneously? 

Comparing the traffic lights and language, you will see chat what makes language dif
ferent is chat it possesses an intermediate encoding level of lexico-grammar. In Chapters 
Five to Nine we will explore how the structure of the English clause involves the choice of 
elements which 'map onto' each other to achieve semantic complexity. 

Introducing you to Halliday's descriptions of the multifunctionality of clause con
stituents is an important aim of this book, since as we have seen in the Crying Baby exam
ples, the text itself reflects this simultaneous expression of different types of meanings. The 
three strands of meanings that run through any text get 'into' the text largely through the 
clauses which make it up. Thus, as Halliday points out, grammatical description is essen
tial to text analysis: 

s it is sometimes assumed that (discourse analysis, or 'text linguistics') can be carried 
; on without grammar - or even that it is somehow an alternative co grammar. But 
, this is an illusion. A discourse analysis that is not based on grammar is not an analy

sis at all, but simply a running commentary on a text. (Halliday 1994: xvi) 

The notion of the semiotic system also gives a powerful way of interpreting language 
behaviour as choice. If language is a semiotic system, then the process of language use is 
a process of making meanings by choosing. In making a choice from a linguistic system, 
what someone writes or says gets its meaning by being interpreted against the background 
of what could have been meant (said or written) in that context but was not. Through this 
distinction we relate what people did write or did say on any particular occasion (their 
actual linguistic choices) to what they could have written ot could have said (their poten
tial linguistic choices). 

We can ilfustrare this by returning to our linguistic systems outlined above. We look at 
the linguistic choices speakers did. make (e.g. statement rather than command, brat rather 
than child, or saying 7 suggest we attack the reds rather than The reds should be attacked next, I 
suppose). And we ask: what is the function of that choice? Why didn't the speakers make the 
other choice? 

In a functional-semantic approach, then, we are concerned to describe two dimensions 
of language use. Firstly, what are the possible choices people can make? In doing this we 
describe rhe linguistic system. Secondly, what is the function of the choice they did make? 
In doing this we describe how language is used in different social contexts, to achieve 
various cultural goals. It enables us to talk about linguistic choices not as 'right' or 'wrong', 
as in the traditional prescriptive approach to language. Instead, we talk about choices as 
'appropriare' or 'inappropriate' to a particular context. 

Summary of systemic functional linguistics (SFL) 

This chapter set out to give an overview of SFL, introducing many of the terms and con
cepts which will be developed in detail in subsequent chapters. In summary, SFL has been 
described as a functional-semantic approach to language which explores both how people 
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use language in different contexts, and how language is structured for use as a semiotic 

system. 
As a linguistic approach to meaning in texts, systemic linguistics has (or has had) 

common ground with text grammarians and discourse analysts from a range of perspectives 
(e.g. Biber 1986, Brown and Gilman I960, Brown and Levinson 1978, Chafe 1980, Labov 
and Fanshel 1977, Mann and Thompson 1986, van Dijk 1977). There have also been points 
of connection with research in areas such as socio!inguistics (e.g. Labov 1972a, 1972b, 
Labov and Waletzky 1967, Schiffren 1987) and rhe ethnography of speaking (e.g. Gumperz 
1982a, 1982b, Hymes 1964/1972, Tannen 1980, 1989, 199D, exploring ways in which 
social and cultural context impact on language use. 

As a semiotic approach, it has common ground with semiotic theoreticians and those, 
following Fairclough (1989, 1992), working in what has become known as the Critical 
Discourse Analysis (CDA) approach. For a comprehensive overview of critical discourse 
analysis, see Toolan's four-volume collection Critical Discourse Analysis (Toolan 2002a, 
2002b, 2002c, 2002d). 

However, what is distinctive to systemic linguistics is that it seeks to develop both a 
theory about language as social process and an analytical methodology which permits the 
detailed and systematic description of language patterns. 

This book introduces you ro both dimensions of the approach. Thus, we will explore rhe 
systemic model of language (what language is, how it works, its relation with context) and 
we will also acquire a set of techniques for analysing different aspects of the language system 
(e.g. analyses of transitivity, mood, theme, the clause complex). Learning these techniques 
requires the iotroduction of technical terms. 

Discussion of how language works in this chapter has been limited because I have had 
co avoid using too many technical linguistic terms. Thus, for example, while we have noted 
some obvious differences berween Texrs 1.1,1.2 and 1.3, it has not been possible to explore 
fully the contrasts between those texts since to do so we need to talk about patterns such 
as nominalization, choices of process type, mood and modality of the clauses, Theme/ 
BJheme structure, reference chains, etc. 

While this book will introduce you to the techniques and technical terms necessary for 
talking about basic lexico-grammatical dimensions of whatever texts are of interest to you, 
these techniques are more comprehensively described in Halliday and Matthiessen 1999, 
2004, Martin et al. 1997, Martin 1992a, and Martin and Rose 2003, and it is suggested 
that you follow up this book by referring to those sources to develop your descriprive 
skills. 

In the following chapter, we begin this technical exploration of language by asking 
just what a text is. With some understanding of the text's pivotal nature as the meeting 
point of contextual and linguistic expression, we then move out to explore levels of 
context and their encoding in language. In Chapter Three we look at techniques of 
generic description, and in Chapter Four, register. Chapters Five to Ten then develop the 
description of the lexico-grammar, covering the grammatical systems of mood, transitiv
ity, theme and the clause complex, with a brief interlude in Chapter Seven to reconsider 
systems. Finally, in Chapter Eleven, equipped with a shared technical vocabulary and a 
shared perspective on language, we will consider how to go about systemic text analysis. 
A comprehensive discussion of the Ctylng Baby texts introduced in this chapter will be 
used to demonstrate ways in which rhe combination of theoretical model and practical 
analyses provides a powerful means of talking about how people use language to make 
meanings. 
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Introduction 

As stated in Chaptet One, this book aims to provide you with concepts and analytical tools 
to explore how meanings are made in the texts that interest you. A useful first step in this 
exploration is to clarify just what out basic unit is. Accordingly, this chapter asks: What is 
(a) text? How do we know when we've got one? And what does the nature of text tell us 
about the organization of language as a text-foirning resource? 

As we progress through the examples in this chapter, we will see that to understand 
what a text is we must recognize that a text's texture derives not only from linguistic 
pactetns of cohesion, but also from the text's coherence with its social and cultural 
context, which will lead us naturally into the following two chapters on genre and reg
ister. The examples will also show, however, that textness is best regarded as a contin
uum, with certain pieces of language displaying a high level of texture and others 
problematizing particular dimensions, either intentionally (fot strategic purposes), or 
accidentally (perhaps due to lack of language expertise). 

What is (a) text? 

Right from page one of this book I've claimed that systemic linguistics concerns itself with 

the analysis of text. The term 'text' has been glossed as 'authentic ptoducts of social inter

action', and I have assumed that we can unproblematically identify what a text is. But it's 

now time to take that assumption apart and ask just what a text is. How do we know when 

a piece of language is a text and when one is not (a non-text)? 

In theit pioneering analysis of spoken and written English, Halliday and Hasan (1976: 
1) offer the following definition of text: 'The wotd TEXT is used in linguistics to refer to 

http://PM.de
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Example 2.2 handwriting1 

What is (a) text? 25 

Alrhough this page presents students with linguistic units (in this case, words) which indi
vidually convey (some) meaning, the words do not 'hang together'. The principle motivat
ing the juxtaposition of the words is not a semantic one: the words ate put together because 
the writer wants students to practise particular fine motor skills. 

The following example, though at first disorienting, shows an important move towards 
textness: f 

Text 2.1: poem by e. e. cummings2 

r-p-o-p-h-e-s-s-a-g-r 
who 

a)s w(e loo)k 
upnowgath 

PPEGORHRASS 
enngint(o-

aThe):l 
eA 

!p: 
S a 

(r 
rlvInG ,gRrEaPsPhOs) 

to 
rea(be)rran(com)gi(e)ngly 
grasshopper; 

This poem by rhe American poet e. e. cummings shows that we usually expect text to be 
presented to us in discrete words in sequence. But, as the Russian formalist Shklovsky sug
gested, like all art, literary art functions to disrupt our expectations: 

Art exists that one may recover the sensation of life; it exists to make one feel things, 
to make the stone stony. The purpose of art Js to impart the sensation of things as 

— they are perceived and not as they are known. The technique of art is to make objects 
'unfamiliar', to make forms difficult, to increase the difficulty and length of per
ception because the ptocess of perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be 
prolonged. Art is a way of experiencing the artfulltws of an object; the object is not impor
tant. (Shklovsky 1992: 18-19) 

Thus, Shklovsky suggests, the purpose of art is to 'make strange' or defamiliarize our 
expectations. Cummings has defamiliarized this text so that it doesn't (initially, at least) 
offer us tecognizable words. Unlike Example 2,1, however, rhis language can be re-consti
tuted as text: the letters can gradually be unscrambled ro give us recognizable English 
words. And unlike Example 2.2, the words are made 'meaningful' because the text uses 
them within (minimal) lexico-grammatical structures, also retrievable from the text. 

By the term 'lexico-grammatical structures' you'll remember that we tefer to the 
sequenced arrangement of constituents of the intermediate stratum of language, the 
stratum of 'words and structures'. As we will see in detail in Chapter Five, at the lexico-
grammatical stratum rhere are several different units which carry patterns. The pivotal unit 
of lexi co-grammatical structure, the unit at the highest 'rank', is the clause, with the upper 
boundary of grammatical relations the clause complex or sentence: only elements occur
ring within the same sentence can be grammatically related. The smallest unit which can 
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Table 2.1 The units of the lexico-grammatical rank scale 

Units of lexico-grammar 

highest rank (largest unit) clause, clause complex 
phrase, group 
word 

lowest rank (smallest unit) morpheme 

enter into grammatical relations, the lowest 'rank' in the grammatical hierarchy, is the 
morpheme, as it is the smallest unit of meaning in language. Between the clause and the 
morpheme we have the units of phrases or groups and words, giving us the 'rank scale' 
of lexi co-grammatical units seen in Table 2.1. 

Lexico-grammatical analysis involves identifying the elements we find at each rank and 
describing the sequences and combinations in which they can occur to give us clauses 
accepted as 'possible' as well as 'usual' to users of the code of English. It is against this 
understanding of the potential of English grammar and its typical, unmarked usage that 
we can explain why e. e. cummings's poem both makes sense but is also a defamiliarized, 
or marked, use of the code. 

When we try to unscramble Text 2.1, we find there are several possibilities-another char
acteristic of art is its preference for ambiguities and ambivalences, rather than single, 
straightforward meaning. One version we might come up with is: 

The Grasshopper 
A grasshopper who as we look up now gathering into leaps, arriving to rearrang
ing ly become 
Grasshopper 

Although this is not a standard vernacular sentence, there is enough lexico-grammar in cum
mings's poem for us to understand who is doing what. Unscrambled phoneme sequences 
give us recognizable words of English. Key grammatical constituents, such as the subject 
pronoun who, and the -ing morphemes on the verbs, signal rhat it is the grasshopper who is 
doing and becoming, simultaneous with our mental activity ofwatching it, Whilee. e, cum-
mings troubles the orthographic structure of the poem, putting spaces and punctuation 
marks in odd places, he makes sure to leave us enough lexico-grammar to be able to make 
'sense' out of what at first appears to be non-sense. 

In cummings's case, the defamiliarization of English is a strategic move: he purposefully 
muddles things up in order to achieve a particular effect on readers. Among the effects 
achieved by the 'scrambling' in 'Grasshopper' we could list: 

1. that it makes us slow down: as Shklovsky suggests, arr defamiliarizes by slowing 
down pur perception, de-automating the reading process so that we really take in 
what we're reading; 

2. at the same time, the scrambling gives us a verbal approximation of what the 
grasshopper is doing physically (leaping), thus one semiotic code (language) is 
being used to try to evoke another (action); 

3- as a result of(l) and (2), we may become awate of the conventions of poems and lan
guage, and may reflect on what there is to be gained by playing with language, 
stretching its conventional boundaries, to renew our experience of living and 
making meanings. 

What is (a) text? 27 

Grammar and the meanings of text 

" d " . To ™kE , » * , a c t t h* to dtf... fellow .he code, or . . tac .11.W »»Co ...new =h= 

" ^ X ^ t ^ S o * - D.U's d * * - . »ve!, TM BK, * » . 

another form of challenge writers can offer us in text. 

Text 2.2: excerpt from The BFG* 
The BFG was still holding the awesome snozzcumber in his right hand 

and now he put one end into h , mouth (liii,and bit off a huge hunk of i H 
''tarred crunching it up (3ii)and the noise he made was like the crunchmg of lumps 

° f %s filthlng"- -,he spluttered, .^peaking with his mouth full ^ d i spray-
•m-tZ p t c ^ o f snozJmber hkeUle t s in Sophie's direction. (4i)SoPhie hopped 
around on the table-top, (Jiii)ducking out of the way. . 

•Irt disgusterous!' (5ii)the BFG gurgled. (6/lts s t a b l e ! {7Its rotsome. ^ 
maggotwise! mTty it yourself, this foulsome snozzcumber. 

'No thank you,' n->phie said, backing away. 
< < ' 'a i you L gomg to be guzzling around here from now on (l so you might 

as ^ U get used » V 0 1 i a ] p i d the BFG. „ W Go OQ. you snipsy httle wmkle, 

(12ii)hToVhfe°Lk a small nibble. <m 'Ugggggggh!' (l4ii)she ,plu«e«d „ ^ h no! 
, J f t gosh! (n)Oh help!' (18)She spat it out quickly. { m * » « * W ^ - s ! £t9mshe 

^ ^ s e r h a X r ^ r i e d the BEG, ( _roar ing with laughter. (22)To me it 

is tasting of clockcoaches and slimewanglers! 

^ Once again that sad winsome look came into the BFG s ey s W o r d s h e 
s a i f 'is oh such a twitch-tickling problem to me all my life ^ you mus 

know"3Jexactirwhat words 1 am wanting to say, ( 3 0 i > t somehow or other they is 

always3getting squiff-squiddled around.' 
That happens to everyone,' mJi)Sophie said. 
in*..! yir- * - ,1-iP BFG said T is speaking the most ter-

(32i)'Nor like it happens to me, [J2i!)the tfi-Lr saxa. (33, U ^ F e 

rible wigglish.' 
, T think you speak beautifully,' Wii)Sophie sa.d. 

""'You do?' ( 3 J r i e d the BFG, (35i!i)suddenly bnghteoing. m You really do? 
"'"'Simply beautifully,' (37ii)Sophie repeated. 
<37i> Well that is the nkest'present anybody is ever giving me m my whole life! 

-, 'cried the BEG. 'Are you sure you is not twiddling my leg? 
' nmr (i7> „ , . -. 'T hur love the wav you talk. 

,„.'Ofcourse not ' ^.Sophie said. (4 l )l)ustJovetne 
7 ' H o w wondercr^ip!' ,2ii)cried the BFG, stiU beaming How 

whoopsey-splunkers! (44)How absolutely sniffling! (45)I U all of a stutter. 
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The many children and adults who have chuckled their way through this book have little 
difficulty with the text, despite the BFG's frequent use of unusual vocabulary items (snoz-
zcumber, rotsme, slimwanglm, twitcb-tkkling, sqmbbling, squiff-squiMsd, wigglisb, wboospey-
splunkm ...). These words make just enough sense to us because: 

1. they conform to possible phonological combinations of English; 
2. they exploit the phonaesthetic qualities of English sound combinations: sound 

symbolism and sound analogy make it possible for us to 'feel' what the words 
mean, even if we're not sure exactly what a slimewangler is, or what it's tike to be 
squiff-sqniddhd\ 

3. they are incorporated into the grammar of English, through the attachment of con
ventional English morphemes of tense and word class. Thus the endings -som and 
-tsb allow us to interpret Msome and wigglisb as adjectives; the -tag ending turns 
squifflmg into a present participle; and -ers must make slimewanglm a plural noun 
indicating actors/agents. The morphemic structure is then reinforced by the incor
poration of the words into clause structure: It's ant's rotsame sets up the kind of clause 
where the word after the it's we interpret as describing what it is. The placement of 
mitch-tickling before a word we know well means we read twitcb-tickling as describ
ing a type or kind of problem. We read squiff-squiMed z& wrb of action, because we 
know the structure x is always getting . . . -ed around 

Thus, defamifiarization of words presents little problem, given that grammatical and 
phonological resources of the language are functioning conventionally. Iu much the same 
way Lewis Carroll's famous poem 'Jabberwccky' makes at least some sense 

And 'sense' is what we're always looking for in language. If text is a 'unified whole' it is 
a whole unified in terms of meanings, not in terms of form. As Halliday and Hasan (1976-
2) put it: A text is best regarded as a SEMANTIC unit: a unit nor of form but of meaning-
More accurately, in systemic eerms a text is a unit of meanings, a unit which expresses simul
taneously, ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings. Examples like 'Grasshopper' and 
lheBFG show us how important the grammatical level is if we are ro be able to interpret 
these simultaneous meanings. In the cummings text, we can tecover enough of these mean
ings by rearranging the orthography. In the Dahl example, some slight fulness in some of 
the ideational meanings in the text is far outweighed by the stacking up of retrievable 
ideational, interpersonal and texrual meanings through the overwhelmingly conventional 
grammatical choices in the passage (and the book). 

A piece of language that is more challenging for our pursuit of meanings is surely this 

Text 2.3: excerpt from 'Stalin's Genius' by Bruce Andrews'* 
(ii, Stalin's genius consisted of not french-kissing:„.., sometimes I want to be in 

crud. (2() Your spats of visibility - m o, crow fluke, genially organized spuds, what 
can true work? 0j) Birth is skewed, anon., capital; {ii, lose that disembowelment; „ , 
you must change it 0 M by eating it yourself: m don't pick your noses, f, ., secrecy 
thrives on abuse. ^ No, I don't mean the missile crisis, cat goes backward 
to suit international organizarion: middle class families want the belly 
choose (i|v) 

W)co obey ^thority - ^ waddle into arson anything can be convened,,.. 
the accessories get you wet. 
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Since Text 2.3 has been widely published and its author is regarded as a writer of merit (if 
also of difficulty), we must assume that at least fot some readers k constitutes (part of) a 
text. Yet most English speakers will find it a distinctly problematic piece of language. 
Although it uses mostly familiar English words, and has some recognizable grammatical 
structures, many readers complain that they 'can't make much sense' of it. 

Our problem with it is that we cannot see the four sequent clauses as hanging together. 
As Halliday and Hasan suggest, text is more than just sentences in sequence: 

If a speaker of English hears or reads a passage of the language which is more than 
one sentence in length, he can normally decide without difficulty whether it forms 
a unified whole or is just a collection of unrelated sentences. (Halliday and Hasan 
1976: 1) 

When we say we have trouble seeing how the clauses hang together in Text 2.3, we are 
reacting ro two dimensions of the paragraph. Firstly, its contextual properties: what we call 
its coherence. And secondly, its internal properties: what we call its cohesion. 

Coherence refers to the way a group of clauses or sentences relate to the context 
(Halliday and Hasan 1976: 23). In fact, two types of coherence are involved in texture: reg-
isterial coherence and generic coherence. We will cover these in more detail in Chapters 
Three and Pour, but the basic idea is that text usually exhibits contextual unity of these 
two types; 

1. registerial coherence: a text has registerial coherence when we can identify one 
situation in which all the clauses of the text could occur. Technically, as we'll see in 
later chapters, this occurs when we can specify for the entire collection of clauses 
the domain the text is focusing on (its field), what roles the writer or interactants 
are playing (its tenor), and how closely language is tied to the experience it's com
menting on (its mode). 

2. generic coherence: a text has generic coherence when we can recognize the text as 
an example of a particular genre. Technically, generic coherence occurs when we can 
idenrify a unified purpose motivating the language (for example, it tells a story or 
accomplishes a transaction), usually expressed through a predictable generic or 
schematic structure, as we'll see in Chapter Three. 

Text 2.3 appears to lack both these types of contextual coherence. Firstly, it lacks situational 
cohetence, for we cannot think of one situation in which all these sentences could occur. 
There is no coherence of field (we jump from talking about Stalin to sex to dhembowelment 
to cats and fashion), nor of mode (some clauses are obviously written language, others are 
apparently conversational dialogue), nor of tenor (we cannot determine what role the 
writer/sayer of this paragraph is playing). 

Secondly, thete is no immediately identifiable generic coherence. Ask yourself: just what 
is this text doing? What is it trying to achieve? What is its cultural purpose? I'd be sur
prised if you came up with a clear answer. 

The lack of contextual coherence is reflected in, and is a reflection of, its accompanying 
lack of internal organization, its lack of cohesion. The term cohesion refers to the way we 
relate or tie together bits of our discourse. As Halliday and Hasan explain: 

Cohesion occurs where the INTERPRETATION of some element in the discourse 
is dependent on that of another. The one PRESUPPOSES the other, in the sense 
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chat it cannot be effectively decoded except by recourse to it. When this happens, 
a relation of cohesion is set up, and the two elements, the presupposing and the pre
supposed, are thereby at least potentially integrated into a text. (Halliday and 
Hasan 1976: 4: their emphasis) 

The key notion behind cohesion, then, is that there is a semantic tie between an item at one 
poi nt in a text and an i tem at another point. The presence of the tie makes at least one of the 
items dependent upon the other for its interprerarion. For example, in the Dahl excerpt, Text 
2.2, the BFG exclaims 'It'sfilthing!'. The pronoun it is dependent for its meaning on the pre
ceding noun the awesome snozzcumber. We have absolutely no problem establishing this seman
tic dependency and correctly decoding themeaning (or referent) of it. Compare this with the 
situation in Text 2.3: clauses 3iii and 3iv each contain the pronoun//, but can we be sute just 
what;/ refers to? 

It is this absence of semantic ties between elements in Text 2.3 that prevents it from 
hanging together internally as a piece of language, and which makes it difficult for us to 
make much sense of it. And yet I'm prepared to bet that you will struggle very hard to find 
meaning there, which leads us to an important insight into how we respond to language. 

Sense in sequence: the sequential implicativeness of text 

A basic property of text is illustrated by the following conversational excerpt between two 
speakers: 

A: What time is it, love? 
B: Julie left her car at the station today. 

Given these two turns at talk, presented one after the other, you will find yourself working 
hard to make sense of the little exchange they apparently represent. You wili try very hard 
to find a way of interpreting B's turn as somehow an answer to As question, even though 
there is no obvious link between them apart from their appearance in sequence. Perhaps you 
will decide that B has left his watch in Julie's cat and so cannot tell A the time; or pethaps 
both interactanrs are waiting for someone called Julie who is usually home by this time but 
B can explain why she's late . , ., etc. You have no doubt constructed your own interpreta
tion which allows you to 'understand' B's utterance. It is unlikely that you looked at the 
example and simply said 'It doesn't make sense'. 

From this example we can appreciate a point made some years ago by a group of conver
sation analysts (e.g. Schegloff and Sacks 1973/74, Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974, 
Schegloff 1981). When these analysts looked at everyday conversations, they noticed that 
'no empirically occurring utterance ever occurs outside, or external to, some specific 
sequence. Whatever is said will be said in some sequential context' (Atkinson and Heritage 
1984: 6). They developed this observation into the notion of sequential implicativeness 
(Schegloffand Sacks 1973/74: 296). Sequential implicativeness arises from the fact that lan
guage is inexorably tied to linear sequence, so that one part of a text (a sentence or a turn at 
talk) roust follow another part of che text (the next sentence or turn at talk). The outcome of 
this is that each part of the text creates the context within which the next bit of the text is 
interpreted. And, as your own efforts with the example above will have demonstrated to you, 
speakers or readers will go to enormous lengths to construct relationships between what is 
said/written now and what was said/written a moment ago. 
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In the example above it is difficult (but certainly not impossible) to construct the links 
that would allow B's utterance to make sense coming as it does after A's question. There are 
no clues to the links provided in the speaker's talk. B could have been more helpful by saying: 

B: I know Julie's late, but we shouldn't get worried because she left her car at the 
station .today and caught the train, instead of driving in to work. 

But because of the context of situation shared by the interactants, it was not necessary to 
spell out the links explicitly. However, if most texts ate to make sense to readers or listen
ers, the links between the parts have to be more easily recoverable. Making the links 
between the parts of a text recoverable is what the resources of cohesion enable language 
users to do, which is why we now need to look at cohesion in more detail. 

Analysing cohesive resources 

Following Halhday and Hasan, I'm suggesting that the texture of texts involves both the 
text's relation to its external context (which we will explore in Chapters Three and Four), and 
the text's internal cohesion. Texts like Text 2.3 which trouble either or both of these dimen
sions of texture are problematic for readers to make sense of, though we have a well-ctained 
semantic orientation which leads us to try to find meaning in any sequence of language. 

To see cohesive resources at work in their full power, let's look now at a famous (very) 
short story by American writer Kate Chopin. 

Text 2.4: The Story of an Hour* 
Knowing (m,that Mrs. Mallard was afflicted with a heart trouble, (liji)great care 

was taken .to break to her as gently as possible the news of her husband's death. 
„It was her sister Josephine who told her, in broken sentences; veiled hints that 

revealed in half concealing. (;)Her husband's friend Richards was there, too, near her, 
4 It was he who had been in the newspaper office Hii,when intelligence of the 
railroad disaster was received, (4iiL)with Brently Mallard's name leading the list of 
'killed.' ,51)He had only raken the time (5ii)to assure himself of its truth by a second 
telegram, (5ii!,and had hastened to forestall any less careful, less tender friend (5;y)in 
bearing the sad message. 

, She did not hear the story as many women have heard the same, with a para
lyzed inability to accept its significance. (7)She wept at once, with sudden, wild 
abandonment, in her sister's aims. (8i)When the storm of grief had spent itself {(m)she 
went away to her room alone. (9>She would have no one follow her, 

tl0There stood, facing the open window, a comfortable, roomy armchair. ( l l i )
I n t o 

this she sank, (llii)pressed down by a physical exhaustion that haunted her body and 
seemed to reach into her soul. 

....She could see in the open square before her house the tops of trees that were 
all aquiver with the new spring life. (l3)The delicious breath of rain was in the air. 

4 .In che stteet below apeddler was crying his wares. (l5i)The notes of a distant song 
which some one was singing reached her faintly, a;ii)and countless sparrows were 
twittering in the eaves. 

There were patches of blue sky showing here and there through the clouds that 
had met and piled one above the other in the west facing her window. 
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(17i)She sat with her head rhrown back upon the cushion of the chair quite 
motionless, ^ ^ c e p t when a sob came up into her throat .,,.,-nd shook her,' as 
a child who has cried itself to sleep continues to sob in its d r lms 

8i)She was young with a fair, calm face, j)8ii)whose lines bespoke repression and 
™ certain strength ^Bu t now there was a dull stare in her eyes, ( |,,whosegaze 
w^edawayoffyonderon one ofthose patches of bluesky. ,Qi)Ir w^notaglfnce 
of reflection, ^ b w rather indicated a suspension of intelligent thought 

There was something coming t 0 h e r d s h e ^ ^ fof . 

t22)What was n, (m$he did not know; ^ was too subtle and elusive to name 

sound H IC' <T C r e e p i n * ° U t ° f t h e *ky> W>read™g « ™ d her through the 
sounds, the scents, the color that filled the air 
th i f th lnTt^ b O S ° m ^ ? feii t U m u l m ° ^ 0«She was beginning to recognize 

w r <*«?>** P° w e r l e s s a s h e r ^ o white slender hands would have been 
i J r e ^ 7 S h ^ a b a n ? n e d l l e r s d f 07«r* "«!* whispered word escaped her slightly 
parted lips. (2B;)She said it over and over under her breath: f3,,'free, free free'' The 
vacant stare and the look of terror that had followed it went ' fW her Lyes ' °%Z 

She did not stop to ask oa i )if it were or were not a monstrous joy that held her 

(33JA dear and exalted perception enabled her to dismiss the suggestion as trivial 

hands folded^ rt" ^ ^ W e C p a g a i n ^ > W h e n S h e S a w r h e I d n d - «»d« 
fixed ad Iff V ^ ^ t h a t ^ ^ ^ l 0 ° k e d »™ W l t h ta™ » P » her, 
fixed and gray and dead. (35)But she saw beyond that bitter moment a long proces
sion ofyauB m c o m e tJ W Q u l d b d o n g tQ faer ^ ^ EP^ 
spread her arms out to them in welcome. 

for herself There would be no powerful will bending hers (M. Jn that blind per-

will upon a fellow-creature. TO)A kind intention or a cruel intention made the act 
seem no less a come as she looked upon it in that brief moment of illumination 

matter' Z t ST* hi™~mi™*- m ° ^ s he had not. What did « 
matter! What could love, the unsolved mystery, count for in hWof this posses-

her b l ig f a S S e i t l 0 n ^ ShC S U d d e n l y r e C °S n i z e d - ^ e strongest impulse of 

(44/Free! (45i]Body and soul free!' M5J.)She kept whispering. 

(Wosephme was kneeling before the closed door with her lips to the keyhole 

iAm miplonng for admission, ^ u i s e , open the door! ^ beg, open the door '-

^ r ^ y ° U r S d f H1' - W h a t ~ * » * * * ^ OJ heaven, sake 

ei^'Sinro^r;rwSreinu; -No;she -***•* -* -
w>Her fancy was running riot along those days ahead of her. ^.Spring days and 

snuader {57!;)r.nat hie might be long. 

^ j f he a r 0 S e
f

a t l e n S d l
 (58;i)and opened the door to her sister's importunities 

[591)There was afeverish triumph in her eyes, Mj)and she carried herself unwittingly 
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like a goddess of Victory. (fi0]>She clasped her sister"s waist, (6[)ii>and together they 
descended the stairs. ^Richards stood waiting for them at the bottom. 

Some one was opening the front door with a latchkey. (63i)It was Brently Mallard 
who entered, a little ttavel-stained, (63.^composedly carrying his grip-sack and 
umbrella. ((S4;)He had been far from the scene of accident, (64ji)and did not even know 

there had been one. „s,He stood amazed at Josephine's pietcing cry; at Richards' 
(O41J[) ( O 3 J • £ ! • • £ 

quick motion to screen him from the view or his wire. 
,„.But Richards was too late. 

..When the doctors came i6nnthey said (6„i;)She had died of heart 4isease - of joy 
that kills. 

Most readets find Text 2.4 a powerful and effective piece of language. Where we struggled 
with Text 2.3, we become absorbed and perhaps even moved by Text 2.4. We certainly 
have no trouble making sense of it. One reason is because in Text 2.4 Chopin has exploited 
with great craft the tesources of the three main types of cohesion in written language: ref
erence, conjunction and lexical cohesion. I'll now take you through how you can 
analyse these cohesive patterns in texts like Text 2.4. For more detail on these cohesive pat
terns, see Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: Chapter 9). 

Reference 

The cohesive resource of reference refers to how the writer/speaker introduces participants 
and then keeps track of them once they are in the text. Participants are the people, places 
and things that get talked about in the text. The participants in the following sentence are 
underlined: 

(li)Knowing (lii)that Mrs. Mallard was afflicted with a heart trouble, (Uii|great care 
was taken . to break to her as gently as possible the news of her husband's death. 

Whenever a participant is mentioned in a text, the writer/speaker must signal to the 
reader/listener whether the identity of the participant is already known or not. That is, par
ticipants in a text may be either presented to us {introduced as 'new' to the text) or pre
sumed (encoded in such a way that we need to retrieve their identity from somewhere). 
Contrast the following: 

....Knowing oij)that Mrs. Mallard was afflicted with a heart trouble. 
There stood, facing the open window, a comfcrrable. roomv armchair. 

(14Jn the street below a peddlet was crying his wares, 

All these examples involve presenting teference: we are not expected to know anything 
about Mrs. Mallard, or a heart trouble or which armchair, or peddler, as all these partici-
panrs are being introduced to us for the first time. Contrast those examples with: 

jijltito this she sank, 

Here we have two presuming reference items: it Is presumed that we know, or can estab
lish, the thing and the person the tMl and the sts. refer to, 
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Only presuming participants create cohesion in a text, since ties of dependency are con
structed between the presuming item and what k refers to (its referent). The commonest 
presuming reference items are: 

1. the deBnite article: the 

{(5)She did not hear the story as many women have heard the. same 
2. demonstrative pronouns: that, these, those • . . 

(j U)Into this she sank, 
3. pronouns: he, she, it, they . . .; mine, his, hers, theirs . . . 

(1]i)Into this she sank. 

When the writer uses a presuming reference item, the reader needs to retrieve the identity 
of that item in order to follow the text. That is, if the writer has used the pronoun she, for 
example, the reader must be able to track down just who the she refers to. If presuming ref-
ecenrs are not retrievable (i.e. if the reader cannot figure out who she refers to, or there are a 
number of possible candidates), the interaction will run into problems. For example, note 
theambiguity in the following opening sentence from astory we'll be looking at in a minute: 

I watched as my companion was attacked by the polar bear. 

There are three presuming reference items in this sentence, none of which we can clearly 
decode because there is no prior text to tell us who the / is who has a companion, nor which 
polar bear we're talking about (let alone what it's doing there!), 

The identity of a presuming reference item may be retrievable from a number of differ
ent contexts: 

1. from the general context of cultute: for example, when we talk about how hot the sun 
is today we know which sun we are talking about: the sun we share as members of 
this particular world. We call retrieval from the shared context of culture 
homophoric reference. 

2. from the immediate context of situation: for example, if I ask you to Put i£down next 
to her, and we're in the same place at the same time, you will be able to decode the it 
as referring to whatever object I am pointing to, and the her as the female in the room, 
When we retrieve from shared immediate context this is called exophoric reference. 

3- from elsewhere within the text itself frequently the identity of the participant has 
been given at an earlier point in the text. For example: 

(C)She did not hear the story as many women have heard the same 
Here we decode the identity of the presuming reference to she by referring back to 
Mrs. Mallard, and to the story by making the link back to the previous paragraph's 
mention ofthe railroaddisaster... with Brently Mallard's name leading the list of killed'. 

When the identity of a referent item is retrieved from within the text, we are dealing 
with endophoric reference. It is endophoric reference which creates cohesion, since 
endophoric ties create the internal texture of the text, while homophoric and exophoric ref
erence contribute to the text's (situational) coherence. 

Endophoric reference can be of three main kinds: 
1. anaphoric reference: this occurs when the referent has appeared at an earlier point in 
the text. In the example given earliet (She did not hear the story . . .), both retrievals are 
anaphoric. Here is another anaphoric example: 
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When she abandoned herself {27ii,a lirtle whispered word escaped her slightly 
parted lips. (2Bi)She said it over and over under her breath: (28ii)'free, free, free! 

We retrieve the identity of the pronoun it by referring back to the presenting referent in 

the previous sentence: a little whispered word, 
Typically anaphoric reference is to a participant mentioned nearby (one or two sentences 

previously), but sometimes it may refer back to an item mentioned many pages, minutes 
or even hours ago. When we read in sentence 64: 

t He had been far from rhPBf-ene of accident. ^nd did not even know (64ii;)there 
(Mi) 
had been. one. 

we have no trouble working out which scene of accident: we link this presuming referent 

back to the mention of the railroad disaster in sentence 4. 
2. cataphoric reference: this occurs when the referent has not yet appeared, but will be 
provided subsequently. For example, imagine Chopin had begun her story: 

Ihejiews came as a terrible shock to them all, but most of all to Mrs. Mallard. It 
seemed her husband Brently had been killed in a railroad disaster. His friend, 
Richards, carried the sad tidings to Mrs. Mallard and her sister Josephine. 

Here we begin with the presuming references to the news and them all, but it is only in the 
second sentence that we learn just what that news was, and only in the third that we can 
establish the referent for them all. . 
3 esphoric reference: this occurs when the referent occurs in the phrase immediately fol
lowing the presuming referent item (within the same nominal gtoup/noun phrase, not m 

a separate clause). For example: 

. When fhe storm of grief had spent itself 

_ here we learn which storm from the immediately following prepositional phrase of grief 

(13J5he could see in rhe open square before her house thetcpa of trees that were all 

aquiver with the new spring life. 

_ we learn immediately which open square from the following phrase before her house, and 

the tops of what from the phrase of trees; 

The notes of a distant song which some one was singing reached her faintly, 
and countless spatrows were twittering in the eaves. 

(15ii> 

- here we see that an esphoric referent may be quite extensive. Which notes did she heat? 
The prepositional phrase tells us: of a distant song which some one was singing. 

One further type of endophoric reference which can operate anaphorically, cataphoncally 
or esphorically is comparative reference. With comparative reference, the identity of the 
presumed item is retrieved not because it has already been mentioned or will be mentioned 
in the text, but because an item with which it is being compared has been mentioned. For 
example: 

6 She did not hear the story as many women have heard the same 
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We interpret the comparative referent the same to refer back to the story, which itself 
anaphorically refers back to the whole of the preceding paragraph, where we have heard the 
story of Brently Mallard's death. This example shows us both comparative reference and also 
what we call whole text referencing. In whole text referencing the referent is more than 
a simple participant. Ir may be a sequence of actions or events menrioned previously; it may 
even be 'rhe whole text up to rhis poinr\ When a writer nores This therefore proves that. . ., 
the presuming this may refer to everything that the writer has been arguing to that point, 

One special kind of reference is known as bridging reference. This is when a presuming 
reference item refers back to an early irem from which ir can be inferentially derived. For 
example: 

(1() There stood, facing the open window, a comfortable, roomy armchair, 

There has been no previous menrion of a window, yet we have no rrouble bridging from 
the earlier reference to her room to work out that the open window refers to the window of her 
room. Similarly, in 

,15.,The notes of a distant song which some one was singing reached her fainrly, 

(] 5ii)and countless sparrows were twittering in the eaves. 

The reference item the signals that we know which eaves. In fact, no previous mention of 
eaves has been made, but we can 'bridge' from our assumption that she is in a room of a 
house to interpret the eaves of her home. And in the following example 

,~.. When the docrors came „ ...they said ,, ... she had died of hearr disease — of joy 
that kills, 

we can bridge from earlier mention of her heart disease to figure out that the doctors are the 
ones treating her for her condition. 

A common type of reference in narrative text is possessive reference. This is used 
throughout Text 2.4. Here's one of the simpler examples: 

(8ji.she went away to her room alone 

We decode her in the possessive nominal group her room anaphorically to refer to Mrs. 
Mallard. In fact, her house is mentioned in a later sentence (sentence 12), so this could also 
be interpreted as cataphoric reference. 

Possessive nominal groups may have even more participants, as this next example shows: 

a)Her husband's friend Kichanjs was there, too, near her. 

The possessive pronoun her refers anaphorically to Mrs Mallard; husband's refers anaphori
cally to Brently Mallard. 

There is one type of reference, known as locational reference, which involves nor the 
identification of a participant in a text (a person or thing), but the identificacion of a loca
tion in time or space. In written text, locational referents such as here, there, then, above, below 
are usually retrieved endophorirally, from surrounding text. For example, Chopin might 
have written: 
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She went away to her room alone. Thfiifi she stayed for many hours. 

There is a locational reference back to her room. _ 
But in conversation, locational referents are frequently retrieved exophoncally: 

Here are some bikkies. 
(retrieved exophorically: here where we are) 
These days it costs a fortune. 
(retrieved exophorically; these days that we live in now) 

For more on categories of reference, see Halhday and Matrhiessen (2004: 549^1) Martin 

(1992a: 93-158) and Martin and Rose (2003), where reference is treated under the cate

gory of identification. 

Tabulating reference chains 

A convenient way to capture the reference patterns in a text is simply to trace through men
tions of the text's participants. This will give you a picture of how texture is c reared as ref
erence chains develop across a text. Halliday and Marthiessen (2004) and Martm and Rose 
(2003) each suggest different ways of doing this. The main principle is the same: you iden
tify presuming referents in a text, and then seek to link all mentions of that p a r e n t . 
You can do either a comprehensive analysis of reference, tracing all presuming referents, or 
you can concentrate on the major participants only, depending on the purposes of your 

^ YoTcan prepare a simple linear display of reference chains by simply listing all linked 
reference items alongside their sentence numbers throughout a text. If the identity of a pre
sumed reference item is stated in the text (for example, it is introduced through ^present
ing reference), then simply include it in your lisr at the appropriate sentence number. If the 
identity of the presumed referent is never explicitly stated (i.e. it is not Realized in the 
text) then you may wish to write it in at the start of that reference chain [in parentheses]. 
Presenting reference items only need to be noted if they are referred back to by a presum
ing reference item at some point in the text. With possessive nominal groups contaming 
presuming referents, list the group under each of the participants it refers to. You can use 
abbreviations to indicate from where the identity of the referent is retrieved (anaphoncally, 
esphorically, bridging, exophoric, etc.). In the Appendix you can find reference chains or 
the three Crying Baby texts from Chapter One. Those analyses ate d.scussed in Chapter 
Eleven. Here are 8 of the main reference chains in Tfcxt 2.4, followed by a brief discussion 
of what they show us about 'The Story of an Hour'. 

Chain 1: Mrs Mallard . 
(l)MrsMallard-her-herhusband'sdeath-(2)hersister-(3>herhusbandsfriend-her-
(6) she - (7) she - her sister's arms - (8) she - (9) she - her - (11) she - her body - her soul 
- (12) she - her house - (15) her - (16) het window - (17) she - her head - her throat - her 
- (18) she - (19) her eyes - (21) her - she - (23) she - (24) she - her - (25) her bosom -
(26) she - her - she - her will - her two white slender hands - (27) she, -.herself - her hp 
- (28) she - her breath - (29) her eyes - (31) her pulses - her body - (32) she - her - (33) 
her - 04) she - she - she - her - (35) she - her - (36) she - her arms - (37) she _ herself-
(38) hers - (39) she - (40) she - (41) she - (43) she - het being - (45) she - (47) Lomse -
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Key to reference analysis 
Numbers refer to sentences (see Text 2.4, p, 
Ties are anaphoric unless indicated by: 
C: cataphoric S; esphoric P: comparative L: 
X:exophork 

31) 

locational B: bridging H: homophone 

(48) you - yourself- (49) you - Louise - (52) I - (53) she - (54) her fancy - her - (55) her 
own —(56) she-(57) she-(58) she-her sister's importunities —(59) her eyes —she-(60) 
she — her sister's waist— they —(61) them —(67) she 

Chain 2: Brently Mallard 
(1) husband's death - (3) husband's friend - (4) Brently Mallard's name - (34) (B) 
tender hands - (B) the face - (40) him - (62) some one - (63) Brently Mallard -
sack and umbrella - (64) he — (65) he - him — his wife 

Chain 3: her sister, Josephine 
(2) her sister Josephine - (7) her sister's arms - (46) Josephine - her lips - (48) I - (58) her 
sister's importunities—(60) her sister's waist- they—(61) them—(6 5) Josephine's piercing cry 

Chain 4: Richards 
(3) her husband's friend Richards - (4) he - (5) he - himself- (61) Richards - (65) Richards' 
quick motion — (66) Richards 

Chain 5: the news 
(1) the news (S)ofher husband's death — (4) (B) the railroad disaster—the list of 'killed' -(5) 
its truth — rhe sad message - (6) the story — the same (P) - its significance 

Chain 6: 'something' 
(21) something - it - (22) it - (23) it - (24) it - (26) this thing that was approaching to 
possess her - it - (27) (C) a little whispered word - (28) it - (32) it - (S) a monsttous joy 
- (33) the suggestion - (39) that brief moment of illumination - (43) this possession of 
self-assertion (S) which she recognized as the strongest impulse (S) of her being 

Chain 7: the room/house 
(S) her room — (10) (B) the open window — (12) (B) her house — (14) (L) the street below — 
(15) (B) the eaves - (16) her window - (46) (B) the closed door - (B) the keyhole - (47) the 
door - (48) the door - (50) the door - (53) that open window - (58) the door - (60) (B) the 
stairs - (61) (B) the bottom - (62) the front door 

Chain 8: Mrs Mallard's eyes 
(I) Mrs Mallard - (19) (B) her eyes - whose gaze - (20) it - (29) the vacant stare - her eyes 
- (30) they - (59) her eyes 

This listing does not show all the presuming references in Text 2.4. There are many 
short chains that link just two or three participants to each other, but it's the longer, 
sustained chains that contribute most to creating cohesion in the text. What, then, can 
reference chains tell us about the text? 

Firstly, reference chains show us who are the major human participants in a text, and 
their relative importance. It perhaps comes as no surprise to see just how dominant Mrs 
Mallard is as a participant in'The Story of an Hour': there are 87 references to her, spanning 
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the entire text. None of the other human participants even come close. Of the other three 
human participants, both Richards and Josephine feature only ^ e j d g e s of * e r e 
appearing as participants only as they intrude peripherally upon Mrs Mallard s life. More 
strikingly, Brently Mallard textually enacts his death and life: as her husband goes out of 
her life! he also goes out of her text, only to return to the text (and her life) at the very end 
Despite his lerigthy textual absence, his return enacts exactly the lack of freedom Mrs 
Mallard had been so joyous to escape: once he's back in the text, her reference chain dies. 

But while this is very much a story about just one participant, Mrs Mallard the t e a « 
less about what she does as a participant and more about whar she has. Note that the Mrs 
Mallard reference chain contains a surprising number of possessive references: 42 of the87, 
in fact This again is a textual realization of the thematic concern of the story, as we see Mrs 
Mallard come into possession, achieving ̂ /-possess!on, only ro have it snatched away again 

^ AndVhat does Chopin construe self-possession to mean? Judging by the reference 
chains, it means above all possession of one's own body Most of the possess.veReferences 
are to Mrs Mallard's body parts: her hands, her tips, her being, etc. Even though Mrs 
Mallard may whisper 'Free/ Body and soul free/', the text suggests that for Chopin it is a 
woman's physical freedom that matters most, or is most difficult to obtain. 

There are so many references to Mrs Mallard's eyes rhat I've shown this as a separate 
chain We'll see in a moment how it resonates with other lexical relations in the text. Here 
we can just note how these references to her eyes and gaze help to realize rhe metaphorical 
significance of self-realization in the story, 

Aside from the human participants, the most extensive chains concern the news and the 
elusive 'something' that is coming towards Mrs Mallard. The news chain is dense early on 
in the story, but this fizzles out once it has done its work of providing the catalyst for Mrs 
Mallard's movement towards her epiphany. The 'something' chain then takes over. Justwhat 
is the identity of the 'something'? All seems to point towatds the referential^ complex 
phrase this possession of self-assertion which she suddenly recognized as the strongest impulse of her 
L b u t the referents in this chain are often as'subtle and elusive' as rs the something itsel . 

An extensive chain to do with place is realized, with 16 references (mostly through 
bridging) to Mrs Mallard's house, room and parts of the room. These references of course 
anchor the story in irs setting, but they do more: notice how frequently open or closed 
windows and doors are referred ro. Again, this chain contributes themarically setting up 
the contrast between the closed and claustrophobic nature of Mrs Mallard s life (she is stuck 
within her marriage, within her house, within her room, behind a closed door) before her 
liberation (the realization of which comes to her through her open window). 

If we consider now where most items are retrieved from we see thar Text 2.4 is typical of 
written fictional text: most referents are retrieved endophoricaUy, from within the text itself, 
and most anaphorically. In this way the text creates its own fictional context constructing 
itself as a largely context-independent use of language. This makes it possible for the text to 
'travel' so successfully across time and space: though 'The Story of an Hour was written in 
North America in the 1920s, we can read and understand the story now, wherever in the 
world we are. Pragmatic, non-fictional texts depend much more on the extra-textual context 
for exophoric and homophone retrieval, as we'll see in texrs analysed later in this book. 

The combination of reference ties that span the length of the whole text, the consistent 
focus on arelatively small number of participants, the density of ties, and their end ophoric 
retrieval together add up to create a highly cohesive, self-contained text. The reference 
chains are also cohesive in that they contribute to the thematic and metaphorical meanings 
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the text is making. The patterns of reference chains help to realize Chopin's suggestion that 
conventional marriage deprives women of self-possession of their own bodies. 

Kate Chopin makes it look easy, bur constructing well-textured narratives can be a chal
lenge for most young writers. Consider/Text 2.5 below, a short story written by a 12-year-
old Australian boy and submitted to a national creative writing competition. 

Text 2.5: Fatal Alaska6 

(spelling and punctuation as in original) 
I watched as my companion was attacked by the polar bear. Then he fell to the 

ground and didn't move. I knew he was dead. My other companion was still in the 
plane, looking like it was he who had been attacked. I tried to ignore the body but 
two hours later could stand it no longer. I made a whole in the ice and left it for 
whatever actic creature was hungry. 

My journey to Alaska consisted of two reason, finding the two men who set off 
from Canada to study penguins and to give the two Canadian mountys some expe
rience in Alaska. 

My name is Samual Jacobson, I am a 17 year old Canadian piolot who was 
assigned to this mission. At first I was proud to do it, then nervous and now I'm 
terrified. The snow storm last week is said to have covered their plane in ice and 
snow. I am told they were proffsianals. 

I had to get my live companion to refrain from losing his mind. I could not afford 
to lose another friend or I might lose my own mind. It took a great deal of shaking to 
bring my friend to his senses, then I urged him to get moving, which he reluctantly 
did. We moved for several hours getting colder by the minute, and less confident. 

Just when I feared we would have to turn back, I saw a light, that looked like a 
fire. I don't think my partner saw it so I steered him towards it. We saw then what 
it was, a fire, recently lit, in the middle of a cave. 

We ventured into the cave and saw nothing inside but a rack with bones and body 
parts in it, a billy with meat in it and blood! Then a shadowy figure loomed at the 
entrance of the cave. 

I stared at my partner, who once again had not noticed the happenings around 
him. I froze, I know its stupid but as the figure advanced, I just froze. My heart was 
a straight six motor for that ten or so seconds, and it was revving its guts out. Then, 
when the figure stepped into the flickering light of the fire I felt relief, as I recog
nized him from the photo of the explorers as Captain John, the leader of the expidi-
tion, and the brains. 

I knew the bones and body parts and meat were not animal, they were his crew! 
Just then he pulled a hatchet from his coat and ran at me. That confirmed to me 
that he had canaballised on his men. I ducked sending him over my back and into 
the fire, he set alight. I watched as he frantically jumped up, ran outside and tolled 
m the snow, all the time holding his hatchet. He got up, furious and I knew he 
wouldn't miss again . . . 

TO BE CONTINUED . . . . 

This young writer is struggling with many narrative skills, of which referential cohesion is 
one - we'll rerurn to another in the next chapter. Note how the writer creates confusion for 
the reader by the excessive use of presuming reference m the first paragraphs (presuming 
referents underlined); 
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I watched as mv companion was attacked by the polar bear. 
- we don't yet know who the I is, or which polar bear 

Then he fell to the ground and didn't move. 
- the companion or the polar bear? We make the conventional cultural assumption, 

but it's always possible we're wrong. 

I knew be was dead. My other companion was still in the plane, looking like it was 

Jl£ who had been attacked. 
- comparative reference now tells us that the T has two companions, but we don't 
know who any of them are yet, nor how it is they're in a plane, wherever. 

I tried to ignore the body but two hours later could stand it no longer. I made a 
whole in the ice and left it for whatever actic creatute was hungry. 
- the body bridges back to the dead companion, and when we get the ke we can link 
this homophorically with the polar bear and subsequently the actic. But why are we 
there? And who are we? 

My journey to Alaska consisted of two reason, finding the two men who set off from 
Canada to study penguins and to give the two Canadian mountys some experience 

in Alaska. 
- through esphoric reference we learn we're in Alaska (not quite the actic, after all), 
but we're still confused because we don't yet know who the two men who set off from 
Canada to study penguins ate (we need some presenting reference, such as their 
names), or who the two Canadian mountys are. Could they be the two companions 
mentioned in the fitst paragraph? Perhaps, bur we can't be sure. 

It's only in the third paragraph that the / discloses his identity, along with some very nec
essary information about this mission, but not all ambiguities ate cleared up. 

While this young writer is struggling with reference, professional writets can sometimes 
deliberately problematize referential cohesion. Consider Text 2.6, a well-known poem by 
John Ashbery. Notice what you stumble over as you try to 'make sense' of the poem. 

Text 2.6: The Grapevine7 

{[)Of who we and all they are 
You all now know. {2)But you know 
After they began to find us out we grew 
Before they died thinking us the causes 

Of their acts. G>Now we'll not know 
The truth of some still at the piano, though 
They often date from us, causing 
These changes we think we are. (j))We don't care 

Though, so tail up there 
In young air. (5)But rhings get darker as we move 
To ask them: Whom must we get to know 
To die, so you live and we know? 

Ashbety presents us here with what looks at first sight like a very conventional poem: the 
poetic style of the heading (article and noun), three four-line stanzas, poetic format (not 
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complete lines), the use of poetic conventions such as running on, rhyme, the suggestion of 
metaphor, and the absence of narrative devices such as temporal sequence, characterization 
dramatic event. The use of all these genre conventions triggers socialized reading practice 
and we set out ro read the texr as a pom, which means we're likely to work very hard at out 
reading We expect p o e t r y „ b e h a r d ) ia m e a n i n g s tQ fce mbigaom a n d m ^ 

message^) to be profound, moral and usually humanistic but also elusive. We'll probably 
read the text many times. And yet, try as you might, can you make much sense of rhis poem? 

One problem with the text is that it's organized around the three presuming reference 
items we tbey, ym. But who do these pronouns refer to? There is no prior textual context 
from which we can retrieve the identity of the referenrs endophorkally; nor can we retrieve 
them exophorically. Since we can never really know who the you, they or we refers to the 
mean.ngs of this text remain indeterminate. We can come up wirh quite a few possible 
interpretations of the poem, forall of which we'll have to suggest what those pronouns refer 
to. But we can never fully resolve the uncertainties, particularly of identity, 

Lexical cohesion 

Indeterminate reference is not the only problem you might have with Ashbery s poem. 
Nor only are we in some doubt as to just who it's about, we're also confused about just 
what it 8 about. The title sets up multiple expectations: the word grapevine could be refer
ring to the plant, in which case we wouldn't be surprised to find words like wine, leaves 
stalk, grow, etc. Or it could be referring to gossip, talk, stories, etc. What it doesn't prepare 
us for, though, is the word#«w right in the middle of the poem. Whatever slender lexical 
ties we were establishing to make meaning are likely ro be shattered at that point, as we 
ask: just what ,s this poem about? Ashbery is frustrating our conventional expectations of 
lexical cohesion in text. 

The cohesive resource of lexical relations refers to how the wrirer/speaker uses lexical irems 
(nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs) and event sequences (chains of clauses and sentences) to 
relate the text consistently to its area of focus or its field. Lexical cohesion analysis derives 
from observing that there are certain expectancy relations between words. For example if 
you read the word mouse in a text, you will not be surprised to come across the words cheese, 
uhtte, squeak, tad, rodeM or even computer in nearby texr, while you would be much more sur
prised^ come across rhe words thnuhstam, shovel, bark or ironing board. Lexical relations 
analyse IS a w o f s y s t e m a t i c a l l y d e s c t j b i n g h o w w o r J s i n & ^ ^ ^ ^ 

o n o f T ^ ^ ' ^ " " - ^ - ^ - ^ • ^ - ^ o h e s i o n i s a n r m p o r t a n r d i m e n -
sionofcohesion. When that cohesion is troubled, as it is in 'The Gtapevioe', and also in Text 
-1 *tal,n s Gen.us , so is our ability to take meaning from apiece of language 

we i Z h r S , 0 / n ° P e m t e S ^ ^ ^ ™ W h i c h e n C ° d e I e x k d C O n t e n t- Th™ "« what 

words, or closed-class i tem, such as prepositions, pronouns, articles and auxiliary verbs do 

Zv Zt'h Tenl' aDd S° d ° "0t C ° n C n b u t e t0 lexicaI cohesion «Wh, of«»«. 
they contribute to the grammatical relations in a text). 

There are two main kinds of lexical relarions that we can recognize between words: 

1. taxonomic lexical relations: where one lexical item relates to another through 
either class/sub-class {rodent-mouse) or part/whole {tail-mouse) relations. Although 
most frequently these relations link lexical items which refer to people places 
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things and qualities, and so ate expressed in nominal groups, taxonomic relations 
can also link processes (verbs) (eat-nibble). 

2. expectancy relations: where there is a predictable relation between a process (verb) 
and either the doer of that process, ot the one effected by it (e.g. mouse-squeak, 
nibble-cheese). These relations link nominal elements with verbal elements. 

; • 

Words which are taxonomically related may be related through either classification or 
composition. 
1. Classification: this is the relationship between a superordinate term and its members, 
or hyponyms. Classification is the x is a type ofy relationship. The main kinds of classifica
tion relations are: 

a) co-hyponomy: when two (or more) lexical items used in a text are both subordi
nate members of a superordinate class: 
influenza:pneumonia (both terms are members of the superordinate class illnesses) 

b) class/sub-class: when two (or more) lexical items used in a text are related through 
sub-classification: 
illness:pneumonia (here the relationship is superordinate term to hyponym) 

c) contrast: when two (or more) lexical irems encode a conrrast relationship or 
antonmy: 
clear:blurry; wet:dry; joy:despair 

d) similarity: when two (or more) lexical items express similar meanings. There are 
two main sub-types: 

i) synonymy: when two words essentially restate each other: 
message: report; news intelligence 

ii) repetition: when a lexical item is repeated: 
death: death 

The second main type of taxonomic relation is that of composition: 
2. Composition is the part/whole relationship between lexical items which are meronyms 
or co-meronyms. There are two possible types: 

a) meronymy: when two lexical items are related as whole to part (or vice versa): 
body:hearr 

b) co-meronymy: when two lexical items are related by both being parts of a common 
whole: 
heart:! ungs 

The second main type of lexical relations, expectancy relations, may operate between a 
nominal element and a vetbal element. The relation may operate between an action and the 
typical (expected) 'doer' of that action: 

doctor/diagnose 
baby/cry 
sparrow s/twitter 

or the relation may operate between an action/process and the typical (expected) parrici-
pant effecred by that action: 

whisper/ word 
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Table 2.2 Simple and complex realizations of lexical content (adapted from Martin 
1992a: 293) 

MEANING EXPRESSED 

person 
action 
quality 
circumstance 

SIMPLE REALIZATION 
(1 lexical 

ba"by 
embrace 
desperate 
sometimes 

tern) 
COMPLEX REALIZATION 
(2+ lexical items) 

human infanc 
have a cuddle 
at your wits' end 
from time to time 

break/news 
play/piano 

The predictability relationship between an event/process and the typical location in which 
it takes place may also be described as an expectancy relation: 

work/office 
Expectancy can also be used to capture the relationship between the individual lexical items 
and the composite, predictable, nominal group they form: 

heart/disease 
child/care 

So far all the examples given have involved single words. However, as Martin (1992a: 293) 
points out, sometimes two or more lexical items may be functioning to express one piece 
of lexical content. Some examples are given in Table 2.2. 

Complex lexical items operating to encode one meaning can be treated as a single item 
for the purposes of lexical cohesion analysis. 

We can capture the lexical cohesion in a text by listing all related lexical items, showing 
how they form lexical strings that add texture to text. A lexical string is a list of all the 
lexical items that occur sequentially in a te-^t that can be related to an immediately prior 
word (if possible) or to a head word either taxonomically or through an expectancy relation. 
It often helps here to decide on the 'head word' for a string, and then bring together sequen
tially telated lexical items. Sometimes you'll find that a lexical item can be linked in to 
more than one stting. In that case, it's best to display the word in more than one string 
because the word is contributing texture through both semantic associations. 

An analysis of lexical cohesion in the three Crying Baby texts appears in the Appendix 
and is discussed in Chapter Eleven. Here is a list of 11 major lexical strings in Text 2.4. 

Key 

Numbers refer to sentence numbers (see Text 2.4, p. 
Ties between items are classification unless otherwise 
C: composition 
x: expectancy 

3D 
indicated with: 

String 1: death and life 

(1) afflicted with x heart trouble - x death - (4) disaster - x killed - (12) life - (34) death -
dead - (37) live - live -(48) x ill - (52) ill - (53) life - (56) life - (57) life -(64) accident -
(67) died - x heart disease - x kills 
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String 2: news String Z: news 
(1) break - x news (2) sentences - hints - (4) x newspaper - intelligence - list - (5) truth 
- telegram - bearing x message - (6) story - significance - (27) (C) word - (28) x said -
(32) ask - (33) dismiss x suggestion - (39) illumination - (45) x whispering - (56) prayer 
-(58) importunities 

f 

String 3: open/closed i>trmg y. open/croseu 
(l)break-(2)broken-veiled-revealed-concealing-(l0)open-(12)open-(18) repres
sion - (19) dull x stare - x eyes - x gaze - (20) reflection - (26) recognize - (29) x vacant 
stare - look - eyes - (30) keen x bright - (33) cleat x perception - (34) saw - looked - fixed 
- (35) saw - (36) opened - spread out - (38) blind - (39) looked - illumination - (46) admis
sion - (47) open - (48) open - (50) open - (53) open - (58) opened - (62) opening - (65) 
screen x view 

(lThSrt -(6) I paralyzed - (11) physical exhaustion - body - (C) soul - (17) (Q head -(C) 
throat -(18) (C) face - (C) lines - (19) (C) eyes -(25) (C) bosom - (26) (C) hands - (27) (C) 
lips - (29) (C) eyes - (3D (Q pulses x beat fast - x coursing x blood - (C) body - (34) (C 
hands - (C) face - (36) spread out x arms - (43) (O being - (45) (C) body - (C) soul - (46) 
(C) lips - (59) (C) eyes - (60) (C) waist - (67) (C) heart 

String 5: house 
<8) toom - (10) (C) window - (12) square - (C) house - (14) street - (15) eaves - (16) (C) 
window - (46) (C) door - (C) keyhole - (47) (C) door - (48) door - (50) door - (5 3) window 
- (58) door - (60) stairs - (62) front door - (C) latchkey 

String 6: power, will, possession 
(1) care - (5) careful - tender - (7) wild - abandonment - (8) storm - (17) x thrown back -
(18)repression-5trength-(21)featfully-(23)subtle-elusive-(24)xcreeping-reach^ 
ingtoward-(26)pos5ess-beatback-xwiU-oowerless-(27)abandoned-escaped-(29) 
x terror - (32) x monstrous - (33) exalted - trivial -(34) kind - tender - (35) bitter- (38) 
powerful will x bending - persistence - right - x impose - will - (39) kind - cruel x inten
tion - crime - (43) mystery - possession - self-assertion - strongest impulse - (54) fancy -
running x riot - (55) own - (59) triumph - (59) Victory 

(S)jq? - (34) (C) love - (36) x welcome - (40) loved - (43) (C) impulse - (44) x free - (45) 

free - (5 3) elixir of life - (67) joy 

String 8: time 
(5) time - (12) (C) spring - (35) (Q moment - (C) years - (37) years - (39) (Q moment -
(40)(C)sometimes-(41)(C)often-(54)(C)days-(55)sprlng days, summer days, all sorts 
of days - (56) x long - (57) (C) yesterday - long - (66) late 

String 9: natural scenery 
(12) trees xaquiver-new spring life-(13)rain-(15)sparrowsxtw,ttenng-(l6> blue sky 
- (Q clouds - (19) (C) blue sky - (24) (C) sounds - (C) scents - (C) color 

String 10: cry , 
(5) sad - (7) x wept - x wild abandonment - (8) storm of grief- (14) crying - (17) sob x 
shook - cried - sob - (34) weep - (65) piercing x cry 
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String I I : extreme behaviour 

(7) wild abandonment - (18) calm - (19) dull - (25) tumultuousiy - (26) x striving - (46) 
imploring - (48) beg - (50) x heaven - (54) running riot - (56) prayer - (58) importuni
ties — (59) x feverish — goddess — (63) composedly 

Again, remember that this is not an exhaustive analysis of aft lexical cohesion in this text 
- there are other short strings not listed here. But these sitings add depth to patterns we 
first detected thtough our reference analysis. Through rhe dense lexical relations in the text 
we see more clearly how Chopin weaves thematic meanings throughout the text. 

There are, first of all, the strings that we perhaps 'expect' to find, given our surface reading 
of the story. For example, the string of life and death provides the backgtound which gives 
the story its existence, but it is a comparatively short st ting. There is the string of 'news', but 
notice how this string is nor just confined to the first couple of paragraphs of the story but in 
fact continues throughout the text, suggesting the surprising connection between the news 
of Mr Mallard's death and Mrs Mallard's own illumination. There is also the string of words 
to do with the setting, and the only surprise here mighr be just how limited the setting is, 
The furthest we go from home is to the square in the street. Again, the claustrophobia of Mrs 
Mallard's physical life is encoded linguistically. Contrast comes with the string of'natural 
scenery', where it's the wotld outside Mrs Mallard's house, a world that awakens her awate-
ness of her freedom, offering all that is positive — and that is momentarily within her reach. 

But more surprising might be some of the strings which are not easy to notice from 
casual readings of the story. The open/closed string is strongly metaphork, as we move from 
the veiled and concealing life Mrs Mallard lives at the beginning towards the openness of her 
freedom. All those open windows are cohesively linked to Mrs Mallard's illmnination, until at 
the end the story returns to concealment, as Richards tries to screen Mrs Mallard again. 

The dense string of 'body' words reinforces the pattern we first noticed in reference 
analysis: that Chopin is much concerned with a woman's control of her body as an essen
tial component of her self-possession. 

Alongside the short, positive string expressing the 'joy' this self-possession might bring 
is the much denser, more disturbing string expressing 'power, will, possession'. Through 
this string the story associates many negative, almost violent meanings with the criminal 
imposition of a husband's will within marriage. 

This string is reinforced by another I have recognized, that of 'extteme behaviour', 
where we see the inscription of the powerful emotions at work in die story. One specific 
form of extreme behaviour, crying, constitutes a string on its own, with these negative 
emotions and responses far outweighing the number of positive lexis, giving the story its 
rather bleak tone despite rhe moment of self-realization. 

Again, we see from cohesion analysis how Chopin builds up a dense web of lexical links 
diroughout the text, not only binding the separate sentences and paragraphs together into 
a tight semantic unit but also leading us towards the meanings the story is making beneath 
(or rather through) its surface events. 

We can also see now part of why Text 2.3 above, 'Stalin's Genius', is so difficult to 
read as text: it lacks lexical cohesion. Most of the lexical items in Text 2.3 do not enter 
into relarions of predictability with other lexical items. Perhaps the only cohesively 
relared items are disembowelment — abuse (class member to superordinate); visibility - secrecy 

(antonymy); and the two expectancy relations: pick (your) nose and obey authority. But these 
few examples demonstrate in fact how difficult it is to juxtapose language items and nor 
have readers struggle to find cohesive links between them! There is thus no stable 
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ideational domain developed through the text, no one area of experience being repre

sented as sentence follows sentence, 

Similarly, we've seen how Ashbery's poem 'The G r a p e W throws all our ^ " * £ 

tations out in line 6 when we encounter the word 'piano'. And yet I suspect you find th 

Ashbery text more meaningful, or at least easier to deal with, than Stalin « Gen.ua . Why. 

One reason^ the poem's adherence to generic conventions, giving us at l e a s i : m * r a • -

tation to its meaning (mote on this in Chaptet Three). But another reason » Ashbery s use 

of a second type of cohesive device: that of conjunction. 

Conjunctive cohesion 

The cohesive pattetnofconjunction,orconjunctiverektions treferstohowthewritetcreates 

and expresses logical relationships between the parts of a text. For example, ,f you come 
a c r o J h e s e n t e n c e ^ B , « W * ^ 

read it as standing in a c o n t r a s t s logical relation with a previous sentence, suchi a s S h e 

was yarn*. *>&> * M * * » M whm iines ^ e k e ^ ™ W "*" * T * T"f l 
Sample ! the logical connection between the two sentences is signalled explicitly through 

the conjunction but. 
Conjunctive cohesion adds to the texture of text, helping to c r e a t e * * « t i c unity 

rhat characterizes unproblematic text. Following Halliday and Matthiessen (2004. 
538-49), w will recognize three main types of conjunctive relations: e l a b o r a t e exten-
ion and enhancement . When we reach Chapter Nine, you'll see that these three types o 

meaning are part of the logico-semantic system of the English clause. We U see there ri.at 
meanings of elaboration, extension and enhancement allow us to create s eman t i ca l mean
ingful structural links between clauses as we chain clauses together to form clause com
plexes Bur in our current discussion of conjunctive cohesion, were looking ar what 
Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) sees as the non-structural use of these logico-semannc 
categories: at how these meanings create conjunctive links between sentences, not between 
clauses. This distinction between structural (i.e. grammatical) and n on-structural (i.e. cohe
sive) relations will become clearer later on. For now, here's a brief description of each of the 
meaning categories, with examples of conjunctions used to express each. 
1 Elaboration is a relationship of restatement ot clarification, by which one sentence is 
(presented as) a re-saying or representation of a previous sentence. Common conjunctions 
used to express this relation listed by Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 5 4 l ) mclude » « * r 

tmds, thatisUosayhlmeanUosayhfortxampleJorinstance, thus, to illustrate, to be more precise, 

actually, as a matter of fact, in fact. 

Mrs Mallard had heart trouble. Injact, it was her heart that killed her. 
Chopin's story is carefully crafted. Fjirexamek, Chopin's opening sentence conveys 

an enormous amount of information about cbaractets and events. 

2 Extension is a relationship of either addition (one sentence adds to the meanings made 

in another) or variation (one sentence changes the meanings of another, by contrast or by 

qualification). Typical conjunctions listed by Halliday and Matthiessen include and, a so, 

moreover, tn addition, nor, but, yet, on the other hand, houwer, on the contrary, instead, apart from 

that, except for that, alternatively. 

http://Gen.ua
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<3SKA kin(i intention or a cruel intention made the act seem no less a crime ,,5..,as 
she looked upon it in that brief moment of illumination. M0)And yet she had loved 
him-somerimes. 
- and yet expresses both addition (and) as well as variation (yet) 

3. Enhancement refers to ways by which one sentence can develop on the meanings of 
another, in terms of dimensions such as time, comparison, cause, condition or concession. 
Common temporal conjunctions include then, next, afterwards, just then, at the same time, 
before that, soon, after a while, meanwhile, all that time, until then, up to that point, now. 

Mrs Mallard sat alone in her room for some time. After a while, she joined her sister 
and they went downstairs. 

Mrs Mallard sat alone in her room. Meanwhile, her sisrer and Richards worried 
about how she was taking the news. 

Comparative conjunctions include likewise, similarly, in a difrerenr way. 

Her sister Louise told her the news carefully. Similarly. Richards was cautious and 
constrained in what he said. 

Causal conjunctions include so, then, therefore, consequently, hence, because of that, for, in conse
quence, as a result, on account of this, for that reason, for that purpose, with this in view. 

She realized she now was free. For that reason, she felr suddenly filled with joy. 

Concessive relations are expressed by but, yet, still, though, despite this, however, even so, all the 
same, nevertheless. 

<3<s:)She k n e w <3-iii>mat s h e w o u I d w e e P a g a i n (34iij)wrien she saw the kind, tender 
hands folded in death; [Miv)rhe face that had never looked save with love upon her, 
fixed and gray and dead. (35)But she saw beyond that bitter moment a long proces
sion of years to come that would belong to her absolutely. 
- b u t links sentence 35 through a relationship of concession to sentence 34 

(although she was sad, nevertheless she could see the positives) 

(t)The compelling sound of an infant's cry makes it an effective distress signal and 
appropriate to the human infant's prolonged dependence on a caregiver. However, 
cries are discomforting and may be alarming to parents, many of whom find it very 
difficulr to listen to their infant's crying for even short periods of time. 
- however is a more formal way to express a concessive relationship between sen

tences 

As well as indicating different logical meanings, a less obvious dimension to conjunctive 
relations is that rhey may refer to external (real world) logical relarions or to the writer's 
internal (rhetorical) organization of the events in his/her text. Compare the following 
examples: 

Mrs Mallard was very affected by her husband's death. first she cried in her sister's 
arms. Matt, she sat alone in her room. Finally, she joined her sister to walk down
stairs. 
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— temporal enhancing conjunctions, Unking real world events. This is external con
junction. 

Mrs Mallard was very affected by her husband's death. Firsr. it meant liberation 
from marriage. Next, it gave her financial independence. Pi gaily, it allowed her to 
pursue her own interests. 
— rhetorical elaborating conjunctions, itemizing the steps in an argument or expo

sition. This is internal conjunction. 

In rhe first example, the three underlined conjunctions refer to the unfolding of rhe events 
in real time, to the external temporal sequencing of Mrs Mallard's actions. In the second 
example, however, the same three underlined conjunctions function very differently. The 
sentences are no longer related by temporal sequence (Mrs Mallard did not first become lib
erated from marriage and then get financial independence). Instead, the conjunctions here 
refer to the speaker's rhetorical organization of the information: j f e is 'first in the sequence 
of what I'm telling you', next is 'next in what I'm telling you', and fatally is 'the last thing 
I'm going to tell you'. When conjunctions are used to relate sentences in this rhetorical 
way, we describe the relation as one of internal conjunction. The most common types of 
internal conjunctive relation are elaboration (in fact all elaborating conjunctions can be 
regarded as internal, since restatement by definition involves a rhetorical organization of 
information) and temporal (the firstly, secondly, finally type exemplified above). (For a more 
complete discussion of the internal/external contrast, see Halliday and Hasan 1976: 240-1, 
Martin 1992a: 207-30, Martin and Rose 2003: 120-27.) 

Most conjunctive relations opetate between two adjacent sentences. In this next 
example, the But links sentence 19 back to sentence 18: 

(lei)She was young, with a fair, calm face, (]Bii)whose lines bespoke repression and 
even a certain strength. (L:).)But now there was a dull stare in her eyes, fl9Ji)whose 
gaze was fixed away off yonder on one of those patches of blue sky, 

However, the domain of a conjunctive tie can also stretch further, with a conjunction 
linking one sentence back to an earlier paragraph, a pattern more common in formal 
written texts such as expositions and arguments. 

Finally, although in all the examples given so far the logical relation has been expressed 
through a conjunctive word or expression, not all conjunctive relations are in fact expressed 
explicitly. Conjunctive relations can also be expressed implicitly, through the simple jux
taposition of sentences. For example: 

,,.She did not hear the story as many women have heard the same, with a paralyzed 
inability to accept its significance. (7)She wept at once, with sudden, wild abandon
ment, in her sistet's arms. 

Here although there is no conjunction linking the two sentences, we can only make sense 
of the occurrence of sentence 7 in relation to 6 if we read in an extending relation (of con-
rrasr) between them. We could make this relation explicit by inserting the conjunction 
Insteadm the start of sentence 7. 

But Kate Chopin did not insert the conjunction instead, just as she did not repeatedly 
make explicit the temporal sequence of events with the conjunction then. Halliday warns 
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us to be 'cautious' in reading in too much implicit conjunction when we're analysing a 
text: 

the presence or absence of explicit conjunction is one of the principal variables in 
English discourse, both as between registers and as between texts in the same register; 
this variation is obscured if we assume conjunction where it is not expressed. It is 
important therefore to note those instances whete conjunctionis being recognized that 
is implicit; and to characterize the text also without it, to see how much we still feel is 
being left unaccounted for, (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004: 549) 

We can capture conjunctive cohesion in a text by listing sentences which are related to each 
other by conjunction, linked by a symbol that describes the type of link. The following 
symbols are widely used for logico-semantic relations in SFL: 

= elaboration 
+ extension 
x enhancement 

Here's an analysis of conjunction in Text 2.4, taking Halliday's caution about not reading 
in too many implicit conjunctive relations. (For sentence numbers, see page 31.) 
1 = (more precisely) 2—5 
6 + (instead) 7 
18xbut 19 
23 x but 24 
24 x now 25 x (because) 26 
32 x (because) 33 
34 x but 35 + and 36 
36 = (in other words) 37-39 
37-39 + and yet 40 x (although) 41 
53 = (more precisely) 54—57 
56 x (yet) 57 
65 x but 66 
Compared to the other types of cohesion we've looked at there is relatively little conjunc
tive cohesion in Text 2.4: only 7 explicit conjunctive links, and another S implicit ones. 
The relative sparsity of conjunction can be explained by a number of factors, including the 
overarching generic structure of'narrative' which carries with it certain logical implica
tions. For example, because we recognize that we're reading a short stoty, we assume we're 
dealing with problematic events unfolding in a temporal sequence which will at some point 
go against our expectations. While Chopin does not need to make explicit much of the tem
poral logic of the text, she does build in more of the concessive, counter-expectancy rela
tions through the enhancing kits. She needs to do this because 'The Story of an Hour' 
repeatedly confronts us with what we don't expect. We don't expect the grieving widow to 
be filled with joy as she realizes her freedom. We don'c expect her to admit that she very 
often did not love het husband. And of course we don't expect her to die on his return. Just 
as this is a story primarily about going against cultural conventions, so the text itself is 
structured to help us follow Mrs Mallard's various surprises, 

The text also uses elaborating relations, suggesting rhat Chopin is careful to make sute 
we fully grasp the counter-expectancies. In particular, rhe story gives us two key clarifica
tions of the nature of Mrs Mallard's realization: in 37-39 and again in 54-57 we learn in 
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detail just why Mrs Mallard would be so joyous to escape the powerful will of her husband, 
and what freedom will mean to her. In this way we cannot fail to empathize with Mrs 
Mallard, and in so doing perhaps accept Chopin's point that a kind intention or a cruel inten
tion made the act seem no less a crime. 

The structure of the text as a narrative will be considered more in Chapter Three, but 
we can see here how conjunction cohesion contributes to the successful staging of the nar
rative in ways that point us toward the story's thematic meanings. 

Texts which accidentally or deliberately muddle conjuncrive cohesion are usually diffi
cult to interpret. With 'Stalin's Genius', Text 2.3, it is almost impossible to interpret con
junctive relations, There are no explicit conjunctions used in the first four sentences of the 
text, and it is very difficult to read in any implicit ones. It's thus difficult to construct 
logical relations between sentences with any confidence. 

But with Ashbery's poem 'The Grapevine', we do have some markers of conjunctive 
cohesion. The cohesive links seem to be: 

1+2 but (contrast) 
2 x 3 now (tempotal) 
3 x 4 though (concessive) 
4 x 5 but (concessive) 
The logical relations here are those of an argumenr: this but that however something else 

despite rhat. We recognize the underlying textual strategy here, though it may not help us 
a great deal. There is jusr enough conjunctive cohesion in the text to give a sense of a logical 
structure, even if we can't quite figure out just what is being logically related to what! 

Cohesion in spoken texts 

So far we've looked at texture, and more specifically cohesion, in written texrs. But texture 
is also what differentiates randomly juxtaposed spoken utterances from spoken text, some
times called discourse. In describing the texture of spoken texts, we first of all describe the 
patterns of lexical relations, conjunction and reference, since all those patterns are drawn 
on dynamically to create texture in speech as in writing. However, rextute in spoken inter
action also comes from the patterns of conversational structure. Conversational structure 
describes how interactants negotiate the exchange of meanings in dialogue, and includes 
patterns of speech functions, exchange structure and ellipsis. Procedures for analysing con-
versarional structure cannot be presented in detail here, but see Eggins and Slade (1997) 
and Eggins (2000), However, we will be analysing grammatical patterns in spoken lan
guage texts through this book. 

Cohesion as continuity: the logogenesis of discourse 

To fully appteciate how cohesion contributes to the texture of texts, it helps to think of 
cohesion from two different petspectives. When we look back at a text as a finished 
product, as we have done until now, cohesion looks like the 'glue' that sticks the elements 
and therefore meanings together in a text. But text really unfolds dynamically; text pro
ducers generate meanings in real time; and we apprehend those meanings in sequence, as 
we move from sentence to sentence. From this logogenetic or dynamic perspective, we 
can see that cohesion is fundamentally about the ongoing contextualization of meanings 
in tetms of expectancy. 
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What lexical cohesion really does, for example, is that once the choice of one lexical item 
has been made (for example, news), it creates a context within which cerrain other words 
become more likely ro occur than others. This probability of co-occurrence is experienced 
by readers as expectancy: having seen the word news, we are not ac all surprised ro soon come 
across the words sentences, bints, intelligence, telegram, message. We would be much more sur
prised ro come across the words flower pot, or metronome, or tissues. In a highly crafted, cohe
sive text like Text 2.4, our expectations are met, and each successive mention of an 
'expected' lexical item itself recalibrates the expectations for where the text will go next. 
In this way, the text can move Forward, gradually expanding and shifting its meanings, 
without 'losing' us along the way by troubling or thwarting our expectations - until it does 
so in its strategic and spectacular denouement, 

This dynamic view also explains our problems with Text 2.3: lexical items in sentence 1 
set up a particular context within the text. Having read Stalin's genius, we would perhaps not 
be surprised to read powers, gift, strategem, Russia- or revolution, etc. What we do not expect -
what has nor been conrexrualized by the text - are the semantic domains of sexual behaviour 
(French kissing), appearance (visibility), fashion accourrements (accessories) and rain (getyou wet). 

The same logogenetic contextualization occurs with the other systems of cohesion. 
Once a particular participant has been introduced into a text, the context is created for 
future references to that participant or to other participants somehow connected with it, 
We 'expect' to hear more about them. Once an opening sentence is 'on the table', all the 
possible ways of logically developing from rhac sentence become constrained, afew becom
ing more likely than others. For example, when we read a general statement (that Knowing 
that Mrs. Mallard was afflicted with a heart trouble, great care was taken to break to her as gently 
as possible the news of her huslund's death), the text has created its own context for now pro
viding us wirh specific elaborations (Thus, her friends told her gently . . .), extensions (But she 
heardit abruptly from the maid. . .) and enhancements (So they waited for several ho/m . . .) of 
the meanings realized in that sentence. If explicit or implicit conjunctive relations allow 
us to make sense of the following text in that way, we are not troubled. The text does what 
we expect it to. But when a sentence sets up confusing expectations (just what do we 
expect next, after Stalin's genius consisted of not French-kissing}), or when what we expect does 
not happen, we find the rext troubling, its texture problemaric. 

As this dynamic perspecrive on text indicates, cohesion is a process through which each 
successive moment in a text can be linked to the moments that have gone before. As 
Hailiday and Hasan put it: 'Cohesion exptesses rhe continuity that exists between onepatt 
of the text and another' (Hailiday and Hasan 1976: 299). As links are creared through the 
use of cohesive resources, the text ongoingly recalibrates its context, making both conti
nuity and change the defining characteristics of rext. This logogenetic view of cohesion 
allows us to understand what Hailiday and Hasan suggest is a general principle of how 
cohesion works: 

The continuity that is provided by cohesion consists, in the most general terms, in 
expressing at each stage in the discourse the poinrs of contact with what has gone 
before. (Hailiday and Hasan 1976: 299) 

This general principle is useful in exploring longer passages of discourse, such as linked 
'pages' of hypertext. Skilfully constructed websites ensure that hor linked pages are linked 
cohesively with preceding text. Navigational icons at the top or side of the page continu
ally remind readers of the continuity possible within the text. Marcin and Rose (2003) offer 
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analyses of longer texts, demonstrating the ongoing recontextualizing role of cohesive 

choices. 

Texture: from cohesion to coherence 

In asking 'what is (a) text?', this chapter has explored one component of texture: the inter
nal cohesion through which referential, lexical and logical ties bind passages of language 
into relatively coherent, unified semantic units. As examples of non-text and problematic 
text have shown, cohesion is not an optional add-on to the process of creating text, but an 
essential element in the process of meaningful communication: There has to be cohesion 
if meanings are ro be exchanged at all' (Hailiday and Hasan 1976: 300). But, as we saw 
earlier in this chapter, cohesion is not the only component of texture. Not only must a text 
ongoingly create its own cohesion, but so also a text must relate in relatively stable, coher
ent ways to the contexts in which it is functioning to mean. In the next chapter we explore 
one dimension of coherence: the functional-semantic relationship between a texr and its 
generic purpose in the culture. 
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Introduction 

As we saw in Chapter Two, although a Text is physically made up of grammatical units 
(clauses, phrases, words), text is more than just any collection of these units in a sequence. 
To be text, there must be patterns of cohesion tying the elements of the text together. But 
texture also involves the text's relationship with its context. Unproblematic texts are, as 
we saw in Chapter Two, coherent with their context. 

This chapter explores the first dimension of contextual coherence, that of genre. We look 
at the systemic functional interpretation of genre as the 'cultural purpose' of texts, and 
examine how texts express genres through structural and realizationai patterns. The chapter 
also touches on some implications and applications of genre analysis, including using 
knowledge of genre to help students write appropriately, genre in ficrional and literary 
texts, and how to read genres critically. 

An illustration of genre 

To illustrate the principles of genre theory, let's turn to a short, published text: 

Text 3 .1 : Threshold 1 

(l)You are on the threshold of a magnificent chapter in your private life, with sub
stantial opportunities emerging after rhe new moon on the 5rh. A man who is 
resourceful, good looking or bom around November could be very helpful with your 
quest for a promotion, (li.,and you could be celebrating a minor victory on the 9th, 
24th ot 28th. ( . A trip, reunion or important talk that you could not fit in last month 
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will be more straightforward or enjoyable (SiL)if you wait until November. (4;>If single, 

y-^ou may start dating a charming man whom you met briefly a few weeks ago. 

.Others may be startled by your apologetic actions (5ij)as you seek a reconciliation. 

^Long-range ventures ot people you have not mer before should be avoided 

/between the 12th and 17th, {<;ii)especkIIy if your birthday is after the 12th. (7}The 
; pieces of a puzzle will fall into place in the last 10 days of the month or by early 

November. 

Most readers have no problems identifying this bit of language as an example of a type of 
text, in this case a horoscope. Text 3.1 is doing something with language that we're famil
iar with. In its apparent claim to be able to predict events in our lives for the month ahead, 
we recognize that it's like other texts we've read in the horoscope section of magazines and 

newspapers. 
When we state so comfortably that Text 3.1 is a horoscope text, what we ate really 

stating is what purpose rhe text fulfils, what kind of job it does in its culture of origin. 

Identifying the purpose of a text clues readers in to how to 'read' and therefore interpret 

the (sometimes indeterminate) meanings of the text. 

This apparently simple act of recognizing the genre of the text has important implica

tions for text analysis, for it suggests that one aspect of the meaning of text is a text's rela

tionship to types, its generic identity. It suggests that negotiating texts depends in part 

on identifying ways in which a particular text is similar to, reminiscent of, other texts cir

culating in the culture. 

You can get a feel for the importance of genre to our understanding of text by compar

ing Text 3,1 to Text 2.3, 'Stalin's Genius', first presented in Chapter Two (page 28). 

While Text 3.1 is 'easy to read', it's likely that you struggled to make sense of Text 2.3-

All die individual words are fine; the grammar is apparently English. But it just doesn't 

all add up. We saw in Chapter Two that one of the problems with this 'text' is that it 

doesn't display much cohesion at all. The participants introduced in sentence I (.Stalin, 1) 

are not referred to again, and participants change from sentence to sentence; the lexical 

items are from a dozen different unrelated fields; and there are no interpretable conjunc

tive relations between sentences, 

But perhaps even more disorienting than the text's lack of cohesion is its lack of purpose. 

Just what, you may wonder, is this zeM trying to do> How are we supposed to read this 

text? As a piece of fictional prose? But where's the narrative structure? Or as a poem? But 

where are the poetic conventions? Or as non-fiction? But of what kind? Different sentences 

in the text appear to come from different types of texts. For example, No, I don't mean the 

missile crisis appears to be an answer given in dialogue, but where is the question? Cat goes 

backward to suit international organization sounds like the clue to a cryptic crossword puzzle, 

while the accessories git you wet just might be from advertising. 

What you're struggling with is the text's generic identity, and the example shows us 

that if a text can't easily be attributed to a genre, then it is in some ways a problematic 
text 

Genre is a term you'll come across in many disciplines, including literary studies, him 
studies, art theory and cultural studies. But we're using it here in a specifically systemic 
functional way, best captured by Martin's two definitions of genre. Firstly, 'a genie is a 
staged, goal-oriented, purposeful activity in which speakers engage as members of our 
culture'(Marcm 1934: 25). Less technically, 'Genres ate how rhings get done when lan-
g u a g ^ u t S to accomplish .hern' (Martin l 9 8 5 b : 248). Defining gentes in this way, we 
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can see that there are as many different genres as there are recognizable social activity 
types in our culture. There are: 

• literary genres; short stories, autobiographies, ballads, sonnets, fables, tragedies 
e popular fiction genres: romantic novels, whodunits, sitcoms 
• popular non-fiction genres: instructional manuals, news stories, profiles, reviews 

recipes, how-to features 

• educational genres: lectures, tutorials, report/essay writing, leading seminars, exam
inations, text-book writing 

And there is also an extensive range of everyday genres, genres in which we take part in 
daily life, such as: 

• buying and selling things ('transactional' genres) 
• seeking and supplying information 
• telling stories 
• gossiping 
• making appointments 
• exchanging opinions 
" going to interviews 
• chatting with friends 

But just how is genre signalled? For example, just how do readers recognize Text 3 1 as a 
horoscope text, even when it is presented (as in this book) without any explicit clues to its 
publication source? 

Systemic linguistics suggests that the generic identity of a text, the way in which it is 
similar to other texts of its genre, lies in three dimensions: 

1- the co-occurrence of a particular contextual duster, or its register configuration 
2. the texts staged or schematic structure 
3. the realization^ patterns in the rext 

We will briefly outline each of these areas. 

Register configuration 

To understand rhe relationship between register and genre, it helps to consider how genres 

(1£>" 70? ' ° ld, ̂  T*7 ^ ^ e x P l o r a d o n <* s ° ^ » Presses, Berger and Luckmann 
(1966. 70) suggest that all human activity is subject to hab i tua t ion ' . You can see this 
m your everyday hfe. You probably eat breakfast every day. Although there is an almost 
infinite range of foods and food combinations from winch you could constitute your break
fast, it s a fin,-bet.that most days you eat rhe same things. You probably don't work your 
way around the 50 or so different cereals at the supermarket, or the dozens of breads, to say 
nothing of the nee, eggs, fish, meat and noodle alternatives. 

As Berger and Luckmann point out, to simplify everyday life we quickly rout ing the 
way we perform repeared activities: 

Any action that is repeated frequently becomes cast into a pattern, which can then 
be reproduced with an economy of effort and which, ipso facto, is apprehended by its 
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performer as that pattern. Habirealization further implies rhat rhe action in ques
tion may be performed again in the future in the same manner and with the same 
economical effort, (Berger and Luckmann 1966: 70-1) 

Developing patterned ways of achieving tasks is useful to us as individuals, but it's even 
more essential when the tasks we face ate social ones, such as using language to co-opera
tively achieve an outcome. The Russian linguist and literary theorist Mikhail Bakhtin 
pointed out that as language use becomes habitualized, we can recognize what he called 
'speech genres'. Bakhtin claimed that speech genres develop as language patterns in par
ticular contexts become predictable and relarively stable: 

We learn to cast our speech in generic forms and, when hearing others' speech, we 
guess its genre from the very first words; we predict a certain length (that is, the 
approximate length of the speech whole) and a certain compositional structure; we 
foresee the end; that is, from the very beginning we have a sense of the speech whole, 
which is only later differentiated during the speech process. (Bakhtin 1994: 83) 

Why do we develop habits, patterns, genres? Theorists point out (and, again, you know 
this from your own everyday experiences) that doing something in pretty much the same 
way saves us time and energy. As Berger and Luckmann put it: 

Habituallzation carries with it the important psychological gain that choices are 
narrowed. While in theory there may be a hundred ways to go about the project of 
building a canoe out of matchsttcks, habitual Nation narrows these down to one, 
This frees the individual from the burden of 'all those decisions', providing a 
pyschological relief. (Berger and Luckmann 1966: 71) 

In other words, eating the same things for breakfast day after day saves us from the psy
chological effort of having to make decisions so early in the morning, and che physical efforr 
of having to spend more time at the supermarket. 

On the subject of language genres, Bakhtin goes even further. He claims not just that 
genres are 'economic' but that they are essential: 

If speech genres did not exist and we had not mastered them, if we had to originate 
them during the speech process and construct each utterance at will for the first 
time, speech communication would be almost impossible. (Bakhtin 1994: 84) 

In other words, if members of a culture did not jointly construct and maintain genres, 
meaningful interpersonal communication would be very difficult, if not impossible. Just 
imagine if every time you went to the cafe to buy your take-away latte you had to come up 
with a novel way of interacting with the person behind the cappuccino machine. 

But what exactly do we habitualize when developing genres? As Martin and Rose 
suggest, the impetus for genres lies in the recurrence of the situations in which we use lan
guage: 

As children, we learn to recognize and distinguish the typical genres of our culture, 
by attending to consistent patterns of meaning as we interact with others in various 
situations. Since patterns of meaning ate relatively consistent for each genre, we can 
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learn to predict how each situation is likely to unfold, and learn how to intetact in 
ir. (Martin and Rose 2003: 7} 

In other words, as situations, or contexts, recur, so we develop recurrent ways of using lan
guage. But this begs two questions: 

1. What aspects of situations need to recur for two situations to be felt by interactants 
to be 'similar enough' to call for the habituallzed genre? 

2. In what aspects of our language use do we see the 'relatively consistent' patterns of 
meaning in recurrenr situations? 

These two questions are what systemic linguistics deals with in its theory of register. As you 
will see in Chapter Four, register theory identifies three main dimensions of siruations or 
context: field, tenot and mode. A genre comes about as particular values for field, tenor and 
mode regularly co-occur and eventually become stabilized in the culture as 'typical' situa
tions. For example, the transactional genre of buying your coffee from the corner cafe 
involves the field of'coffee', the tenor of 'customer/provider' and the mode of 'face-to-face'. 
Each of these situational dimensions can be related predictably to certain parterns in lan
guage; we see the field in the use of lexical items to do with requesting coffee (latte, takeaway, 
HDj«^tfr),thetenorintherequest/compliancesequencesofturns('C^H//f/eAre^^..,', 'Right 
away'), and the mode in the use of language markers of co-presence ('Here you go1). 

Similarly, most horoscope texts bring together a field of 'predicting romantic, material, 
and career events'; a tenor of advice and warning; and a mode of direct address from writer 
ro (generic) reader. We see these situational values realized in the ptedictable language 
choices of hotoscope texts: nouns about love, marriage, physical appearance and acquisition 
of wealth and attitudinally loaded adjectives; the writer's use of imperatives (avoidall men 
with blue eyes . ..); and the use of spoken language features (the pronoun you, elliptical struc
tures) combined with written language techniques of nominalization. 

We will return to these register implications for genre in Chapter Four, but for now the 
point to note is that genres develop as ways of dealing linguistically with recurrent con-

l figurations of register variables. In other words, as certain contextual combinations become 
: stable, ways of interacting within those contexts also become habitualized and, eventually, 

institutionalized as genres. There come to be preferred, typical ways of negotiating such 
contexts. 

We'll turn now to the most overt expression of genres: their tendency to develop into 
staged or structured linguistic events. 

Schematic structure 

Bakhtin suggested that we recognize speech genres because they have predictable 'compo
sitional structure'. As he says: 'from the very beginning we have a sense of the speech 
whole'. Another way of saying this is that genres develop linguistic expression through a 
limited number of functional stages, occurring in a particular sequence. Horoscope texts, 
for example, typically involve die following stages, occurring in the following order: 

General Outlook: a stage in which the astrologer makes a general statement about the 
period covered by the horoscope (e.g. it's going to be a rosy month for you) 
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Uncontingent Predictions: a stage in which general predictions are made about your 

immediate future (you'll meet and marry a tall man) 

Contingent Predictions: a stage in which different advice is offered according to the 

salient category membership of readers (if single, x will happen; if married, y) 

Advice: a stage in which the astrologer offers advice and warnings (invest wisely, etc.) 

For example, here are these stages in Text 3.1: 

General Outlook 
, You are on the threshold of a magnificent chapter in your private life, with sub
stantial opportunities emerging after the new moon on the 5th. 

Uncontingent Predictions 
A man who is resourceful, good looking or born around November could be very 

helpful with your quest for a promotion, [2ii)and you could be celebrating a minor 
victory on the 9th, 24th or 28th. (3i)A trip, reunion or important talk that you could 
not fit in last month will be more straightforward or enjoyable (Jji)if you wait until 
November. 

Contingent Predictions 
If single TOU may start dating a charming man whom you met briefly a few 

weeks ago.'(^Others may be starded by your apologetic actions (5ij)as you seek a rec-

onciliation. 

Advke 
Long-range ventures or people you have not met before should be avoided 

between the 12th and 17th, especially if your birthday is after the 12th. (7)The 
pieces of a puzzle will fall into place in the last 10 days of the month or by early 
November. 

As we habitualize out joint negotiation of communicative tasks, we establish a series of 
steps or stages. These stages are called the schematic structure of a genre^ The term 
schematic structure simply refers to the staged, srep^by-step organization of the genre, 
or, in Martin's terms: 

Schematic structure represents the positive contribution genre makes to a text: a 
way of getting from A to B in the way a given culture accomplishes whatever the 
genre in question is functioning to do in that culture. (Martin 1985b: 251) 

Martin points out that the reason that genres have stages is simply that we usually cannor 
make all the meanings we want to at once. Each stage in the genre contributes a part of the 
overall meanings that must be made for the genre to be accomplished successfully. 

Often as native speakers we only need to hear one stage to recognize the genre that it 
comes from For example, when we hear Once upon a time we know that we are about to 
hear a narrative of mythical events; when we hear Can I help you? we expect a transactional 
genre- A funny thing happened to me on the way to the offke has us expecting a narrative of 
personal experience; and Have yon heard the one about the mo elephants? tunes us in for a 
joke. 
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Describing the schematic structure of genres brings us to two fundamental concepts 
in linguistic analysis: constituency and labelling. We will encounter both concepts 
again when we begin describing the lexico-grammatical organization of language, but 
they are also important for understanding how genres are srructured. 

Constituency 

As the name suggests, constituency simply means that things are made up of, or built out 
of, other things. For example, a house is made up of bricks and mortar, a book is made up 
of a number of chapters, etc. 

Most things are in fact made up of layers of constituents. For example, a book is made 
up of a number of chapters, and each chapter is made up of a number of paragraphs, and 
each paragraph is made up of a number of sentences, and each sentence is made up of a 
number of words, etc. 

In the same way, a genre is made up of constituent stages — the steps discussed above. 
When we d.escribe the schematic structure of a genre, what we are describing is its con
stituent structure - the structure by which the whole, complete interaction is made up of 
parts. In the most general terms, the constituent stages of a genre are a Beginning, a 
Middle and an End. 

The aim of our description is both to identify the parts that constitute the whole, and, 
pteferably at the same time, explain how the parts relate to each other in constituting that 
whole. This can be achieved by using functional labelling in our generic description. 

Functional labelling 

Once we begin thinking abour dividing a text into its constituents we must consider on 
what basis we will establish that two parts of a text constitute separate stages. There are 
essentially two kinds of criteria we could use: 

1. Formal criteria: we could divide the text into stages/parts according to the form 
of the different constituents. This approach emphasizes sameness, as we divide the 
text so that each unit/stage is a constituent of the same type. 

2. Functional criteria: we could divide the genre into stages/parts accotding to the 
function of the different constituents. This approach emphasizes difference, as we 
divide the text according to the different functions of each stage. 

Table 3-1 summarizes these differences in labelling. 
If we took a formal approach to constituent analysis of genres, we could divide up the 

horoscope text into paragraphs, then each paragraph into sentences, each sentence into 
words and so on. 

While this approach certainly tells us something about the class of linguistic items that 
occur within genres, it does not help us answer the sort of functionally-oriented question 
we are concerned with: how does each stage in the genre contribure towards achieving the 
overall purpose of the text? 

For this reason we take the second approach to generic analysis and divide the text into 
funcrional constituents. That is, we recognize as stages only those sentences or groups of 
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Table 3.1 Formal vs functional criteria 

FORMAL CRITERIA FUNCTIONAL CRITERIA 

asks: how does each constituent asks: how does each constituent relate 
relare formally to the whole? functionally to the whole? 

i e what 'class' of item is it? i.e. what functional role is it playing? 

sentences which fulfil a function relarive to the whole. We therefore only call something a 

stage if we can assign to it a functional label. 
In assigning labels, the aim is to describe what the stage is doing, relative to the whole, 

in terms as specific to the genre as can be found. 'Empty' functional labels such as 
Beginning Middle, End, or Introduction, Body, Conclusion, should be avoided since they 
ate not genre-specific (all genres have Beginnings, Middles and Ends). Instead, to find 
labels, ask, for example: what exactly is being done in this beginning of the text? or what 
is being done in the body of an essay that is different from what is done in the body of a 
transactional genre?', etc. 

As we have worked so far with written text, let us demonstrate schematic structure 
analysis on a spoken, interactive text. Text 3.2 below is a transactional or service encounter 
genre In this interaction, out customer walks into the post office with the purpose of car
rying out a transacrion. In our culture, this particular register configuration regularly 
recurs and it has become habitualized into agente which most adult native speakers control 
quite effortlessly. Both our postal worker and our client have a sense (quite unconsciously, 
most of the time) of the script they need to follow to achieve the transaction successfully. 

Both know that to accomplish this transaction it is necessary to go through a number of 
steps or stages. The customer cannot simply barge into the post office, throw her letters at 
the postal worket and rush our. Nor can the postal worker simply see the customer enter, 
grab her letters and disappear out the back into the nether regions of rhe post office. 
H a b i t u a t i o n of interactions like this has led to social convenrions about which stages 
the interactants must jointly negotiate their way through in order to complete the trans-

action successfully. 
Ventola (1987) identifies the following stages (the schematic structure labels are written 

with initial capitals):2 

Text 3.2: Post Office Transaction3 

Sales Initiation 
1 Salesperson yes please 

(Customer sreps forward) 
Sales Request 

2 Cusromer can I have these two like that 
(Customer hands ovet two letters) 
Sales Compliance 

3 Salesperson yes 
Price 
(3 sees - Salesperson weighs one letter) 

4 Salesperson one's forty 
(3 sees - Salesperson weighs the other letter) 

5 Salesperson one's twenty-five 
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Sales Request 
6 Customer and have you got. . , the . . . first day covers of. . . 
7 Salesperson yes 
8 Customer (Anzac4) 

(2 sees - Salesperson b o b for the stamps) 
Sales Clarification 

9 Salesperson how many would you like? 
10 Customer four please 
11 Salesperson two of each? 
12 Customer what have you got 
13 Salesperson uh there's two different designs on the -
(5 sees - Salesperson shows Customer the stamps) 
Purchase 
14 Customer I'll take two of each 
15 Salesperson Uhum 
(6 sees - Salesperson gets the stamps for the letters and rhe covers) 
Price 
16 Salesperson righr . . . rhat's a dollar seventy thank you 
(10 sees - Salesperson puts rhe covers into a bag; Customer gets out the money) 
Payment 
17 Salesperson here we are 
(2 sees - Salesperson hands over the stamps and the covers; Customer hands rhe 
money to Salesperson) 
18 Customer thank you 
19 Salesperson thank you 
(5 sees - Salesperson gets the change) 
Change 
20 Salesperson dollar seventy that's two four and one's five 
21 thank you very much 
Purchase Closure 
22 Customer thank you 
(2 sees — Customer reaches for the letters) 
23 Salesperson they'll be right I'll fix those up in a moment 
24 Customer okay 
(Customer leaves) 

A more compact description of the generic structure of this text can be achieved by writing 
the stages out in a linear sequence, with the symbol A between stages to indicate that stages 
are ordered with respect to each other. Thus, a linear description of the schematic struc
ture of the post office text becomes: 

Sales InkiationA Sales Request^ Sales Compliance^ PriceA Sales RequestA Sales 
Clarification A PurchaseA PriceA PaymentA ChangeA Purchase Closure 

This statement of schematic structure is a description of the schematic structure of the 
specific post office text reproduced in this chapter; i.e. it is the generic structure of an actual 
text. But you probably take part in transactions very similar to Texr 3,2 on a regular basis, 
not all of them in a post office, not all of them even face-to-face. For example, Text 3.3 is a 
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phone transaction. Notice how closely the stages of schematic structure from the post office 
interaction match the stages of this service transaction: 

Text 3.3; Service Transaction over the Phone5 

Sales Initiation 
1 f Salesperson 

Sales Request 
2 Customer 

Sales Compliance 
3 Salesperson 
Sales Clarification 
4 
5 Customer 
(checking availability) 
6 Salesperson 

7 Customer 
Purchase 
8 Salesperson 

9 Customer 
Price 
10 Salesperson 
11 Customer 
12 Salesperson 

13 Customer 
Payment 
14 Salesperson 
15 Customer 

16 Salesperson 
17 Customer 
18 Salesperson 
19 Customer 
20 Salesperson 
21 Customer 
Purchase Delivery 
22 Salesperson 

23 Cusromer 
24 Salesperson 
25 Customer 

Good morning. Sydney Opera House Box Office. How 
may I help you? 

Oh, hallo. Um, I'd like to book three tickets to the Bell 
Shakespeare's Hamlet, please 

Bell Shakespeare, yes, that's in the Drama Theatre 

Now what date did you want those for? 
Saturday the 16th. In the evening 

Saturday the 16th . . . Yes, I can give you three seats in 
row 'F for the evening performance at 8pm. Fifty-six 
dollars per seat 
Great, thanks 

So you'll take those? Three seats for Hamlet at 8pm in 
the Drama Theatre 
Yes, please 

Is that three adults, or any concessions? 
No, three adults please 
That'll be three times fifty-six plus the booking fee, 
that's one hundred and seventy one dollars. Is that 
alright? 
Whew, prerty pricey, but OK, yeah 

Could I have your credit card details please? 
Yes, it's a Mastercard. Number 3852 9483 
1029 0323 
That's Mastercard 3852 9483 1029 0323? 
Yes 
And the expiry date? 
09 04 
Cardholder's name? 
Emily Rimmer. R - I - M - M - E - R 

And would you like us to post those tickets to you? Or 
will you pick them up from the Box Office? 
No, post them please 
The address? 
25 Jellico J-E-double L - 1 - C - O Street, Mirameer 
Heights 
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26 Salesperson That's 25 Jellico Street, Mirameer Heights? 

27 Customer Yes 
Purchase Closure 
28 Salesperson Right, the tickets will be in the mail today. Is there 

anything else we can help you with? 
29 Customer Umm, no that's all, thanks 

30 Salesperson Thank you. Goodbye 

31 Customer 'Bye 

The similarity of structure between the post office and the box office transactions suggests 
that there are some elements of schematic structure that are somehow defining of the trans
actional genre, some elements which are keys to recognizing what a transaction is. To dis
cover which elements of the schematic structure are the defining or obligatory elements , 
we can ask; what stages could we leave out and yet still have a transactional text? 

We can use a variety of symbols to move from a description of schematic structure in a 
specific text to a general statement of schematic structure for a particular genre. By placing 
parentheses around a schematic structure stage ( ) , we can indicate that a particular element 
is optional. The symbols < > placed round a stage indicate that a particular stage is recur
sive (can occur more than once); unordered stages can be indicated by being preceded by 
an asterisk *; and parentheses {} can be used to enclose a sequence of stages which are recur
sive as a whole. In summary, our schematic structure symbols are listed in Table 3.2. Using 
these symbols, we can refine our schematic structure description to give the more general 
description of transactional genres as: 

(Sales Initiation)A < (Sales RequestA Sales Compliance* (Sales Clarification)A 

Purchase* (Price)} > A PaymentA (Change)A (Purchase Delivery)* Purchase Closure 

This should be read as stating that a minimal transactional interaction could consist of only 
the stages of Sales Request, Sales Compliance, Purchase, Payment and Purchase Closure, 
Thus, imagine a situation in which you do not wait for the assistant to offer service, but ini
tiate the interaction yourself, where you do not need to be told the price (as perhaps it is 
clearly displayed for you), where you skip the niceties of thank-yous, and where you do not 
require change. You would srill have achieved a transaction, although the text you produce 
would look somewhat different from the post office or box office examples analysed above. 

The formula also captures the fact that more than one Sales Request may occur within 
a transaction, and that each Sales Request will be resolved tlirough the stages of Purchase 
and Price, while there will be only one Sales Initiation, Paymenr and Purchase Closure per 
transaction. 

Table 3>2 Symbols used to describe schematic structure 

SYMBOLS MEANING 

X * Y stage X precedes stage Y (fixed order) 
* Y stage Y is an unordered stage 
( X ) stage X is an optional stage 
<X> stage X is a recursive stage 
< {XA Y) > stages X and Y are both recursive in the fixed order X then Y 
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We use the distinction between obligatory and optional schematic structure elements to 

help us define what constitutes a particular genre. A genre is thus defined in terms of its 

obligatory elements of schematic structure, and variants of agenre are those texts in which 

the obligatory schematic structure elements are realized, as well as perhaps some of the 

optional ones. While any infraction realizing the obligatory elements only is therefore 

what we describe as a Transactional text, the inclusion of optional elements gives more 

extended variations of the genre. 

We can therefore recognize the difference between what Hasan (1985a: 63-4) refers to 

as the generic s t ructure potent ia l of a particular genre, and the actual generic s truc

ture of a parricular text. 

As our description of schematic structure has indicated, the order of elements of 

schematic structure is a significant constraint. In many genres, such as the transactional 

one, most elements are fixed in their order of occurrence. For example, the stage of Payment 

can only come aftex the stage of Sales Compliance; and of course the stage of Change can 

only occur after Payment. As was suggested in Chapter Two, the linearity of linguistic 

interactions means order often carries dimensions of meaning. 

Realization of elements of schematic structure 

Although identifying the schematic structure of a genre is a major part of generic analy

sis, it cannot be performed accurately without an analysis of the realizations of each 

element of schematic structure. You will remember from Chapter One that realization 

refers to the way a meaning becomes encoded or expressed in a semiotic system. We need 

now to relate our elements of schematic structure to language. 

Taking the step of relating stages of schematic struccure to their linguistic realizations 

is the central analytic procedure in generic analysis. The analysis of the schematic structure 

of both our horoscope text (Text 3-D and the post office text (Text 3.2) above might seem 

to you largely an intuitive and personal one. Perhaps you would argue for different stages, 

or different boundaries between the stages. If our generic analysis is to have any validity, it 

must be possible for us to establish objective justification for claims that, for example, horo

scope texts may have stages of Uncontingent and Contingent Predictions; or that Sales 

Compliance is a different element of schematic structure from Sales Clarification, or that 

the stage Purchase begins and ends where it does. 

It is obvious that all we have to go on in analysing genre is language - the words and 

structures speakers use. Technically, we can see that it is through language that genres get 

realized. It is through the discourse-semantic, lexico-grammatkal and phonological par-

terns of the language code that the contextual level of genre is realized through, or 

expressed in, language. 

For example, in our horoscope text, we only 'see' the field of 'romantic predictions 

through the recurrent patterns of ideational meanings in the text: the choices of related 

lexical items to do with heterosexual relationship {man, dating, private life) and expressions 

of time (dates, months). We only see the tenor of advice and warnings through the recur

rent patterns of interpersonal meanings: the use of modality and modulation (could be, 

may, should be). And the mode is only visible through the textual meanings: the patterns 

of direct address to the reader (the pronoun yon). 

The systematic hook-up we're suggesting here between dimensions of the context and 
types of meaning in language is fundamental to the functional approach to language. By 
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suggesting that each dimension of social context is related in predictable and systematic 
ways to each type of meaning, functional analysis claims to show that language is 'natu
rally' related to the structure of social life. 

There are two clear consequences of this. Firstly, if genres are different ways of using lan
guage, then we should find chat the speakers make different lexico-grammatical choices 
according to the different purposes they want to achieve. That is, texts of different genres 
will reveal differenr lexico-grammatical choices - different words and structures. For 
example, the types of words and strucrures used in a transactional genre will not be the 
same as those used in an exchanging opinion genre, or in a narrative genre, or in a horo
scope, Th us, realization patterns will differ across genres. 

Secondly, if each genre is made up of a number of different functionally related srages, 
then we should find that different elements of schematic structure will reveal different 
lexico-grammatical choices. For example, we should find char the types of words and struc
tures used in the stage Sales Initiation will not be the same as the types of words and struc
tures used in the stage Purchase, and the language of both those stages will differ from the 
language of the stage Thanks. Thus, realization patterns will differ across schematic stages. 

However, since we have only one language to use to realize all these different stages, it 
cannot be a question of stages using totally different words, or totally different structures, 
from each other. Rather, we would expect to find that different stages use different config
urations of words and structures, different clusterings of patterns. Realization patterns can 
be exemplified by referring to a simple written genre: the recipe. 

Schematic structure and realizations in the recipe genre 

So far in our discussion of genre we have worked from rhe text to description. To demon
strate that genres (their schematic structure and their realizations) are something that as 
native speakers we unconsciously draw on in using language, we can now reverse the pro
cedure. Instead of describing a text, we can predict schematic structure and realizations, 
and rhen compare those predictions against authentic examples. 

You will remember that in Chapter One I expressed great confidence in your ability to 
produce an appropriate example of a recipe text for scrambled eggs. Part of that task 
involved your ability to predict the elements of schematic structure, in their likely order. 
Before you read any further, you might make a quick note of the schematic structure you 
would predict in a recipe for your favourite dish. 

Here now is an authentic recipe text. Is your schematic structure appropriate to describe 
this text? 

Text 3.4: Spinach Risotto*5 

This traditional dish of Greek-Cypriot origin offers an economical bur substan-
rial vegetarian meal. 
3 tablespoons olive oil 
2 onions, chopped 
1-2 bunches silverbeet or English spinach 
1 375 gr tin peeled tomatoes 
2 tablespoons tomato paste 
1 cup water 
1 cup risotto tice 
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white wine (optional) 
salt and pepper 

Slice the dead ends off the spinach. Slice stalks off from leaves. Wash stalks and 

leaves. Slice stalks finely, and shred leaves. 
In a large saucepan, heat the oil. Fry the onions till soft. Add the stalks and fry 

till soft. Add the shredded leaves and cook for several minutes. Then add the toma
toes and tomato paste. Turn low and cook for about 10 mins. Add water, wine, salt 
and pepper, and the rice. Cook until the rice has absorbed the liquid (10-15 mins). 

Serve with Greek salad and crusty wholemeal bread, 
Serves 4, 

If we follow rhrough the functional approach developed in this chapter, we would see that 
to describe this text we need to recognize the following stages: 

Title: Spinach Risotto 

This stage labels the name of the dish to be prepared. The stage obviously functions to dif
ferentiate individual recipes from each other. 

Enticement: This traditional dish of Greek-Cypriot origin offers an economical but 

substantial vegetarian meal. 

The purpose of this stage is to suggest why you should bother making this dish. 

Ingredients: 
3 tablespoons olive oil 
2 onions, chopped 
1-2 bunches silverbeet or English spinach 
1 375 gr tin peeled tomatoes 
2 tablespoons tomato paste 
1 cup water 
1 cup risotto rice 
white wine (optional) 
salt and pepper 

This srage functions to tell you what you will need. 

Method: 
Slice the dead ends off the spinach. Slice stalks off from leaves. Wash stalks and 

leaves. Slice stalks finely, and shred leaves. 
In a large saucepan, heat the oil. Fry the onions till soft. Add the stalks and fry 

till soft. Add the shtedded leaves and cook for several minutes. Then add the toma
toes and tomato paste. Turn low and cook for about 10 mins. Add water, wine, salt 
and pepper, and the rice. Cook unril the rice has absorbed rhe liquid (10-15 mins). 
Serve with Greek salad and crusry wholemeal bread. 

This purpose of this stage is to tell you how to make the dish. 

Serving Quantity: Serves 4. 
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This final stage functions to inform you how many the dish will feed. 
Expressed linearly, the schematic structure of this text is; 

Tide^Enticemenc ingredients ^Method* Serving Quantity 

Now, the schematic structure you have established for this text might differ from the one 
I have offered. In particular, you might wish to include an additional stage to describe the 
sentence Serve with Greek salad and crusty wholemeal bread. After all, that sentence is presented 
as a separate paragraph in the original rext, so it might seem that it should have a separate 
functional label - Serving Suggestions, perhaps? 

To resolve the question of how many stages, we need to consider the lexico-grammat-
ical patterns realized in each stage of the recipe. In other words, we need to look closely 
at the language of the recipe text. 

We are somewhat hampered here by the fact that we do not yet share a common tech
nical vocabulary for talking about lexico-grammatical patterns (we will by the end of this 
book). Using only some fairly common grammarical terms, we can see chat each of the 
stages of the recipe genre can be associared with clearly distinct realizadonal patterns. 

Tirle: this stage is realized by what we call a nominal group or noun phrase (a group of 
words where the main word is a noun), not by a complete clause or sentence. The type of 
nominal group typically contains a sequence of nouns (two in this case), rather than adjec
tive and noun (e.g. the title is nor Simple Risotto). 

Enticement: unlike the Title stage, this stage is realized by a complete sentence. It 
begins with a 'be' clause, where this dish is described using positive artitudinal words tra
ditional, economical, substantial (imagine how unenticing it would be to begin this stage with 
a clause like: This revolting dish will take hours to cook.}. 

Ingredients: here we return ro only a nominal group as the pattern, bur this time the 
nominal group does not have a sequence of classifying words, but of numbers and measur
ing words, e.g. 2, 375 gr, tin. The head noun being modified by these measuring terms is 
of course the name of a food. 

Method: this stage is expressed by clauses (not just phrases or groups), in the imperative 
mood (i.e. expressed as orders, rather than as statements). Circumstantial meanings of loca
tion (in a large saucepan), time {for about 10 mim), and manner (till soft) are expressed. The 
clauses are linked logically by time sequence (Then . . . then), although this is not always 
explicitly encoded (then only occurs once). The kinds of verbs are action-oriented: slice, wash, 
heat, fry, cook, etc. 

Serving Quantity: this stage is realized by an elliptical declarative: i.e. a part of a clause. 
The full clause would be This dish serves 4- The clause is a declarative (statement), not an 
imperative: it gives information, but does not command us to do anything. 

And it is this last realizarional pattern that helps us to determine the schematic structure 
location of the sentence Serve with Greek salad and crusty wholemeal bread. Grammatically we 
see that the pattern of this sentence involves an imperative structure (a command), involv
ing a verb of action (serve), and including circumstantial information about the manner in 
which the process should be carried out (with Greek salad, etc.). This pattern is the same as 
the other sentences of the Method stage. Therefore, on grammatical criteria we would con
sider that clause part of the Method stage, not a separate stage on its own, nor part of the 
Serving Quantity stage, where the pattern is for a different clause type altogether7. 
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Although you may not understand all the terms used in the realization statements, you 
will be able to see chat each stage of schematic structure is clearly associated with a number 
of grammatical and lexical features. By specifying in as much detail as possible the gram
matical patterns of each part of the text, we can determine both how many stages we need 
to recognize and where to place the boundaries between the stages. 

The sWie link between stages and realization applies to any text we cate to analyse, 
whether spoken or written. With our horoscope text, we can clearly see that the language of 
the General Outlook stage is very different from the language of the Contingent Predictions 
stage: the first involves a relational process (the verb 'to be') with 'you' as Subject and general, 
abstract nouns, expressing your overall situation or quality, while the second involves con
ditional clauses (if..., then ., ,), specific time references and process types, and modulation. 
Likewise, with the post office text, grammatical description would show chat the patterns 
in the Sales Request stage (modulated interrogative clauses, i.e. questions using could/can) 
are different from patterns in the Sales Clarificarion stage (unmodulated interrogatives). 

Prom the texts presented above we can note that there are different types of realization 
patterns. Some stages have ritualistic or conventional realizations. Pot example, the expres
sions which realize Thanks or Greeting stages are fairly limited and predictable. Other 
stages are realized by a limited range of linguistic structures. For example, the realization 
of a Service Request stage in a transactional genre can be through various (but limited) alter
native structutes: e.g. modulated declaratives (I'd like 5 apples please), imperatives (Give me 
5 of those apples, please) or modulared interrogatives (Would you have 5 of those apples, please?). 

Yet other stages are realized by the clustering of particular linguistic choices, rather than 
the simple choice of just one linguistic feature. One example is the Method stage of the recipe 
genre whose patterns were described above; a further example would be the Event or Action 
stage of a narrative, which is typically realized by the combination of temporal successive con
junctions (then . . . then . . .), action processes (e.g. verbs like went, ran, caught, did, happened, 
etc.), specific (usually human) participants and circumstances of time, manner, place (often 
in first position in the clause). 

Finally, it is possible for some stages to be realized non-verbally. For example, rhe 
Payment stage of a transactional genre is very frequently realized non-verbally, 

At the moment our discussion of the lexko-grammatical realizations of generic stages 
is very limited because we lack a common metalanguage, i.e. we do not share a common 
technical vocabulary, based on a shared approach to analysing language, thtough which we 
could specify realization statements in detail. The aim of Chapters Four to Ten is to equip 
you with that metalanguage, so that you are then able to complete the description of what
ever genres interest you by specifying the grammatical and discourse-semantic patterns by 
which different genres, and different stages within genres, are realized. 

At this stage the important point to grasp is that that schematic structure analysis is 
neither intuitive nor ad hoc. Every rime we recognize an element of structure we have to be 
able to argue for it, and its boundaries, by finding its reflex in linguistic realization. Chapter 
Eleven will demonstrate generic analysis applied to the three Crying Baby texts introduced 
in Chapter One. 

Short and long genres: the macro-genre 

For reasons of space, the principles and procedures of genre analysis have been presenred in 
this chapter using brief, everyday texts as examples. Generic analysis is of course equally 
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applicable to much longer texts, both spoken and written. In these longer, more complex 
texts, Martin (1992b) suggests we may need to identify the entire text as an example of a 
macro-genre, within which it is possible to identify a range of other genres being used. 
For example, a university department's handbook is itself a macro-genre (the text as a whole 
fulfils a specific cultural function), but it typically contains sections exemplifying the 
genres of exposition (why you should study in particular faculties and disciplines), descrip
tion (course outlines) and regulation (the student's rights/responsibilities/penalties). 
Martin uses Halliday's grammatical categories of logico-semantic relations (first encoun
tered in our Chapter Two discussion of conjunctive cohesion, and revisited in Chapter Nine) 
to capture the relationship between the constituent genres in a macro-genre. For an 
example of macro-genre analysis, see the treatment of several very lengthy texts in Martin 
and Rose (2003). 

The uses of genre analysis 

Genre analysis is just a first step cowards making explicit the cultural and social basis of 
language in use, but it can be a very powerful step. A systemic analysis of genre has three 
immediate applications. Genre analysis can help us: 

1. to make explicit why some texts are successful and appropriate while others are not; 
2. to contrast types of genres and their realizations in pragmatic contexts and inter

personal contexts; 
3. to understand similarities and differences between non-fiction and fiction genres; 
4. to carry out critical text analysis. 

Space only allows a brief demonstration of these applications here. Those with more time 
will find Martin and Rose (2003) a useful — if demanding — extension. 

Successful and unsuccessful examples of genres 

One of the most useful applications of genre analysis for those of us who work in educa
tional settings is that it can help us make explicit why some texts 'work' and others don't. 
Have another look at Text 2,5, 'Fatal Alaska', first presented in Chapter Two, page 40. We 
noted in Chapter Two that this story by a 12-year-old boy has serious cohesive problems, 
In particular, referential ties ate ambiguous, with the writer presuming what should bepre-
senred. But the problems of cohesion are symptomatic of more general problems he's 
having achieving an appropriate realization of the genre of narrative. 

The sociolinguists Labov and Walerzky (L967) offer a functional analysis of the schematic 
strucrure of narratives. I'm using narrative in a technical sense here, to refer to a particu
lar genre. Not all stories are narratives - see Eggins and Slade (1997) for discussion and 
exemplification of other story genres which occur in casual conversation and in written 
texts. Narratives can be defined as 'stories which are concerned with protagonists who face 
and resolve problematic experiences' (Eggins and Slade 1997: 239). Using the formalism 
identified earlier, the schematic structute of the narrative genre can be represented as: 

(Abstract) A Orientation A < (Complication A Resolution A Evaluation) > A (Coda) 
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Abstract: this stage, if present, functions as a signal to prepare readers for the text that 
follows, often by orienting them to the kind of story that will be told or to the story's 
themes. For example, Once upon a time is a generic realization for folktale narratives. 

Orientation: this stage provides readers with the information they need to understand the 
narrative and usually gives at least preliminary information about the participants in the 
story (who), the setting in space (where) and time (when), and the actions that were under 
way before things got sticky (what). This stage is typically realized by presenting reference 
and expressions of habitual actions. 

Complication: this stage involves a problem culminating in a crisis. The events initiated 
in the Orientation somehow go wrong. There is a disruption to the usual sequence of events, 
and subsequent actions become problematic and unpredictable. This stage Is typically real
ized by a shift from conjunction relations of remporal sequence {.and then . . . and then . . .) 
to relations of concessive counter-expectancy and simultaneity {but, all of a sudden . . .). 

Evaluation: Labov and Waletzky (1967) argue that the Evaluation stage h what gives the 
text its significance; it establishes the point of the narrative. As it occurs between the 
Complication and the Resolution, it cteates a feeling of suspense and marks a break between 
these two action stages. Labov argues that this stage is obligatoty as without it a narrative 
is incomplete: 

Evaluation devices say to us: this was terrifying, dangerous, weird, wild, crazy; or 
amusing, hilarious, wonderful; more generally, rhat it was strange, uncommon, or 
unusual - that is, worth reporting. It was not ordinary, piain, humdrum, everyday 
or run of the mill. (Labov 1972a: 371) 

The shift from action to evaluation is realized by a shift from ideational into interpersonal 
meanings, expressed through some of the following patterns: 

1. the expression of attitudes or opinions denoting the events as remarkable or 
unusual; 

2. the expression of incredulity, disbelief, apprehension about the events on the part 
of the narrator or a character of the narrative, including highlighting the predica
ment of characters; 

3. comparisons between usual and unusual sequences of events in which participants 
in the narrative are involved; 

4. predictions about a possible course of action to handle a crisis or about the outcome 
of the events. (Rothery 1990: 203) 

Although evaluative comments are often spread throughout a narrative (often 'embedded', 
Labov says, in other stages), a successful narrative will always also have a discrere Evaluation 
stage. The progress of the action will be interrupted while the narrator or characters explic
itly offer an assessment of the emotional point of the story. (See Eggins and Slade 1997: 
241—2 for further examples of Evaluations.) 

Resolution: in this stage we are told how the protagonist manages to resolve the crisis. 
Through the Resolution, usuality returns and equilibrium is restored. Realizations include 
causal conjunctive relations (so) introducing the redemptive action, followed by a return to 
temporal sequential relations, 
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In extended narratives, there may be a sequence of {ComplicationA EvaIuationA 

Resolution) sequences, in which case convention suggests that each Complication should 
be more dramatic than the one before. To build suspense, each Resolution will then also 
grow in difficulty, lack of predictability, and usually length. 

Coda: this stage often refers back to the theme of the Abstract and makes an overall state
ment about the text. In conversational narratives, the Coda signals to listeners diat the 
speaker no longer needs to hold the floor — her story is told. In written narratives, die Coda 
often creates a sense of finality by its circular return to the starting point of the natrative. 
This stage is often signalled by a shift in tense (from the simple past of the narrative events 
back to the present of the narration, for example), or by a shift from statements about 
specific participants, events and setting to generalizations about 'experiences like that'. 

Applied to 'Fatal Alaska', this schematic structure allows us to identify several problems: 

1. the sequencing of the stages is unhelpful: instead of beginning with an optional 
Abstract followed by the Orientation stage, David plonks us right inro whar is pre
sumably one of several Complications. The Orienration seems to begin in paragraph 
2, although paragraph 3 contains the most basic information and so should logi
cally come first of all; 

2. the successive Complications do not build gradually enough in intensity — we've 
already had one death in the first sentence - and so there is too little suspense created; 

3. the writer ends his story with TO BE CONTINUED, instead of with a culminat
ing Resolution and perhaps a Coda. While David is botrowing a device appropri
ate in other genres (e.g. TV or hook series), this non-ending is really a cop-out in 
this case. He knows his story ain't be continued, and it seems likely that he has 
simply 'lost the plot' and run short of time. Planning the stages of his narrative first 
could have avoided this problem. 

Despite these problems, David's story has the skeleton structure for a well-formed narra
tive. Below I re-present his text with the stages reordered, and a suggested final Resolution. 
My contributions are shown in italics. 

Text 3.5: Fatal Alaska8 

reordered, with schematic structure labelled 
(Abstract) 
I've been in a lot of tricky situations, but I've never been as close to death as I was up north 

once. 
Orientation 
My name is Samual Jacobson, I am a 17 year old Canadian piolot who was 

assigned to this mission. My journey to Alaska consisred of two reason, finding the 
two men who set off from Canada to study penguins and to give the two Canadian 
mountys some experience in Alaska. 

At first I was proud to do it, then nervous and now I'm tetrified. The snow storm 
last week is said to have covered their plane in ice and snow. I am told they were 
profrsianals. 

Complication 1 
I watched as my companion was attacked by the polar bear. Then he fell to the 

ground and didn't move. I knew he was dead. My other companion was still in the 
plane, looking like it was he who had been attacked. 
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Evaluation 1 
I tried to ignore the body but two hours latet could stand it no longer. 
Resolution 1 
I made a whole in the ice and left it for whatever actic creature was hungry. 
Complication 2 
'I had to get my live companion to refrain from losing his mind, 
Evaluation 2 
I could not afford ro lose another friend or I might lose my own mind. 
Resolution 2 
It took a great deal of shaking to bring my friend to his senses, then I urged him 

to get moving, which he reluctantly did. We moved for several hours getting colder 
by the minute, and less confident. 

Complication 3 
Just when I feared we would have to turn back, I saw a light, that looked like a 

fire. I don'r think my partner saw it so I steered him towards it. We saw then what 
it was, a fire, recenrly lit, in the middle of a cave. 

We ventured into the cave and saw nothing inside but a rack with bones and body 
parts in it, a billy with meat in it and blood! Then a shadowy figure loomed at the 
entrance of the cave. 

I srared at my partner, who once again had not noticed the happenings around 
him. 

Evaluation 3 
I froze, I know its stupid but as the figure advanced, I just fro2e. My heart was a 

straight six motot for that ten or so seconds, and it was revving its guts out. 
Resolution 3 
Then, when the figure stepped into the flickering light of the fire I felt relief, as 

I recognized him from the photo of the explorers as Caprain John, rhe leader of die 
expidition, and the brains. I knew the bones and body parts and meat were not 
animal, they were his crew! Just then he pulled a hatchet from his coat and ran at 
me. That confirmed to me that he had canaballised on his men, I ducked sending 
him over my back and into the fire, he ser alight. I watched as he frantically jumped 
up, ran outside and rolled in the snow, all the time holding his hatchet. 

Complication 4 
He got up, furious and I knew he wouldn't miss again . . . 
Within seconds, he was running at me again, swiping at me with his lethal hatchet. 
Evaluation 4 
This time, 1 knew it was him or me! And 1 hadn't come all this way to be eaten. 
Resolution 4 
So I dodged around the cave, just out of reach of the crazy Captain, till I got close to a 

clump of loose rocks. Ducking down, I managed to pick up two really sharp, pointed ones. But 
it was a close thing — as I jumped away, his hatchet scratched down my arm, drawing blood. 

I ducked back and took am. I had only two chances, and he was moving all the time. I 
threw the first rock — it hit him on the shoulder, and slowed him for a second, but he recov
ered and came at me again. 

i aimed the second rock carefully. This time 1 waited until he was really close. 1 knew if I 
missed, I'd be dead meat. When 1 could feel his smelly cannibal breath, I threw. 

Crunch. Thump. He fell down, knocked out cold. My companion and I quickly tied him 
up and radioed out for help. 
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Coda 
That was a really dose call. And since then I've never eaten a mouthful of meat! 

Explicit modelling of the target genre, with scaffolding of the generic structure and realiza
tions, could help young writers like David produce much more successful texts. With better 
control of the genre, they give themselves the oppottuni ty to then take the next step of playing 
creatively with its conventions. As literary biographies and autobiographies show, the writers 
we mosr admire began by mastering conventional realizations of genres. Only once they fully 
grasped the possibilities and constraints of a genre did chey move orj to defamiliarize and 
interrogate genre conventions. 

SFL has been influential in promoting genre-based approaches to literacy. Christie and 
Martin (1997) and several chapters in Unsworth (2000) provide overviews of this work. 

Genre in pragmatic and interpersonal contexts 

For reasons ofspace and clarity in this chapter I have had to choose examples from a limited 
range of genres. But the spectrum of genres is of course vast indeed. Wherever language is 
being used to achieve a culturally recognized and culturally established purpose, there we 
will find genre. One application of gente analysis is to explore the ways genres from differ
ent contexts are similar to and different from each other, 

Once we stare looking at genre in spoken interactions, we find that not all interactions 
have the simple staged schematic structure of such texts as the post office or the box office, 
For example, in sustained casual conversation among a group of friends or workmates, 
although there may be moments with tecognizable generic structure (when someone is 
telling a story, for example), there may be long segments of talk that do not seem to have 
a clear generic structure at all. This is noi because the talk is unstructured, bur rather that 
such talk is structured in a different way because it has different motivations. 

We can in feet distinguish between two kinds of functional motivations for linguistic 
interactions: pragmatic motivation and interpersonal motivation. Pragmatically motivated 
interactions are rhose like the post office, the recipe, the narrative, even the horoscope: the 
interaction has a clear, tangible goal to be achieved. As Bakhtin would say, from the begin
ning of such texts we have a cleat sense of an end. Intetpersonal interactions, in contrast, 
do not have any tangible goal to be achieved. Instead these are interactions motivated by 
the exploring and establishing of interpersonal relations, the mutual creation of good feel
ings. The conversational texts presented in Chapters Six and Eight are examples of inter-
personally motivated interactions. 

When we compare ioteractions motivated in each of these ways, we find that the kinds 
of structure associated with each differs. Where the social goals to be achieved by talk are 
principally pragmatic (thete are goods or services to be exchanged, information to be trans
mitted), talk and writing is organized with the kind of schematic structure we have seen 
in this chapter. Such schematic sttucture is entitely appropriate to interactions which have 
clear end points, and where in fact the goal of the interaction is to attain that end point. 
When we go into the post office to buy stamps for our letters, we don't wish to spend two 
hours in friendly chat with the salesperson in order to get that goal satisfied. 

But where the social goals to be achieved by talk are principally interpersonal ones, to 
do with establishing and reinforcing social relations, then we find that othet types of sttuc
ture dominate. Thus, more open-ended structures tend to take ovet, as the talk develops 
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dynamically, with no clear end point to be achieved, and few discrete steps or stage bound
aries along the way. This more fluid structure of conversation can be captured by dividing a 
conversational text into phases rather than stages. The term phase (taken from Gregory 
1985, Malcolm 1985) can be used to indicate a segment of talk (usually highly interactive 
talk) in which there is a certain stability of realization ai patterns, but for which a functional 
schematic structure label does not seem appropriate (the talk is not astepon the way to some
where else). An example of a conversational excerpt divided into phases on the basis of gram
matical patterns is discussed in Chapter Eight, where it will also be seen that conversation 
typically involves an alternation between sections in which aphasal organization dominates, 
and sections which have clear schematic structure (for example, narratives). 

Thus while the most common realization of genre is through staged, constituent struc
ture, some genres are realized by different, more localistic types of structure. (For a derailed 
discussion of the structure of casual conversation, see Eggins and Slade 1997; for the use of 
phase as a text division in long texts, see Martin and Rose 2003). 

However, recognizing different structural patterns does not in any way detract from the 
central claim of a systemic functional approach that all interactions are goal-oriented and 
purposeful. We never just use language - we are always using it 'to do something'. In putting 
a label on what it is that we are doing, and in analysing how we use language to do it, we are 
describing genre. In the following chapter, we will explote the fact that whatever we are 
doing with language, we are always doing it within a particular situational context. 

Genre in fiction 

Our concept of genres can also be applied and expanded by looking at genre in fictional 
texts. Genre has long been a foundational concept in literary studies. The traditional genre 
categories of poetry, prose and drama were then subdivided to give the different genres of 
poetry (ballads, sonnets, lyrics, epics . . .), prose (historical novel, crime novel. . .), drama 
(tragedy, comedy . . .). So centtal is genre identity to literary work that some categories of 
prose are known as 'genre fiction'. 

An example from a 'genre fiction' sub-genre appears as Text 3-6 below. How long does 
it take you to wotk out what genre this excerpt is from? 

Text 3.6: an excerpt from genre fiction9 

(H,When he placed a thermos on the wooden picnic table, ^.jTaylor suddenly 
sensed ..that Quinn was a deliberate man. ,2i)His long fingers slid slowly away 
from the thermos, cii)and the movement reminded Taylor of a caress. (3j)His ga2e ran 
down her body, .^^lingering, (3iii)touching, (Jiv)seeking, (3Ar)and something within her 
stirred (,vi.and grew taut. 

(4)'My mother sent potato soup. (5ijShe's worried (5ii)you'Il have a poor picture of 
the people hereabouts.' 

(6i)Taylor pressed her lips together, (Sij)sensing (Siij)that Donovan's low voice 
shielded his real thoughts. [7i)She shifted uneasily, (7|;)disliking the leaping sense of 
awareness in her body, uncomfortable with his eyes watching her carefully. 
{gi)'The thought was nice, (aii,but I can find a restaurant.' 

.S[)He took a few steps nearer, (9ii,a
nd Taylor found om)her hand locked to the back 

of the chair, Donovan topped her five-foot-ten-inch height by half a foot. (ll)His 
broad shoulders, narrow hips, and his carelessly combed hair only served ro enhance 
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his raw masculinity. ^ H e ' d discarded the red bandanna tied around his forehead, 
{J2ij>and his black brows and lashes gleamed in the sun, shadowing his jutting 
cheekbones. (l3i)His eyes caught hers - ..a cutiously dark shade of green that 
matched his daughter's. (l4i)His dark skin gleamed as it crossed his cheekbones and 
his jaw; (Uii)a tiny fresh cut lay along his jaw, (]4i;;)as though he'd just shaved. 

(15)Taylot jerked her eyes away from the grim set of his mouth. . Despite his 
apparent dark mood, Donovan's mouth was beautiful, sensuous, ()fiii,and her heart 
quivered (lSiii)and flip-flopped just once. (17i)There was a beauty about Donovan, a 
raw male look — an arrogance, a certainty— (17;i)and beneath it lay a fine, grim anger 
that startled her. 

(1B)Taylor shifted her weight impatiently. ()9i)Few men could intimidate her, 
ni).;>and she disliked the sense that this man — this Quinn Donovan — knew exactly 
what she was thinking. (2o;)Despite bet resolve not to give him another inch, when 
Donovan took another step toward her, (MiijShe released the chair and stepped back
ward. 

(31j)A quick flare of satisfaction soared through Donovan's narrowed eyes, ,21ii)and 
. Taylor's throat tightened. 

(2J)She straightened her shoulders. <2A)She refused to be intimidated by a tower
ing bully. (25i>She caught his scent - (,}ii)soap, freshly cut wood, sweat, and a dark, 
masculine tang that she knew she'd remember ibrever. 

(2Si)Taylor stepped back again, (Mj)then regretted the action. Donovan was 
hunting her now. (,m)The dark meadow green eyes skimmed her mussed hair, the 
loose, untucked blouse open at her throat, (28j[ catching the fast beat of her heart, 
(26i;i)then flowing down her body (,Siv)to linger on bare toes locked in the grass. 

(25i)The heat of his body snared her; (29ii)his inspection of her feet too intimate. 

(JOi)'I haven't invited you {3()i;)to spoil my day. (J1 Creeping up on me this way is 
trespassing.' 

(32)'I don't creep.' (3J)Donovan's flat statement cut into the clean spring air. 
(3i;i)His voice reminded her of the rumble of a storm, of a dark beast rising from 

his lair. (35i)From his narrowed eyes came the glittering thrust of a sword, ..raised 
G5ili)and waiting. 

It's likely that if you're a native speaker of English, resident in a western country, you very 
rapidly identified the source of Text 3.6 as 'romance ficrion'. Romance fiction, like crime 
fiction, is referred to as One type of'genre fiction' exactly because its texts adhere very closely 
to an almost inflexible schematic structure. In her pioneering work into this genre, Janice 
Radway (1991: 150) identified what she called a 'narrative logic' which successful romance 
novels follow. According to Radway, romances which experienced readers judged 'success
ful' generally work through the following 13 stages: 

1. the heroine's social identity is thrown into question 
2. the heroine teacts antagonistically to an aristocratic male 
3. the aristocratic male responds ambiguously to the heroine 
4. the heroine inteqarets the heto's behaviour as evidence of a purely sexual intetest in 

her 
5. the heroine responds to the hero's behaviour with anger or coldness 
6. the hero retaliates by punishing the heroine 
7. the heroine and hero are physically and/or emotionally separated 
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8. the hero tteats the heroine tenderly 
9. the heroine responds warmly to the hero's act of tenderness 

10. the heroine reinterprets the hero's ambiguous behaviour as the product of previous 
hurt 

11. the hero proposes/openly declares his love for/demonstrates his unwavering com
mitment to the heroine with a supreme act of tenderness 

12. the heroine responds sexually and emotionally to the hero 
13. the heroine's identity is restored 

Not only does genre fiction have very fixed schematic structure, but also vety predictable real
ization patterns. Realization patterns apply across three main dimensions of the narrative: 

• characterization: in genre fiction a limited number of different character roles are 
realized, with the attributes of each role also limited and predictable 

• plot devices and sets of activities: a limited and recurrent range of plot elements 
is used to realize each stage of the schematic structure 

• setting: the events of genre fiction take place in predictable and limited settings 

For example, Radway showed that successful romance fiction requires only four character-
roles: the heroine and hero, and theit opposites, a female foil and a male foil. The extreme 
focus on just two principal characters (heroine and hero) makes romance texts highly unre
alistic, detached from social reality and claustrophobic. The foils function in the texts to 
exemplify negative female/male behaviour, in order to re-emphasize the qualities and 
behaviours of the desirable heterosexual couple. 

Radway also identified the character attributes that must be realized by each role, and 
how, in the heroine's case only, these attributes change as the narrative progresses. The 
heroine, for example, must always be stunningly beautiful in a conventional western sense 
(slender not porky, and very sexually attractive to men but unaware of and uncomfortable 
with het 'thinly disguised sexuality'), while the hero must always display a 'spectaculat 
masculinity' (Radway 1991: 128). This usually means he will be tall, datk, angular, and 
with a vast chest. But Radway points out that 'the terrorizing effect of his exemplary mas
culinity is always tempeted by the presence of a small feature that introduces an impottant 
element of softness into the overall picture' (Radway 1991: 128). For example, he may have 
a loose curl ofhak, or soft eyes. At the beginning of the romance, the heroine will be shown 
to be 'incomplete' in her femininity. This can be realized by having her wear business suits 
and other androgynous or at least not feminine clothes. She will often be hiding behind 
sunglasses, and her hair is often severely tied back or concealed. By the end of the novel, 
she will have changed her appearance to be mote appropriately feminine: suits give way to 
dtesses, her eyes glow, and her hair flows freely in the breeze. In other words, heroine and 
hero must exemplify patriarchal gender roles. 

Similarly, the initiating stage of schematic structure which functions to throw the 
heroine's social identity into question is realized by plot devices that include; the heroine 
develops amnesia after an accident or illness; the heroine loses all family members through 
death or disaster; the heroine moves to an unfamiliar place in order to pursue her career 
(which she does to the exclusion of any romantic attachments). 

Finally, the realization of settings of romance fiction limits the geographic, socio-eco
nomic and (until recently) racial options: many romances are set in semi-isolated, benign 
countty villages, often after the heroine has fled from her unhomelike home in what is teal-
ized as an alienating wesrern metropolis. 
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As our model of genre in relation to language implies, thepredictability of realizations 
extends beyond these macro genre-level patterns through to micro lexico-grammatical pat
terns. Like our everyday genres of horoscope, recipe and transaction, romance texts are asso
ciated with particular preferred realizational patrerns. For example, Text 3-6 displays the 
common preference in romance fiction for verbs of sensing, feeling and remembering 
(technically, mental processes, as we'll see in Chapter Eight). Every act of the hero — no 
matter how mundane — triggers an affective, mental reaction on the parr of the heroine, 
whose viewpoint we are positioned to share: When heplaceda thermos on the. wooden picnic table, 
Taylor suddenly sensed that- Quinn was a deliberate man. She may never have mer rhe hero 
before, but his presence evokes cultural memories in her: the movement of his fingers 
reminded. Taylor of a caress and his voice reminded her of the rumble of a storm, While the heroine's 
mental processes are reacting to his raw masculinity, her body often seizes up or behaves in 
involuntary ways in his presence: He took a few steps nearer, and'Taylor fmmdher hand locked 
to the back of the chair. She is construed as both mentally and physically powerless to resist 
the force of his raw male look. . . Despite her resolve not to give him another inch, when Donovan 
took another step toward her, she released the chair and stepped backward, 

As well as emphasizing the heroine's involuntary physical and mental reactions to the 
hero's actions, romance fiction is also heavily concerned wirh rhe effect of his gaze on her, 
and her inability to control her perception of him. Both hero and heroine do a great deal of 
looking at each other, and the heroine is often reacting to his gaze and his eyes {the dark 
meadow green eyes skimmed her mussed hair. . .). Usually she dislikes his gaze (she feels uncom
fortable with his eyes watching her carefully) but has trouble resisting the urge to gaze back at 
him (Taylor jerked her eyes away). In rhis emphasis on gaze, a vocabulary of disguise and 
deception is common, construing a barrier of misperception and lack of trust between the 
couple (Donovan's low voice shielded- his real thoughts). Much of the plot of romance fiction 
involves the heroine learning to accept the hero's ga2e, and respond to it in the way it invites 
her to. 

And of course here we must note that a distinctive realizational pattern of romance is 
the way every action and comment between hero and heroine is imbued with a sexual 
meaning. The hero's every act is sexualized, but particularly his gaze (His gaze rati down her 
body, lingering, touching, seeking). This sexual gaze again produces an affective reaction in the 
heroine because her body responds despite herself (She shifted uneasily, disliking the leaping 
sense of awareness in her body, uncomfortable with his eyes watching her carefully). 

Sexual innuendo colours all vocabularly choices. The hero's presence and physical attrib
utes, described in detail, always trigger sexual mental associations for rhe heroine: From his 
narrowed eyes came the glittering thrust of a sword, raised and %oaiting. 

Although sometimes the sexual connotations are softened into romance (His long fingers 
slid slowly away from the thermos, and the movement reminded Taylor of a caress), more often the 
hero's presence is construed as threatening, associated with verbs of fear and violence 
(trespassing, creeping up) and nouns with violent connotations (a quick flare of satisfaction). 
Figurative representations of the hero represent him as a dark beast rising from his lair who 
is hunting her now, and her body (against the wishes of her mind) experiences behavioural 
responses associated with fear (Taylor's throat tightened). 

Fearful though they are, his actions or artribures trigger thinly disguised sexual response 
(something within her stirred atidgrew taut), and she is inevitably, despite herself, caught: The 
heat of his body snared her. 

Again, we are hampered in what we can say about these realizational patterns because 
we don't yet share a technical vocabulary. But we can say enough to show that the heroine 
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is consistently positioned through the grammar to react to the hero (rather than to initi
ate actions herself), and that her reactions are involuntary. The major drama of the plot 
comes from the heroine's ongoing conflict between what she desires mentally (she refused to 
be intimidated by a towering bully) and what she can actually do faced with this specimen of 
raw masculinity. The lexical and grammatical choices encode 'romance' as so overwhelming 
and fearful an experience for the heroine that she loses control of her own mind and body. 

Crime fiction, anothet type of'genre writing', similarly comes with a tange of generic 
expectations in terms of characterization, plot devices and setting. The young writer of 
Text 3.7 below has already learnt many of the typical realization features of the 'hard-
boiled detective' genre: the hardened but philosophizing first-person detective-narrator, 
the thematic emphasis on death and mortality; the use of a bleak urban setting; the cre
ation of a sense of doom and foreboding; and, of course, the clever twist in the tail. 

Text 3.7: Inside Edge10 

Death hung in the air. A tangible presence; a reminder of our own mortality. 
The body, of course, had been reduced to a blood stain and a chalk outline by the 
time I arrived on the scene, but still, it's never easy. 1 ran my fingers through my 
hair, feeling it suction onto my scalp, glued by my nervous sweat. This was the fifth 
murder in as many days - never a good sign - especially if they're all identical, I 
pushed away the proffered photographs. I knew what the body would look like. 

I walked slowly over to the window, shoes echoing on the bare wooden floor. 
Outside, the street swarmed with television cameras and reportets. I'd face those 
jackals later. Inside, the rooms swarmed with uniforms and glove wearing forensics 
- the usual crowd, I walked around amongst them, gathering bits and pieces of 
information, taking notes, feeling sick. Nobody paid any attention to me, despite 
the fact I was in charge of the whole thing. I shrugged philosophically. My part 
would come later. 

At the station that afternoon I added what evidence we had gathered on to the 
massive whiteboard. The smell of the whiteboard marker, and the emptiness of the 
air-conditioning made me feel dizzy and sick. The migraine that had begun at the 
scene that motning lapped around my neck and eyes. I pinched the top of my nose. 
I could taste the fumes of the marker, which had begun to leak, dribbling on my 
hands like black rivers of blood. 

At home that evening I washed my hands carefully, scrubbing at my discoloured 
fingernails, watching as the stained water gurgles down the laundty sink. I think it 
gets harder every time. Another body, another uneaten lunch, another nightmare-
filled sleep . . . If I can get to sleep at all. Sometimes I feel as if I bring death home 
with me. Can't escape what I do for a living. I can taste the bitter bile at the back 
of my throat. My thoughts rush chaotically around, chasing their tails. The phone 
will be ringing in a minute. It will be my partner. 'I hate to disturb you this late,' 
he'll say, 'but there's been another murder'. I'll have to act surprised. Again, It's not 
easy investigating your own crimes. 

Genre in literary texts 

Genre fiction is defined precisely by its predictability, its conformity to genre patterns. 
And, just as many of us find it 'economical' to interact in conventional genres, so we also 
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derive much pleasure from reading genre fiction. Once we've identified a genre that we like, 
we can be pretty much guaranteed to find novels that please us under the relevanr section 
in the bookshop. 

But what about more creative writing, writing which falls outside the obvious pre
dictability of 'genre fiction? How is genre relevant to the analysis of the larsst winner of 
the Booker Prize for fiction? Or to postmodern poetry? How, for example, can the concept 
of genre help us when we read the Kate Chopin short story presented in Chapter Two? Or 
'The Grapevine' by John Ashbery, also presented there? 

As I suggested in Chapter Two, Ashbery's use of conventional signals of poetry in 'The 
Grapevine' triggers our socialized reading practice and we read the text as a poem. Similarly, 
when you know that the text by Kate Chopin is a short story, rather rhan, say, a news srory, 
you draw on certain ways of approaching rhe text: at the very least, you probably read it 
slowly. While we'll generally read a poem or short story many times (because we learn we 
have to work at it to understand it), we almost certainly won't re-read the same romance 
text over and over again, though we might go and buy another in the same imprint. We 
learn to expect that literary texts don't usually give up their meanings on a casual first 
reading. In other words, part of learning how genres mean is learning to read different 
genres in different ways. 

Our deeper engagement with literary texts is partly the result of our apprenticeship into 
ways of reading. But that itself is a functional response to the different ways language is 
used in literary, as opposed to non-literary, texts. As Shklovsky and the Russian Formalists 
argued, the function of literary texts is to defamiliarize experience, and they generally do 
this by defamiliarizing the use of language. This defamiiiatization then forces us to slow 
down. One of the dimensions of language that literary works often defamiliarize is genre. 
Literary works very often deliberately exploit the tension between the replication of genre 
conventions and .their subversion. The literary text, some would say, is always and 
inevitably a comment on genre, as each text seeks to defamiliarize the genre in order to slow 
us down so that we can apprehend new meanings. 

For example, we saw in Chapter Two how Ashbery frustrates our expectations about ref
erential identity in 'The Grapevine'. Although poems are often difficult, most of the time 
we can figure out who is talking about what. In 'The Grapevine', we can't be sure. 

Similarly, although Kate Chopin's shorr story appears to follow the expected stages of 
the narrative genie, she actually subverts conventional patriarchal realizations of the genre 
and confronts us with what would now be called a feminist interrogation. 'The Story of an 
Hour' falls into the following stages: 

Orientation: breaking the news to Mrs Mallard about the death of her husband 
Complication: her husband dies, so she is now alone 
Evaluation: she should be sad, but she realizes she is the opposite 
Resolution: he returns, unharmed; she dies 
Coda: how they explain her death 

The subversion builds throughout the Evaluation, when Mrs Mallard (contrary to con
vention) realizes that she is not sad about her husband's death but in fact filled with joy at 
her unexpected liberty. Then in the Resolution, where a conventional narrative would have 
Mrs Mallard happy to have him back home (quietly packing back into the box any slightly 
risque feelings she may have experienced), Chopin has his return kill his wife. The Coda is 
ironic, because what the doctors read as 'joy', we know to read as something akin to horror. 
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Through this generic structure and its realizations, Chopin offers a counter-narrarive to 
texts such as Mills & Boon romance fiction. Chopin's evocation and then subversion of our 
expectations (that a wife without a husband must be very sad and incomplete) forces us to 
consider how women's experience of marriage is so often quite the opposite of the patriar
chal ideal, so totally at odds with the representation relentlessly offered to women through 
romance fiction. 

Literature exposes both our essential need for genre (we can only recognize meaning 
when it is expressed in largely conventional forms) and the necessity of creativity (we need 
to keep transforming genres if we're not to lose ourselves in a life (and world) of endless, 
deadening sameness). It is through playing with the system, stretching the genre bound
aries both in structure and realization, that we open our lives up to meanings yet to be made. 

Genre hybridity 

Another form of creativity in fiction texts is to combine or blend different genres to produce 
'hybrids'. While many texts confine themselves to a single genre, postmodern fiction is 
characterized by its interest in genre hybridity. The mixing and blending of genres is 
nowhere more apparent than in J. K. Rowling's Hairy Potter series11, where a novel combi
nation of some very traditional children's literature genres is a large part of the series' 
success. Rowling blends genre elements from at least four children's genres: 

1. high fantasy: Rowling takes the character roles of Fatherlike Chief Magician 
(Dumbledore) and Orphaned or Unlikely Apprentice with a special gift and unique 
destiny (Harry Potter); the rheme of a perpetual battle between Good and Evil, 
Light and Dark (the wizarding world and Voldemort); the creation of a nostalgic 
secondary world under threat from the Forces of Darkness; and a 'natural' hierar
chical social organization with rules and the compliantly ruled. Similar patterns are 
also present in other well known examples of this genre, e.g. J. R. R. Tolkien's Lord 
of The Rings and Ursula Le Guin's The Wizard o/Earthsea. 

2. low or domestic fantasy: from this genre, quintessentially represented by Roald 
Dahl (e.g. Matilda, TheBFG), Rowling takes elements of humorous and unsympa
thetic caricature; the use of vernacular (rarher rhan elevated) language; a mundane 
(rather than a fantastic) secondary world, and a reluctant anti-hero with an 
unlooked-for talent. 

3. school story: a realist genre first realized by Thomas Hughes in Tom Brown's School 
Days (1857). From this genre Rowling takes what Hunt (2001: 139) identifies as 
the basic character types of: the basically upright hero (Harry himself), the best 
friend (Ron), the decent head of house or dormitory (Professor McGonagall), the 
small, frightened (but often highly religious) child (Neville), the bully (Malfoy), 
the God-like headmaster (Dumbledore). She also takes plot elements of: initiation 
into a new community, learning to cope with life, the idiosyncrasies of society (and 
especially restricted society). There's the use of conventional plot devices — bully
ing and the defeat of the bully, the hero who is nearly led astray but is saved by 
a good friend, and the moral role of sport as a means of proving character. 

4. detective/mystery srory: a realist genre. In 'rational' mysteries (e.g. Enid Blyton's 
Secret Seven and Famous Five series), mysteries are solvable (and are solved) through 
rational methods. The Harry Potter books fall very clearly into this rational mystery 
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sub-genre. At the local level, the mystery in each novel is resolved by the text's 
closure, while at the general level, the source of evil is clearly located within the 
character of Voldernort, who can only be defeated through the joint efforts of a 
tightly controlled, ever vigilant wizarding society. There is a validation of rational 
adult behaviour as the way to go about solving the problem of evil, with adults 
including Dnmbledore and Sirius Black encouraging Harry and his friends to 
become detectives. 

In blending fantasy genres with realist genres, Rowling sets up contradictions between the 
types of meanings her texts are making. In particular, fantasy and realist genres make very 
different meanings about destiny and self-determination. Fantasy genres generally suggest 
(through their schematic structure, characterization and settings) that we have little control 
over our destiny or social oiganization. Both are usually pre-ordained by god, tradition or 
some other transcendental force. Our task in life is to 'live up to our destiny'as best we can, 
accept our lot and - if we be 'chosen' - perform heroic tasks. 

Realist genres, on the other hand, suggest that it is our own actions and decisions that 
create the world in which we live. Social structure and our own character is shaped by our 
specific socio-historical context and by our self-determined actions. 

The blending of these two very different types of genres in the Harry Potter series results 
in a text which is postmodern in its method but traditional in its values. A texr which 
appeals to rhose who like hierarchy, authority, security and compliance, as well as to those 
who want the risks of self-determination and change. SeeEggin$<in preparation). A genre 
analysis can help to explain, perhaps, why these texts really do seem to appeal to so many 
different groups of readers. 

Another example of genre hybridiry is the emergence of what's called 'new journalism' 
or 'creative non-fictton\ You can read an example of creative non-fiction in Chaptet Nine, 
where I present an excerpt from Gail Bell's book Shot. In creative non-fiction we see a trans
fer of literary realizational techniques into the genres of journalism. For example, Shot 
recounts Gail Bell's experience of having been shot in the back when a teenager, so the book 
is based on real experience, and uses journalistic Techniques such as interviews and factual 
reports to investigate the crime against her and the more general problem of guns in our 
culture. But Shot is also written in a very 'literary' way: Bell uses metaphor, inrertextuality, 
polysemic vocabulary, subjective voice and unusual grammatical patterns. The language 
calls attention to itself, forcing us to slow down and work at the text. Creative non-fiction 
and other hybrid genres such as 'fkto-criticism' are functionally morivared responses to our 
endless pursuit of ways ro move from rhe known and familiar towards the new. 

Critical text analysis: reading genre 

As I hope all the texts presented in this chapter have shown, the identification of genie is 
integral to how a text means. But there is mote to genre analysis than just identifying the 
genre, analysing its schematic structure stages, and relating those to realizations. Useful 
genre analysis involves also reflecting critically on what cultural work is being done, whose 
interests are being served, by rexts of particular genres. 

With the genres of literary and genre fiction, the critical interpretation of genres is 
well developed, and books like Belsey's (2002) Critical Practice and Culler's (1997) Literary 
Theory>: A Very Short Introduction give some idea of the range of post-structuralist literary 
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and critical theory. But even so, the functional dimension of a systemic approach can often 
inflect these literary approaches in useful ways, as I hope my discussion of Harry Potter 
indicated. 

Critical reading of genres is equally applicable and perhaps even more relevant for the 
genres of everyday life. When we analyse a genre, we should always ask; why is this genre 
useful for'"rhe culture? What does this genre tell us about the culture that uses it? Fot 
example horoscopes offer an interpretation of life as pre-desrined to a large extent, in which 
material aspects (prosperity) and romantic (usually heterosexual) relationships aie encoded 
as the most significant life concerns. These meanings reflect dominant cultural values, but 
values which are more useful to certain sectors of the culture than to others. Seeing life as 
predetermined not only removes our responsibility to act to change our circumstances, but 
it also implies the permanence of social inequities {such as class differences). Of course, such 
social differences are largely covered over by horoscopes (we don't get one lot of predictions 
for middle-class readers and another lot for working-class readers). Usually retained, 
though, is some recognition of the social dimension of married vs single, with its implicit 
claim that the goal of individuals is to be able to constiture a romantic (usually impliciriy 
heterosexual) relationship, thus perpetuating dominant beliefs in (the myths of) romantic 
love. Encouraged to believe that happiness lies in acquiring (through luck/destiny) more 
wealrh and perhaps more status (e.g. through promotion), readers are re-inscribed as com
petitive consumers in materialisric society. Determination by factors outside ouiselves also 
removes anxiety; if it's 'in the stars', why worry? What can we do about anything, after all? 

Horoscopes, then, encode meanings about life which support the maintenance of the 
social status quo, and the passivity of the individual. For many readers, they complement 
or replace other authorities no longer accessible or respected: ministers of religion, elders, 
doctors, etc. Their continued existence provides evidence of our craving for authority, guid
ance, dependence and social inertia. 

Yet there is something very important that this ciitical analysis has to this point ignored: 
the fact most of us don't read horoscopes 'seriously'; we don't base our life decisions on them 
(and so we don't hold our breaths for the 12th of the month). Part of the generic identity 
of the horoscope text, then, is that it catties with it certain taken-for-granted assumptions 
about how it is to be read within dominant cultural piactice (in this case, as 'not seriously'). 
Part of the generic coherence of a text is our willingness and abiliry ro read the text 'unprob-
lematically', in this naturalized, hegemonic way. We can only learn to do this through con
tinual participation in the culture. So we grow up seeing many adults flipping to the 'Star 
Signs', but we do not see the majority of them living their lives based on rhe advice or pre
dictions they find there. For most (compliant) readers, then, horoscope texts ate largely 
entertainment, not direction. However, for a minority of readers, 'resistant' to the practices 
suggested by dominant culture, horoscopes can be read 'seriously'. 

Yet although horoscopes are most!y read 'for fun', we may still want to question why we 
need to be spoken ro in the form of such texts. Horoscopes may be highly unproblematic 
as texts, while being (fot some of us) highly problematic as cultural processes. 

This analysis also helps us to understand how a text like 'Stalin's Genius' (Text 2.3) could 
still be seen as a text, problematic though most of us will find it. Deliberately problematic 
rexts like Bruce Andrew's 'poem' ate just as functionally motivated in theit use of language 
as conventional texts such as horoscopes. But they are motivated by political desire to 
£srupi meaning, to pull us up and make us think about how language works, and in doing 
that they also challenge us to reflect on how culture works. Once we know the generic iden
tity it is claiming (as a postmodern poem), we have at least some handle on how to read it, 
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if simply that -we now cease to expect the text to 'make sense' in conventional ways. The 
classifiers 'high art' and 'postmodern*, particularly juxtaposed, imply a suspension of every
day conventions of texture, and an expectation that whatever we expect, we will somehow 
be disappointed! As the text denies us the familiar comforts of referential stability, inter
personal consistency and textual continuity, it perhaps leads us to -wonder if other things 
can be achieved through language than those currently recognized in dominant cultural 
practice. I t suggests that the taken-for-granted can be purposefully disrupted, although 
with what outcome the text does not make cleat. 

To repeat a point made earlier, genres are about expectations, not about determination. 
Genres are open, flexible and responsive to users' needs. Thanks to the semiotic system of 
language, there is always the option of meaning the unexpected. 

Summary: genre through language 

Our ability to make predictions about genres illustrates that, as members of this culture, 
we have somehow acquired a knowledge about how people use language to achieve differ
ent things. When called upon, we find ourselves familiar with not only the schematic struc
ture of many genres, but also the typical realizations: the typical types of meanings that get 
made in each stage of a genre, the typical words and structures that get used to express 
them. Genre theory is about btinging this unconscious cultural knowledge to conscious
ness by describing how we use language to do things, and reflecting critically on just what 
out cultural life involves. In the next chapter we extend this exploration of the dual pre
dictability but also creativity of language when we look at the relationship between text 
and situation. 

Notes 

1. Source: New Woman magazine, September 1994. 
2. See also Hasan (1985a; 59-69) for a detailed discussion of how to identify and label the struc

tural stages of a genre. 
3. Source: Venecia 1987: 239-40. 
4. 'Anzac' is in parentheses because this is a guess by the transcriber. 
5. Source: author's data. 
6. Source: author's data (family recipe, written down for a school 'multicultural cookbook'). 
7. This analysis does not preclude later, more delicate (detailed) description, where the Method 

stage might be subdivided into the two sub-stages of Procedure and Serving Suggestion, with 
realizations! patterns relating to the verb {take/mix, etc. vs serve). 

S. Source: David Wells, text held in the Nestle" "Write Around Australia archive, State Library of 
NSW. 

9. Excerpt from Fmitm by Cait London (1994), Silhouette Desire series (Harlequin Enterprises), 
pp. 20 -1 . 

10. Source: Jacinda Smith, text held in the Nestle Write Around Australia archive, State Library of 
NSW. 

11. J. K. Rowling Harry Potter and the Phihsnpbm-'s Stone and sequels, published by Bloomsbury, 
London. 
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Introduction 

In Chapter Two I introduced the concept of texture as the defining characteristic of text. 

We saw there that one aspect of texture is the text's internal cohesion, but that texts also 

display coherence with their extra-textual environments. In the previous chapter we 

explored how texts are coherent with respect to their cultural context, through the concept 

of genre. In this chapter we look more closely at how texts are coherent with respect to 

their context of situation, through the concept of register. The chapter is framed to explore 

the two questions: 

1. What is meant by context of situation and the register variables? 

2. How is register realized in language? 

Why does context matter? 

In our discussion of texture in Chapter Two, I pointed out that succeeding moments in the 

text project expectancies about what will happen next or later in the text. Some of these 

expectancies are to patterns within the text itself, as the unfolding text binds itself into a 

semantic unit thiough ties of cohesion. Through this process, later parts of a text display 

continuity with eatlier parts. 

But the expectancies on which texts depend to make sense may come not just from 

within the textual environment but from the extra-textual context. In other words, texts 

display continuity not just with elements within their boundaries, but with the contexts 

within which they take place. 

The most obvious sense in which text has continuity with its context can be demonstrated 
by Text 4 .1 , a handwritten sign sticky-taped above the sink in the tea room at my workplace. 

Text 4 .1: Sign 

You use it, you wash it! 

The meanings of Text 4.1 are highly indeterminate in anumber of respects. Firstly, the sign 

contains presuming reference items whose referents cannot be retrieved from the text itself 
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(who is the yen?, what is the it?). Secondly, the two key lexical items in the text are also 
vague: just what kind of AH is meant here? And what kind ofwashing? Put it in the washing 
machine? Soak it in a bucket? Thirdly, the clauses are simply juxtaposed, so what is the 
intended link between them? Is it you use it BECAUSE you wash it? Finally, what is the 
meaning of the exclamation mark? Why not just a full stop? 

And yet despite these ^determinancies, this short text is not at all problematic for the 
hundreds of people who see it daily for the simple reason that context, the environment in 
which the piece of language occurs, constitutes the text as a meaningful exchange. Context 
allows us to interpret you. as you who are sranding at the sink making your cup of tea or 
coffee or preparing your food'; it as 'the crockery you are using'. Context tells us that using 
here means 'having eaten off or drunk out of, and washing means 'washing up'. Context 
also suggests that the events referred to {using, washing) are being linked in a temporal 
cause/consequence sequence (tfyou use it, then afterwards you wash it up). 

The exclamation mark is an explicit signal rhat the sentence is intended as an impera
tive (telhng you what to do) and is not merely offered as a description of actions that might 
commonly occur around kitchen sinks. But even without the exclamation mark, readers are 
not likely to be confused because they correctly assume that language relates purposefully 
to its context, and there seems ro be very little purpose achieved by merely appending a 
description of common activities above the sink, while there is a clear purpose achieved by 
commanding people to clean up rheir own mess (whether or not they comply with the 
command is beside the point). 

This simple example suggests that context is an important dimension of texture, since 
context may function as the retrieval source to clear up indeterminacies of meaning. In fact 
in the washmg up example we cannot interpret the text at all exczpt by reference to context 
Such highly context-dependent texts are risky: the less you spell out, the more chance there 
is that readers will (accidentally or intentionally) misinterpret your meanings (and use thar 
as an excuse not to wash up theit dishes). Such texts only work when there is a high level 
of shared understanding between the rext users, which usually implies a high level of 
shared socio-cultural identity. 

But its not just signs and notices that depend on context for their meanings. All rexts 
involve indeterminacies of meanings. As readers of texts, we learn how to tell when inde
terminacies need to be resolved by reference ro extra-textual context (as with our sign) or 
when indetermmacies are an integral feature of the genre and must be read for meaning 
within that genre. 

For example, even in an apparently very self-contained text like Kate Chopin's 'The Story 
of an Hour' (Text 2.4, page 31), there are many aspects of meaning that ate indeterminate 
On the one hand, many details about characters, setting and plot are simply not supplied 
by the story. For example, what town or country is this story set in? At what period? What 
kind of house does Mrs Mallard live in? How old is her husband? How well off are they? 
Is Josephine, het sister, older or younger than her? How old is Richards? Does he live in 
rhe same town? What kind of work does Mr Mallard do? Why was he travelling by train? 
Part of learning to read rhe genre of the literary short story is learning that these details are 
not necessary. A short story is not a novel; there is no time for in-depth characterization or 
setting, and usually only one event can be represented. We learn to take the suggestive evo
cation of characters, setting and events from the brief schematic mention the short story 
writer provides. We learn not to need to know everything but instead to follow the writer's 
signals as she moves us rapidly past such unnecessary detail towards rhe main meaning of 
the text. 
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Then there are other indeterminacies cteated by meanings mentioned but not elabotaced 
on in the text: what exactly were the broken sentences and veiled hints through which her sister 
told her the news? We know Mrs Mallard was young, but how young? What exactly is the 
natute of Richards' friendship with het husband? Again, we have absolutely no problem with 
these indeterminacies because they are signalled as peripheral to the main point of the story. 

And finally there are the deliberate indeterminacies, the gaps the wtiter wants us to have 
to explote through the text. One we explore with Mrs Mallard as the text unfolds: just what 
is this something coming to her? Another, the nature of Mrs Mallard's heart trouble we must 
interpret for ourselves. If we read the text catefully, as a literary short story, we will have 
no problem with this and will appreciate tetrospectively the double meaning the term has 
in the opening sentence. 

Thus, both everyday and literary texts inevitably involve indeterminacies of meaning. 
Learning ro tolerate a high level of indeterminacy is one of the skills we must acquire if 
we're to enjoy literary genres. But to negotiate mote pragmatic, everyday texts, we gener
ally try to reduce indeterminacies by anchoring a texr firmly in its immediate context of 
situation. Register theory helps explain how this works. 

How context gets into text 

Just as all texts in fact point outwards, to context, and depend upon context for theit inter
pretation, so also all texts carry their context within them. As we read texts, we are always 
encountering the traces of context in text, whether we ate conscious of this or not. You will 
remember that in Chapter One you were asked to suggest the sources of the three Crying 
Baby rexts. It is likely that you were able to do that quite accutately, deducing that Text 
1.1 was taken from a popular magazine, Texr 1.2 from an academic textbook, and Text 1.3 
from casual conversation. It wais suggested that yout ability to deduce the source of a text 
merely from the text itself indicated that in some sense context is in text. Systemic linguists 
are interested in exploring just how context gets into text. 

In the light of Chapter Three, you may now appreciate that one way in which context gets 
into text is through schematic structure. That is, one dimension of the three Crying Baby 
texts which would have helped you determine their sources was your (intuitive) analysis of 
the genres represented by each text. You might have noted that both Texts 1.1 and 1.2 are 
Explanation texts, sharing common goats to inform and educate by presenting information 
through a Problem A Possible Solurions schematic structure. The genre of explanation is a 
not uncommon one in textbooks or maga2ines. Text 1.3, on the other hand, is clearly an 
interactive genre, only the second half of which (the funny story) has an identifiable 
schematic structute. Such aparcern (interaction/narration) is common of conversational sit
uations, rather than pedagogic/explanatory ones. 

But genetic considerations alone are not enough to explain how you identified the sources 
of the texts. Simply recognizing Texts 1.1 and 1,2 as Explanation texts does not explain how 
you deduced that such genres are more likely to occur in certain situations than in others, 
Similarly, how did you identify the fact that Texts 1.1 and 1.2 each explain to very differ
ent audiences? And how could you tell that the story told in Text 1.3 was not being told to 
someone the speaker had just met, ot the Managing Director of the company she works for? 

Observations such as these lead systemicists ro argue that there is a second level of situ
ational, as distinct from cultural, contexr which both constrains the appropriacy of using a 
particular genre, and which gives to the abstract schemaric structure the 'details' that allow 
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us to accurately place a text in terms of dimensions such as who was involved in producing 
the text, what the text is about and what role language was playing in the event. 

It is of course easy to recognize that language use varies according to situations. We are 
well aware (consciously or unconsciously) that there are some situations in which the genre 
Lecture would be inappropriate. Similarly, we appreciate that we do not talk in the same 
way to an employment interview panel as we do to our best friends, that we do not talk in 
the same way about linguistics as we do about cooking, and that we do not write the same 
way we talk. However, it is much more difficult ro formalize the nature of this relationship 
between language use and aspects of different contexts. 

The question centres atound the observation that although some aspects of situations 
seem to have an effect on language use, others do not. For example, although the different 
social statuses held by the interactants do seem to affect language use, it does not seem to 
matter much what the weather is like, what clothes the interactants are wearing, or what 
colour hair they have. Thus, some dimensions of a situation appear to have a significant 
impact on the text that will be realized, while other dimensions of a situation do not. 

One of the first researchers to pursue this issue was the anthropologist Branislaw 
Malinowski (1923/46, 1935). In transcribing the daily life and events of the Trobrknd 
Islanders, Malinowski found that it was impossible to make sense of literal, or word-for-
word translations from their language into English. In part, Malinowski argued that this 
indicated the need for the researcher to understand the cultural context in which the lan
guage was being used: 

The study of any language, spoken by a people who live under conditions different 
from our own and possess a different culture, must be carried out in conjunction 
with the study of theit culture and their environment. (Malinowski 1946: 306) 

In order for observers to make sense of the events being described in his attempted trans
lations, he found he had co include contextual glosses, i.e. the linguistic events were only 
interpretable when additional contextual information about the situation and the culture 
was provided. Malinowski claimed that language only becomes intelligible when it is 
placed within its context of situation. In coining this term, Malinowksi wanted to capture 
the fact that the situation in which words are uttered 'can never be passed over as irrelevant 
to the linguistic expression', and that 'the meaning of any single word is to a very high 
degree dependent on its context' (1946: 307). 

Although confining his argument to so-called primitive' (i.e. non-literate) cultures, 
Malinowski developed an account of language that is both functional (makes reference to 
why people use language) and semantic (deals with how language means). In the following 
extended quotation, you will see Malinowski making an important association, between the 
fact that language only makes sense (only has meaning) when interpreted within its context 
and the claim that language is a functional resource (i.e. language use is purposeful): 

It should be clear at once that the conception of meaning as contained in an utter
ance is false and futile. A statement, spoken in real life, is never detached from the 
situation in which it has been uttered. For each verbal statement by a human being 
has the aim and function of expressing some thought or feeling actual at that 
moment and in that situation, and necessary for some reason or other to be made 
known to another person or persons - in order either ro serve purposes of common 
action, or to establish ties of purely social communion, or else to deliver the speaker 
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of violent feelings or passions . . . utterance and situation are bound up inextrica
bly with each other and the context of situation is indispensable for the under
standing of the words . . . a word without linguistic context is a mere figment and 
stands for nothing by itself, so in teality of a spoken living tongue, the utterance 
has no meaning except in the context of situation. (Malinowski 1946: 307) 

Malinowski thus considered that, at least in primitive cultures, language was always being 
used to do something. Language functioned as 'a mode of action' (1946: 312). In develop
ing an account of the diffetent functions to which language could be put, Malinowski dif
ferentiated between the pragmatic function (when language is being used to achieve 
concrete goals, as well as to retell experience) and the magical (the non-pragmatic func
tions). Even what appealed to be 'free, aimless social intercourse' (1946: 315) he consid
ered to be a highly functional use of language. Labelling it 'phatic communion', he 
described such conversational uses of language as 'a type of speech in which ties of union 
are created by a mere exchange of words' {ibid.: 315). While Malinowski made an enormous 
contribution in identifying the fundamental semantic role of the context of situation and 
the context of culture, and in developing a functional account of language, he did not go 
on ro formulate more precisely the nature of these two contexts, nor their relation to the 
functional organization of language. In addition, Malinowski restricted his observations by 
dtawing an artificial distinction between 'primitive' and 'civilized' languages. Later theo
rists have argued that context is critical to meaning in any linguistic event in any language. 

One scholar who developed a more general theory of meaning-in-context, influenced by 
Malinowski's work, was the linguist J. R, Firth (1935,1950,1951). Wirh a life-long inter
est in the semantics of language, Firth extended the notion of context of situation to the 
more general issue of linguistic predictability. Firth pointed out that given a description of 
a context we can predict what language will be used. His rather quaint but exact formula
tion of this was to claim that learning to use language is very much a process of: 

learning to say what the other fellow expects us to say under the given circumstances 
. , . Once someone speaks to you, you are in a relatively determined context and you 
are not free just to say what you please. (Firth 1935/57: 28) 

Predictability also works in the other direction: given an example of language use (what we 
would now call text), we can make predictions about what was going on at the time that 
it was produced. 

In trying ro determine what were the significant variables in the context of situation that 
allowed us to make such predictions, Firth suggested the following dimensions of situarions: 

A. The relevanr features of participants: persons, personalities, 
(i) The verbal action of the participants. 

(ii) The non-vetbal action of the participants. 
B. The relevant objects. 
C. The effect of the verbal action. (Firth 1950/57: 182) 

This interest in specifying context was also pursued by researchers working within soci-
olinguistic and ethnography of speaking approaches (for example, Hymes 1962/74, 
1964/72, Gumperz 1968,1971), with significant contributions ftom early register theorists 
such as Gregory 1967, Ure 1971, Ure and Ellis 1977. The major contribution of Halliday's 
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approach to context has been to argue for systematic correlations between the organization of 
language itself (the three types of meanings it encodes) and specific contextual features. 

Register theory 

Following in the functional-semantic tradition pursued by Firth, Halliday also asked which 
aspects of context are important, i.e. what aspects of context make a difference to how we 
use language? He has suggested (e.g. Halliday 1978, 1985b) that there are three aspects in 
any situation that have linguistic consequences: field, mode and tenor. As we saw in 
Chapter One, these can be briefly glossed as 

field: what the language is being used to talk about 
mode: the role language is playing in the interaction 
tenor: the role relationships between the interactants. 

These three variables are called the register variables, and a description of the values for 
each of these variables at a given time of language use is a register description of a text. 
A very brief register description of the three Crying Baby texts from Chapter One would 
be as follows: 

Text 1.1 
Field; child care 
Mode: written to be read 
Tenor: specialists to general audience 
Text 1.2 
Field: child care 
Mode: written to be read 
Tenor: specialist to trainee-specialists 
Text 1.3 
Field: childcare 
Mode: inreractive face-to-face 
Tenor: friends 

From this very limited register description we can suggest that the three texts are alike in 
field, but different in mode and tenor. (We will return to these observations in Chapter 
Eleven.) 

In proposing these three variables, Halliday is making the claim rhat, of all the things 
going on in a situation at a time of language use, only these three have a direct and signif
icant impact on rhe type of language that will be produced. 

In order to test out his claim, we need to consider each register variable more closely, 
asking what exactly field, mode and tenor refer to (here we will be more specific about the 
dimensions of each register variable), and in what ways each variable impacts on language 
use (here we will illustrate brieHy how each register variable makes a difference in text). 

In asking why Halliday argues for these three register variables and not any others, we 
will review rhe systematic relationship set up in the systemic model berween these con
textual categories and the srructure of language itself. 

Mode 

The general definition of mode offered above referred simply to 'the role language is playing 
in an interaction'. Martin (1984) has suggested that this role can be seen as involving rwo 
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+visual contact -visual -visual -visual -visual -visual 
+aural +aural -aural -aural +one-way -aural 

aural 

+immediate +immediate +rapid +rapid +delayed 
feedback feedback feedback feedback feedback 

Figure 4.1 Spatial or interpersonal distance (simplified from Martin 1984: 26) 

simultaneous continua which describe two different types of distance in the relation 

between language and situation: 
1. spatial/interpersonal distance: as Figure 4.1 above indicates, this continuum ranges 
situations according to the possibilities of immediate feedback between the interactants. 
At one pole of the continuum, then, is the situation of sitting down to a casual chat with 
friends, where there is both visual and aural contact, and thus feedback is immediate. If you 
disagree with what your friend is saying, you say so straight away, or 'to her face'. At the 
other end of the continuum would be the situation of writing a book, where there is no 
visual or aural contact between writer and readers), and thus no possibility of immediate 
feedback, and even the possibilities of delayed feedback are limited. If you don't like a 
novel, how do you let the author know? 

In between these two poles we can locate other types of situations, such as telephone calls 
(where there is aural but not visual contact, with slightly constrained feedback possibili
ties), and radio broadcast (with one-way aural contact, but no immediate feedback). 
Modem communication modes (such as email, same-time internet chat rooms, fax, etc.) 
reveal complicated mode dimensions. 
2. experiential distance: Figute 4.2 illustrates the second continuum of expetiential dis, 
tance, which tanges situations according to the distance between language and the social 
process occurring. At one pole of this continuum, we can put situations such as playing a 
game (of cards), where language is being used to accompany the activity interactants are 
involved in. We can describe the role of language here as almost a kind of action: as well as 
the action of dealing and playing the catds, there is the verbal action of making a bid, 
talking about whose turn it is, naming the cards to be played, etc. In such a situation, lan
guage is just one of the means being used to achieve ongoing action. 

Dlavinq a qame commentating recounting experience constructing 
e Q bridge e.g. calling a match e.g. report in the experience 

a ' a newspaper e.g. (nonaction 
> 

„ „ .„„ language constituting 
language accompanying ^ s 

social process _ „ T i r , . . 
language as ACTION language as REFLECTION 

Figure 4.2 The experienrial distance continuum (based on Martin 1984: 27) 
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Conttast this with the other polar extreme, for example writing a piece of fiction, where 
language is ail that there is. There is no other social process going on: language is in fact 
creating, and therefore constituting, the social process. In these situations, language is 
being used to reflect on experience, rather than to enact it. 

If we combine these two dimensions of mode (by taking the end points of each con
tinuum), we can characterize the basic conttast between spoken and written situations of 
language use. Summarized in Table 4.1 below, we can see that situations where we use 
spoken language are typically interactive situations (we do not usually delivei monologues 
to ourselves, although we do often interact with ourselves by imagining a respondent to 
our remarks). In most spoken situations we are in immediate face-to-face contact with out 
interactant(s), and we are very typically using language to achieve some ongoing social 
action - e.g, to get the furniture positioned, the kids organized, etc. In such situations 
we usually act spontaneously, so that our linguistic output is unrehearsed. Because spoken 
situations are often everyday', we are generally relaxed and casual during die interaction. 

Contrast this with a typical situation whete we are using written language - for 
example, writing an essay for university. There we would typically find ourselves alone, 
not in face-to-face, aural or visual contact with out intended audience (the marker of our 
essay). Language would be being used to reflect on some topic - the lecturer does not want 
to read a commentary on our actions, feelings and thoughts of our essay writing process 
{'new I'm picking up my pen, but I'm not really feeling like writing this essay . . . '!). Written sit
uations in our culture call for rehearsal: we draft, edit, rewrite and finally re-copy our essay. 
Finally, for most of us writing is not a casual activity: we need peace and quiet, we gather 
our thoughts, we need to concentrate. The two situations of language use, then, reveal 
very different dimensions. 

To this point all we have done is suggest ways of analysing situations of language use. 
But you will remember that the SFL claim is much more than that: it is that this analysis 
of the situation tells us something significant about how language will be used. To evalu
ate that claim, what we have to do is to demonstrate that these dimensions of the situation 
have an effect on the language used. 

In fact it turns out that there ate some very obvious implications of the contrast between 
spoken and written modes. Certain linguistic patterns correspond to different positions on 
the mode continua, 

Table 4.1 Mode: characteristics of spoken/written language situations 

MODE: TYPICAL SITUATIONS OF LANGUAGE USE 

SPOKEN DISCOURSE WRITTEN TEXT 

t interactive non-interactive 
2 or more participants o n e participant 
+ face-to-fcce n o t face.ro.face 

in the sa.tne place at ths. s&nie rime on her own 
+ language as action not language as action 
using language to accomplish some task using language to reflect 
+ spontaneous n o t spontaneous 
without reheatsing what is going to be said planning, dtafting and rewriting 
+ c a s u a l not casual 
informal and everyday fornlaI a n d s p e c k l o c c a s I o n s 
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Table 4.2 Characteristic features of spoken and written language 

SPOKEN and WRITTEN LANGUAGE 
the linguistic implications of MODE 

SPOKEN LANGUAGE WRITTEN LANGUAGE 

turn-taking organization monologic organization 
context-dependent context independent 
dynamic structure synoptic structure 
-interactive staging -rhetorical staging 
-open-ended -closed, finite 
spontaneity phenomena 'final draft' (polished) 
(false starts, hesitations, indications of earlier 

interruptions, overlap, drafts removed 
incomplete clauses) 

everyday lexis 'prestige' lexis 
non-standard grammar standard grammar 
grammatical complexity gtammatical simplicity 
lexically sparse lexically dense 

-Table 4.2 above summarizes the linguistic differences that correspond to out two polar 
extremes of a spoken and a written language situation. Here we can see that the language 
we use in a spoken situation will typically be organised according to the turn-by-turn 
sequencing of talk: first you speak, then I speak, then you speak again. Written language, 
on the other hand, will be produced as a monologic block. Because we are usually in the 
same place at the same time when we talk to each other, out language can depend in part 
on the context: when we're washing up, I can say to yon pass it to me or put it over here or don't 

do that, because you will be able to interpret the it or the that from the ongoing context we 
share. But a wtitten text needs to stand mote or less by itself; it needs to be context-
independent, It is not a good strategy to begin an essay with / agree -with this, or As it says 

here in this book, as the reader will not be able to decode the this or the it.. . here. Because a 
spoken interaction tends to accompany action, so the stiucture of the talk will be a 
largely dynamic one, with one sentence leading to another to another to another {Well if you 

don't pass me that I won't be abk to get in here and then we'll be stuck because what will they say?). 

Written text, however, because it is intended to encode ourconsideied reflections on a topic, 
will be organized synoptically, i.e. it will have the Beginning A Middle A End type of 
generic structure that we discussed in Chapter Three. The structure will be determined 
before the text itself is complete. So, regardless of the specific essay question, the (good!) 
student will try to follow the stages of Statement of Thesis, Evidence, Summary, 
Reiteration of Thesis. 

Further, if we recorded the spoken text, we would find that it contained a range of spon
taneity phenomena such as hesitations, false starts, repetitions and interruptions, whereas 
the written t^xt will (ideally) have all such traces removed. The spoken text will contain 
everyday sorts of words, including slang and dialect featutes (e.g. youz), and often sentences 
will not follow standard gtammatical conventions (I usen't to do that; I seen it yesterday). In 
the written text, however, we will choose more prestigious vocabulary, and use standard 
grammatical constructions. 

To this point the differences we have noted between the language of spoken and written 
situations are no doubt quite familiar to you. It is important to appreciate that these 
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linguistic differences are not accidental, but are the functional consequence (the reflex) of 
the situational differences in mode. 

However, there are two more linguistic features that are highly sensirive ro mode vari
ation; the degree of grammatical complexity, and the lexical density of the language 
chosen, .As rhese features are responsible for perhaps the most striking differences between 
spoken and written language, we will spend a moment exploring them. As both can be 
related to the process of nominalization, we will begin there. 

Nominalization 

Let us imagine that you are behind in your university wotk and have to explain to your 
tutor why your essay has been handed in after the due date. When speaking to your tutor, 
you might say something like: 

i) I handed my essay in late because my kids got sick. 

But imagine now that you have to write a letter of explanation, accompanying your essay. 
In that letter you will probably write something like: 

ii) The reason for the late submission of my essay was the illness of my children. 

When we compare these two sentences we see that the same content, the same set of actions 
and events in the teal world, get related in two very different linguistic forms according to 
whether we are speaking or writing. 

In sentence i), we have one sentence made up of 2 clauses (/ banded my essay in late// because 
my kids got sick). The two clauses are linked with the logical connective (conjunction) because. 
Each of the two clauses describes rhe concrete actions {hand in, get sick), expressed by verbs, 
performed by different human actors (I, my kids), with the actors occupying first position 
in each clause. 

In sentence ii), however, we find that our message has somehow been condensed to fit 
into only one clause. This has been achieved by turning the actions of handing in and getting 
sick into nouns: submission, illness: the traditional category of absttact nouns. The only verb 
we now have is the non-action verb is. By turning what were verbs into nouns, sentence ii) 
is now able to express the logical relation between the two events also through a noun, 
reason, which now becomes the point of departure for rhe message. Finally, our human actors 
from sentence i) have been dramatically demoted in sentence ii): both the I and the my kids 
are no longer pivotal actors in rhe clauses, but only possessors (wy), positioned now as 
qualifiers to nouns (essay, children). Hete we also note also the lexical change from the slang 
form kids to the standard form children. (See Eggins et at. 1992 for more extensive discus
sion and exemplification of nominalization.) 

We can summarize the differences between sentences i) and ii) as in Table 4.3. 
This simple example illustrates the major differences between spoken and written lan

guage: that spoken language is concerned with human actors, carrying out action processes, 
in dynamically linked sequences of clauses, whereas written language is concerned with 
abstract ideas/reasons, linked by relational processes (verbs of being), in condensed sen
tences. A summary is in Table 4.4. 

As we move from the spoken to the written version, the main means of achieving 
these changes is through the process of nominalization: turning things that are not 
normally nouns into nouns, with consequences for other parts of sentences. 
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Table 4.3 Contrasts between spoken and written examples 

features of example i) features of example ii) 

two clauses one clause 
linked explicitly with because no link 
human, pergonal actors abstract actors (reason, illness) 
action processes 'being' process 

logical relation now a noun 
actors now possessors 
action processes now nouns 

Table 4.4 Summarizing differences between spoken and written examples 

spoken language written language 

human actors ideas, reasons Jinked by 
acrion processes relational processes 
dynamically related clauses in condensed, dense sentence 

The main parts of clauses that get tutned into nouns are vetbs (e.g. to hand in, to get sick 
become submission, illness) and conjunctions or logical connectives {because becomes reason). 
The following sentence exemplifies how other parts of clauses can also be nominalized: 

i 

The increased complexity of tasks will lead to the extension of the dutation of train
ing programmes. 

If we compare this written sentence with its spoken equivalent (because the jobs are more 
complex, programmes to train people will take longer), we can see that not only has the process 
extend been nominalized, but so also has an adjective (complexity) and an advecb (duration). 

Although heavily nominalized language can sound ptetentious and may make the 
meaning obscute, rhe real motivation for rhis grammatical process is a functional one: by 
nominalizing we are able to do things with the text that we cannot do in unnominalized 
text. Nominalization has two main textual advantages: rhetorical organization and 
increased lexical density, 

Rhetorical organization 

Nominalization allows us to get away from the dynamic and usually real-world sequenc
ing rhat goes with speaking, where we relate sequences of actions in which we featured as 
actors. By nominalizing actions and logical relations, we can organize our text not in terms 
of ourselves, but in terms of ideas, reasons, causes, etc. Consider this short text from a uni-
versiry department handbook, detailing policy regarding late essays. The nominal izations 
have been underlined, and clause boundaries have been indicated with double slashed lines: 

Text 4.2: Late Essays1 

Formal extensions of rime are not granted as such,// but if, through misfortune or 
bad planning, an assignment cannot be submitted on time,// it may be submitted 
within the next 14 days, .. If it is late because of some unforeseen disability// it will 
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do with other parts of the clause, for example with verbs. Although the vetbal gtoup (the 
part of the clause where we express the verb or doing word) does have potential to be 
expanded, the result of expansion is very different. For example: 

spins 
is spinning 

has been spinning 
will have been spinning 

may have been going to have been spinning 
etc. 

Al though wehave expanded the verbal group considerably, you can see that wehave not added 
any more content than we had to start with: the content of spin. The effect of expansion has 
to do with specifying non-content aspects: tense, number, aspect, voice, etc. Thus, unlike the 
nominal group, expansion in the verbal group does not add more content to our clause. 

It is by turning verbs and other parts of speech into nouns, then, that we inctease the 
possible content of our text, and thus inctease its lexical density. The lexical density of a 
text can be calculated by exptessing the number of content carrying words in a text/sen
tence as a proportion of all the words in the text/sentence. Content canying words include 
nouns, the main patt of the verb, adverbs and adjectives. Non-content carrying words 
include prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs and pronouns. Table 4.5 below com
pares the lexical density of the two sample paragraphs given above. 

Table 4.5 Contrasting lexical density 

Text 4.2 Text 4.3 

no. of content carrying lexical items 37 43 
no. of lexical items in text 89 130 
total lexical density 42% 33% 

This example shows that the highly nominalized written text allows a far greater pro
portion of the words in the Kxt to be content carrying. Thus, written language generally 
has a much higher rate oflexical density than does spoken text. 

Halliday (19S5b) points out that the corollary of this is that spoken language has a 
higher level of grammatical intricacy. Grammatical intricacy telates to the number ot 
clauses per sentence, and can be calculated by expressing the number of clauses in a text as 
a proportion of the number of sentences in the text. Wheteas in spoken language we tend 
to chain clauses together one after another, to give often very long sentences, in written lan
guage we tend to use relatively few clauses per sentence. For example, Table 4.6 below com
pares the grammatical intricacy figures for Texts 4.2 and 4.3. 

Table 4.6 Contrasting grammatical intricacy 

Text 4.2 Text 4.3 

no. of clauses in the text 8 17 
no. of sentences in the text 3 3 
grammatical intricacy score 2.6 5.6 

http://dvn.mic.lh
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Table 4,7 Density and intricacy in spoken and written language 

spoken language written language 

low lexical density high lexical density 
* few content carrying words as . many content carrying words as a proportion 

a proportion of all words 0f all words 
high grammatical intricacy low grammatical intricacy 
•many clauses per sentence . few clauses per sentence 

Table 4.7 summarizes the associations noted in these examples. 

Text example: Crying Baby texts revisited 

It is revealing to relate this discussion of mode differences back to the Crying Baby texts 
presented m Chapter One. You will remember that we characterized Text 1.2 as 'formal' 
and 'abstract', and we can now demonstrate that much of what gave us that impression has 
ro do with the facr chat this text is heavily nominated. 

This can be demonsrrated by unpacking the text as much as possible, turning it back 
into a more spoken version. An unpacked version of Text 1.2 might be: 

Text 1.2 unpacked 
When an infant cries the sound compels (people) because it signals distress, 

which makes it appropriate to the way the human infant depends for a long time 
on a person who cares for it. 

However, when an infant cries people get discomforted and parents may get 
alarmed. Many parents find it very difficult to listen to their infant crying for even 
a short time. Sometimes infants cry because they are hungry or are uncomfortable 
or because they are too hot, too cold, ill, or lying in the wrong position. But infants 
cry because of many other things too. When infants are crying because they are 
hungry, uncomfortable, hot, cold or in the wrong position, then people usually rec
ognize why infants are crying and alleviate them. Sometimes we do not know why 
infants scop crying but they do often stop crying when they are held. Most infants 
cry frequently but we don't know why, and holding the infant or soothing him 
seems ineffective . . . 

If parents are counselled to understand how much a normal infant cries, then they 
may feel less guilty and they may be less concerned. But some parents are so dis
tressed when their infant cries that they cannot logically suppress feeling guilty. 
Those parents may need to spend rime somewhere away from where the infant is 
cryjng so that they can cope appropriately and not feel distressed. Unless they are 
relieved, they will get tired and rense and they may respond inappropriately when 
their infant cries and may leave the infant in the house or abuse the infant. 

As this shows, unpacking a text often involves re-inserting human actors, often rendered 
unnecessary by n o m i n a t i o n . The ability of n o m i n a t i o n to condense meanings is also 
clearly shown when we simply compare the length of the original nominated text with 
the length of the unpacked version. 

Significantly, this unpacked version has lost much of its prestigious' sound: it now seems 
very much more ordinary (and perhaps more accessible) than the original text. If we also 
substituted more everyday lexical items for rhe academic vocabulary used (e.g. used baby 
instead oftnfant), the text would seem very much like Text 1.1. 
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And this begins to explain how Text 1.1 achieves its aim of pitching itself to a more 
popular audience: how it will meet what we will see below are tenor demands to create a 
more 'friendly fellow-sufferer' (rather than 'distant objective specialist') role for the writer. 
It does it by being mote like talk. This can be demonstrated by packing the text, i.e. 
increasing the lexical density, by nominalizing more frequently. For example: 

f 

Text 1.1 packed 
An infant's incessant crying can lead to despair on the patt of caregivers. When 

feeding, changing, nursing and soothing techniques fail, the reasons for his crying 
are not immediately discernible. The most common reason for crying is hunger. 
Even following a recenr feed the infant may still be experiencing adaptation to the 
pattern of satisfaction resulting from sucking until replete, followed by dissatisfac
tion due to the subsequent experience of emptiness. As a foetus, nourishment came 
automatically and constantly. Food should be offered first. In the event that the 
infant declines nourishment from either breast or teat, another cause can be assumed 
for his crying , . . 

The effect of nominalization here is to make Text 1.1 sound very much like Text 1.2: heavy 
and serious. We thus see that Texts 1.1 and 1.2, while both written texts, exploit the poten
tial to nominalize quite differently: Text 1.2 uses heavy nominalization to make it quite 
clear that it is a reflective, authoritative text; Text 1.1 keeps nominalization to a minimum 
in order to retain some of the immediacy and personalization typical of speech. 

Nominalization is one type of what Halliday identifies as grammatical metaphor, sit
uations where meanings typically (congruently) realized by one type of language pattern 
get realized byothet less typical (incongruent) linguistic choices. The concept is explained 
and exemplified more fully in Halliday (1985a: Chapter 10, 1985c), Eggins et al. (1992), 
Marrin (1992a: 406-17) and Martin and Rose (2003: 103-9). 

To rhis poinr, we have used nominalization to demonstrate very briefly some of the 
effects that the mode of a situation has on language use. The different types of linguistic 
patterns found in spoken as opposed to written situations are the realization of the impact 
of mode on language. 

It would seem then that we can justify the claim that mode is an important aspect of 
context, for mode clearly lias an effect on how we use language. We can now turn to con
sider tenor. 

Tenor 

Our initial definition of tenor was 'the social role relationships played by inreractants'. For 
example, roles such as student/lecturer, customer/salesperson, friend/ friend. 

Instinctively you can no doubt recognize that the kind of social role you are playing 
in a situation will have an effect on how you use language. For example, you do not talk 
to the greengrocer the same way as you talk to your mother. However, we need to get 
more precise about just what aspects of the tenor of situations are important, and in what 
ways. 

Building on early studies of language variarion and role relationship variables such as 
formality, politeness and reciprocity (e.g. Brown and Gilman 1960/1972), Cate Poynton 
(1985) has suggested that tenor can be broken down into three different continua; power, 
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contact and affective involvement. What this means is that the general notion of 'role 
relationships' can be seen as a complex of these three simultaneous dimensions: 

1. power: Figure 4.3 schematizes the power continuum, which positions situations in 
terms of whether the roles we are playing are those in which we are of equal or 
unequal power. Examples of roles of equal power are rhose of friends; examples of 
roles of unequal (non-reciprocal) power would be those of boss/employee. 

2. contact: Figure 4.4 schematizes the contact continuum, which positions situations 
in terms of whether the roles we are playing are those that bring us into frequent 
or infrequent contact, for example, contrast the frequent contact between spouses, 
with the occasional contact with distant acquaintances, 

3. affective involvement: Figure 4.5 schematizes the affective involvement contin
uum, in which situations can be positioned according to whether die roles we are 
playing ate those in which the affective involvement between us is high or low. This 
dimension refers to the extent to which we are emotionally involved or committed 
in a situation. For example, friends or lovers are obviously affectively involved, 
,whereas work associates are typically not. 

Halliday's identification, and Poynton's sub-classification, of tenor is proposed as more than 
just an interesting description of the interpersonal aspects of situations. It is proposed as a 
direct claim about the link between language and context. The claim, then, is that these 
aspects of our role occupation in a given situation will have an impact on how we use 
language. 

Following the approach we used to discuss mode, we can draw a contrast between two 
situation types, the informal and the formal, according to their typical tenor dimensions. 
Thus, as summarized in Table 4.S, an informal situation would typically involve interac-
tants who are of equal power, who see each othet frequently, and who are affectively 
involved (e.g. close friends). Aformalsituationwouldbeonewhetechepower between the 
interactants is not equal, the contact is infrequent, and the affective involvement low (e.g. 
a first-year university student meeting the Vice Chancellor). 

POWER 
equal <— —> unequal 

Figure 4.3 The power continuum 

CONTACT 
frequent^ —— _ ^occasional 

Figure 4.4 The contact conrinuum 

AFFECTIVE INVOLVEMENT 
high < ^ j 0 W 

Figure 4.5 The affective involvement continuum 
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Table 4.8 Formal vs informal situations 

TENOR: typical situations of language use 

INFORMAL FORMAL 

equal power unequal, hierarchic power 
frequent contact infrequent, or one-off contact 
high affective involvement low affective involvement 

Just as we did with mode, so with tenor we can establish that language use will vary 
quire significantly from the informal to the formal situation. These differences, summa
rized in Table 4.9 below, include different vocabulary choices. In informal situations (e.g. 
chatting with our friends) we tend to use words that express our attitude [fantastic, shitty, 
unbelievable). Attitudinal lexis can express either a positive or a negative evaluation, and we 
often refer to these as 'purr and snarl' words. In a formal situation, on the other hand, we 
tend to keep out attitudes to ourselves, or to express rhem in apparenrly objective language 
(unfortmwte, surprising). Lexis will also differ in terms of its degree of standardization: in 
informal situations, we frequently use slang and abbreviated forms of word (chockies). In the 
formal situation we use the complete lexical item (chocolates), and avoid slang. Other lexical 
differences will be chat in formal language we find many politeness exptessions {please, thank 
you, you're welcome, etc.), often absent from informal language. Swearing, while common in 
informal settings, is taboo in most formal situations. 

One area of considerable interest that differentiates the informal from the formal is that 
of vocatives (see Poynton 19S4 fot a detailed discussion). Vocatives, or tetms of address, 
are the words that people call each other when, for example, they wish to get each other's 
attention. The choice of which vocative to use reveals important tenor dimensions. 
Compare: Sir John! Mr Smith! John! Johnno! Dad! Idiot Features! As rhese examples indi
cate, vocatives ate a very potent area for the realization of interpersonal meanings, an area 
very sensitive to these contextual constraints of tenor. 

Poynton's study of vocatives in Australian English has suggested that there are correla
tions between the dimensions of power, contact and affect and the choice of vocatives, it 
appeats that: 

• when power is equal, vocative use is reciprocal: if I call you by your first name, you 
will call me by my first name. Or if I use title plus surname, so will you 

• whete powet is unequal, vocative use will be non-reciprocal: you may call your 
doctor DrBloggs, but he may call you Peter 

• where contact is frequent we often use nicknames: Johnno, Pete, Shirl 
• where contact is infrequent, we often have no vocatives at all (e.g. the cletk at the 

post office, or the bus driver) 
« where affective involvement is high, we use diminutive forms of names and terms 

of endearment: Georgie-Porgie, Petie-Pie, Honey Bunch, Daii 
• where affective involvement is low, we use formal 'given' names: Peter, Suzanne. 

Aside from vocatives, there are many other very significant ways in which these dimen
sions of tenor impact on language use. For example, in casual conversarions (where you 
are talking not to achieve any cleat pragmatic purpose but are just chatting), we can 
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see a clear correlation between the tenor variables and both the length and type of 
interaction: _ 

• where both affective involvement and contact are low (e.g. a conversation with your 
neighbour), conversations tend to be fairly brief; whereas with nigh affective 
involvement and frequent contact (e.g. with friends), conversations can go on for 
hours. 

• in addition, where affective involvement and contact are low, the conversation will 
emphasize consensus and agreement; whereas where contact and affect are high, the 
conversation is likely to be characterized by controversy and disagreement (Eggins 
1990, Eggins and Slade 1997). 

These correlations help explain both why we find 'polite' conversation so difficult to 
sustain, and also why we spend most of our time with our friends arguing! 

One further area in which tenor differences impact on language use concerns the gram
matical systems of m o o d and modality. These systems will be explored in detail in Chapter 
Six. Briefly, what we find is that just as the variable of mode can be relared ro nominaliza-
tion (one kind of grammatical metaphor), so the variable of tenor can be related to a dif
ferent kind of grammatical metaphor: meraphor where we play wirh what we call rhe mood 
structure of the clause. Imagine you need help moving some furnirure. In an informal sit
uation (e.g. at home) you might turn ro your partner/kids/friends and say: 

Hey, Freddie! Get off your butt and give me a hand here. Shove that chair over closer 
to the desk. 

Now imagine that you are moving furniture at work, and rhat the only available helper is 
your boss. This time you might say: 

Oh, Dr Smith. I'm just trying to tidy my office up a bit and I wondered if you'd 
mind maybe giving me a quick hand with moving some furniture? If you've got 
t ime, I mean. It won't take a moment. Now if we could just move this chair over a 
bit nearer to the desk there. Thanks very much. 

If we compare these two examples, we can see a number of the differences we have already 
discussed: the choice of vocatives, use/avoidance of slang and politeness phenomena. But 
another major difference between the two concerns the choice of clause structure. In the 
informal version, we see that to get an action carried out by somebody else we would use 
an impera t ive clause (get off your butt, shorn that chair). This is the typical choice of clause 
type we use when commanding family and friends. But in the formal situation, although 
the speaker is still making a demand of the other person, this time the clause type is the 
interrogat ive or question {wouldyou mind... ifu* amid. .,). The interrogatives also involve 
the use of words like would, could, mind, words we describe as functioning to modula te or 
attenuate the request. Clauses which package requests indirectly, using srructutes other 
than imperatives, are examples of grammatical metaphor. Thus, one of the realizations of 
the tenor of the siruacion can be seen in the choice of mood and related grammatical areas. 
These differences are summarized in Table 4.9 below. 

It seems, then, that we can establish that as.well as mode having an effect on language 
patterns, so do the values for tenor. The last situational variable we need to consider is field. 
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Table 4.9 Formal vs informal language 

FORMAL and INFORMAL LANGUAGE: 
the linguistic consequences of TENOR 

INFORMAL language FORMAL language 
. f 

; attitudinal lexis 
5 (purr and snarl words) 

colloquial lexis 
- abbreviated forms 
- slang 

swearing 
interruptions, overlap 

I first names 
I nicknames 

diminutives 
\ typical mood choices 

modalization to express probability 
modulation to Express opinion 

Field 

We initially defined field as the situational variable that has to do with the focus of the 
activity in which we are engaged. Sometimes field can be glossed as the 'topic' of the situ
ation, but Martin's (1984: 23,1992a: 536) broader definition in terms of institutional focus 
or social activity type is more useful to capture the field in situations where language is 
accompanying action. 

The effect of field on language use is perhaps the easiest tegistet variable to demonstrate 
convincingly. Consider the following text: 

Text 4A: PC Care 
A PC which won't stop crashing can drive anyone to despair. You boot it, you format 
your CDs, you create a file, you tty to protect your edits, but the minute you try to 
save your file to a CD, the PC crashes. Why? The most common reason computers 
crash is faulty CDs. Even if the CD is brand new, it might still have afaulty track and 
so the CD won't accept any messages from the CPU. When the CDs ate packaged, 
they pass through often lengthy transportation, and may be damaged in the process. 
Try another CD first; if the PC still crashes you can assume it's something else. It 
happens that PCs sometimes crash for inexplicable reasons - perhaps they ate just 
overloaded. Perhaps you have inadvertently entered an unacceptable control code, or 
have accidentally pressed too many keys at once. Perhaps the CPU is f au l ty . . . etc. 

You will no doubt have quickly recognized this text as very similar to Text 1.1, our first 
Crying Baby text from Chaprer One. In fact, this text is exactly the same as Text 1.1, but 
fot one thing: the field has changed, from childcare to 'PC care'. As you can see, changing 
the field has had a very immediate and significant impact on the text, particularly on the 
content words used. 

neutral lexis 

fotmal lexis 
— full forms 
— no slang 
politeness phenomena 
(Ps and Qs) 
— no swearing 
careful turn-taking 
titles, no names 

incongtuent mood choices 
modalization to express deference 
modulation ro express suggesrion 
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But there is more to field than these obvious changes of topic. Consider now Texts 4.5 
and 4.6 below: 

Text 4.5: The Bermuda Bowl2 

After three 16-boardsegments of'the quarterfinals of'the 1991 Bermuda Bowl. Iceland was 
well ahead of US-2 but the other matches were more competitive. 
Fourth Segment 
Board 52 furthered both the Brazilian and Polish rallies. 
South dealer 
Both sides vulnerable 

North 
4 2 
7 6 2 
0 K 8 7 6 5 
* A Q 8 7 5 

East West 
* K 1 0 9 8 
7 Q J 8 7 3 
O Q J 1 0 3 
4 — 

South 

* Q j 6 3 
7 A 10 4 
0 A 9 2 
* K 6 4 

4 A 7 5 4 

0 4 
* J 1 0 9 3 2 

US-1 vs BRAZIL 

Table 1 
South 
P. Branca 
1 * 
Pass 

Table 2 
South 
Miller 
1 * 
Pass 
Pass 

West 
M'stroth 
Double 
Pass 

West 
Cbagas 
1 V 
Pass 
Pass 

North 
Mello 
3 * 

North 
Sontag 
2 7 
4 4 
Pass 

East 
Kadwell 
Pass 

East 
M. Branco 
3 7 
Double 

Rodwell's decision to pass out three clubs seems wise, and was justified by the 
layout - he went plus and had no obvious making contract of his own - but this led 
to the lowest East-West score on this trouble deal. Declarer won the diamond lead 
with the ace, cashed the club ace, recoiled, and led a spade to die jack and king. 
West tried the three of diamonds, but declarer deep-finessed, suffered a ruff, won 
rhe trump return wirh dummy's queen, cashed the club king, and gave up anothet 
diamond ruff. West had pitched hearts on the early trump leads, so the defense had 
to let declarer make his spade queen for an eighth trick, minus 100. 

At Table 2 the final contract was nor bad, the layout was awful. Declarer won the 
diamond lead with dummy's king to lead a spade: queen, king. Declarer won the 
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heart shift with the ace, and led to the club ace to lead a diamond towatds the ace 
in the closed hand. East discarded, so the declarer took his diamond ace, ruffed a 
spade, and exited with a heart. A further major-suit ruff in dummy could not be 
prevented; declarer had five clubs, two diamonds and a heart, eight tricks, minus 
500, 9 imps to Brazil. 

ICELAND vs 

Table 3 
Sourh 
Ornstein 
1 # 
Pass 
Pass 

Table 4 
South 
Arnarson 
1 * 
3NT 
Pass 

US-2 

West 
Bald'sson 
l 7 
Pass 
Pass 

West 
Bramley 
1 7 
4 7 
Pass 

North 
Ferro 
2 7 
4 * 
Pass 

North 
Johnsson 
2 7 
Double 

East 
Jorgensen 
3 7 
Double 

East 
Feldman 
3 7 
Pass 

At Table 3, declarer won the diamond ace, led to the club queen, docked a 
diamond to Wests ten. Then, he won the heart shift with the ace and finessed in 
diamonds, East ruffing. The defense cashed two major-suit winners, then tapped 
dummy, but declarer was in control - he took two high clubs ending in dummy 
and continued diamonds. Nicely played, but only the same eight tricks, minus 
500. 

Text 4.6: excerpt from Marston's Bridge Workbook for Beginners3 

How Bridge is played 
In this lesson you will learn the bask rules of the game. You will learn which bids 
you are allowed to make and those that you are not. You will also learn that the 
number of tricks you must take is dependent upon the bidding. The basic 
mechanics of whose turn ir is to play, whose turn it is to lead and so on will be 

coveted. 
Bridge is a game for four players who form two partnerships. An ordinary deck oi 

cards is used without jokers or bowers. The cards are ranked from the ace (highest), 
king, queen, jack, ten, nine, eight and so on down to the two. The full pack is dealt, 
one card at a time, in a clockwise direction, starting with the player on the dealer's 
left, so that each player begins with 13 cards. 

Tricks 
The cards are played out one at a time. One card from each of the four players is 

called a trick'. Each player plays in turn in a clockwise direction around the table 
and each player must follow suit if he can, that is if a spade is led (the first card 
played in a trick) each player must play a spade if he has one. If he cannot follow 
suit a player may play any card he wishes. The player who plays rhe highesr card in 
the suit wins the trick, unless a trump has been played, but more about that in a 
moment. The player who wins the ttick leads to the next trick. There is no need to 
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keep track of the individual who has won the trick, only which partnership Let'-
look at a sample trick: 

4 of clubs 

7 of clubs 

N 
W E 

S 
Q of clubs 

A of clubs 

You may be wondering what the W, E, S, N is. In bridge diagrams, for easy ref
erence, the four players are referred to by the four cardinal points. Assume that West 
was the first to play and led the four of clubs, North followed with the seven East 
tried to win the trick for his side with the queen but South won the trick with the 
ace. South would then lead to the next trick. 

Naturally each player works in with his partner. For example, if your partner led 
the king of spades you wouldn't top it with the ace unless you had to. If, however one 
of the opponents led the king of spades you would play the ace because you would 
know that your partner could not possibly beat the king. 

Trumps 

A trump suit may be named in the bidding. When that happens that suit takes 
precedence over the others. When a trump ,s pk y e d on a trick it wins the trick no 
matter what is led. Here is an example: 

4 of clubs 

7c 

W 

>f clubs 

N 
E 

S 
6 of hearts 

9 of clubs 

Imagine that hearts are trumps and West leads the four of clubs. North plays the 
seven of clubs and East who has run out of clubs plays a small trump. South must 
follow sun with a club so Easts six of trumps wins the trick. If South was also out 
of clubs he would have won the trick by playing a trump higher the six. 
The auction 

A hand of bridge is pkyed in two stages. Plrst there is the auction to determine 
which suit, if any, ,s to be trumps and how many tricks must be won. Then comes 
the play of cards when the side that won the 'contract' tries to fulfil their obligation 
while the opposition are doing there best to take enough tricks to defeat them The 
contract is the name of the last bid in the auction. 

After the cards have been dealt the dealer has the right to make the first bid He 
will pass with a weak hand and bid with a hand of above average strength. A bid in 
bridge is an undertaking to win the stated number of tricks plus six with the nom
inated suit as trumps, or no trumps. No trumps is as you would think - the highest 
card in the suit that's led ALWAYS wins the trick since there are no rrumps to inter
fere. A bid of say 3 * is an undertaking by that partnership to take at least nine 
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tricks with clubs as trumps; a bid of six no trumps means your side must take at 
least 12 tricks without a trump suit. 

As in other sorts of auction the early bids are usually made ar a low level. After 
the dealer has made his bid or passed, the player on his left has a turn. 

Both these t'exts have the same field: both texts are about the game of bridge. However, it 
is very clear that the situations which gave rise to each of these texts were very different: 
while Text 4.5 is written for experts (serious competition players), Text 4,6 is written for 
beginners. It seems, then, that we need to recognize that situations may be either techni
cal ot everyday in rheir construction of an activity focus. In other words, field varies along 
a dimension of technicality, as is schematized in Figure 4.6. 

A situation which we would describe as technical would be characterized by a signifi
cant degree of assumed knowledge among the interactants about the activity focus, whereas 
in an everyday (or commonsense) situation, the only assumed knowledge is 'common 
knowledge'. The knowledge that constitutes a field can be represented in taxonomies, by 
asking 'how do people who act in this field classify and sub-classify rhe areas of the field?' 
When we construct field taxonomies, we find a striking difference between the depth and 
complexity of a technical taxonomy and that of a commonsense taxonomy. For example, 
part of the taxonomy of bridge which specialist bridge players share is represented in the 
following taxonomy, in Figure 4,7. 

We can see that this taxonomy is complex: it involves initial classification of bridge into 
three main aspects, each of which is further sub-classified. The extent of the sub-classifi
cation involves up to five steps. Sub-classification to this degree produces what we describe 
as a deep taxonomy. This particulat deep taxonomy represents a derailed, in-depth orga
nization of the activity focus of bridge, and the taxonomy can thus be seen to encode the 
expert's understanding of the field of bridge. 

Compare this to the layperson's taxonomy, in Figure 4.8, 
As we can see, the commonsense taxonomy has a larger number of initial cuts (the basic 

classification of the activity into constituent aspects is more diverse, less generalized), but 
each aspect is only sub-classified a further one or two times. Thus, this shallow taxonomy 
captures the laypetson's encoding of the field of bridge, which can be seen to be signifi
cantly different from the technical construction of that same field. 

Table 4.10 summarizes the differences between rechnical and everyday situations. 
As Texts 4.5 and 4.6 demonstrate, there are a number of linguistic implications to this 
variation in field. The most striking feature is that in a technical situation we find a heavy 
use of technical terms: not jusr technical nouns {contract, ruff, layout, tricks) but also verbs 
{to pass out, to go plus, to cash a trick, to deep-finesse, to suffer a ruff). These terms are usually 
drawn from the 'deep' end of the taxonomy, and of course no explanation for the terms is 
given. Even more inaccessible to rhe layperson are technical acronyms (IMPs), This use of 
'jargon' is nor designed to impress the outsider, although it can be used in that disem-
powering way. Its principal motivation is to allow the elaboration of the deep taxonomies 
of the field. 

FIELD 
technical < —— > commonsense 

(specialized) (everyday) 

Figure 4.6 The field continuum 
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Figure 4.7 Bridge player's taxonomy of bridge 

Technicality ts not only encoded in the lexis, however. Technical texts frequently use 
abbreviated non-standard syntax, although Texr 4.5 does not. Instead, it exploits another 
common technKal technique: the use of a visual representation of a type particular to the 
field e.g. the b.dding sequence diagrams in Text 4.5). The types of verbs used tend to be 
of technical processes (trump, squeeze, finest or of attributive (descriptive) processes (thefinat 
contact was not bad). These grammatical choices reflect the focus of a technical situation 
which is ro relate, comment on and evaluate an already shared knowledge base 

Language in an everyday field is more familiar to us: the lexis tends to consist of every
day words Where a term is used technically, it will usually be signalled as such by being 
printed in bold or having quotation marks around it (e.g. Text 4.6: a 'trick'). Verbs will tend 
to be of the identifying (defining) kind, as technical terms are progressively introduced and 
defined (e.g.Mgeu a gawftrfour players; one-card from each of the four players is,ailed a'trnk) 
The grammatical structures will be standard, and acronyms and visual representations will 
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Figure 4.8 Non-player's taxonomy of bridge 

Table 4.10 Technical vs everyday situations 

TECHNICAL situation EVERYDAY situation 

assumed knowledge of an activity/ 
institution/area 

deep taxonomies 
- detailed sub-classification 

'common knowledge' 
no (or little) assumed knowledge 

shallow taxonomies 
— limited sub-classification 

only be used if they are first introduced and explained. Text 4.6 provides a clear example of 
how readers are moved from the everyday understanding of bridge towards its technical con
struction. These differences in technical and everyday language are summarized in 
Table 4.11 below. 

Since we can find clear linguistic implications corresponding to situational variation in 
the focus or topic of an activity, we are thus justified in claiming that field is a linguisti
cally relevant dimension of the context of situation. 

Register and types of meaning in language 

Iftheclaim that field, mode and tenor are the significant situational variables were the full 
extent of register theory, then it would have the same limitations identified for Firth's con
textual description. But Halliday differs from Firth in that he pushed the analysis one step 
further and asked: why these three variables? Why are field, mode and tenor the three key 
aspects of situation? And he suggests that the answer lies in the structure of the semiotic 
system of language itself. 
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Table 4.11 Technical vs everyday language 

Technical and Everyday Language: 
the linguistic implications of FIELD 

TECHNICAL language EVERYDAY language 

technical terms everyday terms 
- words only 'insiders' understand - words we all understand 
acronyms full n a m e s 

abbreviated syntax standard syntax 
technical action processes identifying processes (defining terms) 

attributive (descriptive) processes 

Halliday claims that these are the three variables that matter because they are the three 
kinds of meanings language is structured to make. 

H e reaches this conclusion by analysing (in much more detail than we have been able to 
do here) exactly how each register variable affects language use. It turns out to be possible 
to identify parts of the language system that are concerned with realizing each type of con
textual information. 

Consider, for example, the variable of field. When I changed the field of Text 1.1 from 
childcare to PC care, I clearly did not change every linguistic feature of rhe text (yon would 
not have recognized it as 'like Text 1,1' if I had). 

This suggests that field is realized through just some parts of the grammatical system -
in fact, through the patterns of processes (verbs), participants (nouns) and circumstances 
(prepositional phrases of time, manner, place, etc.). These types of grammatical patterns, 
expressing 'who is doing what to whom when where why and how', can be collectively 
described as the transitivity patterns in language. Describing these transitivity patterns is 
the focus of Chapter Eight. 

Wi th tenor, by contrast, we find interpersonal meanings of roles and relationships real
ized not through the transitivity patterns, but through patterns of what we call mood As 
we will see in Chapter Six, mood refers to variables such as the types of clause structure 
(declarative, interrogative), the degree of certainty or obligation expressed (modality), the 
use of tags, vocatives, attitudinal words which are either positively or negatively loaded (die 
'purr and snarl' words mentioned above), expressions of intensification and politeness 
markers of various kinds. 

Mode is realized through yer a further area of the language system, that of theme. These 
textual patterns, to be explored in Chapter Ten, are patterns of foregrounding and conti
nuity in the organization of the clause. Figure 4.9 schematizes this link between the regis
ter variables and their lexico-grammatical realizations. 

It would seem, then, that there is a correlation between the situational dimensions of 
context and these differenr types of lexi co-grammatical patterns. However, a further stage 
in this link between context and language comes from the SFL claim that the lexico-
grammatical organization of language is itself a realization of the semantic organization 
of language. 

You will remember from Chapter One that when we asked what a text means, we were 
able to identify three different strands of meaning; the ideational, the in terpersonal and 
the textual . In identifying these three main types of meaning, Halliday is suggesting that 
of all themes we make of language (which are limitless and changing), language is designed 
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Figure 4.9 Context in relation to language 

to fulfil three main JmOionr. a function for relating experience, a function for creating inter

personal relationships, and a function for organizing information. 

Halliday suggests that these types of meaning can be related both upwards' (to context) 

and downwards' (to lexico-grammar). 

The upwards link is that each register variable can be associated with one of these types 
of meanings. Thus, field is expressed through patterns of ideational meaning in text, mode 
is expressed through textual meaning, and tenor through interpersonal meaning. 

The downwards link is that we 'see' the types of meanings being realized through the asso
ciated lexico-grammatical patterns. Thus, putting this all together, Halliday claims that: 

• the field of a text can be associated with the realization of ideational meanings; 

these ideational meanings are realized through the Transitivity and Clause 

Complex patterns of the grammar. 

- the m o d e of a text can be associated with the realization of textual meanings; these 

textual meanings are realized through the T h e m e patterns of the grammar. 

- the tenor of a te^t can be associated with the realization of interpersonal mean

ings; these interpersonal meanings are realized through the Mood patterns of the 

grammar. 

These relationships are represented in Figure 4.10, 
Thus, the claim Halliday makes is that each type of meaning is telated in a ptedictable, 

systematic way to each situational variable. It is therefore no accident that we single out 

the three register variables of field, mode and tenor as the aspects of the situation signifi

cant to language use. Their status derives from the fact that they are linked to the three 

types of meaning language is structured to make: the ideational, the textual and the inter

personal. We can see that language is structured to make these three kinds of meanings 

because we find in the lexico-grammar the main grammatical resources of Transitivity, 

Clause Complex, Theme and Mood. 

As this is a complex picture, one final restatement may be useful. Language is structured 

to make three kinds of meanings. And these are the three kinds of meanings that matter in 
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Figure 4.10 Context, semantics and lexico-grammar 

any situation. It is this non-arbitrary organization of language that Halliday means when 
he stares that: 

The internal organization of natural language can best be explained in the light of 
the social functions which language has evolved to serve. Language is as it is because 
of what it has to do, (Halliday 1973: 34: my emphasis) 

We have thus reached a point where exploring our initial functional question (how is lan
guage used ?) has led us to explore the moreabstract dimension of'functional' in the systemic 
approach: how is language structured for use? It is this second question which will be 
explored in Chapters Five to Ten, as we pursue an approach that is functional not only in rela
tion to language use, but also in relation to the organization of the linguistic system itself. 
The core of the linguistic system is the lexico-grammar, and Chapter Five begins our explo
ration of the lexico-grammatical level of language by asking whar grammar does and how 
we can analyse its patterns. 

Notes 

1. Source: School of English Handbook (1993), School of English, University of Mew South Wales, 
p. 4. 

2. Source: The Bridge World, Vol. 63, No. 7, April 1992, pp. 4-5, 'The Bermuda Bowl III'. 
3. Source: P. Mars ton and R. Brightling The Bridge Workbook for Beginners (1985), Contract Bridge 

Supplies, Sydney, pp. 1-3. 
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Introduction to the lexico-grammar 

Introduction 

The traffic lights revisited: extending the system 

The demands we make of language 

Principles of grammatical analysts: units and constituency 

Descriptive grammar and the notion of 'appropriacy' 

Introduction 

While Chapters Two, Three and Four have looked at how people use language in texts and 
how those texts make meanings in cultural and situational contexts, this chapter begins our 
exploration of the lexico-grammatical level of language by asking: what is the function of 
grammar? That is, why does language have this intetmediate level of grammatical coding? 
The chapter then examines some basic principles of SFL grammatical analysis, and presents 
the multifunctional perspective on the clause that will be developed in subsequent chapters. 

The traffic lights revisited: extending the system 

In Chapter One, traffic lights were described as a two-level semiotic system, involving a 
level of content realized through a level of expression. Language, on the drher hand, was 
seen to involve rhree levels: two levels of content (semantics and lexico-grammar), encoded 
in phonology. The difference between the simple and the complex semiotic systems, then^ 
was the presence of this level of wording, the lexico-grammar, 

The lexico-grammatical level was described simply as an intermediate level of linguis
tic coding. We must now consider in more detail what the function of this level is. What, 
for example, does it allow us to do in language that we cannot do with a two-level semi
otic system like the traffic lights? 

We can approach this question by considering how we could extend the traffic light 
system. The red/amber/green system that was described in Chapter One has two limitations: 

1. it does not allow us to mean very much: in feet, we can only make three meanings. 
2. it only allows us to mean mw thing at a time: there is a one-to-one (bi-unique) rela

tionship between content and expression, as each expression (coloured light) stands 
for one and only one contenr (desired behaviour), so each content is realized by one 
and only one expression. 
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113 

115 

121 

138 
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Two strategies could be used to develop the system so that it could make more meanings. 
Firstly, new contents could be added to the system - we could simply increase the number 
of meanings the system can make. Alternatively, contents could be fused - we could try to 
use the system to make more than one meaning at a time. Each sttategy rapidly becomes 
problematic. 

Adding new contents 

If we wish to extend the system so that we can mean more things (for example, we want to 
add the meaning 'reverse' to the system), we will have to find a new light to stand for this 
meaning. For each new content we must invent a new expression. For example, we could 
introduce a PINK light to encode this new meaning, giving us System 5,1. 

To economize on the number of coloured lights we need to use, we could start using vari
ations or combinations of expressions to realize new contents. See, for example, the real
izations in System 5.2. 

Thus, for each new contenr we can either come up with a completely new expression (a 
new coloured light), or we can combine the existing coloured lights in various ways. 

r reverse 

I-go. 

S. PINK 
-stop 

slow 
down 

RED 

AMBER 

N. 
GREEN 

Content 
{meaning) 

encoded in 
(realized in) 

expression 
(realization) 

System 5.1 Extending the traffic light system 

stop 

Slow RED 
down 

prepare A M B E * 
to go . 

d o a AMBER & GREEN 
U-turn v 

L g o FLASHING RED 

N* 
GREEN 

System 5.2 Combining expressions in the traffic light system 
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Very quickly this system will become far too cumbersome, both to remember and to dis
tinguish. By the time we add 20 new meanings to our system, we are likely to be having 
trouble both finding new colours that can be clearly differentiated by our drivers, and 
remembering what each particular combination means. 

Thus it seems that the traffic light system has a very significant drawback: its creative 
potential is very limited. It cannot mean much, and it cannot mean many new things. 

Simultaneous meanings 

An alternative strategy is to extend the system so that it is able to mean more than one thing 
at a time. Thus, an expression is to realize more than one content. This can be done through 
the use of complex signs, or sign sequences. For exampfe, if we wanr ro mean both 'stop' 
and 'danger ahead', we could: 

1. introduce a new complex sign, e.g. a RED LIGHT with a BLACK DOT. This 
expression is complex as it can be broken down into two parts: a part meaning 
'stop' (the colour red) and a part meaning 'danger ahead' (the black dot). Such 
complex signs are in fact like many of our normal road signs. 

2. introduce a sequence of signs, e.g. alternating a RED LIGHT followed by a flash
ing AMBER light would mean both 'stop' and 'danger ahead'. 

However, again it would not be long before the system would become unmanageable. 
Again, the traffic lighr system appears very limited. As soon as we try to extend it to make 
more meanings, we run into problems with remembering and distinguishing different 
lights or sequences of lights. 

In real life this does not become a problem, because we only want traffic lights to make 
a very few meanings. We use traffic lights to make perhaps half a dozen meanings {stop, 
go, prepare to stop, go if turning tight/left, stop if turning right/left, etc.). Even the more 
elaborate sign system of our road signs makes only a few dozen meanings altogether. It 
seems that these semiotic systems work quite well in those contexts, since we only need 
them to make a very limited number of meanings. 

The demands w e make of language 

However, with the semiotic sysrem of language, we wanr ro make many many more mean
ings than that. In fact, the amazing demand we make of language is that we want to use 
it to mean anything at ail — to make an infinite number of meanings. Language meets this 
demand, in that it has an unlimited creative potential. That is: 

• language allows us to mean new things: you can say things that no one has ever said 
before, and you have no trouble understanding things that you have never heard 
before. So, while you could never hope to have heard every sentence it is possible to 
say in English, you will have no difficulty understanding any English sentence said 
to you (provided it conforms to the conventions of the system of English). 

• language allows us to mean anything: it is very rare that, as a speaker of a language, 
you would come to a point where all of a sudden you cannot make the meanings 
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you want co because the system is too limited. (When this does sometimes happen, 
it is often because we are overcome with emotion or because we want to talk about 
ideas or beliefs which, being new to the culture, have not yet been encoded within 
the language.) 

Since we are able to make infinite meanings in language, language is very different from 
the traffic lights. The explanation for this difference lies in the fact that language is not a 
bi-unique semiotic system. There is not a one-to-one correspondence between the content 
levels of language and the expression level. 

If language were such a bi-unique system, one content would be paired with one expres
sion, i.e. one meaning would equal one sound. Every time we wanted to make a new 
meaning, we would have to introduce a new sound. If language were based on this bi-
unique principle, we would run into the same problems of memory and distinguishability 
that we found in extending the traffic lights. 

This is clearly not the way language works. There is something about language that 
allows us to re-use sounds, so that individual sounds can be related to their occurrences 
in combinations. Perhaps, then, there is a bi-unique relationship between meanings and 
words, rather than between meanings and sounds? 

But again we can quickly appreciate that language does not operate on such a principle. 
If rhere were a bi-unique relationship between meanings and words, language would be a 
system where every word in the language had one and only one meaning, and every 
meaning was realized by one and only one word. 

In such a system, every time we wanted to make a new meaning we would have to invent 
a new word. The situation would not be very different from the one we Just reviewed: the 
obvious problems of memory and distinguishability again arise. How could we ever 
remember all the words? How could we find enough new sound configurations to realize 
the meanings? 

To avoid these impossible feats of memory and differentiation, there must be some 
economy principle operating in language that does nor operate in systems like the traffic 
lights. We do not have one sound corresponding to one meaning, nor one word corre
sponding to one meaning. How is it, then, that language is different? How has language 
got away from this restriction of bi-uniqueness? 

Lexico-grammar: the difference 

What makes language different is that it has an intermediate level of lexico -grammar, 
what we more informally refer to simply as the grammatical level. The function of this 
grammatical level is to free language from the constraints of bi-uniqueness. 

The effect of this freedom is that language can take a finite number of expression units 
(sounds) to realize an infinite number of contents (meanings). Thus, in language we use 
finite means to realize infinite ends. 

The lexico-grammar allows us to do this by providing us with the means to combine 
sounds into words, which can then be arranged in different grammatical structures to 
make different meanings. For example, we can take the four words John, eat, poached and 
eggi, and by arranging them in different grammatical srrucrures we get a range of different 
meanings, as shown in Table 5.1-
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Table 5.1 Arranging words in structures 

Expression Meaning _ _ _ 

John eats poached eggs. statement about John's habitual behaviour vis-a-vis eggs 
John is eating poached eggs. statement about John's current behaviour regarding eggs 
John ate poached eggs. statement about John's past action 
Poached eggs are eaten by John. statement about something that happens to eggs 
Did John eat poached eggs? request for information about John's past action 
Does John eat poached eggs? request for information about John's habitual behaviour 
John, eat poached eggs, command to John to carry out action of eating 
Poached eggs ate John. statement about what John ate 
Poach eggs, John. command to John to carry out action of 'poaching' 

One part of what these sentences mean is the words that are used (that we're talking 
abour eggs and nor hooks, John and not the dog, eating and not running). But a second part of 
their meanings is the arrangement of these words in structures. It is the structural differ
ences that give us the meaning differences between making a statement or asking a ques
tion or commanding (technically, different mood choices). Similarly, sttuctural differences 
are responsible for the meaning diffetences between talking about something that habitu
ally happens, versus something happening now, or in the past (different verbal group pat
terns). (These structural differences underlie the need for slight modifications to the verbal 
element (eat) in order to express different meanings.) 

Extending language 

That the lexico-grammar provides language with an in-built creative potential can be 
demonstrated by attempting to extend language. As a first example, let us say that I want 
to make a new lexical meaning. For instance, I invent a machine that writes lectures auto
matically - you just feed in the topic, a list of the main points, and then you press a button 
and off it goes. How can I encode this new meaning in the language? 

The first possible way is by inventing a totally new word, i.e. by creating a new sign, 
an arbittary pairing of a content and an expression. For example, suppose I decide to call 
my machine a hoofer. Now how did I get this new word? I took a certain number of sounds 
of English and arranged them in a novel way. However, it is important to note that I did 
not take just any sounds, nor did I arrange them in just any way. For example, I could not 
have called my new machine a hvristu, since HV is not an acceptable sound sequence in 
English. 

Having 'coined' my new word in keeping with the phonological rules of English (the 
rules of the expression plane), it is now available for use in structures: 

Pur it in die boofer. 
I'm just doing some boofing. 
Boof it for me will you? 
I boofed diis lecture. 
She's a specialist in boofography. 
This material is not boofographic. 
She's a boofer programmer. 
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Although I only invented one word, I automatically have a creative potential to do a variety 
of new things with it. This creative potential comes from the grammar — the principles of 
coding for English which allow us to turn a noun into a verb, adjective, adverb, etc. and thus 
use it in a range of structures to make different meanings. 

However, when I invented my new machine It is actually not very likely that I would 
invent an entirely new word. In tact, what I would probably do is to call my machine some
thing like a lecture-writer or an auto-writer or a lecturer's-a'td. In other words, I would exploit 
the in-built creative lexical potential of language to come up with a non-arbitrary name. 
Thus, instead of taking sounds to invent a whole new wotd, I would take words, pre-exist
ing content units, and combine them in a novel way to express my new meaning. Again, 
as soon as I do that I gain access to the creative potential of language: 

This is lecture-written. 
He did it on a lecture-writer. 
Lecture-writers are on special at the moment. 

Coining new words or combining existing words in novel ways represent the two most 
obvious ways speakers exploit the creative potential of language. Both are ways of using the 
finite phonological means of a language to achieve infinite semantic ends, and both are only 
possible thanks to the intermediate coding level of language, 

However, the creative potential of language is not limited to the creation of new words 
and their automatic availability for use in grammatical structures. We can also use the 
grammatical repertoire of the language to make a meaning in an untypical, 'creatively dif
ferent' way. 

Imagine that my first-year students are restless and beginning to chatter among them
selves during one of my lectures. One way I might achieve my desire for quiet in the room 
would be to say Shut up or Stop talking phase. 

What I would be doing there is using the grammatical structure of the imperative to 
realize the meaning of command'. That is the unmarked or typical way of expressing a 
command. And if my students are young, and if I'm feeling particularly annoyed, and if I 
get a kick from asserting power, that is probably the way I would express myself. But pos
sibly I might wish to be more conciliatory with them: 

Would you mind not talking while I'm talking? 

In this case I have used not an imperative structure but an interrogative structure, so that 
although what I am still meaning is the command 'shur up', I am 'borrowing' the gram
matical structure we normally use to ask questions. You can tell that this is not a 'real' ques
tion by considering that yes or no are not acceptable answers here. The response needs to be 
compliance (or challenge) from the students: either they shut up, or they ignore me (thereby 
provoking conflict)! Another way I might make my command would be to say: 

It's so noisy in here I can't hear myself think. 

Here I have used not an imperative, nor an interrogative, but a declarative: the kind of 
grammatical structure we typically use for giving information. Yet again it is obvious that 
I am not really out to give information, but to get the students to shut up. Yet another 
alternative is for me to say: 

What a racket! 
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Here I have used an exclamative structure, yet again it is obvious that I am not metely 
exclaiming about the state of affairs, but trying to command that the state of affairs be 
changed. 

This pattern of playing with the system, of using non-typical structures to express our 
meanings in.ways that can be highly sensitive to contextual consrraints, is one kind of 
grammatical metaphor (nominalization, anothet kind, was discussed in Chapter Four). 
Grammatical metaphor is part of the creative potential that grammar offers language 
users. 

Simultaneous meanings in language 

Part, then, of what lexico-gramrnar does for language is to give it a creative potential: a way 
of creating new meanings, by inventing new signs which then get incorporated into the 
lexico-giammar of the language, by simply arranging existing signs in different ways, or 
by using existing structures in atypical ways. 

However, there is significantly more to the role of the lexico-gramrnar than this. Fot not 
only does the grammar allow us to make more meanings, to create, it also allows us to mean 
more than one thing at a time. 

A simple example of this is to take the single lexical item John. Any actual use of this 
lexical item will be overlaid with an intonation contour which will give the word not just 
the ideational meaning of the person called John', but simultaneously an interpersonal 
meaning of 'how I am relating to John'. For example, using Halliday and Matthiessen 
{2004: Chapter 8) descriptions of English tone choices, Figure 5.1 displays some of the 
meanings that John can make. 

This is a very simple illusrration of the fact that in language we can mean more than 
one thing at a time. (Ir also illustrates the important role intonation plays in making 
meanings - see Halliday and Matthiessen 2004: Chapter 8 for a discussion.) However, the 
situation is generally much more complex than this because we are usually dealing with 
sentences, not just isolated words. Nonetheless, the same principle of simultaneous mean
ings is at work. Take for example the clause: 

John eats poached eggs, 

Part of the meaning of this sentence is the ideational meaning, the meaning of the words 
John and poached eggs (the participants involved), and the word eats (the process he is involved 
in). These ideational meanings are in contrast to a clause about Peter reading booh or the dog 
chewing a bone. 

But another part of the meaning of the clause is the structure Subject A Finite verb fused 
with PredicateA Complement, which gives us the meaning of declarative', a giving of infor
mation. Here, the clause contrasts with variants like Is John eating poached eggs? (a question, 
asking for information), or Eat poached eggs, John (a command, demanding the carrying out 
of an action). 

A third kind of meaning conveyed in the same clause is that 'this is a message about 
John' -John is the Theme or departure point for this message, realized through the struc
tural organization of put ting JMw in first position in the clause. This is the clause's textual 
meaning. In this respect, the clause contrasts with Poached eggs eats John, where the focus 
would be on what he was eating, rather than who was doing the eating. 
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John 

John 

John 

John 

John 

(said with a falling tone): provides an answer 
to the question Who did it?' 

(said with a rising tone): asks the question 
'Who's there? Is that you, John?' 

(said with an almost level tone): means that the 
speaker had not finished giving information, 
there was someone else, that John is part of list 

(said with a falling then rising tone): means Tm 
annoyed with you, John' 

{said with a rising then falling tone): means 
That's outrageous, John' 

Figure 5.1 The meanings ofJolm 

In th.sone clause, then, we are actually making three kinds of meaning simultaneously 
We are able to do so because there are three kinds of simultaneous grammatical structures 
working in any English clause. We can separate out each type of meaning, by varying the 
clause in only one respect at a time. So, compared to our initial clause ofjoh* eats poached 
eggs, we can see that: t 

Poached eggs are eaten by John. 

has the same ideational meaning (we are still talking about what action John performed on 
eggs), che same interpersonal meaning (it is still a declarative, a giving of information) but 
now it is a message about tggs - we have changed the thematic organization of the message 
and so we have changed its textual meaning. In 

Did John eat poached eggs? 

we have the same ideational meaning, and the same textual meaning (that this is a message 
about John) but this time a different interpersonal meaning: now I am no longer giving you 
information but demanding it, achieved through the structure of putting the Finite verbal 
element before the Subject, thereby splitting the verbal components of the clause into two 
{did, eat). With 

John, eat poached eggs. 

we have changed the clause's interpersonal meaning. The clause is still ideationals about 
John, eaUng and eggs; and still textually to do vithjohr, but it is now an imperative - not 
a giving or demanding of information, but a demand for action. This is realized thrown 
the structure of having John as a vocative element, having no Finite verb but only a 
Predicate element. Finally, with 

Pete, read your books. 
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the ideational meaning has changed, although textually and interpersonally the meanings 
remain the same as in the immediately preceding example. 

These sentences demonstrate that a lexico-grammar enables language not only to make 
more meanings (to provide an unlimited creative potential) but also to mean several things 
at once. This is possible because the lexico-grammar enables language to have several 
simultaneous layers of structure. Chapters Six to Ten describe these simultaneous sttuctutal 
layers. 

Principles of grammatical analysis: units and constituency 

Having established that it is the lexico-grammar which gives language its creative poten
tial, we will now focus on how the lexico-grammar is organized so that its creative poten
tial can be exploited. 

There are two preliminary observations that we can make of this level of lexico-grammar. 
The first is that we find a number of different kinds of units. The second is that these units 
are related to each other through constituency — smaller units make up bigger units, and 
bigger units aire made up of smaller units. 

We can begin to become aware of units of description and analysis by first of all consid
ering the expression plane of language. 

Consider Text 5.1 below, a partial version of which was presented in Chapter Four. 
Regarding this purely as a graphic representation (i.e. without any considetation of its 
meaning), we can ask what are the largest and smallest units we can recognize as physically 
distinct. 

Text 5.1: Late Assignments 
The School has a policy for the evaluation of late assignments which is fully 

explained in the document entitled 'Submission of Essays and Assignments', copies 
of which are available from any member of the School, or from the Departmental 
Office in Room 139 in the Woodstooe Building. 

Formal extensions of time are not granted as such, but if, through misfortune 
or bad planning, an assignment cannot be submitted on time, it may be submit
ted within the next 14 days. For each assignment, there are second and third col
lections on the following two weeks. Assignments in the second and third 
collections are divided into two categories. If the assignment is simply late it will 
be penalised. If it is late because of some unforeseen disability, it will not be 
penalised, provided that (i) documentary evidence of the disability is attached to 
the essay and (li) the nature of the disability and of the evidence is acceptable to 
the Late Essay Committee, 

Full details of penalties are provided in the 'Submission of Essays and 
Assignments' document, 

Viewed as a piece of writing, this text is organized into a number of different units, each 
indicated by different spatial or graphological conventions, as summarized in Table 5.2. 

When we arrange the units of the graphological expression plane in this way, it becomes 
obvious that the units are related ro each other through constituency: each unit is made 
up of one or more of the units below. 
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Table 5.2 Units and criteria of graphological expression (rank scale of the 
graphological stratum) 

Units 

paragraph 
sentence 
comma-unit 
word 
letter 

Criteria used to identify units 

double spacing 
full stop 
comma 
spaces 
smaller spaces 

"We call this a ranked constituent analysis. In this case it's a ranked constituent analy
sis of orthographic expression. Ir is constituent because units at each level are made up of 
one or more of the units at the level below. It is ranked because we have organized it in 
terms of biggest to smallest. We can describe it also as a rank scale. 

This ranked constituent analysis, or rank scale, indicates rhat the letter is the ultimate 
constituent of writing, i.e. it is the smallest unit of orthographic represenrarion in English. 
It cannot be further divided (we do not have 'sub-letters'). 

Note that in establishing this rank scale of graphological units, we made no reference to 
the meaning or content of the passage, nor to its phonological properties. If someone were 
to tead the passage aloud, we could go on to analyse the same passage from the point of 
view of its phonological expression. Still without making any reference to the meaning of 
the passage, we could analyse its phonological expression by asking what are the largest and 
smallest units of sound that we can recognize. We would be able to establish a ranked con
stituent analysis as given in Table 5.3. 

This is a ranked constituent analysis of the expression plane in its phonological real
ization. Ir indicates that: 

• tone groups are made up of feet which are made up of syllables which are made up 
of phonemes 

• the phoneme is the smallest unit of sound that we can identify: it cannot be further 
subdivided. It is thus the ultimate constituent of the phonological expression plane. 

The Fact that the expression plane appears to be organized in constituent hierarchies sug
gests that this notion of constituency plays an important role in language as a whole. And 
in fact establishing the constituency hierarchy for the lexico-grammar is an important first 
step in examining grammatical structure. 

Constituents of the content plane 

In order to establish the rank-scale for the lexico-grammar, we need to consider language 
as content, not expression. We need to look again at Text 5.1, this time considering it as a 
piece of meaning. We need to ask: what are the largest and the smallest units of meaning 
that we can distinguish? 

First of all, the entire passage can be seen to have meaning. We already have a name for 
this overall semantic unit: text. 

The text as a whole can then be seen to be constituted of a number of different-sized 
units of meaning, most indicated by orthographic convention. The largest grammatical 
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Table 5.3 Rank scale of the phonological stratum 

Unit Criteria for identifying units 

'verse' silence either side (before we start and after we finish reading the text) 
tone group tonic (where the intonation movement is most noticeable) 
foot '•' salience (where the rhythmic beat falls) 
syllable articulation of sound clusters 
phoneme articulation of disctete sounds 

unit we can identify is the sentence, indicated by an initial capital letter and a full stop at 
the end. The sentence is a unit of meaning because it represents a coherent, structured pack
aging of information about something, but it is clearly smaller than the text itself. Here is 
Text 5.1, with // showing the boundaries between sentences. 

Text 5.1: Late Assignments 
The School has a policy for the evaluation of late assignments which is fully 

explained in the document entitled 'Submission of Essays and Assignments', copies 
of which are available from any member of the School, or from the Departmental 
Office in Room 139 in the Woodstone Building.// 

Formal extensions of time are not granted as such, but if, through misfortune or 
bad planning, an assignment cannot be submitted on time, it may be submitted 
within the next 14 days.// For each assignment, there are second and third collec
tions on the following two weeks.// Assignments in the second and third collec
tions are divided into two categories.// If the assignment is simply late it will be 
penalised.// If it is late because of some unforeseen disability, it will not be 
penalised, provided that (1) documentary evidence of the disability is attached to 
the essay and (ii) the nature of the disability and of the evidence is acceptable to 
the Late Essay Committee.// 

Full details of penalties are provided in the 'Submission of Essays and 
Assignments' document.// 

Each sentence may in turn be made up of a number sentence parts, technically called 
clauses. Clauses, often indicated by colons, semi-colons or commas, make smaller chunks 
of meaning than the sentence. Here is Text 5.1, with /used to show clause boundaries; 

Text 5.1: Late Assignments 
The School has a policy for the evaluation of late assignments/ which is fully 

explained in the document entitled 'Submission of Essays and Assignments',/ copies 
of which ate available from any member of the School, or from the Departmental 
Office in Room 139 in the Woodstone Building.// 

Formal extensions of time are not granted as such,/ but if, through misfortune ot 
bad planning, an assignment cannot be submitted on time,/ it may be submitted 
within the next 14 days.// For each assignment, there are second and third collec-
rions on the following two weeks.// Assignments in the second and third collections 
are divided into two categories.// If the assignment is simply late/ it will be 
penalised.// If it is late because of some unforeseen disability,/ it will not be 
penalised,/ provided that (i) documentary evidence of the disability is attached to 
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the essay/and (ii) the nature of the disability and of the evidence is acceptable to 
the Late Essay Committee.// 

Full details of penalties are provided in die 'Submission of Essays and 
Assignments' document,// 

Each clause can be further subdivided into groups of words, sometimes separared by 
commas, which we technically refer to as phrases or groups. Phrases or groups are collec
tions of words doing a similar job in rhe clause: for example, a nominal group is a group of 
noun-like words, a verbal group contains the verb elements, a prepositional group realizes 
meanings about rime, place, manner, etc. The phrases and groups in Text 5,1 are shown 
within parentheses1: 

Text 5.1: Late Assignments 
(The School) (has) (a policy for the evaluation of late assignments)/ (which) (is 

fully explained) (in the document entitled 'Submission of Essays and 
Assignments',)/ (copies of which) (are) (available) (from any member of rhe 
School,) (or) (from the Departmental Office in Room 139 in the Woodstone 
Building.)// 

(Formal extensions of time) (are not granted) (as such),/ (but if), (through mis
fortune or bad planning,) (an assignment) (cannot be submitted) (on time),/ (it) 
(may be submitted) (within rhe next 14 days).// (For each assignment), (there) (are) 
(second and third collections) (on the following two weeks).// (Assignments in the 
second and third collections) (are divided) (into two categories.)// (Jf) (the assign
ment) (is) (simply late)/ (it) (will be penalised.)// (If) (it) (is) (lace) (because of some 
unforeseen disability),/ (it) (will nor be penalised),/ (provided that) (i) (documen
tary evidence of the disability) (is attached) (to the essay)/ (and) (ii) (the nature 
of the disability and of the evidence) (is) (acceptable) (to the Late Essay 
Committee.)// 

(Full details of penalties) (are provided) (in the 'Submission of Essays and 
Assignments' document.)// 

Part of the meaning of each phrase or group, however, is the individual words which make 
it up, so we need to recognize the unit word. The boundaries between words are clearly 
indicated otthographically by spacing, so that there is no need to display the text again. 
Finally, the meaning of awotd in fact comes from a putting together of smaller meaning 
chunks, which we technically call morphemes. The word misfortune, for example, is made 
up of the following morphemes: 

• conrenr morpheme: fortune (this morpheme expresses the basic meaning of the 
word) 

• grammarical morpheme: mis- (this morpheme functions to form the opposite, or 
antonym, of the content morpheme) 

Similarly, the word penalties contains two morphemes: 

• content morpheme; penalty 
• plural morpheme: -s 
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Table 5.4 Initial list of content units in Text 5.1 

content units orthographic signals 

text paragraph 
sentence capital lettet/fuil scop 
clause ' comma (often colon, semi-colon) 
group/phrase comma 
word spacing 
morpheme no signal (except that we tend to break words at morpheme 

boundaries when we need ro hyphenate at the end 
of a line) 

As we will not be pursuing morphemic analysis in this book, we will not take rhe division 
to this level. What we end up with, then, is the list of content carrying constituents given 
in Table 5.4. 

Thus, in looking at Text 5.1 as a piece of meaningful language, we have been able ro 
identify a number of different units of meaning, some of which correlate fairly closely with 
the units we identified when we looked at it as a piece of written expression. The close cor
relation between constituents of written expression and content constituents is explained 
by the fact that principles of orthography are derived from how we perceive language to be 
structured. 

Grammatical constituents: the rank scale 

Although we have now identified the meaningful units ranging from largest to smallest 
that realize our passage, there are certain problems with using the listing above as our set 
of grammatical units. 

The first problem is that rhe unit the text does not belong in the lexko-gratnmatical 
rank scale. Text, as was discussed in Chapter Four, is a semantic unit and not a lexico-gram-
matical one. The relationship between text and everything below it is not one of con
stituency but one of realization. As Halliday and Hasan (1976: 2) explain: 

A text is not something that is like a sentence, only bigger, it is something that 
differs from a sentence in kind. A text is best regatded as a SEMANTIC unit: a unit 
not of form but of meaning. Thus it is related to a clause or sentence not by size but 
by REALIZATION . . . A text does not CONSIST OF sentences; it is REALIZED 
BY, or encoded in, sentences, (theit emphasis) 

One way to understand this difference between text and sentence is to consider how a sen
tence-by-sentence description of the text would fail to describe its texture. Cohesive pat
terns, as we saw in Chapter Two, may relate items that are not of the same kind (i.e. not the 
same type of constituents): for example, there may be a referential link between the single 
word/morpheme it and an entire two paragraphs of preceding text. Similarly, irems cohe
sively linked do not have to necessarily be next to each othet in the text; for example, a word 
in the first clause of a text may have a lexical link with a word or words used much later on. 

These two fearures of cohesive relations point to an important distinction berween what 
we describe as rext or discourse patterns and what we describe as grammatical patterns. 
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Grammatical description is limited by two general characteristic* 

1. it relates kerns of the same kind to each other (e.g. clauses to clauses, words to 
words, phrases to phrases, etc.) 

2. it relates items that are adjacent, or nearly adjacent, to each other. 

We w.ll therefore remove text from our grammatical constituent scale. It is a unit of lin-

TwYh r ^ r ' ^ ' " ^ " ^ ^ ^ " - ^ ' ^ ^ " ^ S ^ ^ c a l s t r a t u m . This leaves 
us with the ft.Uow.ng content units: sentence, clause, group/phrase, word and morpheme 

For various reasons we will also remove the sentence from this scale, and instead add a 
new term, clause complex, next to, not above, the term clause. The term sentence refers 
o a unit orwritten expression, and is therefore biased towards the description of written 

language Hall, ay (1994: 216} suggests that if we wish our grammatical description c 
d ^ u d i y well with spoken and written language, we need a unit that is neutral for mode 
Hence, the use of the term clause complex, which refers to the association of clauses in 
sequence ,n either wntten text (in which case clause complex boundaries are indicated by 

c o m b • 0I 7 ?Tn tCXt ^ W h i C h C8Se C k U S e C 0 ^ l e x b 0 u n d a r i e s « " S e a t e d bv combination of rhythm, intonation and pauses). 

b u t ^ r r f d C W C ° ^ P i e X '1 "*' h D W V e r ' P l a c e d ' a b 0 V e ' t h e c W « ^e rank scale, 
c i r DeXt C° "J ^ " beC3USe t h e rekti0nshiP b £ t w e e Q "™ clauses in a claus 
r f h t r f 2 0 O 4 U Kt0 ^ ^ C°nStr™y rckd0nshiP. b - o M which Halliday and 
m T I , ( 2 ° ° 4 ) d e S C

u
r i b " a s a l ° g ' c a I s ™ r e . Ir is a relationship of (inter)clependency, 

U o n ^ b e t kf b e m C e n C 0 h 6 S i V e l y r d a r e d l t e m S * " t h £ ^ue'ncy «li 
Wi h rheTeT " T " " A - ™ t h e d — ™»Pl« » detail in Chapter Nine. 
With these emendations made, then, we have established that the rank scale at the 

grammatical stratum is as listed in Table 5.5. 

This grammatical rank scale defines for us the units of analysis and description at the 
gmmmatical stratum and a complete grammatical description of a langige wouU 
describe how each of those units is organized. 

Remember that in identifying units of linguistic analysis we are trying to identify the 

Z c t u r i T a " ^ * * * * * P — * p a t t e r n s V m e a n difflen 
I T ' f M 8 a f f l M t M r > OT d l f f ™ « r u « u « l configurations. In separating our 

^ p l 3 7 d s V f 87p: f ram™rphemes 'we are sa^ tbat -* °f * ~ • £ 
carries patterns of different kinds; each unit is structured differently from the others 

A clause rank the kind of structures we find are those of participants carrying out actions 
pohcyfor tkeevaluanon of late agents. Th:s is a structure we describe through such labels 
as Subject, Finite, Predicator, Complement B 

w h t l f Z ? " n t " ^ w " ̂  " " ^ S m ™ ° f ^ ^ ^ edification, where there ,s one essential element to the group (the Head) with its various optional and 
functionally distinct Modifiers. For example, the structure of the nominal (noun) g r o u p 2 

Table 5.5 Rank scale at the lexico-grammatical stratum in a systemic approach 

clause — clause complex ' 
group/phrase 
word 
morpheme 
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three hairy redback spiders over there includes a number of possible elements before and after 
the head word spidei's (the head word is called the Thing in the nominal group): Deictic 
(the), Numerative (three), Epithet (hairy), Classifier (redback), Qualifier (over there). (For the 
description of the nominal group, see Halliday and Matthiessen 2004: 311—35). 

At morpheme level, our structures are concerned with the different combinatorial possi
bilities of freie and bound morphemes. For example, the free morpheme friend can be fol
lowed by a number of bound morphemes, including -ship (friendship), -ly (friendly), -less 
(friendless), or preceded by be- (befriend), but ir cannot be combined with other bound mor
phemes in English, e.g. dis- (*disfriend), or -ize (*friendize). 

Thus, although each unit on the rank scale relates to the other units through con
stituency, we have to keep each unit distinct because each carries patterns of a different 
kind, and each unit requires a different structural description. 

Bracketing 

To this point, we have suggested the purpose of a grammar: to make infinite meanings from 
finite expression units, and to make meanings simultaneously. We have also seen that 
grammar is an intermediate level of coding, which breaks the bi-unique relationship 
between concent and expression. Finally, we have suggested that the basic otganization of 
a grammar is a constituent one, from which we are able to establish a rank scale, which 
gives us our different units of grammatical description. We now need to consider how we 
are going to uncover and describe the structures of the different units. 

Since the grammar is composed of units which stand in a constituent relationship to each 
other, it is possible to reveal and describe part of how grammar works by looking at how 
grammatical constituents go together to make up structures. 

One way of starting to think about describing strucrures, then, is to undertake what is 
called constituent bracketing. The technique we will use here is what is known as minimal 
bracketing, or bracketing according to the rank scale. (For a discussion of how minimal 
bracketing contrasts with the maximal bracketing tradition, see Halliday 1994: 20—4.) 

Having decided that the highest unit of grammatical analysis we will be working with 
is the clause, a first approach to uncovering its structure comes from analysing it in rerms 
of its constituents. For example, consider the clause: 

All students must satisfy all assessment requirements. 

One of the ways we can describe the structure of this clause is to consider quite simply how 
it is put together: how we get from rhe largest constituent (clause) to the smallest (in our 
case, words). By using graphical presentations in the form of brackets or tree diagrams 
(see below), we display how the clause is 'put together' at each level of the rank scale. 

For example, rhe structure of rhe clause above can be analysed as follows, using a tree 
diagram, with branches (straight lines) and nodes (where lines meet) 

All students must satisfy all ' assessment requirements 

The same structural information can be captured using brackets: 

http://ft.Uow.ng
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((Ail) (students)) ((must) (satisfy)) ((all) (assessment) (requirements)) 

Both forms of representation are types of bracketing, and exemplify a minimal bracketing 
procedure. Minimal bracketing analysis involves taking the largest grammatical constituent 
(in our rank scale, rhis is rbe clause)and then progressively dividing rhe clause into the units 
which make it up at each rank (i.e. first phrases/groups, then words, then morphemes). By this 
procedure, each constituent is shown to be made up of one or more of the constituents of the 
lower rank, until the ulrimate constituents of the grammatical stratum (morphemes) are 
reached. That is: 

1. first, the clause is bracketed into the phrases/groups which make it up 
2. then, each group/phrase is bracketed into the words that make it up 

In a complete bracketing, each word would then be bracketed into the morphemes which 
make it up, but for our purposes we will only take the analysis as far as words. 

Here is another example of a minimally bracketed clause: 

I 

The Professor has prepared a provisional exam timetable 

Using parentheses, this example would be: 

((The) (Professor)) ((has) (prepared)) ((a) (provisional) (exam) (timetable)) 

The purpose of bracketing the clause in this way is to give us an initial insight into how 
the clause is put together. The bracketing of rhe rwo simple clauses given above gives us 
the following information: 

1. each clause is made up of a number of phrases or groups; 
2. typically, these groups are sequenced so that we find a nominal group, followed by 

a verbal group, followed by another nominal group; 
3- the nominal group can consist of a number of words of which the main word is (in 

these examples) the last word of the group, and is a noun {since we can substitute 
a pronoun for it). Various words (such as articles, adjectives, etc.) can come before 
the noun to give more information about the noun; 

4. the verbal group may consist of a single word, where this word is a verb (a word 
which tells us what processes or actions are involved in the clause). Alternatively, 
the verbal group may involve several words before the main verb, which specify 
further dimensions such as the time (tense) and force (modulation) of the process. 

Pew clauses, however, have the simplicity and regularity of strucrure of these manufactured 
examples. Consider the following clause: 

Application forms can be collecred from the Secretary's Office on the first floor. 
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This clause contains two examples of prepositional phrases: from the Secretary's Office and 
on the first floor. Our first approach to bracketing these prepositional phrases may be to 
simply chop the phrase into the four words thar make it up: from, the, Secretary's, office. 
However, ir might occur to you that once you have chopped the preposition off, what you 
are left with is in fact a nominal group: the Secretary's office is a group of the same kind as 
application forms, since it has a noun as its head word. We note the same structure in our 
second prepositional phrase: preposition (on) and then nominal group (the first floor). It 
seems, then, that a prepositional phrase contains within it a nominal group, and this struc-
tutal information can be captured in out bracketing as follows: 

I . 

Application forms can be collected from the Secretary's office on ths first floor 

Note that what we are seeing here, then, is a variation on the typical constituent structure 
of the clause. Whereas we expect units of one rank to be made up of units of the next rank 
lower down, the preposirional phrase is an example of a unit of one rank being made up of 
a unit of the same rank, i.e. a phrase within a phrase. This is an example of embedding, or 
rank shift, and will be considered in more detail below. It is because the prepositional 
phrase has this more complex embedded structure that we call it a phrase rather than a 
group, 

Now consider how you would bracket the following clause: 

Application forms for postgraduate scholarships can be collected from the 
Secretary's Office on the first floor of the Arts Faculty building. 

This clause now contains two additional prepositional phrases: for postgraduate scholarships 
and of the Arts Faculty building. However, these prepositional phrases do not seem to be 
functioning in the same way as the other two preposirional phrases In the clause. The fol
lowing initial bracketing of the clause would noi be satisfactory: 

* (Application forms) (for postgraduate scholarships) (can be collected) (from the 
Sectetaty's Office) (on the first floor) (of the Arts Faculty building). 

The reason this bracketing is unsatisfactory is that it does not capture die dependency that 
exists between for postgraduate scholarships and the nominal group application fortns. The 
phrase for postgraduate scholarships is only 'in' the clause in order to give mote information 
abour which application forms. Similarly, of the Arts Faculty building is only in the clause to 
specify more clearly the first floor of which building. To capture the structure operating 
here we can initially bracket the clause as follows: 

(Application forms for postgraduate scholarships) (can be collected) (from the 
Secretary's Office) (on the first floor of the Arts Faculty building). 

The first and final constituents would then be bracketed as follows: 
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Application forms for postgraduate scholarships 

((Application) (forms)) ((for) ((postgraduate) (scholarships))) 

, I . 

n 1—i 
on the first floor of the Arts Faculty building 

(on) (((the) (firsr) (floor)) ((of) ((the) (Arts) (Faculty) (building)))) 

These examples illustrate that sometimes a prepositional phrase can operare within a 
nominal group, to post-modify or qualify the head noun. Post-modifying prepositional 
phrases are nor constituents at the first rank of the clause, but at the next rank down (the 
rank of phrase/group). In other words, your bracketing musr capture chat they are 
functioning within a unit at the rank of phrase/group, and not within the unit at clause 
rank. 

This means that in dividing a clause into its constituents, you need to be able to decide 
just when a particular phrase or group is operating at the clause rank, and when it is operat
ing at the phrase/group rank. There are a number of resrs you can use: 
1. movability: if an element is a clause rank constituent, it is likely to be independenrly 
movable. For example, in a clause like For each assignment, there are second and third collections 
on the following two weeks, you will find that you can move the phrase on the following two weeks: 

For each assignment, on the following two weeks there are second and third col
lections. 
On the following two weeks there are second and third collections for each assign
ment. 

Where an element is not a constituent at clause rank but at group/phrase rank, you will 
find chat it is generally not independently movable. For example, with The School has a policy 
for the evaluation of late assignments you can establish that the prepositional phrase of late 
assignments is not operating at clause rank by trying to move it to another position in rhe 
clause: 

* Of lare assignments the School has a policy 
* The School has a policy of lace assignments for the evaluation 

2. substitution: elements which are acting together as a single clause constituent should 
be reducible ro a single subsricuted item. For example, with a nominal group you should 
be able to substitute a pronoun, with a verbal group you should be able Co collapse the 
verbal meaning into a single lexical verb (simple present or simple past tense). By asking 
just what your substitution item is standing for, you will be able to determine the bound-
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aries of your constituents. For example, in Formal extensions of time are not granted, you can 
substitute the word They, to give you a rewritten clause They are not granted. This shows you 
that formal extensions of time is the nominal group, and not just formal extensions. 

3. probe questions: constituents at clause rank will 'answer' to a range of probe questions. 
To probe the verbal group, ask 'What happened?', 'What did they do?' All the elements of 
the clause which respond to that probe represent your verbal group. For example, to deter
mine the verbal group constituent in it may be submitted, ask 'What happens to it?' Answer: 
may be submitted. Nominal groups will answer to 'Who?' or 'What?' probes. Start with tie 
verb, and ask 'Who did it?' or 'What did it do it to?' Again, ail the parts of the clause that 
respond to the probe are your nominal group. For example, with Documentary evidence of the 
disability must be attached to the essay, determine firstly the verbal group must be attached, and 
then probe by asking 'What must be attached?' Answer: documentary evidence of the disabil
ity. With nominal groups after the verbal group, for example, The School has a policy for the 
evaluation of late assignments, again find the verbal group and rhen ask 'What does it have?' 
Answer: a policy for the evaluation of late assignments. Wirh clauses in which the main verb is 
to be, you will often find rhat the following nominal group consists only of an adjective, 
rather than a noun: for example, The exam timetable is ready now. Use the same probe, asking 
'What is the timetable?' Answer; ready. 

Prepositional phrases and adverbial elements respond to a variety of circumstantial 
probes: when, how, why, in what way, with whom, of what, what about. Again, scare by 
identifying the verbal group and then ask what seem the appropriare questions and remem
ber to include everything in the response within the same phrase. For example, with The 
exam timetable is ready now, you need to probe with 'When is it ready?' which gives you now 
as a constituent, and since now and ready cannot be probed by the same question, you know 
they are each separate clausal constituents. A more complex example is Copies are available 
from any member of the School, or from the Departmental Office in Room 139 in the Woodstone 
Building. Here the probe test gives us available in answer to 'What are they?', and from any 
member of the School or from the Departmental Office in answer to 'Where from', and then Room 
139 in the Woodstone Building in answer ro 'Where?' 

Embedding or rank shift 

Very early in your bracketing career you will discover rhat sometimes a clause constituent 
seems to be a complex structure in itself. The case of the prepositional phrase considered 
above highlights one of the main complexities that bracketing can reveal, one that is impor
tant in understanding the structure of clauses. Consider how you would bracket the fol
lowing clause, for example: 

All students who are completing this year must submit their final essays. 

If you apply the probe, substitution and movability tests suggested above, you will have no 
trouble identifying the verbal group (what must they do? they must submit) and the final 
nominal group (what must they submit? thetrfinal essays). However, when you probe the first 
part of the clause with the who' probe, you will find that the answer appears to be a very long 
nominal group all students who are completing this year. 

That this is a nominal group is demonstrated, firstly, by the face that the phrase is con
cerned with the noun students, and secondly (if you were not confident), by the fact that the 
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entire phrase can be substituted with the pronoun they. Thus, the initial bracketing of the 
clause is as follows: 

(All students who are completing this year) (must submit) (their final essays). 

Bracketing this nominal group, however, reveals that it contains within it not just another 
phrase but another clause. This is a more complex example of embedding: or rank shift. Here 
we have a unit of one rank (phrase/group) being made up of a unit of the rank above (clause). 
We deal with this by simply working through the minimal bracketing of the embedded 
clause (note that the embedded clause also contains a ptepositional phrase, thus involving 
further embedding). The structure of the nominal group can be bracketed as follows: 

All students who are completing this year 

(All) (students) ((who) ((are) (completing)) ((this) (year))) 

Embedded clauses (clauses functioning at group/phrase rank) occur commonly in the post-
modifying position in nominal groups, where they function to specify more information 
about the head noun (e.g. which students?). However, they can also get into the clause 
directly, i.e. not through dependence on a head noun. For example: 

Failing the course will mean exclusion. 

Here we find that what answers our 'who/what?' probe is not a nominal group but in fact 
a clause: failing the course. This clause would be initially as follows: 

Fa 
1 

ling the course will mean exclusion 

((Failing) (the) (course)) ((will) (mean)) (exclusion). 

Note that we can get clauses filling, the slot after the verb: 

His excuse was that he had already failed the course. 

Here the answer to the probe 'what was his excuse?' is the embedded clause that he had 
already failed the course. 

It is also possible for clauses to fill the slots on both sides of the verbal group: 

To pass the exams would be to work a miracle 

(((To) (pass)) ((the) (exams))) ((would) (be)) (((to) (work)) ((a) (miracle))) 
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As you will have realized as you study these examples, embedding is a way of boosting the 
content of a clause, by exploiting the clause's potential to recycle through the tanks. Once 
you have learnt to recognize embedding, then it need not present you with any problems. 
However, as systemic linguistics treats one kind of embedding slightly differently from 
many other grammatical models, one further explanation is necessary. 

Embedding vs the clause complex 

Many grammatical approaches would treat each of the following sentences as involving 
embedded structures: 

i) The Department believes that students have rights and responsibilities. 
ii) The Examiner said that the candidate should pass. 

iii) You will be advised of your results when the Examiner's teports have been received. 

Many approaches would describe the 'that' clauses in i) and ii) as embedded noun clauses, 
while in iii) the clause inttoduced with 'when' would be described as an adverbial clause. 

In a systemic analysis, sentences i), ii) and iii) ace examples of clause complexes: they 
involve two clauses, with each clause having its own internal constituent structure. In i) 
and ii), the two clauses stand in a relationship Halliday calls projection (Halliday and 
Matthiessen 2004: 44lff.), whereby a process of mental or verbal action (e.g. thinking, 
believing, saying, telling . . .) is able to have a clause attached which eithet reports indi
rectly someone's speech or thoughts, ot quotes directly someone's words or thoughts. In 
iii) the relationship between the two clauses is one of enhancement, whereby the second 
clause expands on the meaning of the first by contributing some relevant circumstantial 
information. 

Systemic analysts would argue that clauses in such sequences (and sequences can be of 
any number of clauses) are not in a constituent relationship (neither clause is a'part of the 
other clause), but they are in a logical relationship: each clause is in an (inter-)dependency 
relationship with the other. A systemic bracketing of these clause complexes would there
fore treat each of the clauses as having a separate structure, as follows: 

i) ((The) (Department)) (believes)// (that) (students) (have) ((rights) (and) (responsi
bilities)). 

ii) ((The) (Examiner)) (said)// (that) ((the) (candidate)) ((should) (pass)). 
iii) (You) ((will) (be) (advised)) ((of) ((your) (results)))// (when) ((the) (Examiner's) 

(reports)) ((have) (been) (received)). 

Clause complex analysis is covered in Chapter Nine. 

Labelling 

We are now in a position to divide any clause into the constituents which make it up, 
and on the basis of our minimal bracketing we can make comments about the frequency 
and types of embedding that we observe. However, bracketing on its own is a very limited 
tool in grammatical analysis as it does not really tell us anything more about the struc
ture than we already knew. We have, after all, known for some time that clauses are made 
up of groups, which are made up of words, and we also know that rank shift of various 
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Table 5.6 Examples of form/class labels at each rank 

Rank Form7Clas5 Labels 

clause rank finite, non-finite, dependent clause, subordinate clause, relative clause 
group rank prepositional phrase, adverbial phrase, nominal group . . . etc. 
word rank noun, adjective, article, adverb . . . etc. 

, etc. 

Table 5.7 Examples of function labels at each rank 

Rank Function Labels 

clause rank 
group rank 
word rank 

Main clause, Qualifying clause, Projected clause, etc. 
Subject, Finite, Object, Agent, Actor . . . etc. 
Deictic, Classifier, Thing, Head, Modifier . . . etc. 

kinds is possible. In order to push our description of grammatical structure further, then, 
we need a more powerful descriptive technique. 

Such a technique is labelling. If we can attach labels to the nodes of our structural trees, 
then the bracketing becomes very much more useful. However, there is an important dis
tinction to be made between formal and functional labelling. You will remember from 
Chapter Three that formal labelling involves classifying an item in terms of its class mem
bership (what it is on its own), whereas functional labelling involves classifying an item in 
terms of its role (what it does in relation to the whole). Formal and functional labels exist 
for grammatical constituents at each grammatical rank. 

Some examples of form labels, often known as class labels, are provided in Table 5,6. 
At word rank these labels are sometimes referred to as the parts of speech. Class labels 

like these tell us to which grammatical class an individual item belongs. 
Function labels, on the other hand, tell us what grammatical function an item is per

forming relative to tbe whole. Some common function labels are exemplified in Table 5.7. 
It is easy to demonstrate that class and function labels do not always match up. Items of 

the same class can perform different functions, and the same functions can be performed by 
items of different classes. For example: 

Students don't like books. The different functional roles of Subject (students) 
and Object (books) are both filled by items of the 
same class (nouns) 

Students don't like doing exams. The functional role of Object, filled by a nominal 
element in the first example, is here filled by a non-
finite clause (doing exams) 

In order to capture the possible range of correspondence and non-correspondence as part of 
an analysis of grammatical structure, a description that can label grammatical items at each 
rank for both class and function would seem essential, 

Howevet, in order to make this introduction to systemic grammar manageable, two 
limits on its comprehensiveness have had to be imposed: 

1. Focus on the clause: of the various units of the rank scale, we will focus only on 
describing the structure of the clause. This is because the clause is generally 
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recognized to be the pivotal unit of grammatical meaning, and also because patterns 
which can be identified for the clause have parallels for units of lower ranks. Once 
you are familiar with clause structure, you should find it relatively easy to learn 
about phrase and group structure by referring to HaUiday and Matthiessen 2004. 
Priority to functional labelling: although both class and functional labelling of 
constituents is essential in a comprehensive description of the clause, we will con
centrate on exploring functional labelling and its implications, leaving class labels 
in the background. This is because it is this functional perspective that allows us to 
make explicit how the clause functions simultaneously to express different mean
ings (see below). A rudimentary familiarity with the following class labels will be 
assumed: noun phrase (or nominal group), verb phrase (verbal group), prepositional 
phrase; noun, verb, preposition, adverb, adjective, conjunction. Many standard uni
versity grammars of English can familiarize you with these class labels. 

Multifunctionaltty of clause constituents 

Since we are focusing on the functional labelling of clause constituents only, the next issue 
we need to address is: what functional labels do we attach to the constituents? Rather than 
offering just one set of functional labels to be used in clause analysis, we will explore 
Halliday's claim that we need to develop three sets of functional labels to describe clause 
structure in order to reveal how the clause is a simultaneous realization of ideational, inter
personal and textual meanings. 

We've seen that the lexico-grammar enables us ro mean more than one thing at a time. 
This semantic complexity is possible because in nearly all cases the constituents of the clause 
ate playing more than one functional role at a time. Because the systemic approach seeks to 
describe these distinct levels of functional organizarion, it might more accurately be 
described as a multi-functional approach to language. 

This multifunctionality of the clause can be brought out, as Halliday suggests, by 
looking at what we usually think of as one functional role. He takes the role of Subject, as 
probably the most familiar grammatical role. In the following clause: 

i) The redback spider gave the captured beetle a poisonous bite. 

you probably have no rrouble identifying tbe redback spider as Subject. But now look at 

example ii): 

ii) A poisonous bite was given to the captured beetle by the redback spider. 

If we ask now which part of the clause is Subject, we would identify a poisonous bite. What, 
then, has happened to the redback spider? Now look at iii) 

iii) The captured beetle was given a poisonous bite by the redback spider. 

Now the Subject is tbe captured beetle. How can we describe the roles of tbe redback spider and 

a poisonous bite} Now look at iv) 

iv) A poisonous bite is what the captured beetle was given by the redback spider. 
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In this clause the captured beetle is the Subject, but what roles are being played by a poisonous 
bite and the wetback spider? 

These examples suggest that our notion of Subject is really a fusion of three different 
functional roles. In fact Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 53-62) identifies three different 
types of 'subjects': 

1. die psychological subject; the psychological subject is the constituent which is 
'the concern of the message' (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004: 55), the information 
that is the 'point of departure' for the message. Halliday uses the functional label 
THEME to refer to this psychological subject. 

2. the grammatical subject: the grammatical subj ecr is rhe constituent 'of which 
something is predicated' (ibid.), the constituent we can argue about. Halliday 
retains the term SUBJECT to refer to this grammatical subject, 

3- the logical subject: the logical subject is the constituent which is the 'doer of the 
action', the constituent that actually carries out the process. Halliday uses the terrrr 
ACTOR to refer to this logical subject, 

If we separate out rhese three functions, we can now capture the differences between our 
three clauses: 

The redback spider gave its prey a poisonous bite. 
Subj ect/Actor/Theme 

In our first clause, we see that the three functional roles of Subject, Actor and Theme are 
'fused' or conflated onto the same participant. This is what we refer to as rhe unmarked 
correlation between these roles. 

A poisonous bite was given to the captured beetle by the redback spider. 
Subject/Theme Actor 

Here we have the roles of Subject and Theme conflated in the constituent a poisonous bite, 
while the Actor, the redback spider, is now a separate constituent. 

The captured beetle was given a poisonous bite by the redback spider. 

Subject/Theme Actor 

Here Subject and Theme conflate in the captured beetle, with the Actor a separate constituent. 

A poisonous bite the captured- beetle was given by the redback spider. 
Tli erne Subject Actor 

Here all three different 'subjects' are played by different constituents: the point of depar
ture for the message is a poisonous bite, while the grammatical Subject is the captured beetle, 
with the redback spider as the doer of the action. 

By the redback spidertht captured beetle was given a poisonous bite. 
Theme/Actor Subject 

A final variation gives us Theme and Actor conflating on by the redback spider, which is not 
the same constituent as the grammatical Subject, the captured beetle. 

What these examples demonstrate is that there are in fact three different types of 
meaning being made within the clause: a meaning about who grammatically is the argu
ment of the clause, a meaning about who represents the doer of the action, and a meaning 
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about where the point of departure for the message is. The examples also demonstrate diat 
one clause constituent can play more than one functional role at a time: it may be both 
Subject and Theme, or Subject, Actor and Theme simultaneously. 

In the unmarked (i.e. typical) case, there is a fusion or conflation of roles: the con
stituent which plays the tole of Subject also plays the role of Theme and of Actor. As 
Halliday points out, grammars which tend to be based on 'typical' cases will tend to talk 
of only one Subject role because that is all they need to describe the typical case. However, 
once we start looking at how these typical cases can vary, we need to recognize that thete 
are three simultaneous structures operating in every clause. A comprehensive analysis will 
need ro separate these three types of meaning. 

That a clause is expressing three different strands of meaning can be demonstrated 
further by exploring how a clause can be varied in three different ways. For example, con
sider the following set of clauses: 

The redback spider gave the captured beetle a poisonous bite. 
Did the redback spider give the captured beetle a poisonous bite? 
What did the redback spider give the captured beetle? 
Who gave the captured beetle a poisonous bite? 
Give a poisonous bite, redback spider! 
What a poisonous bite the redback spider gave the captured beetle! 

In this set of clauses, some aspects are being varied - but not all aspects. The clauses are 
alike in some ways, different in others. In fact, while the ideational meaning (who the doer 
is, what reality is being represenred) remains constant, die interpersonal meaning (how the 
clause conscrucrs a dialogic role) has been varied. Now consider a second set of clauses: 

The redback spider gave the captuted beetle a poisonous bite. 
It was the redback spider who gave the captured beetle a poisonous bite. 
By the redback spider the captured beetle was given a poisonous bite. 
A poisonous bite was what the redback spider gave the captured beetle. 
To the captured beetle the redback spider gave a poisonous bite. 

In this set, the interpersonal meaning remains the same: each clause realizes the same Mood 
of'declarative', thus all are interactively structured to give information. In addition, the 
ideational meaning is the same: all the clauses are still about the spider, the beetle and the 
bite. But the clauses differ in their textual meaning: what is taken as the point of depar
ture for each message is different, ranging from the spider, to the beetle, to the bite. Now 
consider this final set of clauses: 

The redback spider gave the captured beetle a poisonous bite. 
The redback spider bit the captured beetle with poison, 
The redback spider sniffed the captured beetle. 
The redback spider thought about biting the captured beetle. 
The redback spider has a poisonous bite. 
The tedback spider is the most deadly Australian spider. 

In this set we see the same interpersonal meaning (all clauses are declaratives), the same 
textual meaning (the spider is the Theme in all clauses), but variation in the ideational 
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meaning: the spider is not 'doing' the same thing in each clause. His actions range from 
giving (as if bites were separate from the spider), to the very concrete physical action of 
biting, through to behavioural action {sniffed), mental action (thought), possession {has) and 
finally being (is). 

What these examples illustrate is rhat each clause is simulraneously structured in three 
ways, to realize the three different types of meaning with which we are now reasonably 
familiar: ideational meaning, interpersonal meaning, textual meaning. 

Each kind of meaning is expressed by means of certain configurations of functions. 
Analysing just the Subject of a clause, for example, is not enough to capture variations in 
interpersonal meaning. We must also attach functional labels to all the other consrituents 
of the clause: 

Did 

Finite 

the redback spider 

Subject 

give 

Predicator 

the captured beetle 

Complement 

a poisonous bite? 

Complement 

Since we have to describe how three differenr types of meaning are expressed through gram
matical structures, we will have to find three sets of functional labels: 

Did 

i) Finite 

ii) 

the redback spider 

Subject 

Actor 

iii) Theme 

give 

Predicator 

Process 

the captured beetle 

Complement 

Beneficiary 

a poisonous bite? 

Complement 

Range 

Rheme 

Thus, in studying the structure of the clause we are actually studying three types of con
figurations of functions. This means we have to ask three questions: 

1. How is language structured to enable interpersonal meanings to be made? Here we 
explore how different Mood structures allow clauses to realize different interper
sonal meanings in text. 

2. How is language structured to enable ideational meanings to be made? Here we 
describe how different Transitivity structures allow clauses to realize different expe
riential meanings in text. 

3. How is language structured to enable textual meanings to be made? Here we 
examine how different Theme structures allow clauses to realize different textual 
meanings in text, 

In the next chapter we will concentrate on the first of these questions. We are going to look 
at how language is structured to encode interpersonal meanings, by examining the struc
ture of the clause to enable interaction. However, one final comment is needed as to the 
type of grammar we will be presenting. 

Descriptive grammar and the notion of 'appropriacy' 

Many people consider that in writing a grammar of English we are writing an account of 
how people should use English. For those people, the study of grammar equates with the 
study of how you should talk or write 'correctly'. Linguists, however, argue for a clear 
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distinction between, on the one hand, the grammatical system of the language that enables 
people to use language the way they do, and, on the other hand, the moral and social judge
ments made by people about how the grammar of English should be used. 

Grammars that impose moral judgements, that view grammar in terms of rights and 
wrongs, do's and don'ts, are prescriptive grammars. An account of how we should speak 
is a prescriptive or normative grammar. Such a grammar is interesting to linguists not 
for what it tells us about the facts of language, but for what it tells us about the values and 
prejudices of sociery at a given time. 

The kind of grammars linguists write ate descriptive grammars. A descriptive 
grammar makes no judgements about the goodness/badness, tightness/wrong ness of lan
guage use A descriptive grammar is an account of how speakers actually use the language. 
Linguists are not interested in making judgements about whether people should or should
n't use particular structures. They simply describe the grammar that enables language users 

to do what they do. 
Thus, for example, if we are writing a descriprive grammar of Modern Spoken Australian 

English' we might find that there is no need to describe what is usually called the sub
junctive voice since it is almost never used: e.g. we rarely hear in the spoken language I 
wish I were rich, but always / wish I was rich, although in Modem Written Australian English 
we might still need to recognize the distinction. 

Nor would we perhaps want to say that the WH-interrogative for asking about people 
is Who when Subject and Whom when indirect object, since in Modern Spoken Australian 
English you are unlikely to hear Whom did yon give it to? but Who did. you give it to? 

But the fact that linguists do not make value judgements about language use is not to 
say that they do not assess usage at all. A linguist must be able to explain why saying 1 seen 
the movie yesterday or What didyouz all used to do? is unlikely to impress a potential employer. 
While our descriptive goal means that we will not label such usages as 'wrong', a descrip
tive grammar must also allow us to explain the constraints on the use of such non-standard 
forms. , 

A descriptive grammar does this by making statements and assessments not about 
good/bad, right/wrong, but about appropriacy or irmppropriacy. Degree of appropriacy 
is assessed not in terms of arbitrary blanket statements about inflexible grammatical rules, 
but as statements about grammar as a set of choices for use in context. Some choices are 
appropriate in certain contexts, but inappropriate in others. Part of what the grammar has 
to do is to specify the contextual dimensions of appropriacy for different choices. 

Thus, our descriprive grammar would explain that the non-standard use of the past par
ticiple for the simple past {seen) or rhe form youz as a plural second person pronoun, while 
quite appropriate in situations of informality (e.g. among peers, where there is equal power, 
high affect, frequenr contact), are inappropriate in formal situations (unequal power, etc.), 
as such forms have become carriers of certain socio-economic information (social class, eth
nicity), and the overt display of such information interferes with an implicit ideological 
belief (fantasy) that we interact with others as equals. 

The kind of grammatical description this book will be exploring allows us to make state
ments about the appropriacy of certain linguistic choices given the context of their use. 
It is a grammar by which we can relate rhe system of all possible choices (the total gram
matical potential of a language) to the grammatical choices made when language is used 
within a particular context (how the potential is actualized in specific contexts of use). 

Thus although the following chapters plunge us inro derailed grammatical analyses, 
rhe grammar is for us a means to an end. Being able to perform grammatical analyses, to 
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understand how the lexico-grammar is structured, is an essential skill you must possess if 
you want to be able to describe, discuss, compate and understand how people use language 
to do social life. 

The following chapter begins our excursion into the grammatical description of English 
in use by looking at the grammatical realization of interpersonal meaning through the 
Mood structure of the clause. 

Note 

1. Note that only phrases/groups operating at clause rank (i.e. non-embedded) are shown in this 
example, and discontinuous groups/phrases are not indicated. 
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Introduction 

In the previous chapter we identified the two significant roles played by the lexico-
gramrnar: to allow us to mean anything we like, and to allow us to make more than one 
meaning at a time. Since the constituents of each clause can be demonstrated to be playing 
more than one functional role at a time, it is necessary to develop three sets of function^ 
labels to describe how the clauses in a text realize interpersonal, ideational and textual 
meanings simultaneously. 

This chapter explores how the clause is structured to enable us to express interpersonal 
meanings We will first establish a relationship between the semantic organization of inter
action and grammatical differences in the Mood structure of clauses. We will then identify 
the functional constituents and their configurations in clauses of different Mood types, and 
look at the role of modality (modalization and modulation) in interaction1. 

Interpersonal meaning and the structure of dialogue 

The following authentic text can be used to inttoduce and exemplify many of the issues to 
be covered in this chapter. As you read the text through, consider whether you are able to 
specify the relationships between the interactants and how you are able to tell. 

Text 6.1: Henry James 

1 Simon The whole point - it's like grammar, right, it's out the window, 
right, the whole thing is just up the shoot, right, it's just gone, 
really . . . some part of me. Everything you got taught, you 
know. It's hard to get 

2 Sue AH those values you gtew up with. They don't have them any 
more, do they, these young people? 
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Simon 
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Simon 

George 
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Simon 
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George 
Simon 

I don't know. I don't know, like. There's so many - I have so 
much respect for the guys that could write. Like just Henry 
James, right. You read Henry James. This isaguy that can write. 
Oh now he's talking about Henry James! 
No? 
What is this about Henry James? 
It's so tortured. I think he had so much trouble coming to the 
point. 
Henry James would do one sentence and it would go for a page 
and a half! 
Page after page! 
I loved him. I don't - I learnt the English language from this 
guy. He was — oh he was absolutely amazing. 
Of course he's amazing, but he's not of this world. He's not con
temporary, You can't do that these days. 
Can't they? 
Sometimes you get something to read and it's like Henry James. 
The sentence goes on for a page and a half. 
Simon, what were those books you gave me to read? 
So there they are. So poor old Henry's out the shoot too. 
Well 
(to Geotge) Ever read a novel called 'The Bostonians? 
No. You know I haven't. 
I will buy you a copy of this novel. 
You know I won't read it. 
Oh dear! What you should do is 
Well what was that book that you gave me to read rhat I nevet 
read? It was some goddamn book. 
Oh that was called the 'Wu Li Masters' or something. 
I started reading that and it was 
That was about quantum physics. 
Yea, There was just no way that I could read 
that book, Simon. 
It was quantum physics, Geotge. That was Einstein. 
Yea but 
I was trying to appeal to you. 
This guy, this guy was a big wanker, though, this guy that wrote 
that. 
You read two sentences in the book and gave it up, 
Because he wasn't — he didn't know anything about physics. 
Oh he knew heaps about physics! 
He did not. 
Who? 
It wasn't 
Did you do physics, George? 
I did a bit. 
'The Wu Li Masters'. Its just - it's about Buddhism and 
quantum physics and Einstein. 
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He was trying to make me read it. 
So I gave I bought George the book. 
(surprised) Buddhism and quantum physics? 
Yes. No it's really quite a nice analogy. He's really he's very lucid 
in explaining quantum physics, right, so that the layman can 
actually understand the Buddhist you know what Einstein 
He was not 
The whole tel - he explains relativity in 
He wasn't a physicist, though, this guy. 
I think in fact he was. 
No. 
What was he then? 
He was nothing! 
Who says? Well the book was great. 
I didn't read it. 
What do you read apart from bridge books, George? 
I don't like books like that. I like adventure stories, you know, 
like I like - I've read a few of that guy um what's his name 
Wilbut Smich. I like his books. I think they're good fun to tead. 
And I like some othet science fiction stories. Oh it just depends, 
you know tike, none of this bloody heavy literature and stuff, 
It's boring. You read stuff to enjoy it, not to read it after and say 
'Oh yea that was deep and meaningful' you know like 
It's like it's like going to a movie. You want to see something 
that's 
Yea I mean I want to enjoy it. I don't want to find out the 
meaning of life or something like that from it. 
Well god who wants to find out the meaning of life? 
Oh you know what I mean. 

There is little doubt that you would have decided that the five people interacting in this 
conversation were all 'friends'2. This is not, for example, the record of a first conversation 
among strangers, ot the transcript of a staff meeting in the School of English. Among the 
clues you may have noted as indicating that between these people contact is probably very 
high, affective involvement is strong, and equal power operates might be that: the speak
ers interrupt each other freely, without the use of politeness formulae; thete is frequent 
swearing and unselfconscious use of colloquial lexis and slang; strong attitudes are 
expressed very openly; speakers use each other's first names, etc. In other words, this text 
illusttates many of the characteristics of an informal tenor, as noted in Chapter Four, Again, 
we see evidence that the context (in this case, the social role relations or tenor) have been 
realized in the language of the text. 

One major clue to the fact that this is a bunch of friends talking, rather than strangers, 
comes from the kind of dialogic exchanges that the speakers are engaging in. These people 
are not just talking, they are arguing with each other. Strong opinions are freely stated (This 
is a guy that can write), and equally directly shot down {It's so tortured I think he had so much 
trouble coming to the point); claims are made (Because he wasn't - he didn't know anything about 
physics) only to be contradicted (Oh he knew heaps about physics); offers (2 will buy you a copy of 
this novel) a.ie abruptly rejected (You know I won't read it); and explanations (I don't want to find 

55 

56 

57 
58 

Simon 

George 

Simon 
George 
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out the meaning of life or something like that from it) are challenged (Well god who wants to find eat 
the meaning of life?). 

It may seem contradictory to you to note that although these people are friends, what 
they are doing is arguing. We tend to think that 'friends' are people who will agree with 
each other, but in fact recordings of casual conversations suggest that Text 6.1 is a fairly 
typical example of how friends interact. So, why should friends want to argue? 

The answer is that it is through engaging in sustained dialogue that we can establish 
and develop the social roles we are playing with other people. Establishing social identi
ties such as 'friends', 'strangers', 'male', 'female', 'bossy', 'effusive* is not done by holding 
up a sign with a role label on it. Instead, it is done through talk. Being male and being 
friends, for example, means being able to dominate the talk, being able to argue in the 
direct and confrontational way of George and. Simon. Being female and being friends means 
being willing and able to keep the conversation going, by making suggestions but giving 
up the floor without a fight (Oh dear.' What you should do is . . ,), by clarifying (Did you do 
physics, George?), and by finding out about people, especially males (What do you read apart 
from bridge books, George?). 

The way that engaging in argument allows the participants in Text 6.1 to clarify their 
relationships with each other is just one specific demonstration of the general function of 
dialogue: that dialogue is the means language gives us for expressing interpersonal mean
ings about roles and attitudes. Being able to take part in dialogue, then, means being able 
to negotiate the exchange of interpersonal meanings, being able to realize social relation
ships with other language users. 

The purpose of this chapter is to explore how dialogue is possible. Just how are clauses 
structured so that we can use them to challenge, assert, agree, contradicr, offer, refuse, etc. ? 
When we can describe rhe structure of clauses to enable dialogue we can uncover and 
explain how interpersonal meanings are being realized in interactive texts. 

Semantics of interaction 

Halliday (1984, Halliday and Matthiessen 2004: 106-111) approaches the grammar of 
interaction from a semantic perspective. He points out that whenever we use language to 
interact, one of the things we are doing with it is establishing a relationship between us: 
between the person speaking now and the person who will probably speak next. To estab
lish this relationship we take turns at speaking. As we take turns, we take on different 
speech roles in the exchange. The basic speech roles we can take on are: 
giving: 

Would you like to borrow my copy of'The Bostonians? 
'The Bostonians' is a novel by Henry James. 

demanding: 

Can I borrow your copy of'The Bostonians? 
Who wrote 'The Bostonians? 

At the same time as choosing either to give or demand in an exchange, we also choose 
rhe kind of commodity that we are exchanging. The choice here is between exchanging 
information: 
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Who wrote 'The Bostonians'? 

'The Bostonians' is a novel by Henry James. 

or exchanging goods and services: 

Can I borrow your copy of'The Bostonians? 

Would you like to borrow my copy of 'The Bosronians? 

By cross-classifying these two dimensions of'speech role' and 'commodity', we can come 
up with the four basic 'moves' we can make to get a dialogue going. These are set out in 

Table 6.1. 
These four basic move types of statement, question, offer and command- are what Halliday 

refers to as speech functions. So we say that every statting move in dialogue must be one 
or other of these speech functions, and each speech function involves both a speech role and 
a commodity choice. 

But, as Text 6.1 clearly illustrates, dialogue is inherently interactive: typically it does 
not involve simply one move from one speaker. We need also to recognize that after one 
speaker has initiated an exchange, another speaker is very likely to respond. Thus we need 
also to see that there is a choice between initiating and responding moves: 

initiating 
Who wrote 'The Bosronians? 
'The Bostonians' is a novel by Henry James. 
Can I borrow your copy of'The Bostonians? 
Would you like to borrow my copy of "The Bostonians? 

responding 
-Henry James. 
— Yea, I know. 
— Sure. 
- O K . 

Our choice of responding moves is constrained by the initiating move that has just been 
made. Every time I take on a role I assign to you a role as well. Every time I initiate an 
interaction I put you into a role of Responding if you want to interact with me. 

The alternatives we face in responding can be broadly differentiated into two types: a 
supporting type of responding move, versus a confronting type: 

initiating 
Who wrore 

"The Bostonians? 
'The Bostonians' is 

a novel by 
Henry James. 

Can 1 borrow 
your copy of 
'The Bostonians? 

Would you like 
to borrow rny copy 
of'The Bostonians? 

supporting response 
-Henry James. 

- Yea, I know. 

— Sure. 

- O K . 

confronting response 
- How would I know? 

- I think you're wrong 
there. 

- Sorry, I don't lend 
my books. 

-Wha t for? 
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Table 6.1 Speech roles and commodities in interaction (based on Halliday 1994: 69) 

COMMODITY EXCHANGED 

SPEECH ROLE Information Goods and Services 

Giving statement offer 
Demanding question command 

In some registers, the expected response is a supporting move, but as Text 6.1 illustrates 
in other registers (such as casual conversation), the confronting tesponses are more 
common. Incorporating this intetactive dimension, we can now summarize our picture of 
the semantics of dialogue as in Table 6.2, 

This now gives us a list of eight speech function classes, which we can use to describe the 
move sequences in a simple dialogue involving three speakers, A, B and C: 

A 
• B 

C 
A 
C 
B 
C 
B 
A 
C 
C 
B 

Have you ever read 'The B 
I really wouldn't know. 
Yes, I have. 

It's by Henry James. 
Yea. 

No it's not! 
Would you like to borrow 

Well, OK. 
You'll enjoy it. 

Yea. 
Here, take it! 
[takes book] Thanks. 

ostonians'? 

my copy? 

question 

disclaimer 
answet 

statement 
acknowledgement 
contradiction 
offer 
accept 

statement 
acknowledgement 
command 

compliance 

Having established a basic picture of how dialogue works, we need to ask how this relates to 
the clauses we produce as we interact. In other words, what grammatical structure realizes 
these meanings? What is particularly interesting to us about these different speech function 
classes is that we can recognize a correlation between the semantic choice of speech function 

Table 6.2 Speech function paits (adapted from Halliday 1994: 69) 

initiating speech 
function 

SPEECH FUNCTION PAIRS 
(Initiations and Responses) 

responding speech function 

SUPPORTING CONFRONTING 

offer acceptance rejection 
(may be non-verbal) 

command compliance refusal 
(may be non-verbal) 

statement acknowledgement • contradiction 
question answer disclaimer 
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and the grammatical structure typically chosen to encode it. If, for example, you wish to 
make a statement, you will typically useaciauseofaparricuiarsrructure.-adeclarative clause: 

A It's by Henty James. statement 

If, on the other hand you wish to make a command, you will use an imperative: 

C Here, take it! command 

If you wish to offer something, you are likely to use a 'would like' interrogative (what we 

call a modula ted interrogative): 

C Would you like to borrow my copy? offer 

And finally if you wish to ask a question, you will of course use the kind of clause we call 

an interrogative: 

A Have you ever read 'The Bostonians'? question 

There is also a correlation between the different structure of an initiating move and the 

structure of a responding move. You can see from the examples given above that most ini

tiating moves are long, while most responding moves are short. Responding moves are short 

because they typically involve some kind of abbreviation or ellipsis or are what we call 

minor clauses (these terms will be explained below): 

instead of Yes I have read it. 

instead of Yea I know it's by Henry James. 

instead of Wei! OK, I will borrow it. 

instead of Thanks, I'm taking the book. 

The kind of differences we are uncovering here are not random. They have to do with what 
is called the Mood structure of the clause. The Mood structure of the clause refers to the 
organization of a set of functional constituents including the constituent Subject. The basic 
Mood types have already been mentioned. We can summarize these findings in Table 6.3. 

Of course the examples of clauses presented above are not the only possibilities. These 
are only the typical correlarions. Not all demands for goods and services have to be 

Table 6.3 Speech functions and typical mood of clause 

answer 
acknowledgement 

accept 
compliance 

Yes, I have 
Yea. 

Well, OK. 

Thanks. 

SPEECH FUNCTION TYPICAL MOOD IN CLAUSE 

statement declarative Mood 
question intetrogative Mood 
command imperative Mood 
offer modulated interrogative Mood 
answer elliptical declarative Mood 
acknowledgement elliptical declarative Mood 
accept minot clause 
compliance minor clause 
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imperatives. We need to consider the possibilities for both marked and unmarked correla
tions. Thus, while commands are typically expressed by imperative clauses (Read Henry 
James), they can also be expressed by declaratives (I'm hoping yon'11 read some Henry James), or 
modulated interrogatives (Would you mind reading Henry James, please?). 

While offers are typically expressed by modulated interrogatives (Wouldyou like to borrow 
'The Bostonians'?), they can also be expressed by imperatives (Take my copy of'The Bostonians') 
or declaratives (There's a copy of'The Bostonians' here). 

While questions are usually expressed by interrogatives (Is 'The Bostonians' by Henry 
James?), they can also be exptessed by modulated declaratives (/ was wondering whether 'The 
Bostonians' might be by Henry James). And while statements are usually expressed by declar
atives ('The Bostonians' was Henry James' last novel), they can also be expressed by tagged 
declaratives ('The Bostonians' was Henry James' last novel, wasn't it?), 

We can now summarize our findings about dialogue in Table 6.4. 
Table 6,4 begs the question of just when and why typical or untypical choices get made. 

Who uses the marked choices, and why? What are the implications of choosing to make a 
command through the structure of a declarative, for example, rather than through an imper-
ative? These issues are obviously of considerable interest to functional linguists, as it seems 
likeiy that the choice between a marked or an unmarked structure will be influenced by con
textual demands (what the register is and, specifically, what the tenor relationships are). 

However, if we are to be able co explore this connection between clause structure and 
contextual dimensions, we need to first be able to describe the structures we are referring 
to. Just what is a declarative? What different types of interrogatives are there? We there
fore need to study what Halliday refers ro as 'the grammar of the clause as exchange'. What 
is the difference in structure between an imperative and an interrogative? Of an intetrog-
ative and a declarative? So, in this chapter we are going to look at the configurations of 
functions that constitute each of these structures. 

But to do that we have to work out first of all what are rhe functional constituents that 
are involved. So in fact we need to address two questions: 

1. What are the functionally labelled constituents we need to identify to describe the 
Mood structure of the clause? 

2. What different configurations can they occur in? i.e. what different structures do 
they realize? 

We will begin our exploration of the Mood structure by concentrating on how clauses are 
structured to enable us to exchange information. When the clause is used to exchange 
information, Halliday refers to it as a proposition. What we are looking at, then, is the 

Table 6A Summary of dialogue 

SUMMARY OF DIALOGUE 

speech function typical clause Mood non-typical clause Mood 
command imperative modulated interrogative 

declarative 
offer modulated interrogative imperative declarative 
statement declarative tagged declarative 
question interrogative modulated declarative 
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grammar of propositions. Later we will examine how the clause is structured to enable the 
exchange of goods and services when we look at the grammar of proposals. 

Exchanging information: the grammatical structure of PROPOSITIONS 
j 

One of the commonest situations in which we exchange information is, as exemplified in 
Text 6.1, when we argue. By looking at an argument we can begin to wotk out the func
tional constituents we need to recognize in the grammar of the clause as exchange. Consider 
the following extracts from Text 6.1: 

Diana You can't do that these days. 
Simon Can't they? 

Simon (to George) Evei: read a novel called 'The Bostonians'? 
George No, You know I haven't. 

George He wasn't a physicist, though, this guy. 
Simon I think in fact he was. 
George No. 

George He didn't know anything about physics. 
Simon Oh he knew heaps about physics! 
George He did not. 

In each of these excerpts, the first speaker's clause makes a statement, which is then argued 
with by the second speaker, with the first speaker sometimes coming back in again. When 
we ask how these arguments are carried forward, we can see that the clause appears to have 
two components. There is one component (you can'tl(you) ever readihe wasntlhe didn't know) 
that gets bandied about, tossed back and forth, to keep the argument going, while the 
second part of the clause (do that these days/a novel called 'The Bostonians'la physicist!anything 
about physics) disappears once the atgument is under way. 

The component rhat gets bandied back and forth is what we call the MOOD element of 
the clause (we use capital letters to differentiate the MOOD constituent of the clause from 
the general teem, Mood, which describes the overall structure of the clause). The other com
ponent is called the RESIDUE. We can alteady, then, suggest that propositions can be 
divided into two functional constituents. For example: 

He wasn't 

MOOD 

a physicist. 

RESIDUE 

To discover which part(s) of the clause constitute the MOOD element, we ask which part 
of the clause cannot disappear when the responding speaker takes up his/her position. The 
essential part of the clause contains the nub of the argument. Thus, we can continue the 
argument with: 

He was. (leaving out a physicist) 
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But not; 

a physicist (leaving out he was) 

The grammatical test Halliday uses to discover which part of the clause is the MOOD and 
which is the RESIDUE is to add a tag. A tag is what you can pur at the end of any declar
ative to turn it into a question. We often do this to temper what we are saying. Compare; 

It's so torturous, (untagged) versus It's so torturous, isn't it? (tagged) 

You will note that when we add a tag to a positive declarative, we usually change the tag 
to a negative form (using not or n't). When we tag a negative declarative, we typically make 
the tag positive; 

He wasn't a physicist, was he? 

The elements that get picked up in the tag are the MOOD constituents of the clause. So, the 
first thing we can say about the grammat of the clause as exchange is that the clause consists 
of two functional constituents; a MOOD element, which functions to carry the argument, 
and a RESIDUE, which can be left out or elllpsed. Halliday describes the MOOD element 
as catrying 'the burden of the clause as an interactive event'. That is why it remains constant, 
as the nub of the proposition. 

The components ofthe MOOD element that enable it to carry the nub of the proposi
tion are revealed by examining responding moves in which the responder ellipses the 
RESIDUE. For example: 

He wasn't a physicist. 

- Yes he was. - No, he wasn't. 

These examples suggest that there are three main elements to the MOOD constituent: 

1. an expression of polarity: either YES (positive polarity) or NO (negative polarity) 
2. a nominal-type element, which we will call the SUBJECT 
3. a verbal-type element, which we will call the FINITE 

But since the polarity element can also be ellipsed without endangering the argument, 
there appear to be only two components that are essential to the MOOD: a Subject (always 
expressed by a nominal group in class terms) and a Finite (always expressed by a verbal 
group). 

It is easy to demonstrate that we must have these two elements in a clause if we wish to 
argue. For example, imagine I walk into the room and simply say: 

is 

we cannot proceed to argue, for you will have to ask me 'What is? What are you talking 
about?' In other words, you will need ro find out what the Subject of my clause is. Similarly, 
if I walk in and say; 

Henry James 
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we again cannot argue until you have established 'What about Henry James?', i.e. what 
Finite element I am attaching to the Subject. 

Constituents ofthe MOOD 

We have therefore identified two essential functional constituents ofthe MOOD compo
nent ofthe clause: the Subject and the Finite. Throughout our presentation of grammatical 
analysis for each Functional Role we recognize we will distinguish between the following: 

-what its Function is, what it does in the clause: the definition of the Function and 
- how we recognize the element filling that Function: the identification of the 
Function. 

Definition and identification are not the same. The definition will be in terms of the role 
or contribution the element is making. Identification will be in terms of one or a number 
of grammatical tests you can apply to discover which part ofthe clause is filling the par
ticular Function. 

Subject 

The definition ofthe Subject offered by Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 117) is that it 
realizes the thing by reference to which the proposition can be affirmed or denied. It pro
vides the person or thing in whom is vested the success or failure of the proposition, what 
is 'held responsible'. 

The identification ofthe Subject can be achieved by the tag test: the element that gets 
picked up by die pronoun in die tag is the Subject. So, in order to uncover the Subject of 
any clause, you need simply to tag the clause. With a clause that is already a declarative, 
this is simple: 

Hemy James 

Subject 

wrote 'The Bostonians' (didn't be?) 

Subject 

Although there will only ever be one Subject per clause, the class of items which can be 
Subject may vary. The Subject may be a single word (noun or pronoun), or it may be a 
lengthy noun phrase: 

'The Bostonians', 'Portrait of a 
Lady' and 'Washington Square' 

Subject 

were all written by Henry James (weren't they?) 

Subject 

There, a word empty of content, may also function as Subject, as the tag test will show: 

There 

Subject 

•was just no way (was there?) 

Subject 
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The Subject may even be a clause i t t e J f ( a n e x a m p ] e rf„ ^ ^ ̂  ^ ^ . ^ 

_^^f^_JT^7^^^7 
Sa bje 

was pink champagne (wasn't it?) 

Subject 

As well as the tag test, another test which will help you d 
verb from singular to ' * ' " 

{were to was, like to lit 

change is the Subject: 

verb from singular r0 oh,™! /'„, ' j " * " " ^ y ° U a " e C t t h e S u b J e c t i s t 0 c»<™ge the 

Only idiots read Henry James. 

Finite 

The second essential constituent of the M O n n .1 • , 

Matthiessen(2004: 115) defines he Fn.Y T ^ * ^ F i n i t e - H a l l l c i ^ a n d 
^ p r o p o s i t i o n defini* „ „ " L I ™ ' " — ' ' ^ " * * C W " " ^ 

George 

Subject 

was 

Finite 

) reading Henry James 

be the first 0f the. verbafeZI„ £ ^ ? ' ? ' " T ^ t h e E n l « : « ' « « ^ a y s 
Note that there will only be o T e T n i ^ h ^ * * " ^ " " T " ^ s h ™ * » • 
to the following clauses: ^ " ^ ^ C ° n E l d e r r h e t a § ^ applied 

I learnt the English language from this guy (didn't P ) 
He knew nodung about physics (did he?) 

The sentence goes on for a p a g e ^ a half (doesn't it?) 

known as Predfcator In e S ^ T , ? ' « " * ^ w i t h " » d l « e I e m e « -

- 7 English the 'did' us d » b e ^ e n ^ L ' ^ 7 r ^ ^ ° f « ™ m P ° -
be present in the mam part of the clause as well as in the tag. 

t^^^J^guosefrom this guy 

Stt2^^^~>~*~z 
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"When the tag test shows you that did is the Finite, you simply write Finite undet the first 

half of the verbal element as follows: 

I 

Subject 

learnt 

Finite 

MOOD 

the English language from this guy. 

With the verbs to be and to have (in the sense of'possess'), the tag test will show the Finite. 

We will see below that with these two cases there is no need to write Finite only halfway under 

the verb as there is no other verbal constituent to be labelled: 

He 

Subject 

wasn't 

Finite 

a physicist (was 

(Finite 

he?) 

Subject) 

He 

Subject 

has 

Finite 

a copy of The Bostonians' (hasn't 

(Finite 

he?) 

Subject) 

As mentioned above, the function of the Finite is to anchor the proposition, to bring it 
down to earth so we can argue about it. It does this through what Halliday and Matthiessen 
(2004: 116) refers to as Finite Verbal Operatots, of which he identifies two kinds: 

1, Temporal Finite Verbal Operators: these words anchor the proposition by refer

ence to time. They give tense to the Finite - eithet past (I learnt the English language 

from this guy), present (The sentence goes on for a page and a half) or future Q will buy 

yon a copy of this novel tomorrow). 

2. Finite Modal Operators: these words anchor theptoposition not by teference to time 

but by reference to Modality. Modality will be considered more closely later in this 

chapter Fot now we can simply identify these as Finite elements which express the 

speaker's judgement of how likely/unlikely something is: 

Henry James 

Subject 

could 

Fintte:modal 

write. 

Henry James 

Subject 

must 

Finite: modal 

have written that. 

The Finite, then, carries either tense or modality to make the proposition arguable. The 
Finite also consists of the semantic feature of polarity, since to make something arguable 
it has to be either positive (something is) ot negative (something isn't): 

Henry James was writing 'The Bostonians'. positive polarity 

Henry James wasn't writing 'The Bostonians'. negative polarity 
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Polarity is always present in the Finite, even though it does not appear as a separare element 
when polarity is positive. When polarity is negative, the not or n't morpheme has to be used 
You can see that it is part of the Finite element because as soon as we need to negate a verb 
in the simple present or simple past, we are obliged to make the Finite element explicit 
(i.e. to reintroduce the did) so that we have a Finite to attach the negation to; 

Henry James wrote 'The Bostonians'. no do Finite 

do reinrroduced: 

Henry James 

Subject 

didn't 

Fin iter negative 

write 'The Bostonians'. 

Having identified the Finite, we are now in a position to understand the differences 
between the following clause types: 

I'm reading Henry James, 
Reading Henry James 
To read Henry James 

The first clause is a finite clause: it contains a Finite element am. The second clause is an 
example of a non-finite clause. That there is no Finite element present becomes apparent 
if we try to tag the clause: not only do we not know who the Subject is (I, George, the 
Smiths), but we also do not know whether the Finite should be 'am', 'were', 'will be', 'might 
be going to', etc. Non-finite clauses are clauses which have not selected for a tense or modal 
verbal element. The third clause is also a type of non-finite clause, as it has no Finite 
element. We usually refer to it as an infinitive clause: the infinitive of a verb, its 'to' form, 
is rhe form in which verbs are listed in the dictionary, 

These two elements of Subject and Finite link together to form the MOOD consrituent. 
To capture their role as MOOD elements, we generally enclose them in the MOOD box, 
with the other constituents of the clause placed in the RESIDUE box: 

/ 

Subject 

learnt 

Finite 

MOOD 

the English language from this guy. 

RESIDUE 

Simmi 

Subject 

mightn't 

Fin:modal:neg 

MOOD 

have read 'The Bostonians'. 

RESIDUE 

Thus, a full analysis of the MOOD element includes nor just labelling the Subject and 
Finite, but placing them within rhe MOOD box. We now need to identify and label the 
other elements of the clause: those in the RESIDUE. 
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Constituents of the RESIDUE 

We have suggested that the RESIDUE component of the clause is that part of the clause 
which is somehow less essential to the arguabilky of the clause than is the MOOD com
ponent. For, example, we noted that the RESIDUE could be ellipsed in the responding 
moves in dialogue. Just as the MOOD component contained the two constituents of 
Subject and Finite, so the RESIDUE component can also contain a number of functional 
elements: a Predkator, one or more Complements, and any number of different types of 
Adjuncts. We will review each of these in turn. 

Predkator 

The PREDICATOR is the lexical or content part of the verbal group. For example: 

7 

Subject 

'm 

Finite 

MOOD 

reading 

Predicator 

'The Bostonians'. 

RESIDUE 

The verbal group contains two elements: am reading. The first part of the verbal group, am, 
is the Finite as it carries the selections for number, rense, polarity, etc. The second verbal 
element, reading, tells us what process was actually going on. This element is the Predicator. 
The definition of the Predicator, then, is that it fills the role of specifying the actual event, 
action or process being discussed. 

The Predicator is identified as being all the verbal elements of the clause after the single 
Finite element. Thus, in a clause with a lengthy verbal group: 

Simon 

Subject 

might 

Finite: modal 

MOOD 

have hen going to read 

Predicator 

'The Bostonians'. 

RESIDUE 

might is rhe Finite, and all the remaining verbal elements (have been going to read) is the 

Predicator. 
In clauses in which there is only a single verbal constiruent (i.e. the simple present and 

simple past tense of verbs), we have the fusion of the elements of the Finite and the 
Predicator. These are the cases we saw above, where there was no distinct Finite element. 
In analysing these clauses, we align the Finite with one half of the verb, while the other 
half of the verb, which is carrying the lexical meaning, is labelled as Predicator: 

He 

Subject 

knew 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

nothing about physics. 

RESIDUE 
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Halliday and Marthiessen {2004: 122) points out that in addition to its function to specify 
the kind of process of the clause, the Predicator has three other functions in the clause: 

1. it adds time meanings through expressing a secondary tense: for example, in have 
been going to read the primary tense {have, present) is specified in the Finite, but the 
secondary tense {been going to) is specified in the Predicator. 

2. it specifies aspects and phases: meanings such as seeming, trying, helping, which colour 
the verbal process without changing its ideational meaning. 

Simon 

Subject 

was 

Finite 

MOOD 

trying to read 

Predicator 

'The Bostonians'. 

RESIDUE 

3. it specifies the voice of the clause: the distinction between active voice {HenryJames 
wrote 'The Bostonians') and passive voice {'The Bostonians' u>as written by Henry James) 
will be expressed through the Predicator. 

'The Bartoniam' 

Subject 

was 

Finite 

MOOD 

written 

Predicator 

by HemyJames. 

RESIDUE 

Although most non-elliptical clauses will contain Predicators, there are two verbs which 
have no Predicator in the simple past and the simple present tenses: the verbs to be and to 
have (in the sense of'possess', not in the sense of'take'). 

He 

Subject 

MOOD 

is/was 

Finite 

a physicist. 

RESIDUE 

Simon 

Subject 

MOOD 

haslhad 

Finite 

a copy of'The Bostoniam'. 

RESIDUE 

The Predicator associated with these verbs appears immediately you use the verbs in a 
different mood (e.g. if you rurn them into interrogatives) or if you use the continuous 
tense: 

He 

Subject 

was 

Finite 

MOOD 

being 

Predicator 

a physicist. 

RESIDUE 
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Does 

Finite 

Simon 

Subject 

MOOD 

have 

Predicator 

a copy of'The Bostoniam'? 

RESIDUE 

A common occurrence in English is that of phrasal verbs, where the Predicator consists 
of a lexical verb followed by an adverb (to run flg), a preposition (to write gp} or both an adverb 
and preposition (to look out for). 

Tests to determine whether a particular verb + adverb/preposition combination is a 
phrasal verb (and should therefore be treated as part of the Predicator) or whether there is 
a Predicator followed by a separate circ urns tan rial Adjunct (considered below) include: 

1. movability: if the preposition introduces a phrase which is independently movable, 
then it is not a phrasal verb; e.g. He wrote on the page - On the page he un-ote (indepen
dently movable, so on is not part of the Predicator) versus He wrote up the story - * 
Up the story he wrote (so up is considered part of the Predicator). Similarly, if an adverb 
is independently movable, then it is not a phrasal verb; 

2. substirution: frequently a single lexical verb could be substiruted for a phrasal verb: 
e.g. continue for go on; 

3. position: the adverbial component of a phrasal verb can be moved to the end of the 
clause: He ran the sentence on but not *He ran the race on. 

Complement 

A second component of the RESIDUE is the Complement. A Complement is defined as a 
non-essential participant in the clause, a participant somehow affected by the main argu
ment of the proposition. 

It is identified as an element within the Residue that has the potential of being Subject 
but is not. A Complement can get to be Subject through the process of making the clause 
passive: 

Henry James 

Subject 

wrote 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

'The Bostoniam'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

'The Bostonians' 

Subject 

was 

Finite 

MOOD 

written 

Predicator 

by Henry James. 

(Adjunct: see below) 

RESIDUE 

Clauses in which the Predicator is give or a synonym may contain two Complements: 

Simon 

Subject 

gave 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

George 

Complement 

a book. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 
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passive test identifies both elements as Complements, as either could become Subject: 

George 

Subject 

was 

Finite 

MOOD 

given 

Predicator 

a book 

Complement 

by Simon. 

Adjunct (see below) 

RESIDUE 

A book 

Subject 

was 

Finite 

MOOD 

given 

Predicator 

to George 

Adjunct 

by Sivion, 

Adjunct (see below) 

RESIDUE 

The Complement is typically a nominal group, as in all the examples given above, It 
at times be a whole clause, in which case we have an example of embedding: 

Henry James 

Subject 

is 

Finite 

MOOD 

a guy that can write. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

There is a particular sub-class of Complements which are called Attributive Complements, 
where the Complement is realized by an adjectival element (word or phrase): 

He 

Subject 

isn't 

Finiterneg 

MOOD 

contemporary. 

Comp lement:attributive 

RESIDUE 

In these examples, the Complement functions to describe the Subject, to offer an attribute 
of it. Technically, Attributive Complements cannot become Subjects (they cannot form 
passives): 

* Contemporary is not been by him. 

Adjuncts 

The final constituents that we need to describe are Adjuncts. Adjuncts can be defined as 
clause elements which contribute some additional (but non-essential) information to the 
clause. They can be identified as elements which do not have the potential to become 
Subject - i.e. they are not nominal elements, but are adverbial, or prepositional. The 
Adjuncrs in the following clauses are shown in bold: 

I learnt the English language from this guy. 
Camels always walk like that. 
Actually, I really wanted pink champagne. 
Frankly, I can't stand Henty James. 
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Although all Adjuncts share these character!srics, we can differentiate between three broad 
classes of Adjuncts, according to whether their contribution to the clause is principally 
ideational, interpersonal or textual. The different classes of Adjuncts are accorded different 
positions in the MOOD/RESIDUE analysis of the clause. At the end of the following dis
cussion, a summary table covering all the Adjunct types is presented. 

AMing ideational meaning: Circumstantial Adjuncts 

Circumstantial Adjuncts add ideational content to the clause, by expressing some circum
stance relating to the process represented in the clause. Circumstantial meanings may refer 
to time (probed with when), place {where), cause {why), matter {about what), accompaniment 
{with whom), beneficiary {to whom), agent {by whom). Here are some analysed examples: 
TIME: when 

They 

Subject 

can't 

Fi ni te: mod /negative 

MOOD 

do 

Predicator 

that 

Complement 

these days. 

Ad j una:: ci rcums can r ial 

RESIDUE 

CAUSE: what for 

You 

Subject 

read 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

books 

Complement 

forfun. 

Ad j unct :ci rcums tan t i al 

RESIDUE 

MATTER: of what, about what 

Hemyjames 

Subject 

unites 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicatot 

about women. 

Adjuncncircumstantial 

RESIDUE 

AGENT: by whom 

George 

Subject 

was 

Finite 

MOOD 

read 

Predicator 

'The Bostonians' 

Complement 

by Sivion. 

Ad j u n c t: circumstan ti al 

RESIDUE 

Agent Circumstantials appear in passive clauses where the Agent has not been deleted. The 
Agent Circumstantial element (unlike other Circumstantials) can become the Subject of 
the clause, by changing the clause to active and deleting the preposition by: Simon read 
George 'The Bostonians'. 

Circumstantial Adjuncts are usually expressed by either prepositional phrases or by an 
adverb of time, manner, place, etc. As Circumstantial Adjuncts do not contribute meaning 
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which is part of the arguable nub of the proposition, although they are always available for 

T p i ' S n ' m T r t r e a t e d ^ ^ ° f t h e R E S I D U E ° f d l e C k u s e < a n d s h ™ I d b e analysed i the RESIDUE box as shown above. 
in 

Adding interpersonal meaning: Modal Adjuncts 

Modal Adjuncts are clause constituents which add interpersonal meanings to the clause 
That is they add meanings which ate somehow connected to the creation and maintenance 
of the dialogue. They can do this either by impacting directly on the M O O D element (by 
adding some qualification to the Subject/Finite), or indirectly, by merely adding an expres
sion of attitude or by making an attempt to direct the interaction itself. There are four mam 
types of Modal Adjunct: 

1. Mood Adjuncts 

2. Polarity Adjuncts 

3- Comment Adjuncts 

.4, Vocative Adjuncts 

b T i n ^ M n o n 1 T 3CC d ! r e C r l y ° " t l l E M O ° D c o n s t i ™ n f > «* ™ therefore shown as 
being M O O D elements, the second rwo affect the clause as a whole and are therefore not 
•oc uded i n h h e M O O D o r t h e R E S I D U E b Q x e s ^ ^ a u b _ c i m rf^^^ 

will be considered briefly. 
I. Mood Adjuncts 

Based or> Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 126-9), the following categories of items can 
oe classified as Mood Adjuncts: 

0 expressions of probability: e.g.perhaps, may fa, probably 
n) expressions of usuaMty. sometimes, usually 

iii) expressions of intensification or minimization: really, absolutely, Just, somewhat 
iv) expressions of presumption: evidently, presumably, obviously 
v) expressions of inclination: happily, willingly 

Camels 

Subject 

probablyImaybelusually I 
always/sometimes 

Adjunct: mood 

MOOD 

walk 

Fini Pred icator 

like that. 

Adjunct: 
circumstantial 

RESIDUE 

Mood Adjuncts expressing probability meanings are closely related to the Modal Operators 
considered above, and will be considered again under the Modality section below They 
provide a second chance for the speaker to add her judgement of the probability /likelihood 

M TTTnr, ^ J'' m a n y d l i p d C a i r e S P T O a r e C k s s i f i e d » M°<** Adjuncts: 
Mayfa PossMy Perhaps, Presumably. In fact, a good test for recognizing Mood Adjuncts is 
that they are likely to be retained even in elliptical responses: 
He was a great writer. 
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— Maybe 

Adjunct: modal 

MOOD 

— Obviously 

Adjunct: modal 

MOOD 

2. Polarity Adjuncts: Yes and N o 
Yes and No, and their common conversational alternatives (yea, yep, na, nope, e tc) may func
tion in two different ways: 
i) as Polarity Adjuncts: when YES or NO are standing in for an ellipsed clause, they should 
be analysed as Polarity Adjuncts. Since in this role they are taking the place of an ellipsed 
MOOD constituent, Polarity Adjuncts are classified as part of the MOOD constituent of 
the clause: 
Henry James was a guy that could write. 

-Yes. 

Adjunct: Polarity 

MOOD 

In this Polarity role, they will always be stressed items, will realize an intonation choice, 
and the Subject and Finite ellipsed can be made explicit (e.g. Henry James was a guy that 

could write, — He was.) 

ii) as Textual Adjuncts: when YES or N O (or more typically yea or na) occur in unstressed 
initial position, introducing a clause, they should be treated as continuity items and clas
sified as Textual Adjuncts (see below). 
3. Comment Adjuncts 

While Mood and Polarity Adjuncts express meanings which ate directly related to the 
arguable nub of the ptoposition (i.e. to the MOOD constituent), Comment Adjuncts func
tion to express an assessment about the clause as a whole. For example: 

Frankly, 

Ad j u nc t: com men t 

J 

Subject 

can't 

Finite:mod/neg 

MOOD 

stand 

Predicator 

Henry James. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Unfortunately 

Adjunct: comment 

/ 

Subject 

>ve 

Finite 

never 

Adjunct; mood 

MOOD 

read 

Predicate 

'The Bos tomans'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Comment Adjuncts typically occur in clause initial position, or directly after the Subject, 

and are realized by adverbs, Halliday (1994: 49) identifies the following meanings as 

expressed by comment Adjuncts: 
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- &&m\s%mi\; frankly 
- assertion: honestly, really 

- how desirable: luckily, hopefully 

- how constant: tentatively, provisionally 

~ how valid: broadly speaking, generally 

~ how sensible: understandably, wisely 

- how expected: as expected, amazingly 

Comment Adjuncts are considered interpersonal elements in the clause, since they add an 
e x p r e s s of attitude a „ d e v a l u a t e However, HalHday argues that b^caJe h e C ot e of 
a Comment Adjunct ,s the entire clause (not just the Finite element) thev shm,IH h 7 
to operate outside the MOOD/RESIDUE structure altogether " ' * " 
4. Vocative Adjuncts 

Vocative Adjuncts function to control the discourse by designating a likely 'next speaker' 
T h e y j , ^entmable as names, where the names are not functioning"** S b ^ r 
Complement,, but are used to directly address the person named 

stituent o f Z c l ' A d 7 m ' V ° C a : i V e A d J U n " S d ° n0t ^ d i^y - ** MOOD con-
r Z l [ I r ; " a f f e C t ^ C W " a W h ° I e - T h e ^ t ^ k - l l y occur either initially 

d a l e & ; e t w 7 ^ " ^ " * * " * * ° f d H f e « " ™ » « « boundaries in rh 
n o T l " t 0 ° r S a n i 2 e t h e d e s i £ ™ " °f the clause as a whole they are 
not shown as belonging in either the M O O D or the RESIDUE box. 

£>«/ jw/ 

Finite Subject 

MOOD 

do 

Predicator 

physics 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

George? 

Adjunct:vocative 

everyone 

Subject 

knows 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

that, 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Simon. 

Adjunct: vocative 

Adding textual meaning: Textual Adjuncts 

Textual meamngs are meanings to do with the organization of the message itself There z-z^x:-of textual Adjuacts: coniunctive Adjunct ^ x 
Adjuncts . The Conjunctive type, expressed by cohesive conjunctions function r l 
prov.de linking relations between one sentence and another. Thev t y p l l l y occurTr rh ! 

Ezra; rir;:*-ss t£ 
Ad uncts belong ne the r in the M o o n I • , *^ «™»rig. conjunctive 
analysed as follows: ' ° ° r ' " * e R E S I D U E b ° * a n d c a n be 
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So 

Ad j unct: con j u n ctfv e 

poor old Henry 

Subject Finite 

MOOD 

nut the shoot 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Adj unct: co n j u nc t ive 

Cohesive vs tactic conjunctions: mak ing the dist inction 
Unfortunately for the newcomet to grammatical analysis, there's one further clarification 

to be made about Conjunctive Adjuncts: not all conjunctions are Conjunctive Adjuncts. As 

we'll see when we reach Chapter Nine, strictly speaking there is a grammatical distinction 

between cohesive conjunctions (which link sentences) and s tructural or tactic conjunc

tions (which link clauses within clause complexes). While cohesive conjunctions construct 

semantic ties between meanings that are not in the same clause, tactic conjunctions express 

structural relationships between clauses within a single sentence (clause complex). We're 

already familiar with cohesive conjunctions. Tactic conjunctions include because, when, if, 

although, and, but, as, before, since. Compare the following: 

i) I don't read Henry James. Therefore. I can't comment on the length of his sentences. 

ii) I don't read Henry James because his sentences are too long. 

In i) we have two sentences. Each sentence consists of one clause. A cohesive tie of enhance
ment is established between the sentences by the cohesive conjunction therefore. Note that 
therefore is both optional and movable: it could be omitted altogether without affecting the 
stmctural completeness of the sentence (just weakening its explicit cohesion); and it could 
be placed elsewhere in the clause (i can't comment, therefore, on the length of his sentences). We 
capture this optional, textual role ot therefore by analysing it as a Conjunctive Adjunct in 
our Mood analysis, leaving it outside both the MOOD and RESIDUE boxes: 

1 

Subject 

don't 

Finite 

MOOD 

read 

Predicator 

Henryjames. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Therefore, 

Adjunct:conjunctive 

J 

Subject 

can't 

Finite 

MOOD 

comment 

Predicator 

on the length of bis sentences. 

Adjunct:circumstantial 

RESIDUE 

Bur in h) we have two clauses within one sentence (clause complex). The two clauses are 
linked by the tactic conjunction because which is neither optional nor movable: we cannot 
create this enhancing structural relationship without using a structural conjunction, and 
we can't move the because to anywhere else in the second clause. As we'll see in Chapter Nine, 
tactic conjunctions like because are really not adding textual meaning but logical meaning, 
which we capture through our clause complex analysis. For this reason, many analysts do 
not assign any label to tactic conjunctions (and other purely structural words) like because: 

I 

Subject 

don't 

Finite 

MOOD 

read 

Predicator 

Henryjames 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

http://prov.de
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hca.se bis sentences 

Subject 

are 

Finite 

MOOD 

too long, 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Just as there is overlap in the meanings made by cohesive and tactic conjunctions, so also 
there is some overlap in the words used: so can function either cohesively (to link one 
sentence to an earlier sentence) or tactically (to link two clauses structurally within a clause 
complex). And to complicate matters even further, conversationalists often use tactic 
conjunctions to link their own comments to previous comments by other speakers, in 
which case we really have to treat their conjunctions as cohesive. For example, when George 
challenges Simon with: 

Because 

Ad j unc t :co n j u n cti ve 

be 

Subject 

didn't 

Finite: neg 

MOOD 

know 

Predicator 

anything about physics. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

George's because here creates an enhancing relation to Simon's earlier statement. 

So, for the purposes of Mood analysis, cohesive conjuncrions should be labelled as 
Conjunctive Adjuncts because they are indeed additional, non-essential components in 
the clause performing a textual role. But tactic conjunctions can be left unlabelled. 
However, if you.find this distinction difficult to make at this stage, no great damage is done 
by labeling all conjunctions as Conjunctive Adjuncts. In fact, there is a drift in modern 
English for cohesive adjuncts (such as however) to be used as tactic conjunctions anyway, so 
this atea of English grammar is currenrly in flux. 
Cont inu i tyAdjunc ts 

The second sub-category of Textual Adjuncts is the Continuity Adjunct. This category 
includes the continuative and continuity items, particularly frequent in casual talk, such 
as well, yea, oh, where these items occur to introduce a clause, and signal that a response 
ro prior talk is about to be provided. Unlike the Conjunctive Adjuncts, no specific logical 
relation (i.e. of elaboration, extension or enhancement) is expressed by a Continuity 
Adjunct. They merely signal that the speaker will be saying more. Again, these Continuity 
Adjuncts do not belong in eithei the M O O D or the RESIDUE boxes, as they contribute 
to the textual organization of the clause, rather rhan to dimensions of its arguability. 

Well 

Adjunct:continuity 

what 

Subject 

was 

Finite 

MOOD 

that book you gave me? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Continuity and Conjunctive Adjuncts may occur in sequence: 

Oh 

Adjunct: 
continuity 

now 

Adjunct: 
conjunctive 

he 

Subject 

•s 

Finite 

MOOD 

talking 

Predicate 

about Henry James. 

Adjuncncirc 

RESIDUE 
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has taken a tutn and is about to declare his/her position: 

Yea, 

Adjunct: textual 

1 

Subject 

know. 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

RESIDUE 

The use of ye* (often repeated at tegular intervals) to signal continued listening; by zn 

U d r e s l e s h l l d also be considered a Textual Adjunct, smce there » no ellipsed MOOD 

element involved. 

Summary of Adjuncts 

example: 

But 

Adjunct: 
conjunctive 

unfortunately 

Adjunct: 
comment 

Henry 
James' novels 

Subject 

can't 

Finite: 
mod/neg 

MOOD 

usually 

Adjunct: 
mood 

be bought 

Predicator 

in local 
bookshops. 

Adjunct: 
cite 

RESIDUE 

Table 6.5 summarizes the position and identification of these different types of Adjuncts. 

Table 6.5 Summary of types of Adjuncts 

SUMMARY OF ADJUNCTS 

Type sub-type meanings class of item location 
in analysis 

ideational 

interpersonal 
(modal) 

textual 

circumstantial 

mood 

polarity 
comment 

vocative 

conjunctive 

continuity 

time, manner, 
location, etc. 

intensity probability 
usuality presumption 

positive or negative 
speaker's assessment 

of whole message 
nominating next 

speaker 
logical linking 

of messages 
message coming 

prepositional 
phrase adverb 

adverb 
yes/no (elliptical) -
adverb prepositional 

phrase 
name 

cohesive 
conjunction 

minor clauses 
adverbs (yeh/nah) 

in RESIDUE 

in MOOD 
in MOOD 
not in MOOD 

or RESIDUE 
not in MOOD 

or RESIDUE 
not in MOOD 

or RESIDUE 
not in MOOD 

or RESIDUE 

http://hca.se
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Summary : the Mood s tructure of declarat ive clauses 

To this point we have identified and labelled all the constituents that appear in the Mood 
structure of declarative clauses. The labels we have introduced now allow us to make an 
important distinction between major and minor clauses. A major clause is a clause which 
has a MOOD component, even though that MOOD component may sometimes be 
ellipsed. Here are examples of major clauses: 
non-elliptical (full) major clause 

Henry James 

Subject 

wrote 

Finite 

MOOD 

'The Bostonianf. 

Predicator Complement 

RESIDUE 

elliptical major clause (in answer to quest ion: Did Henry James wri te it?) 

Yes 

AdjuncnPolarity 

(he 

(Subject 

MOOD 

did). 

Finite) 

In an elliptical major clause, we know that a MOOD component has been selected because 
we can fill in the Subject and Finite. 

Minor clauses, on the othet hand, are clauses which have never had a M O O D con
stituent, for example, Oh dear1,, Welt!, Eh?, OK 

Minor clauses ate typically brief, but their brevity is not the result of ellipsis. We cannot 
fill out a Subject and a Finite for a minor clause, for the simple reason that such clauses have 
never selected a Subject or Finite. 'OK does not mean 'I'm OK' or 'It's OK o r ' We'll be OK — it 
simply means 'OK. Consistent with the absence of the Subject and Finite, we find that minor 
clauses cannot be tagged — or rather, they can be tagged but in any number of ways, and we 
cannot decide which way is better as the clauses never had aSubject or Finite in the first place. 

Major clauses, then, are clauses which have selected a Subject and a Finite. But so far we 
have only described one kind of major clause, the declarative, in which we have seen the 
typical structure is as follows: 

Simon 

Subject 

has 

Finite 

MOOD 

been reading 

Predicator 

Hemyjames 

Complement 

lately. 

Adjunct:circ 

RESIDUE 

where the Subject precedes the Finite, Predicator, Complement and Adjunct. This is the 
typical S A F A P A C A A structure of the declatative clause. We shall now explore the struc
ture of other clause types. Although we will not need to identify any new constituents, what 
becomes important is how the constituents of Subject, Finite, Predicator, Complement, 
Adjunct are ordered with respect to each other. 

Polar interrogatives 

English offers two main sttuctures for asking questions: polar interrogatives (yes/no ques
tions) or WH-interrogat ives (questions using who, what, which, where, when, why, how). 
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The structure of the polar interrogative involves die positioning of the Finite bj&re the 

Subject. For example, we can derive a polar interrogative from a declarative as follows: 

Simon 

Subject Finite 

MOOD 

reading 

Ptedicator 

Hemyjames. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Finite 

Simon 

Subject 

MOOD 

reading 

Predicator 

Hemyjames? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

In cases where the related declarative contained a fused Finite/Predicatot (i.e. simple past 

and simple ptesent of verbs), we need to introduce a Finite element to place before the 

Subject, This Finite element is typically the auxiliary verb do: 

Simon 

Subject 

learnt 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

the English language 

Complement 

from Henry Janm. 

Ad j una : ci rcumstan t ial 

RESIDUE 

Did 

Finite 

Simun 

Subject 

MOOD 

learn 

Predicator 

the English language 

Complement 

from Hemyjames? 

Adjunct:circumstantial 

RESIDUE 

With the verb to be, which does not have a Predicator in the simple tenses, the structure of 

the polar interrogative is as follows: 

Finite 

he 

Subject 

MOOD 

a physicist? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

With the verb to have, which also does not have a Predicator in the simple tenses in 

the declarative, we find that to construct the polar interrogative we need to fill both 

the Finite and Predicator slots, usually by introducing the word got or have as the 

Predicator: 

Simon 

Subject 

has 

_L 
Finite 

MOOD 

a copy of'The Bostonians'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 
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Does 

Finite 

Simon 

Subject 

MOOD 

have 

Predicator 

a copy of The Bostonians'? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Has 

Finite 

Simon 

Subject 

MOOD 

£01 

Predicator 

a copy of 'The Bostonians'? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Polar interrogaeives as initiating moves are responded ro by elliptical major clauses. The 
type of ellipsis that is common is to just get a Modal Adjunct of Polarity, or a Mood Adjunct 
expressing probability: 
Does Simon have a copy of The Bostonians'? 

- Yes 

Adjunct :polarity 

MOOD 

Adj 

- N o 

Linct;polar 

MOOD 

cy 

- Maybe 

Adjunct:mood 

MOOD 

Or ellipsis may be of the RESIDUE: 
Does Simon havtacopy of The Bostonians'? 

-He 

Subject 

MOOD 

does. 

Finite 

W H - i n ter rogati ve s 

In a W H interrogative, we need to recognize the presence of a W H element. This W H 
element is always conflated or fused with another element of clause structure. It may he 
conflated with either the Subject, the Complement or a Circumstantial Adjunct, and is 
shown as a constituent of the MOOD or RESIDUE according to the status of the element 
with which it is conflated. 
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W H element conflated w i t h Subject (part of MOOD) 

Who 

WH/Subject 

MOOD 

ten 

Finite Predicator 

'The Bostonians'? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

W H element conflated wi th Complement (part of RESIDUE) 

What 

WH/Complement 

RESIDUE . . . 

docs 

Finite 

'quantum leap' 

Subject 

MOOD 

mean? 

Predicator 

. . . RESIDUE 

W H element conflated wi th Circumstantial Adjunct (part of RESIDUE) 

When 

WH/Adjunct;circ 

RESIDUE . . . 

did 

Finite 

Henryjames 

Subject 

MOOD 

write 

Predicator 

'The Bos tomans'? 

_L 
Complement 

, . RESIDUE 

The W H element specifies which element is to be supplied in the expected response. 

Typically responding moves involve ellipsis of all but the necessary information: 

Who wrote "The Bostoniam'? 

- Henryjames 

Subject 

MOOD 

When did Henryjames write "The Bostonians'? 

-J^ate 19 tk century, 

Ad j unc t: c i rcurnstan t i al 

RESIDUE 

When the W H element is used in a fe-clause, it can sometimes be difficult to determine 

whether the W H element is conflated with the Subject or the Complement. For example: 

Who was Henry James? 
Who is the author of 'The Bostonians'? 

To determine the structure of these clauses, provide an answer to the question and then 

analyse the structure of the answer: 

Who was Henryjames? 
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— Henry James 

Subject Finite 

MOOD 

the author of'The Bostonians'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

So, WH/Complement. 

'Which mis Henry James' most famous book? 

~ 'The Bostonians' 

Subjecr Finite 

MOOD 

Henry James' most famous book. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

So, WH/Subject. A further test is to change the form of the verb from the simple to the 
continuous form {is- is being). Where the TO is conflated with the Complement, the other 
clause participants will occur BEFORE the Predicates 
Who is Henry James? 

Who 

WH/Complement 

RESIDUE . , . 

Finit 

Hemyja 

Subject 

MOOD 

being? 

Predicator 

. . RESIDUE 

Where the W H is conflated with the Subject, the other clause participants will occur after 
the Predicator: 

Who is the author oj'The Bostonians? 

Who 

WH/Subject 

is 

Finite 

MOOD 

being 

Predicator 

the author of 'The Bostonians'? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Where the W H element is conflated with the Subject, the typical structure of the W H -
interrogative is similar to the structure of the declarative, with the Subject preceding the 
Finite: 

Who 

WH/Subject 

had 

A Finite 

read 

A Predicator 

'The Bostonians' 

A Complement 

at school? 
A Adjunct 

Where the W H element conflates with either the Complement or Adjunct, the 
typical structure is that of the polar interrogative, with the Finite element preceding the 
Subject: 

What 

WH/C 

did 

A Finite 

Hemyjames 
ASubject 

wrtte 

A Complement 

about? 

A Adjunct 
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When 

WH/A 

did 

A Finite 

Hmryjames 

A Subject 

write 
A Predicator 

'The Bostonians'? 

A Complement 

Exclamatives 

Exclamative structntes, which ate used in interaction to express emotions such as surprise, 

disgust worry, etc., are a blend of interrogative and declarative patterns. Like the W H -

interrogative*, they require the presence of a W H element, conflated with either a 

Complement or an Adjunct: 

W H conflated wi th a Complement (part of RESIDUE): 

What a great writer 

WH/Complement 

RESIDUE 

Henry James 

Subject 

MOOD 

Finite 

W H conflated wi th At t r ibut ive Complement (part of RESIDUE): 

How amazing 

WH/Attribute 

RESIDUE 

he 

Subject 

MOOD 

Finite 

W H conflated wi th an Adjunct (part of RESIDUE): 

How fantastically 

WH/Adjunct:circumstantial 

RESIDUE 

Henry James 

Subject Finite 

MOOD 

urote! 

Predicator 

, RESIDUE 

Structurally, the clause has the pattern of the declarative, with the Subject preceding the 

Finite: W H / C AS A F A P AA 
The typical response to an exclamative move is polarity (of agreement or disagreement), 

involving ellipsis of all but the Polarity Adjunct: 
What great hooks Henry James was writing last century.' 

-Yep. 

Adjunct:polarity 

' MOOD 
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Sometimes ellipsis may leave the Subject, a Mood Adjunct, and the Finite: 
'What great books Henry James was writing last century! 

-He 

Subject 

sure 

Adjunct:mood 

MOOD 

was, 

Finite 

Often the responder will introduce a minor clause: 
What great books Henry James was writing last century! 

- Too right. 

Minor 

Modality; (1) modalizat ion 

We have now covered the structural elements involved in describing the grammar of propo
sitions, the organization of die clause to give and demand information. We have suggested 
that when we exchange information, the clause takes the form of a proposit ion. A propo
sition is something that can be argued, but argued in a particular way. When we exchange 
information we are arguing about whether something is or is not. Information is something 
that can be affirmed or denied. 

But these two poles of polarity are not the only possibilities. In between these two 
extremes are a number of choices of degree of certainty, or of usuality: something is perhaps, 

something isn't for sure. Something is sometimes or something isn't always. These interme
diate positions are what we refer to as modalizat ion. 

Modalization is one half of the general grammatical atea of modality, a complex area of 
English grammar which has to do with the different ways in which a language uset can 
intrude on her message, expressing attitudes and judgements of various kinds. When 
modality is used to argue about the probability or frequency of propositions, it is referred 
to as modalizat ion. When modality is used to argue about the obligation or inclination of 
proposals, it Is referred to as modulat ion (which will be discussed later), 

As Halliday and Matthiessen presents it (2004: 147-50 and 617-21), modalization 
involves the expression of two kinds of meanings: 

0 probabili ty: where the speaker expresses judgements as to the likelihood or prob
ability of something happening or being; 

ii) usuality: where the speaker expresses judgements as to the frequency with which 
something happens or is. 

We have already come across these meanings of modalization in two places in our analysis: 
in the Finite category of modal operators, and in the class of Mood Adjuncts. The meanings 
made through modalization can therefore be present in the clause in three possible ways: 
1. through the choice of a finite modal operator 

'The Bostonians' 

Subject 

might 

Finite: modal 

MOOD 

have been written 

Predicator 

by Henry James. 

Adjunct:circ 

RESIDUE 
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2. through the use of Mood Adjuncts of probability, certainty, etc. 

'The Bostonians' 

Subject 

was 

Finite 

possibly 

Adjunct: mood 

MOOD 

written 

Pied ica tor 

by Hemy James. 

Adjunct:circ 

RESIDUE 

3. through both together: a modal Finite and a Mood Adjunct 

'The Bostonians' 

Subject 

might 

Finite: modal 

possibly 

Adjunct: mood 

MOOD 

have been written 

Predicator 

by Henry James. 

Adjunct:circ 

RESIDUE 

Both modal operators and Mood Adjuncts can be classified according to the degree of cer

tainty or usuality they express: high (must, certainly, always), median (may, probably, usually) 

or low (might, possibly, sometimes). Thus, rhe same meanings can be realized in two ways: to 

each modal operator corresponds typically a modal adjunct which captures the same 

meaning: 

LOW 

Possibly Henry James might have written 'The Bostonians'. 

Henry James sometimes uvote incredibly long sentences. 

MEDIAN 
Perhaps Henry James could have written 'The Bostonians', 

Henry James usually wrote incredibly long sentences. 

H I G H 
Certainly Henry James must have written 'The Bostonians'. 

Henry James always wrote incredibly long sentences. 
When the exptession of modalization is negated, we can still distinguish the three degrees, 

although some verbs (can, could) change their position (from median to high): 

H I G H 
Henry James certainly did not write 'The Bostonians'. 
Hemy James could not possibly have written 'The Bostonians'. 

MEDIAN 
Henry James probably didn't write 'The Bostonians'. 

LOW 
Henry James possibly might not have written 'The Bostonians'. 

H I G H 
Henry James never wrote long sentences. 

MEDIAN 
Henry James did not usually write long sentences. 

LOW 
Henry James did not always wi-ite long sentences. 
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Modalization is the expression of the speaker's attitude towards what s/he's saying. It is the 
way the speaket gets into the text, expressing a judgement about the certainty, likelihood 
or frequency of something happening or being. Modalization is always expressing the 
implicit judgement of the speaker. 

But, because people play with language, modalization can also be realized explicitly. 
Speakers can make it quite obvious that it is their judgement that is being expressed, 
Hal.Iiday points out that this can be done by using a particular type of Mood Adjunct: 
low: I reckon, 1 guess 

I reckon 

Adjunct: mood 

Henryjames 

Subject 

wrote 

Finite 

MOOD 

Ptedicator 

'The Boston tans'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

median : I think, I suppose 

/ think 

Adjunct: mood 

Henry James 

Subject 

wrote 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

'The Bostonians'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

high: I ' m sure 

I'm sure 

Adjunct: mood 

Henry James 

Subject 

wrote 

Finite 

MOOD 

Ptedicator 

'The Bostonians', 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Mood Adjuncts like these are examples of what Halliday calls grammatical metaphor , in 
this case metaphors of modality (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004: 626-30). They ate clas
sified as metaphorical because a modality that would usually be realized either as a Finite 
modal operator or as an Adjunct in fact gets realized as a clause. 1 think, I reckon, Vm sure are 
technically complete clauses, with their own MOOD/ RESIDUE structure. 

/ 

Subject 

think 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

RESIDUE 

Thus, what would usually be realized as a clause on its own comes out as a constituent of 
the clause, masquerading as an Adjunct. 

We can see that these clauses are in fact functioning metaphorically as Adjuncts by 
applying the tag test. When we tag / reckon Henry James wrote The Bostonians, we find we 
do not pick up don't I (which would indicate that the subject of the clause was /) , but 
instead didn't he, indicating that the grammatical Subject is in fact Henry James, and the 
/ of / reckon is functioning as an Adjunct to the clause: 
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I reckon Henry James wrote 'The Bostonians', didn't he? (not don't I) 

I'm sure Henry James wrote 'The Bostonians', didn't he} (not aren't I) 

Because these p s e u d o t a b e s are actually functioning as Adjuncts, we can also combine 

them with our other ways of expressing modalization in the clause, so that we can stack up 

the expression of modalization through clause-type Adjuncts, standard Mood Adjuncts, 

and modal Finite operatots: 

I reckon 

1 think 

I'm sure 

Adjunct: mood 

Henry J antes 

Henry James 

Henry J antes 

Subject 

might 

could 

must 

Finite: mod 

MOOD 

possibly 

probably 

certainly 

Adjunct: mood 

have written 

have written 

have written 

Ptedicator 

The Bostonians'. 

The Bostonians'. 

'The Bostonians 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

These clause-like Adjuncts make explicit the ownership oi source of the modalization, 

through the pronoun I. However, speakers can also pretend that the judgement they ate 

expressing is not 'just their own' but has some objective status: 

It is possible that Henty James wrote 'The Bostonians'. 
I t is probable that Henry James wrote 'The Bostonians'. 
It is certain that Henry James wrote 'The Bostonians'. 

Like the previous examples, this expression of modalization involves grammatical 

metaphor: a clause expressing the modalization is appended to the main clause. All these 

modalized pseudo-clauses really mean 'I think in my opinion t h a t . . .', but the use of the it 

is that' sttucture allows ;he speaker to hide behind an ostensibly objective formulation. 

Again, these objective expressions of modalization may be reinforced by the use of Finite 

modal operators and ordinary Mood Adjuncts: 

It is possible that 

It is probable that 

It is certain that 

Adjunct: mood 

Henry James 

Henryjames 

Henry J antes 

Subject 

MOOD 

might 

could 

must 

Finiee:mod 

conceivably 

most likely 

definitely 

Ad j : mood 

have written 

have written 

have written 

Predicate! 

'The Bostonians'. 

'The Bostonians'. 

'The Bostonians'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Modalization is a vety rich area of the grammar, allowing great subtlety in the expression 

of judgement of certainty and usuality. Paradoxically, however, it turns out that the more 

we say something is certain, the less certain it is. If we are sure of something, we do not 

use any modality, e.g. Hemy James wrote 'The Bostonians'. 

Thus the use of any modality at all, however strong it appears, makes our proposit.on 

more tentative than it would be without any modality. For example saying I'm absolutely 

convinced, that Henryjames certainly must most definitely have writm 'The Bostomans' is still less 

sure than saying Hemy James tcrote 'The Bostonians'. 

Our analysis of how the clause is structured to enable interaction, then, needs to capture 

the fact that giving and demanding infotmation involves both the choice of clause Mood 
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(interrogative, declarative, exclamative) and the choice to express or not express modaliza-
tion. If the speaker chooses to express modalizacion, this may be achieved grammatically 
in a number of ways; internally in the main clause through the choice of a Finite modal 
operator and/or one or more Mood Adjuncts; and/or externally by adding a pseudo-clause, 
which may be phrased subjectively or objectively. 

We now turn to consider how language is organized to enable us to exchange goods and 
services, 

Exchanging goods and services: the grammar of proposals 

When we get togethet with people to interact we not only use language to exchange infor
mation, to argue about whether things are or are not. We also use language to influence 
each other's behaviour. 

Our diagram of the semantics of interaction recognized two categories for using lan
guage to exchange goods and services; giving goods and services (which gave us the speech 
function offer), and demanding goods and services (which gave us the speech function 
command). What we want to examine now is how these two ways of interacting are 
expressed grammatically. 

We can begin by noting that there is a very significant difference between proposals and 
propositions: they result in different types of exchanges, different rypes of give and take. 
Consider the following examples: 
exchanges of information 

Henry James wrote 'The Bostonians'. -Yea I know. 
Did Henry James twite 'The Bostonians'? ~ Yes, he did. 

exchanges of goods and services: 
Lend me your copy of 'The Bostonians'. (hands it over) 

-OK. 
Would you like to borrow my copy of'The Bostonians'? -yes please 

— no thanks 
- (takes it) 

These examples indicate that in the exchange of information the response to an initiat
ing move must nearly always be verbal, typically an expression of polarity accompanied 
by an elliptical segment of the initiating clause. With proposals, however, we see rhat the 
responding moves may very often be non-verbal: simply performing an action is often suf
ficient. Where a response to a proposal is verbalized, it is usually done with expressions 
that cannot be used to respond to propositions: 

Did Henry J antes write 'The Bostonians'? * Yes please. 
Henry James wrote 'The Bostonians'. * Fine. 

With proposals, then, we see that words such as please, thank you, OK can be added to an 
optional verbal response. 

This difference in rhe type of responses we get after an initiating proposal or an initi
ating proposition arises because we are engaged in a very different type of 'argument' when 
we exchange goods and services. While with propositions we are arguing about whether 
something is or isn't, with proposals we are arguing about whether something happens or 
doesn't happen. Such arguments cannot be affirmed or denied in the way information can be, 
but responses can be acted out: through acceptance or rejection, either non-verbal or 
verbal. 
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Since, then, the process of the exchange is different, you will not be surprised to find 
that the giammar of proposals is different from that of propositions. However, in order to 
describe the structure of the clause when it is used to exchange goods and services, we do 
not need to recognize any new functional constituents. What we need to do is look firstly 
at how different configurations of the constituents we are already familiar with are arranged 
to construct/ commands and offers; and secondly, at how goods and services meanings can 
be coloured by speaker judgements through the expression of modulation. 

Demanding goods and services: the structure of imperatives 

We suggested earlier in this chapter that demands for goods and services are typically (but 
by no means always) realized by imperatives. That is, we frequently use a clause of the Mood 
type imperative to make a command. Imperative structures may be of the following types: 
i) an imperative consisting of a MOOD element of Finite + Subject: 

Don't 

Finite:neg 

you 

Subject 

MOOD 

take 

Predicator 

my copy of'the Bostonians'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

This imperative structure commonly uses die morpheme let, which functions to enable the 
expression of rhe Subject (we will therefore treat it as part of the Subject constituent): 

Do 

Finite 

let us 

Subject 

MOOD 

read 

Predicator 

'Henry James'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

ii)an imperative consisting of a MOOD element of Finite only (no Subject): 

Do 

Finite 

MOOD 

read 

Predicatot 

'The Bostonians'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

iii) an impetative consisting of a MOOD element of Subject only (no Finite): 

Let's 

Subject 

MOOD 

read 

Predicator 

Henry James. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

You 

Subject 

MOOD 

read 

Predicator 

Henry J antes, 

Complement 

RESIDUE 
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iv) an imperative consisting of only a RESIDUE (no M O O D element at all): 

Rmd 

Predicator 

RESIDUE 

Henryjavies, 

Complement 

Note that although some imperatives do not contain any MOOD constituents, they are not 
minor clauses as they can be tagged (and ate therefore considered to have ellipsed the Subject/ 
Finite elements, whereas minor clauses never selected a Subject/Finite in the first place). 

G iv ing goods and services: the g r a m m a r of offers 

The last major speech function class whose grammatical structure we need to explore is that 
of offers; when the clause is used to give goods and services. 

In our earlier discussion where we listed the typical realization of each speech function, 
we stated that the offer is typically expressed by a modula ted interrogative. As we have 
already described the structure of intetrogatives in some detail, it would seem that unlike 
the other speech functions of command, question or sratement, the offer is not expressed 
through a distinctive structural configuration. Rather, it 'borrows' the structure of ques
tions: the interrogative mood, with the Finite positioned before the Subject, However, the 
verbal elements of the offer interrogative are distinctive, as they typically involve the 
expression of meanings both of modalization (probability) and of modulation (inclination 
and obligation). We will explore modulation in more detail below. First, however, here is 
the analysis of some common offer clauses: 

i) modulation expressed in the Finite: the Finite will or shall expresses a meaning of will
ingness, i.e. positive inclination viewed from the speaker's perspective (Subject: 1): 

Will 

Fin: modulated 

; 

Subject 

MOOD 

lend 

Predicator 

you 

Complement 

my copy of'The Bostonians'? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

ii) modulation expressed in the Predicator: the lexical verb is a verb of liking or desiring, 
and the clause addresses inclination from the addressee's perspective (Subject: you). The 
Finite element typically expresses a meaning of modaiization (probability): 

Would 

Fin:modalized 

you 

Subject 

MOOD 

like 

Pred: modulated 

my copy of 'The Bostoniam'? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

iii) modulation in a complex Predicatot: offers ate also frequently expressed using a 
complex modulated Predicator, i.e. a Predicator involving a verb such as like, desire, need 

followed by a second verb in the infinitive form. The Finite is typically modalized: 
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Would 

Finite: modalized 

MOOD 

you 

Subject 

like to borrow 

P redicator: co mp I ex: 
modulated 

my copy of 'The Bostonians'? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Modality: (2) modula t ion 

Aside from the imperative and modulated interrogative structures we have examined so far, 

there are many other ways of using language to get people to do dungs for us, or of otter

ing to do things for them. For example, all the following are ways of getting people to do 

things (or not do things) for us, getting them to behave in a particular way: 

1. You shouldn't take my copy of 'The Bostonians'. 

2. We must read 'The Bostonians'. 
3. You are obliged to tead Henry James! 
4. You're required to read T h e Bostonians'. 

Semantical^, all these clauses have the meaning of commands - they are all demanding 
goods and services - and yet they do not have the grammatical structure of imperatives. 
Structurally, they are in fact declaratives, with structures of Subject, Finite, Predicator, 

Complement, 
But it is not enough to simply describe them as declaratives, for each of these declara

tives involves an additional semantic dimension. The difference is in the verbal elements 

of the clause Examples 1 and 2 employ rhe Finite verbal operators should, mist, operators 

which express meanings not of probability but of obligation, necessity. Such Fmires are 

described by Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 147) as modulated Finite*: 

You 

Subject 

shouldn't 

Finice-.modulated 

MOOD 

take 

Predicator 

my copy of'The Bostonians'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

We 

Subject 

must 

Finite: modulated 

MOOD 

read 

Predicator 

'The Bostonians'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

In examples 3 and 4, the same meanings of obligation and necessity are expressed through 

the Predicator constituent: 

You 

Subject Finite 

MOOD 

obliged to read 

Predicator:modulated:complex 

Henry J awes/ 

Complement 

RESIDUE 
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You 

Subject 

're 

Finite 

MOOD 

required to read 

Pred i c ator: mod ulated: complex 

'The Bostonians'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Consider now the following examples: 

I want to lend you 'The Bostonians'. 
I'd like to lend you 'The Bostonians'. 
I'm willing to lend you 'The Bostonians', 
I'm happy to lend you 'The Bostonians'. 
I'm determined to lend you 'The Bostonians'. 

All these clauses are ways of giving goods and services: each is functioning as an offer, but 
grammatically each has the structure of a declarative, with adjectives expressing inclina
tion: how willing I am to do something for you. Such clauses can be analysed as follows: 

/ 

Subject 

•m 

Finite 

MOOD 

determined tv make 

P red i cator: mod ulated: c omp lex 

you 

Complement 

a coffee. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

But just as I can act on you in tLese various ways, so I can ask you to act on my behaviour, 
for example by demanding direction, advice, permission, undertaking or capability, which 
can be analysed as follows: 

Must 

Finite;mod ulated 

; 

Subject 

MOOD 

read 

Predi cator 

'The Bostonians'? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Can 

F i ni te :mod ul ated 

/ 

Subject 

MOOD 

have 

Predi cator 

a coffee? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Are 

Finite 

yon 

Subject 

MOOD 

wilting to make 

Pre dicator: comp I ex: m od ul ared 

the coffee? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

In all the examples we have considered above, we have needed to make reference to the 
semantic dimension of modulat ion. Modulation is the second dimension of modality, com
plementing modalization in propositions. With propositions you will remember that we 
did not just argue about is or isn't but about degrees of probability in between. Likewise 
with proposals, we do not jusr argue about do or don't. There is also a scale in between, but 
this time the scale is not of possibility or usuality, but of obligation and inclination. 
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Again, as with modalization, we can also recognize degrees of modulation (high: 

must/required to; median: should/supposed to; low: may/allowed to). And just as we found with 

modalization, so these meanings of modulation can be expressed in the clause in a number 

of different ways: 

1. in the Finite, as a modulated verbal operator: 

You 

Sab jeer 

shouldn't/must/have to 

Fin modulated :neg 

MOOD 

take 

Predi cator 

my copy of 'The Bostonians'. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

As well as these straightforward ways of expressing modulation in the clause, we can also 

find, as with modalization, possibilities of subjective and objective expression that is exter

nal to the main clause. Thus, meanings of inclination may be expressed subjectively, by 

making the speaker's inclination an adjectival element, which is then followed by an infini

tive clause. As exemplified above, we will analyse these clauses as follows: 

1 

Subject Finite 

MOOD 

wilting to make 

P red i cator:mod ulated: compl ex 

the coffee. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Meanings of obligation and necessity may be expressed objectively, through a passive 

expansion of the Predicator: 

Yau 

Subject Finite 

MOOD 

required to read 

Predicator:modulated:comp!ex 

Henry James. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Modulation, then, is a way for speakers to express their judgements or attitudes about 
actions and events. When we are acting on or for other people, we do not only have the dog
matic choices of do or don't do, I'll give yon this or i won't give you this. But between these two 
poles of compliance and refusal we can express degrees of obligation and inclination. 

The parallels between modalization and modulation are very strong -wh ich is, of course, 
why we draw them together under the label of modality. The two represent complemen
tary resources speakers can draw on in achieving the exchange of informarion or goods and 
services. We can think of them both as grammatical resources for tempering what we say. 

Of course in any exchange I can always turn the tables on you. One thing I can do is to 

challenge you, and when I do that it is usually by questioning your modalization or 

modulation: 

Henry James definitely wrote 'The Bostonians'. 

— Are you sure? 
Couldn't Henry James have written 'The Bostonians'? 

- How could he? 
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Will you have a coffee? 
— Why would/wouldn't I? 

You should read Henry James. 
- Why should I? 

Even when there is no apparent modality in your initiation, the fact that you have made an 
implicit choice not to modalize can be challenged: 

Henry James wrote The Bostonians', 
— Are you sure? 

Will you have a coffee? 
— Why (do you want me to)? 

Read Henry James. 
-Why should I? 

Modalization and modulation are extremely complex systems, and interact in interesting 
ways. Both may occur in the same clause: 

You should probably read The Bostonians'. 
I think you could perhaps be obliged to read Henry James. 
Will I sometimes have to read Henry James? - Yep, I think you'll have to 

occasionally. 
Do I definitely have to read it? — You certainly do. 

The fact that we can have both modalizarion and modulation going on within the one clause 
suggests that the line between propositions and proposals may not be as sharp as we have 
been assuming until now. In feet there are two main situations where it is difficult to decide 
whether what is being exchanged is i nformation or goods and services: 

The first is when you are talking to someone about the behaviour of a third person. 
Compare the following: 

i) Di to George: Yon really have To start reading some Henry James. 
ii) Di to Simon: George really has to start reading some Henry James. 

In the first clause, Di has clearly made a demand for goods and services of George. She is 
making a command, realized through the structure of a modulated declarative. In the 
second clause, however, Di is expressing the same meaning of obligation, but this time it 
is not directed at the person implicated in the command, but at a third person. Since it is 
not up to Simon to comply with Di's command, and in fact since the appropriate response 
to ii) is not OK but Yes, 1 agree, we can see that what is really being exchanged in ii) is infor
mation. But the information exchanged is coloured by the speaker's attitudes of obligation, 
etc. In our culture we refer to information of that kind as opinion. 

When we 'borrow' the grammar of proposals to exchange information, we express opin
ions. We use the modulation resources of proposals in an exchange where goods and services 
could not be provided. Opinions contrast with facts which we may define now as unmod
ulated clauses, such as George is reading Henry James. 

This distinction lias nothing to do with the truth or falsity of the information. It is a 
grammatical distinction. In casual conversation most of the information we exchange is not 
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of the fact type, but the opinion type. We can of course be more or less sure of our opin

ions. For example, if Di said to Simon: 

I think that George probably has to read some Henry James. 

she is expressing a degree of uncertainty about the force of her opinion. 
So this is one example of where the grammar of proposals and propositions cross over. In 

such situations, resources typically used to modify goods and services exchanges get bor
rowed or transferred to exchange information of a particular kind. But they retain some of 
their goods and services meaning: if George overheard Di's remark to Simon, he would be 
likely to respond as if a command had been made of him (e.g. OK, I will or No, / don't want to). 

The second situation in which the distinction is not so clear-cut is when we use modu

lation to demand direction, advice or permission. 

Must I read it now? 
Can I read 'Portrait of a Lady' first? 
Should I read The Bostonians'? 

In these types of demands there is no tangible commodity being exchanged: what is 
demanded is a judgement, an opinion, as to the course of action to be carried out. They are 
thus like an intermediate step between an exchange of goods and services and an exchange 
of information. They lead to action, but the typical response isaverbal expression of opinion: 

Must I read it now? - Yes, you must. 
Can I read 'Portrait of a Lady' first? - If you like. 
Should I read The Bostonians'? - No, you needn't bother. 

So it seems as if things like advice and permission are encoded in the grammar not as types 
of information but as types of goods. Our everyday expressions capture this sense of per
mission and advice as goods to be traded: 

He gave me some advice. 
I got his permission. 

Some interactions centre around the exchange of these intermediate commodities. For 
example, going to the doctor is typically an exchange of advice (not a reciprocal exchange, 
of course. Doctors do not take favourably to being advised to lose weight, clean up their 
waiting rooms, or lower their fees!). 

Summary 

Whenever we use language we are using it to interact, to exchange. Our first choice in an 
exchange is to decide whether we will take on the speech role of initiator or responder. If 
we choose to initiate an exchange, we must take on either the speech role of giving, or the 
speech role of demanding. However, in order to interact we must also have something to 
exchange: either information (an intangible, purely verbal commodity) or goods and ser
vices (tangible commodities or activities). 
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The choice of speech role and commodity type are expressed grammatically through 
choices in the Mood structure of the clause: i.e. choices about the functional constituents 
such as Subject, Finite, Predicator, Complement, Adjunct and their configuration (e.g. 
Subject before Finite; WH conflation; absence of MOOD element, etc). The distinction 
between initiating and responding roles is associated with the sttuctural difference between 
full and elliptical clause types. The distinction between giving and demanding can be 
associated with the different structures of declaratives and imperatives. And the distinc
tion between information and goods and services can be associated with the Mood differ
ences between major and minor clauses. 

Although linguistic exchanges, whether of goods and services or informacion, are 
fundamentally arguments about polarity (is/isn't or do/don't), linguistic interaction is not 
usually a black and white exchange of absolute agreement/acceptance or contradicrion/ 
refusal. Through the two grammatical sub-systems of modalization and modulation, 
brought together under the label modality, language allows us to temper the exchange by 
expressing degrees of either probability/usuality or obligation/inclination. 

What we have done so far in this chapter is to look at how the clause is strucrured to 
enable us to make the kinds of meanings essential for interaction to take place. We have 
uncovered a correlation between the semantic categories or speech functions of offer, 
command, statement, question and grammatical Mood classes. So when we ask 'how is lan
guage structured to enable interaction?' we find the answer lies (principally) in the systems 
of Mood and Modality. It is in describing the functional grammatical constituents of Mood, 
and their different configurations, that we are describing how language is structured to 
enable us to talk to each other. 

The meaning of Mood: Mood, interpersonal meaning and tenor 

The starting point for this rather lengthy and technical description of clause types was that 
in describing the Mood structure of the clause we would be describing how language is 
used to enable the expression of interpersonal meanings through dialogue. 

And in feet it is by looking at how people use these systems of Mood and Modality in 
the clauses they exchange with each other that we can see speakers making meanings about 
such interpersonal dimensions as: the power or solidarity of their relationship; the extent 
of their intimacy; their level of familiarity with each other; and their attitudes and judge
ments. You will remember from earlier chapters that the systemic model claims that we 
can trace a direct link from the grammatical patterns of Mood in the clause, up to the 
semantics of interpersonal meanings, and out into context to the register variable of tenor. 

One very simple way in which a Mood analysis can reveal dimensions of renor is to 
simply consider who is doing the talking in a situation. The most striking indication of 
power is in who gets to be speaker in an exchange, and for how long. For example, in a 
typical classroom situation (primary, secondary or tertiary), the teacher gets to be speaker 
for most of the time. The telarionship of unequal power that as a society we set up for many 
genres of classroom interaction is realized linguistically by the teacher's simple dominance 
of the speaker role. It is clear who is in charge in a classroom, because the teacher is the 
one who does rhe talking. In casual conversation, on the other hand, rhere is much freer 
access to the speaker role; the solidarity of the role relationships is acted out linguistically 
through a greater sharing of the role of speaker. No one has the intrinsic right to hold the 
floor. 
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And yet when you study casual conversation, even the short excerpt used at rhe begin
ning of this chapter, it is not hard to discovei that some classes of people get to be speaker 
more frequently than others. In particulat, men. In mixed casual conversation men get to 
be speakers more often and hold the role of speaker longer than women. 

A second area of Mood choice in which Tenor dimensions are realized is seen by looking 
at what speakers do when they get the speaker role. For example, who gives? Who 
demands? And are rhese reciprocal rights? 

When there is a lack of reciprocity, there we find status relations. For example, in spite 
of our folk attitude that teaching is all about giving people knowledge, linguistically we 
find that in pedagogic situations the teacher is very often demanding, and the student very 
often giving. The non-reciprocity of these roles is a clear indication of the unequal power 
relations between teachers and students. In a transactional encounter, we can see that the 
social role of salesperson means you take on the speech role of offer (giving goods and ser
vices), and therefore produce modulated interrogates (May 1 help you?), whereas the social 
role of client means you take on the speech role of command (demanding goods and ser
vices), and therefore produce imperatives or modulated declaratives (Give me six of those; I'd 
like six of those). There is thus a clear relationship between the social roles we play in situa
tions, and the choices we make in the Mood system. 

In casual conversation, there are theoretically no intrinsic rights for people to give or 
demand. Anyone can do anything, as power is shared equally. However, the analysis of 
excerpts such as Text 6.1 suggests that women demand information but give goods and ser
vices; whereas men give information but demand goods and services. In the selection of 
speech roles, and their corresponding realization in the Mood structures, we see the lin
guistic realization of gender expectations of our culture: that women are conversationally 
supportive, while men just sit back and perform. 

A further aspect of Mood choice which can be related to tenor concerns selections for 
modality: who modalizes? who modulares? This provides a realization both of relationships 
of power and of affective involvement. 

Taking modalization first, we can distinguish hete between the original or neutral 
meaning of modalization as tentativity vis-a-vis information, and a derived function to 
express deference. If, in casual conversation, I said / think Henry Jams probably wrote 'The 
Bostonians', the I think and the probably express my lack of conviction: I am simply not one 
hundred per cent sure of my claim. 

However, if my lecturer in English has just attributed 'The Bostonians' to Jane Austen, I 

may find myself saying: 

Thar might not be quite right. I think Henry James might have written 'The 

Bostonians'. 

In this instance the modalizations do not express uncertainty at all, but instead deference 
to the superior status of the lecturer. If I had said You're wrong. Hemy James wrote 'The 
Bostonians', I would have been perceived as speaking impolitely - because polireness in a 
hierarchic situation means speaking with adequate recognition of the superior's status. A 
related deferential use of modalisation is its use with people we do not know well, - i.e. 
where frequency of contact is low. 

This use of modalization to temper speech also operates with proposals. In fact, one of the 
main motivations for switching from a command (demand for goods and services) to an 
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opinion (modulated declarative/interrogative) is that this then allows the use of modaliza-
tion. For example, while in the equal power situation Di might say to George: 

Read some Henry James, 

when urging a superior to do so, she is likely to say: 

Perhaps you should read some Henry James. 

with modalization used to soften the force of the 'should'. Or: 

Maybe you'd like to read some Henry James. 

where deference is expressed in both the shift from obligation to inclination and the use of 
modalization to water down the opinion, 

In many registers, then, the use of modalization has little to do with the speaker's judge
ments about probability, but is instead functioning to signal interactants' recognirion of 
the unequal power or infrequent contact between them, 

Even in casual conversation, where we would expect modalization to realize its neutral 
meaning, we find rhar women use ir significantly more frequently than men. In Text 6.1, 
for example, you will see that George and Simon quite freely contradict each other in no 
uncertain terms (i.e. without any modulation), whereas the women frequently temper their 
speech with modal izations, 

A further relation between modality in the clause and dimensions of tenor is illustrated 
in the use of objective modality. Fot example, compare two ways we might get students to 
read their set texts: 

It is required that all students read The Bostonians'. 
You must all read 'The Bostonians'. 

In the first we see the agency of the command being obscured: depersonalization leaves the 
respondents (the students) with no one to argue with. Compare the responses they might 
make to the two alternatives: 

It is required that all students read 'The Bostonians'. — Who says? 
You must all read 'The Bostonians'. — No, we don't have to, 

In the objectified version, the students must first establish who their interactant is. Whar 
the first example tries to do is to present an impersonal expression of petsonal attitude —a 
contradiction in terms. The teason why this pattern occurs so much in hierarchic siruations 
seems to be that it is a covert attempt to get people to do things without having to take 
responsibility for issuing the command. Such faceless expressions of power leave interactants 
with no agent of the modulation to challenge, 

Modalities also express affect, either positive or negative, cowards what we are talking 
about. Compare, for example, the bubbly, effusive person who uses intensifies (Mood 
Adjuncts) such as absolutely, amazingly, unbelievably all the time, versus the cold, rational, 
withdrawn, in fact IMpersonal person who never use these modalities at all. Thus, the choice 
of Modalities can also express the other side of interpersonal relations: the 'personal' rather 
than the'inter'. 
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A final area in which Mood patterns relate to the expression of Teno,• 1 e i n . * * rek 
tionships of congruence ox Congruence between Mood cho.ce and * « * f o ^ ™ | ™ 
chapter has suggested several times that typical correlates exist between ^ ^ 
egoties of offer, command, statement, question and the grammatical structures of different 
S , So typically a command will be expressed through the imperative structure 
Z t Z thtoujh an interrogative, etc. If these are the unmarked « * ^ £ £ ^ £ 
m L all other things being equal', then what is very interesting is " > « ^ ^ h £ 
these choices are not made. What is the significance of a command that is not realized by 
an m P e L v e ? For example, the teacher who suggests Shall « . jtar have some pratuce d*ng 

1 " L instead of direcdy commanding Get on ^your^rk. Or aquestionrh* «* not 
ea ized by an interrogative. The choice of marked Mood structures typicalA,_funtions to 
X p , t e n i dimensions such as unequal power, deference or low contact and mvolvernen. 
Tn many interactive situations we do not in feet have many reahsuc chores to mak, 

we want to behave apptopnately we have to accept the social denmtion ^ n t e ^ l 
relationships in that particular situation. So, fot example, we have to accept that relation^ 

h ^ b e t L t — 
have to accept that in the greengrocers our roles are as unequal, ^ ^ ^ ^ 
proof that we have accepted the social roles is found in our discourse roles, i.e. in the choices 
w l a k e in Mood and Modality. In the types of clauses we use we see the acting out ofcon-

~ T ^ n l t u t : ^ ^ ^ ^ clause as exchange we are actually studying W 

standing the interpersonal relationships between interactants. By looking at the gram 
ma itaUhoices s p i e r s make, the role they play in discourse we have a way of uncover.ng 
and studying the social creation and maintenance of hierarchy socio-cultural roles. 

WeVe now in a position to validate a claim made in Chapter Four: that tenor „ reaU 
ize7through interpersonal meanings, which ate in turn realized through the gramma of 
rhe c l - e as exchange. Our analyse allows us to study how " ^ c ^ i ^ S 
(as well as in some systems we have not had space to discuss, such as Vocation and Attitude) 
are the realization of teno, By looking closely at the choices speakers make for Mood and 
Moda ity we can uncover the interpersonal relationships that are being expressed in text. 
m t e Appldix following Chapter Eleven I provide the Mood analysis of the three Crying 
Baby texts presented in Chaptet One. The implications of those Mood analyses will be dis-

C T h m u g ? o r : n f ^ fi^-c reference has been made to the notion rf * £ -
choices in Mood or speech function, selections in modalization or modulation etc. The fbl-
owfng chapter will explain and develop this systemic emphasis on choice by examining 
the P L and function of systems in SFL. That discussion will provide the contes f o r « 
continued exploration of the grammatical systems of Transinvity, Theme and the Clause 
Complex in Chapters Eight, Nine and Ten. 

Notes 

1. For a more extended discussion of Mood analysis, see Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 

2. S S is an excerpt from a dinner parry conversation, 'Dinner « Stephen's' (auchor's data). 
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Introduction 

The preceding chapters have explored in some depth what it means to take a functional 
approach to language. The purpose of this chapter is to explain the other major dimension 
of a systemic-functional approach: the systemic. In order to do this we will teturn to some 
of the concepts raised in the first chapter, exploring how a sign in a semiotic system gets 
its meaning through entering into both paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations with 
othet signs. The chapter will discuss the systemic use of the system to capture paradig
matic relations between linguistic signs, with structure captured through realization state
ments, The chapter will introduce the conventions systemicists use fot drawing systems, 
in order that future grammatical description can be presented both functionally and 
system! call y. 

Semiotic systems 

You will remember from ChapterOne that the signs in asemioticsystem involve twodirnen-
sions: a content, or meaning, and an expression, ot realization, and that the relationship 
between content and expression is arbitrary. Thus, with the ttaffic light system, the associa
tion between the meani ng stop and the colour red is not natutal, but conventional, and could 
thetefote be changed by convention; for example, wecould agree rhar henceforth the meaning 
stop will be realized by the colour purple. As the contrast between Systems 7.1 and 7.2 indi
cates, then, we can change the association between the signine" and the signifiant without 
affecting the system itself. 

We could even decide that the meaning stop will henceforth be encoded by the colour 
'green', so long as we now also change the association between go and gnen to avoid confu
sion. If we did not change the go/green association, we would no longer have the same sign 
system, as instead of three different signs, we would now have a system consisting of only 
two signs, as represented in System 7,3. 

However, if semiotic systems are an arbitrary social convention, what can we really say 
about the 'meaning' of any lights How do the signs in a semiotic system get their meaning? 
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r s top 

slow RED 

down 
AMBER 

L-go 
\ > 

GREEN 

System 7.1 Original traffic light system 

pstop 

Slow PURPLE 
down 

AMBER 
•-go 

GREEN 

System 7.2 Changing a realization in the traffic light system 

slow 
down 

AMBER 

_stop 
or go ^ 

GREEN 

System 7-3 A two-sign system of traffic lights 

With the traffic lights, we can see that the meaning of each sign comes largely from what 
it is not: what makes the association between green and go have meaning is that the green go 
fusion stands in opposition to two other content/expression pairs: red/stop and aMslow 
dawn. Thus, the meaning of any one sign is that it stands in opposition to two other s.gns: 
it means what it does because it does not mean what they do. 

In the semiotic system of language, where the relationship between the content and he 
expression of a sign is also an arbitrary one, the same question arises: how do we know what 
anv linguistic sign means? -

Take the lexical sign axolotl. Imagine that you wanted to teach me, a fore.gner, the 
meaning of this word. One way you might think of getting across to me what it means is 
to take rne to the local aquarium and show me a fish tank containing ten different: a*oh>tls, 
of all different species. Pointing patiently at each you would say axolotl Once I had had a 
chance to study this tank, you would be pretty confident that I would have figured out 
what axolotl means. So you are surprised when, moving on to look at the next tank, I point 
to the swimming creatures inside it and say axolotl. 'No,' you pomt out, those ate gold
fish' In the next tank I again claim the inhabitants as axolotl, but unfortunately they are 
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octopuses. And so on, with me at each tank incorrectly calling all the inhabitants axolotl. 
In despair, you finally have to admit that your ingenious teaching straregy somehow failed. 

It is quite obvious what has gone wrong: you showed me only the complementary pos
sibilities of the word axolotl You showed roe only the things that could be called by that 
name. You forgot to show rne what could NOT, i.e. what the oppositions were. From this 
example, we can begin to see that part of knowing what an axolotl is involves knowing what 
an axolotl isn't. More Technically we can say that part of the meaning of a linguistic sign is 
in the oppositions Jt enters into. 

These oppositions are established not naturally but by convention, and Saussure 
0959/66) used a number of analogies to demonstrate the implications of the arbitrariness 
of signs1. One analogy was to compare language to a game of chess (Saussure 1959/66: 88, 
110). Imagine, he said, that one of the chess pieces gets lost: a rook, for example. Is there 
any way we can keep playing? The answer is yes, of course. Ali we need to do is simply to 
find some object, for example a cigarette lighter, and agree between the two of us that this 
object is a replacement for the missing rook. So the cigarette lighter becomes by convention 
a rook, and we can keep on playing without any trouble as long as two conditions are met: 

1. that the cigarette lighter performs exactly the same type of moves as the rook - as 
long as it moves only up or across the board, and not diagonally, and 

2. that the cigarette lighter cannot be confused with any of the other pieces: we 
recognize that the cigarette lighter is not a queen or a pawn. 

This analogy demonstrates two important points about chess. Firstly, that it is not the sub
stance of the chess pieces that matter: their shape, colour or size are irrelevant, since any 
object can be substituted for them without affecting the game. The pieces are thus con
ventional. Secondly, it demonstrates that what matters is the relations each piece enters 
into with all the others, how the piece behaves vis-a-vis the other pieces. 

Applied to language, this analogy has two implications. Firsrly, it indicates that lin
guistic signs are not subsrance, but arbitrary forms: a particular sound combination is not 
naturally fixed to a particular object in the world, bur the relationship is established by 
arbitrary social convention. Secondly, it indicates that the meaning of each sign, what 
defines it, is the relations each sign can enter into with other signs. 

Relations between signs: the paradigmatic and syntagmatic axes 

Saussure pointed out chat the meaning of a sign must come from relations that it enters 
into with other signs. The two kinds of relations between linguistic signs, or rather the two 
axes along which we can look at relations, are the syntagmatic axis, which captures the 
relations of sequence or chain relations between signs, and the paradigmatic axis, which 
captures the relations of opposition or choice between signs. These axes of chain and choice 
are schematized in Figure 7.1. 

Syntagmatic relations, relations along the axis of chain, are the relations by which signs 
can go together in sequences or structures, thus the relationship between one sign and the 
signs that can go before and after it. Paradigmatic relations, relations along the axis of 
choice, are the relations by which signs stand in opposition to other signs, thus the rela
tionship between a sign and the other signs that might have occurred in its place. 

In language we can define linguistic signs at each strata and rank of the linguistic system 
in terms of these two kinds of relations. 
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axis of chain 
' syntagmatic 

axis of choice 
paradigmatic 

Figure 7.1 Axes of chain and choice 

For example, at the phonological stratum, we can 'define' the phoneme /p/ in terms of 

its syntagmatic relations, i.e. the coronations it can enter into. So, we would enumer-

ate such phonemic information as: 

_ that /p/ can proceed or follow any vowel; 
- that within a syllable the liquids III and/r/ are the only consonants which can follow 

it and hi the only one that can precede it. 
Thus part of the meaning of the phoneme tpt comes from these syntagmatic possibilities. 
The second dimension of its meaning comes from its paradigmatic r e l a t e s : the opposi-
; L in which it stands in a given context. For example, in the phonological context of 
ioitW sound in the sequence / _ i t / , we would be able to determine that /p/ s.nds n oppo
sition to the phonemes / b , t , l , h , s , W / (since we can form ti.e words /bit , / t , W , *ut , 
/sit/ /nit/, /wit/, /zit/ and each means something different), but not M (*vit), etc. Thus, 
he-meaning of the phoneme /p/ is the sum of these two types of relations it enters into 

At the morphological level, the lowest rank in the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 
apply exactly the same principles to determine the meaning of a morpheme. Forexamp 

l e a n i n g of the m o r p h e m e / W is denned partly by its syntagmauc or co .bmaon 
possibilities which other morphemes, either bound morphemes (prefixes andi suffixes) o 
fee morphemes (other independent lexical items), it can combine with. We would rmd that 
he morpheme friend can combine with the morphemes -less ^ * , Ay « -

(unfriJly), be- ( fe /W) , -ship (friendship), -liness {unfriendly), but that it could nor 
Z b T e with the morphemes dis- ( * W , - i o n (*friction), sub- ^bfrttnd), over-

(*overfriend), -ize (*friendize), etc. -„„„i.„ 
Thus, part of the meaning oEfiimt i. these syntagmatic i d . ™ But us meamng also 

comes fern its paradigmatic or oppositional relations: we would consider what mor-
r m e s could occur insfead of rhe morPheme/nW. Here we would find t h a t / ^ h a s p a r -
L T - d c relations with lecture, * « * r , dictator, profess etc. in that they aUcontrast with 
one another in the environment -ship (lectureship, n^bersUp dictatorship P***™***"* 

Moving up the grammatical rank scale, the meaning of clauses is also ^ablished rela-
tionally. For example, the meaning of the clause * baby slept is partly defined by the coo-
stituents that can occur after and before it: 

Yesterday, due to fatigue t h e j > a b y ^ t soundly all night in bed with his toys 

without dreaming. 
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where the baby s/ept can be combined -with a large number of Circumstantial Adjuncts 
expressing different meanings of time, cause, location, accompaniment, manner. Bur the 
same clause could not combine with a Complement, an Attributive Complement, or an 
Adjunct expressing Beneficiary: 

*the baby slept / the night 
*the baby slept light 
*the baby slept to his mother 

Thus, part of the meaning of our clause is the set of clause constituents with which it can pos
sibly combine. However, the clause is also partly defined by the paradigmatic oppositions it 
enters into. This would involve listing clauses which could replace it and which would make 
a difference in meaning. Here rhe contrasts would involve differenr types of processes or 
actions that contrast with the action of sleeping: 

The baby deft {physiological action) 
vs 

The baby thought (mental action) 
The baity hit (physical action) 
The baby was (no action, just being) 

Syntagmatic relarions give structures: a sequence of ordered elements in linear arrangement. 
Paradigmatic relations, on theother hand, give paradigms, A paradigm is aset of oppositions, 
or choices, in a particular context. A common method used i n learning foreign languages is to 
rote learn important paradigms in the language. For example, the paradigm of the French 
irregular verb alkr has a familiar ring to those who have studied French: 

Je vais 
Tu vas 
II va 
Nous allons 
Vous allez 
lis vont 

In previous chapters you have already been presented with a number of different paradigms, 
not of verbs but of clauses. For example, the following groups of clauses from Chapter Five 
constitute patadignis: 
Sec 1: 

The redback spider gave the captured beetle a poisonous bite. 
Did the redback spider give the captured beetle a poisonous bite? 
What did the redback spider give the captured beetle? 
Who gave the captured beetle a poisonous bite? 
Give a poisonous bite, redback spider! 
What a poisonous bite the redback spider gave the captured beetle! 

Set 2: 

The redback spider gave the captured beetle a poisonous bite. 
It was the redback spider who gave the captured beetle a poisonous bite. 
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By the redback spider the captuted beetle was given a poisonous bite, 
A poisonous bite was what the redback spider gave the captured beetle, 
To the captured beetle the redback Spider gave a poisonous bite. 

Set 3: 

The redback spider gave the captured beetle a poisonous bite, 
The redback spider bit the captured beetle with poison, 
The tedback spider sniffed the captured beetle. 
The redback spider thought about biting the captured beetle. 
The tedback spider has a poisonous bite. 
The redback spider is the most deadly Australian spider. 

Each of these sets of clauses is a patadigm: a list of clauses which conttast in a particular 
way. It should now be possible for you to identify the first set of clauses as exemplifying a 
paradigm of Mood choices. Constructing such paradigms is the first step in identifying the 
paradigmatic relations between units. 

Since, as Saussure (1959/66: 111) pointed out, 'language is only asystem of pure values', 
the study of language involves establishing, at each level (so for each linguistic unit), the 
paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations which give linguistic signs their meaning. 
Linguistic approaches since Saussure have tended to give priority to one or other of these 
types of relations, with formal grammatical approaches tending to prioritize the descrip
tion of syntagmatic relations (what elements from what classes can go next to each other in 
structures), while functional grammatical approaches tend to prioritize the description of 
paradigmatic relations (what functional constituents stand in opposition to each other). 

We will see below that while the systemic apptoach does give theoretical priority to pat-
adigmatic relations, its formalism through the system network captures both paradigmatic 
and syntagmatic relations. 

MOOD revisited: syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations of Mood 

In the previous chapter, we developed a description of the syntagmatic relations of the 
clause from the point of view of the possible combinations of Mood constituents that we 
find in different English clauses. Thus, a description such as: 

Subject A Finite A Predicator A Complement A Adjunct 

offers a syntagmatic definition of what a non-elliptical declarative 'means'. Thus, a state
ment of the structure of a clause is also a statement of its syntagmatic organization. So we 
are now able to define structure in more technical terms, as the set of functional con
stituents in syntagmatic relation. 

However, applying Saussure's argument, we would need to also describe the para
digmatic relations between clause constituents if we are to have fully described what a 
declarative 'means'. In fact, in the previous chapter we did also describe paradigmatic rela
tions. So, when we contrasted the fotrmila: 

Subject A Finite A Predicator A Complement A Adjunct 
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with the formulae: 

Finite ASubjectAPredicarorAComplementA Adjunct 
WH-Complemen tA Pi ni te A Sub j ec c 
WH-Compleme n t ̂  S ub j ectA Fi ni te 
Pred icator AComplement 

(polar interrogative) 
(W H-in terrogati ve) 
(exclamative) 
(imperative) 

wbat we were doing was describing the paradigmatic contrasts between the structure of 
clauses of different Moods. In Chapter Six our description was both i) syntagmatic: in 
describing how constituents go together linearly, in sequence, we presented a descrip
tion of clause types in terms of their structure; and ii) paradigmatic: in describing how 
configurations of constituents differ from each other, we presented a description of clause 
types in terms of their oppositions. 

In Chapter Six we used functionally labelled boxes to capture the syntagmatic structure 
of the clause. What was lacking from the previous chapter, however, was the formalism for 
presenting paradigmatic description, and the method for capturing the relationship 
between the syntagmatic and the paradigmatic. 

Systems 

The formalism used in the systemic model to capture paradigmatic relations is the system. 
The basic system consists of an entry condition and a set of two or more signs in opposi
tion, of which one and only one must be chosen. The signs are called the terms in the 
system. A system is always read from left to right. See the basic system in System 7.4. 

This system should be read as saying 'if the entry condition of x applies, then either a or 
b must be chosen'. This system is the kind we needed to represent the content of the traffic 
lights in Chapter One. See System 7.5. 

entry condition 

r-a 

x-» terms in the system 

System 7.4 Basic system 

car approaches intersection • 

rstop 

.slow 
down 

Lgo 

System 7.5 Traffic lights as a system 
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apple pie 

- with ice craam 

-with cream 

-with both 

-with nothing 

System 7.6 A non-binary system 

r-a 

r c 

L d 

System 7.7 Simultaneous choice 

Systems do not have to consist of only two choices. For example, the system you might 
face when being offered your dessert could be as is shown in System 7.6. 

Systems are usually more complex than this. Frequently systems involve simultaneous 
choice, which is indicated by the use of a curled bracket (see System 7.7). 

This system should be read as saying 'if the entry condition of x is met, then you must 
choose either a or b AND either c or d. The 'output' of the system, then, would be any of 
the following sets of features: 

a + c 
a + d 
b + c 
b + d 

But not: 

N:a + b; ot 

*c + d 

System 7.S provides a concrete example of such a system. 
So, you can choose eirher steak or fish, with either salad or vegetables, but you cannot 

choose both steak and fish, or both salad and vegetables. 
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Most semiotic systems cannot be described using only one system. Usually we find that 
choices lead to other choices: for example, having chosen vegetables, you may need to 
choose between carrots or courgettes. To capture futther choices, we simply write further 
systems, applying the same conventions introduced above. For example, we can extend out 
simple system, as in System 7.9-

Here you must first choose either a or b. Then, if you choose a you must go on to choose 
between m or »; whereas if you choose b you must then choose between y or z. 

Extending our mote complex system might give us choices as in System 7.10. 
Possible outputs from System 7.10 are as follows (only the terminal choices are listed): 

m y 
m z 
m j 
m k 
n y 
n z 

• " j 

nk 
p y 
p z 
PJ 
p k 

qy 

qk 

A concrete example of an extended system network is provided in System 7.11. 
You should be able to construct several alternative meals from this network, 
The basic organizing concept of the system is that of choice. Each system in a system 

network represents a point at which a choice has to be made. The first choice that is made 
(from the system at the farthest left-hand side of the system network) is called the least 

-steak 

L f ish 

main course 

i-salad 

•-vegetables 

System 7.8 Example of simultaneous choice 

r a -

X-J 
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-m 

i-n 

L [ j j 

f-Z 

System 7.9 Extending the system in delicacy 

i - m 

System 7.10 Simultaneous choice and increased delicacy 

delicate choice. It is the first choice in logical piiority that has to be made. As the network 
extends to the right, we say we ate moving in delicacy, until we teach the final system (i.e. 
that at the extteme right-hand side of the network), which is called the most delicate 
system, in which the most delicate choices ate made. In our dinner network above, the least 
delicate choice is between steak or fish and vegetables ot salad. The most delicate choices 
are the choices we have to make between mashed or baked potatoes, the type of meat/fish 
and its method of preparation, and the type of vegetables. 

As this example shows, the scale of delicacy refers to the logical priority among choices: 
before you can choose between mashed or baked potato, you must first have chosen potato 
tather than chips, which in turn means that you must first have chosen vegetables rather 
than salad. 
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r 

r- steak 

L fish 

dinner-* ( 

_. saiad -

vegetables • 

V. 

• ^ 

i 

i 

rump 

T-bone 
rare 
medium 
well done 

John Dory 

snapper 
j - deep fried 

-M- pan fried 
L- grilled 

{ 
French 

Greek 

i- mashed 

< 

potatoes -

chips 

courgettes 

carrots 

I- baked 

System 7.11 Example of an extended sysrem network 

A system network has nothing to do with time. A system does not capture the tempo
ral sequence of choices. You may, for example, have gone in to the restaurant having already 
decided that you really want chips, and then once you're in the queue you decide you'd also 
like some mash, and then just as you get to the serving section you decide on fish. This real
time sequence is not represented in the network. Instead, what is captured in a system 
network is the logical structure of the system: what contrasts with what, for example the 
fact that at this particular restaurant, if you want to have chips you cannot also have mashed 
potato. 

Having presented the basic conventions for reading and writing system networks, a 
linguistic system network is presented in System 7,12. It wilt take you only a moment to 
recognize what it describes, 

T h e relat ionship b e t w e e n system and s t ruc ture 

The system network presented in System 7.12 captures the paradigmatic relations of Mood 
in the clause. However, as it stands it is incomplete. It may have occurred to you that the 
structural descriptions that most of Chapter Six dealt with seem to be missing. The system 
at the moment captures only the paradigmatic relations. A complete network, however, 
captures both paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations. The complete system network is 
presented in Sysrem 7.13. 

The difference between this and the previous system is that in this system each choice 
is now expressed by a realization. We have added to the system realization s ta tements , 
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•i 

elliptical 

full 

indicative 

Imperative 

-major-* ( 

I— not 

modality -

(-interrogative 

• declarative 

L exclamative 

i- moderation 

- modulation 
r-high 

- 4 - median 
I-low 

polar 

WH-

WH as Subj 

U WH as other 

WH Compl 

WH Adjunct 

j - probability 

| 1- usjality 

I r- subjective 

M_ objective 

r- inclination 

- obligation 

< 

eUptical 

System 7.12 Linguistic network 

full 
^ + RESIDUE 

r indicative 
-u +Subj, + Finite 

imperative 

interrogative -

r polar 
•M Finlte*Sub| 

•-WH _ 
li+WH 

p. major —»i 
"il +MOOD 

• declarative 
Si SubjTinite 

L exclamallve 
1, +WH;Subj"Finite 

r- WH as Subj 
-u WWSubj;SubjAFlnlte 

WH Compl 
L WHas other . 

•M Rnite'Subj 

-a Wt-VCompI 

I-minor 

r modalization -

{ 
modality -

not 

I j - probability 

1 L usually 

-> { .- subjective 
•a Finite: modal 

~ objective 
"s: +Mood AdjuncLmodal 

• WH Adjunct 
N WHfAdjuncl 

I- modulation -

,-hlgh 
-»U median 

Mow 

1 
inclination 

obligation 

System 7.13 Mood network with realizations 

in which we stipulate the output of the different choices made. You will note that the 

output of a linguistic system is a structural statement. These structural statements or real

izations may involve specifying: 

• the presence of a functional constituent (for example, choice of the feature full is 

realised by the presence of the structural element + RESIDUE) 

• the order ing of functional constituents (for example, choice of the feature polar 

interrogative is realized by rhe ordering of the Finite constituent before the Subject, 

FiniteASubject) 

• conflation of functional constituents (for example, choice of a WH-Complement 

interrogative is realized by the conflation of the W H element with the Complement 

element, WH/Compl) 
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• specification of the sub-class of particular constituents (for example, choice of 
Modallzarion involves selection of a Finite of the sub-class modal). 

A complete system network involves organizing the choices into systems, and specifying 
how those choices are realized as structures. Tn this way a network captures both the para
digmatic and the syntagmatic relations of the clause. In the systems we are capturing the 
paradigmat ic relations between configurations of constituents, the choices, while in 
the realizations we are capturing the syntagmatic relations between constituents, the 
structures. 

In a network like this we are defining the meaning of the grammatical sign 'declarative 
clause', for example, both syntagmatically and paradigmatically. We are defining it both in 
terms of the structure it has (through the realization Subject AFinite, etc.), and in terms of 
what it is not (the other clause types with which it contrasts, such as interrogatives). 

Pr ior i ty of paradigmatic relations 

The system network presented above is not only a convenient formalism for capturing syn
tagmatic and paradigmatic relations. I t also makes a theoretical claim about the relative 
importance of syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations. The systemic functional approach 
gives theoretical priority to paradigmatic relations: systemkists take the notion of choice, 
or oppositions, to be of fundamental importance in understanding how language makes 
meanings. 

In other words, we model language as choice. We represent language as a resource for 
making meanings by choosing. These paradigmatic choices are captured through systems. 
The consequences or output of the choices ate the structures, captured through realization 
statements. 

Since opposition is the primary category, the methodology for establishing systems is 
critical. This means we must explain how we determine when we have an opposition. That 
is, on what basis do we set up a system? 

The answer is: when we find a difference in structure. Every choice in a system or system 
network is realized by a structure. We therefore only set up a system when we can identify 
differences in structure, 

To illustrate this point, let us construct a system at the grammatical stratum, but this 
time at the rank of morpheme. The system we will construct is to describe the following 
paradigm of Subject personal pronouns in English: 

1 like Henry James 

you like Henry James 

hehbelit likes Henry James 

we like Henry James 

they like Henry James 

The system based on this paradigm is presented in System 7,14, 
This example shows that a system is only set up when there is a structural reflex, i.e. a 

difference in structure. For example, although there is a real-world difference between 
talking to two or more people as opposed to talking to just one, since we have only one 
pronoun form (you), we do not in feet need to set up a singular vs plural choice for the second 
person pronoun. 
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This system also allows us to demonstrate one final system-writing convention. Although 

the system as it stands is perfectly correct (in that it captures the relevant oppositions), it is 

somewhat clumsy, as the singular/plural opposition has to be repeated at two different 

places. System 7,15 is an alternative drawing of this system. 

This system uses two more types of bracketing to capture possible interrelations between 
choices from' different systems. The square bracket is used to captute the 'or' relation: if 
fitst person or third person, then choose either singular or plural. The curly bracket is used 
to indicate the 'and' relation: if both singular and third person, then eithet masculine, fem
inine or neuter. Both systems capture the same systemic contrasts. The difference is purely 

presentational. 
Although systems are only set up when there is a structural difference, the scale of del

icacy means that structures can be alike at one point, and then subsequently differentiated 

for a more delicate structural difference. For example, in Chapter Six we did not refer to 

any srructural difference between; 

Who 

WH/Complement 

RESIDUE 

What 

WH/Compiement 

RESIDUE 

Finite 

MOOD 

Finite 

MOOD 

Henry James? 

Subject 

Henry James? 

Subject 

At this level of delicacy, both clauses have identical structural descriptions, in that the W H 
element is fused with the Complement and precedes the Finite and the Subject. However, 
if we were to take the analysis one step further in delicacy, we could capture this distinc
tion between intetrogatives which enquire about human actors (who-interrogatives) and 
those which enquire about non-human participants (what-interrogatives), with a realiza
tion statement spec ifying the sub-class of interrogative word to be chosen, as represented 

in System 7.l6, 
The systemic notation allows us to recognize that at a less delicate level, two structures 

shate a structural realization, while at a more delicate level, they can be structurally differ-

enriated. The degree of delicacy to which a network is developed will generally be deter

mined by the purpose of the description. 

Grammatical and semant ic systems: l inks of pre-selection 

To this point the only linguistic systems demonstrated have been from the grammatical 

stratum, from the ranks of clause and morpheme. However, systems are used to capture par

adigms at all strata and ranks of language. System 7.17 is a familiar system from the seman

tic stratum. 

This system, which slightly extends on the diagrammatic presentation of Chapter Six, 

states that any move in dialogue involves a choice between the speech roles of either 
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r 1st person * 

i- singular 
* l 

personal pronoun-* 

L plural 
^we 

- 2nd person 
"* you 

r singular-

L 3rd person » 

r- masculine 
^he 

feminine 
^she 

L plural 
^they 

L neuter 

System 7.14 System of personal pronouns 

personal pronoun-

c- 1 st person 

- 2nd person 
* you 

- 3rd person 

r singular-

~ > 

i-plural 

r- masculine 

-feminine 

- neuter 

System 7.15 Alrernative drawing of system of personal pronouns 

giving or demanding, rhe commodities of either goods and services or information, and 
rhe exchange role of eithet initiating or responding. Several of the primary choices have 
then been more delicately described: e.g. offering goods and services may be speaker 
oriented (May I get you a coffee?) or addressee oriented (WarsId you like a coffee?)', demand
ing goods and services can be done inclusively (Let's read a book) or exclusively (Read it); 
demanding information can be querying (Who wrote it?) or questioning (Is it by Henry 
James?); information involves a choice between opinion (He should stop smoking) or fact (Re 
quit last week), and responding moves can be either supporting (Yes, that's right) or con
fronting (No, you're wrong there). 

This network, like all the networks presented in this chapter, is still at a very indelicate 
level of descriprion. For systemicists, 'doing systemic analysis' largely involves taking 
indelicate networks and extending them to the right in delicacy, through the analysis of 
the paradigms found in whatever data is being examined. For example, a systemic gram
marian might take the Mood system and try to push the category of minor clause in delicacy, 
using a corpus of interactive dialogue to establish contrasts between different types of 
minor clauses, specifying more delicate systems and their realizations. A systemic discourse 
analyst might take the speech function choice of opinion and try to take this further in 
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r human participant 
* WH/Complement:who 

WH-Complement -» 

non-human participant 
"a WH/Complement:wr)at 

System 7.16 WH-complement system 

r 
_ Giving 

L- Demanding 

_ Goods and 
services 

V. 

I- Information 

,_ Initiating 
"* clause: major, tuli 

- Responding 
^i clause: minor or elliptical 

l~ subjective orientation 
V modulated interrog Subject: I 

- addressee orientation 
*ii modulated Interrog Subject: you 

i - inclusive 
"* Let's + imperative 

- exclusive 
^ imperative 

f- querying 
"a clause: WH/interrog 

_ questioning 
•y clause: polar interrog 

r- fact 

_ opinion 
^ clause + modulation 

- supporting 
^" clause: polarity positive 

I- confronting 
^ clause: polarity negative 

System 7.17 Speech function system (discourse-semantic stratum) 

delicacy, asking what different sorrs of opinions ger expressed in a particular corpus and 
how (see Eggins and Slade 1997 for examples of speech function networks). 

This last point raises the issue of what the realization statements are in a semantic 
system. As the speech function system above indicates, the realizations specified for seman
tic systems may not be structures as they were in the gtammatical system. You will recall 
that rhe systemic model posits a relationship of realization between the different strata, i.e. 
semantics is realized through the lexico-grammar. The systemic notation makes clear what 
this means: choices made at the semantic level are realized through the pre-selection 
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of features from grammatical systems. Thus, choice of the move initiating involves the pre
selection from the Mood system oftton-elliptkal major clause. 

Although pre-seleccion means that some grammatical choices have already been made, 
this does not make lexico-grammatical systems redundant. For, although semantic systems 
may pre-setect typical or congruent grammatical choices, other less typical, incongruent 
choices may be made, since they are available in the lexico-grammatical system. 

Implications of the system: potential vs actual 

By giving priority to paradigmatic relations in language systemicists represent language as 
a system for making meanings by choosing. By drawing systems we try to capture what 
choices speakers could make. We do this because it is only by knowing what someone could 
have meant that we can understand in full the meaning of what they did in fact mean. 

This brings us back to a distinction mentioned in Chapter One, between what you can 
mean (linguistic potential) and what you do mean on any particular occasion (actual). 
System networks capture the meaning potential available to speakers. For example, the 
Mood system captures what you could possibly mean in an interaction. When we look at 
text, we study what speakers did actually mean, by describing the choices they did make. 
We can then explain that choice, work out 'what it means', by relating it back to the other 
possibilities the speaker had. So, we can ask 'Why did the speaker make that choice and 
not another one?' 

For example, why does a person go to work as a teacher and say to his srudents 7 can 
hardly hear myself think in here', while the same person goes home to his kids and says 'Stop 
making that racket/'? Why did the speaker choose the declarative Mood rather than the 
imperative Mood? Or rhe imperative Mood rather than the declarative? The explanation 
will almost certainly lead us to explore dimensions of the context of situation, for if we look 
for oar explanations only within the linguistic system, we will find ourselves going round 
in circles (e.g. he chose imperative because he didn't want to choose declarative, etc.). 

Where we can begin to explain the choice is by considering the relationship between 
the social role the person was playing and the discourse roles to which this appears to give 
him access. We would find that in our culture the role of parent (with the tenor dimen
sions of unequal power, frequent conract and high affective involvement) gives access to 
the congruent realizations of commands (i.e. the choice of imperative), whereas the role of 
teacher (with unequal power, frequent contact but no affective involvement) leads toincon-
gruent realizations, as the teacher finds ways to disguise the speech functional import of 
his command. Thus, systemic linguistics is oriented to asking questions about the rela
tionship between potential and actual meaning choice. Such questions demand a functional 
approach, and demand that the explanations be sought outside language, in the social and 
cultural context. 

This potential/actual orientation also gives us a framework within which it makes sense 
to compare different choices. In particular, it leads us to consider the appropriacy of lin
guistic choice. For example, spoken data would show us that society considers it quite 
appropriate for a parent to choose imperatives in addressing his young child, but generally 
inappropriate for the child to use imperatives to the patent. Again, we might or might not 
wish to explore the implications of social appropriacy. 

Interpreting language as a system for making meanings in context by choosing gives us 
a way of asking the m o s t jntefesting questions linguists can ask: why did a speaker make 
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that choice, and not another? And we have a way of interpreting the choices speakers make 
not just as linguistic choices, but as social choices, a way which leads inevitably to uncov
ering the implicit, covert social conventions which make certain choices appropriate in one 
context but inappropriate in another. 

Summary 

Halliday provides a concise summary of the material that has been covered in this chapter: 

A system network is a theory of language as choice. It represents a language, or any 
part of a language, as a resource for making meaning by choosing. Each choice point 
in the network specifies: 

1) an environment or context: an entry condition or the choices already made 
2) a set of possibilities of which one is (to be) chosen 

The output of networks are srructures. A structure is the realization of the sets(s) of 
features chosen in passing through the network. (Halliday 1985a: xxvii ) 

Having now coveted the practical and theoretical aspects of systems, we will In the next 
chapter return to our functional description of the clause, using both system networks and 
functional box diagrams to describe how the clause is structured to encode in text the firsr 
component of ideational meaning, that of experiential meaning. 

Notes 

1. Culler (L976) provides a very accessible discussion of Saussure s ideas about language, 
2. These paragraphs have been rewritten in Halliday 1994 and in Halliday and Matthiessen 2004, 

but I find the 1985a version more concise. 
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Introduction 

In Chapter Seven we explored die systemic modelling of meaning as choice, and the 
formalism by which paradigmatic relations are captured in systems. In this chapter, we 
return to the structural focus, while drawing on systemic notation to present the para
digmatic oppositions which give rise to structural differences. However, the semantic 
focus of this chapter and the next shifts to the organization of the clause to realize 
ideational meanings, meanings about how we represent reality in language. In the 
SFL account {see Halliday and Matthiessen 2004), the ideational strand of meaning in 
fact involves two components: that of experiential meaning in the clause (covered in 
this chapter), and that of the logical meaning between clauses in clause complexes 
(Chapter Nine). 

Experiential meaning is expressed through the system of Transitivity or process type, 
with the choice of process implicating associated participant roles and configurations. 
Sysremicists argue that the clause's experiential meaning is realized simultaneously with its 
interpersonal meaning, so that the description of Transitivity in the clause complemencs its 
simultaneous Mood description. While the Mood structure of die clause can be related to 
the contextual dimension of Tenor, Transitivity choices will be related to the dimension of 
Field, with the choice of process types and participant roles seen as realizing interactants' 
encoding of their experiential reality: the world of actions, relations, participants and cir
cumstances that give content to their talk. 

We will begin by returning ro one of the implications of taking a functional approach 
to grammar: that nearly every constituent in a clause is playing more than one functional 
role at a time. 
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Simultaneous meanings in texts and clauses 

Here to get us started is another excerpt froma conversation you have encountered in Chapter 
Six. We now know that the participants involved (Stephen, Simon, Diana, George, Margaret 
and Sue) are friends. We have seen from Chapter Six that in order to sustain a dialogue suc
cessfully, participants must keep negotiating, they must keep exchanging commodities, 
playing the roles of demand er or giver, initiator or responder, as they either argue about infor
mation or transfer goods and services. As they interact, the Mood and Modality choices par
ticipants make express interpersonal meanings which indicate the role relationships between 
them. As you read this excerpt through, consider what other kinds of choices these partici
pants are making in ordet to be able to achieve that exchange of interpersonal meanings. The 
division of the text into phases will be explained later, and can be ignored at this stage. 
Numbers in the left-hand column refer to turns at talk. 

Text 8.1: Giving Blood1 

. _ - -PHASE 1 • 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 
16 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

Sr 
Si 
St 
Si 
Di 
St 
Si 
Di 
Si 
St 
G 
St 
G 
Di 

St 
Di 

Si 

Di 
St 
G 
St 
Di 

Do you give blood? 
Yea. Last time I gave blood I gave 
There's nothing of you. How can you give blood? 
How much they take out of you? 
Oh an armful 
Oh come on! 
How much? How much? 
I think a pint or whatever it is 800 um millimetres. 
The last time I gave blood was in Greece, right, where they pay you 
Simon, isn't that where they put the needle in 
Have you ever given blood, Stephen? 
No 
No you wouldn't 
I've done it 36 times. That's why I have all this scar tissue. I said 'Can 
you avoid the scar tissue?' And they said 'We like to get it into the vein' 
. . . heroin don't they put the needle in there? 
I know I said 'I'm beginning to look like a junkie' and she said 'No, no, 
no junkies look a lot worse than that' 
How how did - have you given blood before? 
36 times 
It makes me go all funny just thinking about it 
You've never done it, obviously 
Oh no 
No I do it because I had a daughter who when she was two days old 
needed blood transfusions cause she was getting sort of premature 
jaundice and things. This was in Geneva, And they rang me up on the 
Sat- this was Saturday night and said 'You've got to come in and have 
your blood tested against the donor's'. And there were these two won
derful Swiss men who'd left their dinner you know 8 o'clock at night 
and come in there to give blood to my daughter. And I was really 
impressed and you know I had to give blood ro be rested to see if it 
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23 
24 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

S 
Di 

Si 
M 
Si 
G 
Si 

•was compatible -with theits. And I had to deliver it to the clinic where 
she was. There was snow on the ground and everything. It was very 
exciting. And then I stayed up all night and watched this am opera
tion taking place and fortunately her umbilical artery hadn't closed so 
because I mean all the other things would have been minute 
So tiny, yea 

So they could actually do it through the umbilical artery or whatever. 
So I said 'OK', you know, 'be a blood donor after that'. But in 
Switzerland they give you a cognac. Here they give you tea and bikkies 
In Greece they give you nothing 
They pay you, you said 
Yea they pay you 
Oh well that's 

Oh they give you a cup of tea. Well they teJI you they're taking a pint 
you know then they . . . 

PHASE 2 — 
30 Di It doesn't hurt. They just put a little thing in and I mean 'cause I hate 

injections. I used to hate them 

31 Si Tell you what. When they drain a litre out of you —A pint you're laugh
ing. They cop a litre out of you and it's like 

They can't take a litre out of somebody! It's too much 
You should believe me 

PHASE 3 

32 
33 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

39 
40 
41 

42 
43 
44. . 

45 
46 
47 

48 
49 

Di 
Si 

Di 
St 
S 
Di 
Si 

St 
Si 
Di 

St 

s 
Di 

Si 
S 
Di 

Si 
Di 

How many pints of blood do you think you've got? 
8 
Yea 

S — Between 8 and 9 isn't it? I mean depending on the sJ2e of you? 
A litre's not so big. Hang on. You get a litre of milk and it stands this 
tall 
I have 9 because everyone else has 8 

You get a pint of milk and it stands this tall. The difference is 
You probably haven't got much more than 8. You're very skinny. And 
how long do you think it takes to be replaced? 
About a day 
A day, isn't it? 
No, no. God it's more than a day! 

-PHASE 4-
I'm telling you they took a litre out of me 
So you walk round weak-kneed all this 

3 days. No I'm not weak at all. We're used to giving blood. No. It's the 
guys who faint. Women are fine 
'It's the guys who faint' holy shit! 
Course they do. Women are used to giving blood. They give blood once 
a month 

50 Si Women are used to giving blood! 

60 
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-PHASE 5-

51 M Do you want some more soup, Diana? 

52 Di Just a little bit 
53 M OK. I'll come - I 'm just heating it so I'll take - George, more soup? 

54 Di I won't be a pig if no-one else 
55 M No I'm heating it up. George will 

56 G Yea, I'll have some more 

57 M Stephen, more soup? 

58 St Just a touch 

59 M Oh good 
Di Well I'll bring those out so you don't have to. Just give me a 

whistle 

PHASE 6-

61 Di If you weigh undet 50 kilos they take less 
62 Si Oh no believe me when you pay when they pay you some money they 

don't give a shit what you weigh, tight, they just shoot it up. They wait 

till you turn green 

-PHASE 7-
63 Di You have to fill in all sorts of forms now about AIDS and stuff, you 

know. Like, do you think your partner is actually fucking fellows that 

kind of thing you know I mean 

-PHASE 8-
64 Di Cause there are women who go in there who are married and have no 

idea that their husbands are actually picking up little boys. And that's 

really the danget. There's no way those women can know 

65 S They're the real victims 
66 Di N o well I mean they don't know that they may be giving blood and 

shouldn't be. That's terrible 

PHASE 9-
67 Si I tell you what. I give my award for the most unfortunate female of the 

year, right, to the poor lady that starts a relationship with a guy, gets 

pregnant, right, and 
68 (all) (laughter) 
69 Si and he proposes marriage, right and they decide they'll get married in 

Israel, and so they book the flight 

70 S 'Can you take my bag for me?' 
71 G Well at least she didn't get blown up, Simon 

72 Si And she - he hands het the bags and sweet as apple pie, right, she trips 

off to the airport. At the last minute there's a hitch and he can't make 

it, right. So he's going to meet her there and then I mean how would 

you feel? 
73 G She was a bit dumb 

74 St Why? 
75 Di Did this happen? Who are we talking about? What's going on? 
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With the benefit of Chapter Six, it is possible to suggest how interactants here are creating 
and clarifying their role relationships with each other. An analysis of the Mood choices here 
would show that, for example, we have Marg as hostess offering goods and services (Doyou 
want some more soup, Diana? . . . Stephen, more soup?), with the other participants enacting 
linguistically their role as (gendered) guests, by accepting more or less directly, according 
tosex(Di I won't be a pig ifno-one else. . . J'ttst a link bit vs G Yea, I'll have some more). We see 
the continuation of the teasing relationship between the male participants, with George 
questioning (Have you ever given blood, Stephen?), only to criticize (Ni? you wouldn't). We see 
also Diana assuming the role of enrereainer/performer, as she produces an extended sequence 
of declatative clauses in telling the story about Geneva. These dimensions of the roles being 
played by the interactants can be made explicit through a Mood analysis of the clauses of 
the text. 

However, at the same time as indicating and clarifying their relationships with each 
other, the participants in this interaction are talking about something. In fact, it would not 
be possible for them to create relationships without talking about something. Their talk 
has content, it makes tepresentational or experiential meanings. We could summarize this 
experiential dimension of the text by giving it a title which captures the main topic of talk: 
blood, (At the end of this chapter we will return to consider the different ways in which 
this topic is explored in the talk.) 

Thus we need to recognize that in order to take part in texts, participants must make 
not only interpersonal meanings but also experiential meanings. We must also recognize 
that these types of meanings are being made simultaneously: it is not that George asks a 
question (to demonstrate a role of seeker of information), and then starts to talk about 
blood. The question // about blood. Similarly, George cannot contradict Simon (thereby 
demonstrating the particular combative male relationship they have) without challenging 
something he has said. They must not only talk in a way that signals how each person feels 
about the others, but their talk must, necessarily, be about something. 

This simultaneous encoding of experiential and interpersonal meanings is achieved 
through the simultaneous structuring of the clauses which together are making up the text. 
It is in describing how these layets of meaning can be expressed in clauses that we will be 
in a position to describe how these layers of meanings can be expressed in texts. 

The metaf unctions 

In Chaprer Five, Halliday's example of the role of Subject was used to demonstrate that each 
clause expresses not just one kind of meaning, but in fact three. To captute these different 
types of meaning, we differentiated between the three roles of Subject, Theme and Actor, 
Through the description of the Mood structure of the clause we elaborated on the con
stituent of Subject, and its associated functions. We could now analyse any clause from Text 
8.1 above for these Mood constituents. For example, imagine Diana had said: 

But 

Adjunct: 
conjun 

George 

Adjunct: 
vocative 

in Switzer
land 

Adjunct: 
circ 

RESIDUE 

they 

Subject 

give 

Finite 

MOOD 

Pred 

you 

Complement 

a cognac. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 
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This analysis shows that the clause is structured as a non-elliptical declarative, ditected at 
one particular interactant, with the arguability centred on they and their action of giving: 
the MOOD component of the clause. In addition, the speaker is presenting the message 
as a fact: rhere Is neither modulation nor modalization in the clause. On the basis of our 
structural analysis, we are able rherefore to predict possible (and impossible or unlikely) 
responding moves to this initiating declarative, and to suggest what semantic value the 
different tesponses would encode. Beyond stating that Geotge is very likely to be the next 
speaker, we can predict what that next speaker might say: 

do they? really? — acknowledgement 
no they don't - contradiction 
how do you know? — challenge 

Our sttuctutal analysis also tells us that the following responses are highly unlikely: 

• should he? 
• you don't have to 
" thanks 

Thus the Mood description of this clause allows us to see how it functions to enable an inter
action to take place: by nominating George to respond, and by giving him some informa
tion to argue about. 

However, such an analysis has not exhausted the meanings being made by the clause. 
For as well as making meanings about how the interaction is structured and its porential 
continuation, this clause is also a representation of experience, a packaging of content 
meaning. The clause is not just a giving of information: it is a giving of information about 
something. It is, fot example, giving the information that in a certain place (Switzerland), 
some group of people (they) perform a fairly concrere action (giving) of an object (cognac) to 
someone who benefits (you). To capture these kinds of representational meanings, we would 
need to analyse the clause differently, using a different set of labels to capture the fact that 
constituents encode content meanings. Using, then, an alternative set of labels, we might 
describe this clause as: 

But George in Switzerland 

Citcumstance: 
location 

they 

Actor 

give 

Process: material 

you 

Beneficiary 

a cognac. 

Goal 

While this structural description allows us to label clause constituents fot their content 
roles, it now obscures the role of constituents in establishing interaction. We need to show 
both, fot a constituent such as they is both offering the arguable participants on which the 
proposition depends (i.e. Subject), and also representing the participants involved in pec-
forming a certain kind of action. The clause is best described, then, as realizing two srrands 
of meaning simultaneously: 
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But 

Adjunct: 
conjun 

George 

Adjunct: 
vocative 

in Switzer
land 

Adjunct: 
cite 

RESIDUE 

Circumst
ance: 

location 

they 

Subject 

give 

Finite 

MOOD 

Actor Process: 
material 

Predicator 

you 

Comple
ment 

a cognac. 

Comple
ment 

RESIDUE 

Benefic
iary 

Goal 

When we 'map' these two analyses on to each other, we see the demonstration of the seman
tic complexity of language referred to in Chapter Five: that clause constituents very often 
play more than one functional role at a time. 

However, even this description has not exhausted the meanings rhis clause is making. 
For, as well as making meanings about the interaction, and the speaker's experience of 
reality, the clause is also making meanings abour how this bit of information relates to other 
bits of information near it in the conversarion. For example, the clause-initial but clearly 
suggests a relationship of contrast between this message and other messages; the initial 
placement of the vocative also indicates the priority given co managing the turn-taking 
system; and by placing the expression of location in Switzerland at the beginning rather than 
at the end of the clause, the speaker is seeking to highlight that chunk of information. As 
we will see in detail in Chapter Ten, by looking at what the speaker puts first in the clause 
we can capture the encoding of textual meanings. To do this, we need yet another set of 
functional labels, with Theme used to refer to the point of departure ('what I'm talking 
about') and Rheme to label the point of arrival ('what I'm telling you about it'). Our com
prehensive analysis of the clause would now look like this: 

But 

Adjunct: 
conjun 

textual 

George 

Adjunct: 
vocative 

interper
sonal 

THEME 

in Switzer
land 

Adjunct: 
circ 

RESIDUE 

Circumst
ance: 

location 

topical 

they 

Subjecr 

give 

Finite 

MOOD 

Actor 

Predicator 

you 

Comple
ment 

RESIDUE 

Process: material Benefic
iary 

RHEME 

a cognac. 

Comple
ment 

Goal 

As this example demonsrrates, not every constituent is playing a role in each type of 
meaning. For example, the vocative George plays an important role in structuring the 
interaction, but no role in the content meanings being expressed (he is being talked to, 
not being talked about). Similarly, the conjunction but has no experiential function (it 
does not represent any referential entity), and it is also outside of the MOOD/RESIDUE 
structure (it is not arguable). It is, however, important in the Thematic strand, whete it 
provides rhe textual link between this message and other messages. Other constituents 
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(e.g. they give you a cognac) are not differentiated in the Thematic strand, but are all 
assigned the one label of Rheme, 

However, the example also shows that most clause constituents ate praying two and often 
three different functional roles. Each constituent is thus realizing a maximum of three types 
of meaning: a.meaning about the interaction (an interpersonal meaning), a meaning about 
reality (an experiential meaning) and a meaning about the message (a textual meaning). 

The practical implication of this recognition of semantic complexity is that we have to 
describe the structure of the clause three rimes over! Just describing the Mood structure is 
not enough. That only tells us about one strand of the clause's meaning. We will also need 
to describe the structure of the clause as a representation of experience (the concern of this 
chapter), and the structure of the clause as a message (Chapter Ten). 

The fact that the clause is simultaneously structured in these three different, but essen
tially complementary ways was also demonstrated in Chapter Seven with the sets of para
digms about the redback spider. In each set of clauses only one type of meaning was varied, 
while the othet strands of meaning were held constant, 

These three types of meaning - the interpersonal, the ideational (with its two compo
nents of experiential and logical meaing) and the textual - are known as the metafunc-
tions ('semantic functions'). What we are exploring in the grammatical chapters of this 
book is how each metafunction is realized through choices from major systems at the lexico-
grammatical stratum, with the experiential metafunction realized through Transitivity 
choices, the interpersonal metafunction through Mood choices, and the textual metafunc
tion through Theme choices. 

Introduction to experiential meaning: 
the system of TRANSITIVITY 

Chaprer Six demonstrated two basic principles of functional grammatical analysis : 

1. that it is not just one constituent that accounts for differences in meaning, but con
figurations of functions. In order to describe the structure of the clause as interaction, 
it was not enough just co label the MOOD element in each clause. We had to label 
a range of functional constituents (i.e. Mood, Residue, Subject, Finite, 
Complement, Adjuncts) and look at their possible configurations; 

2. that there was one key system involved in interpersonal meaning: the system of 
Mood choice. The systems of Modality (Modalization and Modulation) were depen
dent on this Mood system. 

When we look at the experiential metafunction, we ate looking at the grammar of the 
clause as representation. As witlvthe clause as exchange, we find there is one major system of 
grammatical choice involved in this kind of meaning. This is the system of TRANSI
TIVITY, at process type. The Transitivity system is presented in System 8.1, using the con
ventions presented in Chapter Seven. 

The process type system is what undetlies the differences in a paradigm such as: 

Diana gave some blood. {material} 
Diana thought she should give blood- [mental] 
Dmna said that giving blood is easy, [verbal] 
Diana dreamt of giving blood. [behavioural] 
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r material 
•* pr: material; +Actor; (+Goal) (+Range) (+Beneficiary) 

- mental 
^ prmental; +Senser; ^Phenomenon 

- verbal 
^ pr:verbal; +Sayen (+Recaiver) (+Verbiage) 

- behavioural 
^ pr behavioural; + Behaver; <+Behaviour) (Phenomenon) 

clause 
- existential 

^ pnexlstentlal; + Existent 

"- relational -

- Identifying 
"* prindentifying; +Token; +Value 

V. 

,_ Clrcumstancs 
^ +Circu instance 

<~ not 

L- attributive 
^ pr:attributive; + Carrier; +Attribute 

System 8.1 Transitivity 

There is a reward for giving blood, [existential] 
Diana is a blood donor. [relational] 

The circumstantial system is what underlies differences between a simple clause, such as 
Diana gave blood, and an expanded clause such as 'Last year, in Geneva, Diana gave blood vol
untarily and without pain with her sister at the clink'. 

Thus, there is one major system (process type) and one minor system (circumstantial) 
involved. However, as the realization statements show, the choice of process involves a par
ticular configuration of participant roles. We will see that it is not enough only to describe 
the process type selected in each clause. Each process is associated with different partici
pant roles, occurring in different configurations. 

For example, the realisation statements say that the choice of a material process involves 
choosing the associated roles of an Actor (obligatory), and optional elements such as a Goal, 
Range or Beneficiary, whereas the choice of a mental process will involve roles such as Senser 
and Phenomeoon. So, in describing the grammar of the clause as representation we have 
not only to describe the differences between process types, but also the associated differ
ences in functional participant roles, and the possible selection of circumstances. 

In analysing transitivity structure in a clause we are concerned with describing three 
aspects of the clause; 

1. the selection of a process: the process choice will be realized in the verbal group of 
the clause; 
Last year Diana gave blood. 

2. the selection of participants: participants will be realized in the nominal groups: 
Last year Diana gave blood. 
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3, the selection of circumstances: circumstantial meanings are expressed through 
adverbial groups or prepositional phrases: 
Last year Diana gave blood. 

In the remainder of this chapter we will concentrate on describing the different types of 
processes and their associated configurations of participant roles. 

Material processes 

Consider the following clauses: 

Diana has donated blood 36 times. 
Diana went to Geneva. 
Diana stayed up all night. 
The Swiss men left their dinner. 
They gave Diana a cognac. 

All these clauses are describing processes of doing, usually concrete, tangible actions. 
Processes of doing ate what we call material processes. The basic meaning of material 
processes is that some entity does something, undettakes some action. This is the seman
tic definition of material processes. 

One identification criterion for material processes is that they can be ptobed by asking: 
What did x do? 

What has Diana done? Diana has donated blood36 times. 
What did Diana do? Diana went to Geneva. 

The following clauses would not be matetial processes, because it is not possible to probe 
them in this way: 

Thete was an incentive to donate blood in Switzerland. 
° we can't ask 'what did there?' 
Diana is a blood donor. 
• we can'r ask 'what did Diana do?' (the answer would have to be *She beeda blood 

donor) 

So, material processes are processes about doing, about action. Actions involve actors, or par
ticipants. Participants are realized by nominal groups. We can make an important distinc
tion between the number of participants involved in the process: 

Diana went to Geneva. 
Diana stayed up all night. 

In these examples we see that there is only one participant, one Actor or person doing the 
action (Diana in these clauses). But not all material processes have to involve only one par
ticipant: 

Diana has donated blood 36 times. 
The Swiss men left their dinnet. 
They gave plana a cognac. 
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As these examples show, while some material processes invoive one participant only, 
others involve two, or even three. So we can make a distinction between: 

1, processes in which there's only one participant: these processes are called middle, 
or intransitive. These are clauses in which 'someone does something', and are 
probed by asking 'what did x do?' 

2. processes in which there are two (or more) participants: these are called effective, 
or transitive. These are clauses In which 'someone does something and the doing 
involves another entity'. Transitive clauses are probed by 'what did x do to y?' 

Some effective or transitive processes (e.g. give) seem obligatorily to involve three partici
pants. They are probed by 'what did x do to y to z?' 

If you consider the following paits of effective processes, you will notice that effective 
clauses can be either active ot passive: 

1. Active: probed by 'what did x do (to y)?' 
They tested my blood. 
She carried the bomb. 

2. Passive: probed by 'what happened to y?' With the passive we can ask 'who by?' 
My Mood KW.( tested (by them). 
The bomb teas carried onto the plane (by her). 

The diffeience between active and passive clauses relates to whether the Actot role (the doer 
of the action) is conflated with the Mood function of Subject or not. In the active, the roles 
of Actor and Subject are mapped on to the same constituent. In the passive, however, the 
Subject is not also the Actor (see analysed examples below). 

Direct participants in material processes: Actor and Goal 

The two most frequent participants in material process clauses are the Actor and the Goal. 
ACTOR: the Actor is the constituent of the clause who does the deed or performs the 
action. When the clause only has one participant and is active, the participant will be 
ACTOR. 

Diana 

Actor 

ttmtt 

Process: mate rial 

to Geneva. 

So you 

Actor 

walk round 

Process: material 

weak-kneed for 3 days. 

GOAL: the Goal is that participant at whom the process is directed, to whom the action 
is extended. It is the patticipant tteated in traditional grammar as the Direct Object, and 
it usually maps on to the Complement patticipant in the Mood analysis. The Goal is usually 
what becomes Subject in the passive. 
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They 

Actor 

avoided 

Process: material 

the scar tissue. 

Goal 

These two wonderful Swiss men 

Actor 

left 

Process: material 

their dinner. 

Goal 

There can only be one Goal per clause. 
In the passive, the Goal becomes the Subject, and the Actor may be omitted. 

active 

They 

Actot 

tested 

Actor 

sty blood 

Goal 

against the donors'. 

passive 

My blood 

Goal 

was tested 

Process: materia I 

against the donors' (by them). 

(Actor) 

active 

She 

Actor 

carried 

Process: mate rial 

the bond) 

Goal 

onto the plane. 

passive 

The bond! 

Goal 

was earned 

Process 

onto the plane (by he}-). 

(Actot) 

Goal vs range 

Halliday (1994: 146-9)2 makes an important, if sometimes difficult, distinction between 

a Goal and a related participant called a Range. Consider the following clauses: 

They did the transfusion. 
They transfused the blood. . 

These are processes of doing, and so we classify them as Material processes. Each involves 
two participants, but while they is clearly the Actor in both, the question is: what label 
should be attached to the second participant: the transfusion, the blood? While we might ini
tially assume these participants should be called Goals, there is a problem in that they are 
not probed using the Goal probe of 'What did x do to y?'. 
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For example, it makes no sense to ask 'What did they do to the transfusion?', because 
the answer 'They did it' is redundant. Hence, in this case although we appear to have a 
separate participant (transfusion), it seems to be very closely tied to the verb: in doing the 
transfusion only one action took place. 

Similarly, if we probe the second example with: 'What did they transfuse?', the answer 
must most certainly be 'the blood', because that isabout the only thing that can be transfused. 

Hence, in these two cases, there seems to be a closer relationship between the Process 
and the second participant than we found above between a Process and a Goal. Halliday 
calls these less independent participanrs Ranges, and he suggests that a Range specifies one 
of two things: 

1. either it is a restatement or continuation of the process itself or 
2. it expresses the extent or'range' of the process. 

Examples of Ranges which express the process itself include: 

They 

Actor 

ran 

Pr: material 

the rate. 

Range 

where race is really a restatemenr of the process run. You cannot have races unless you run 
them. So really the two participants are saying the same thing. Verbs like this can usually 
be collapsed into one single process, e.g. raced. 

Orher examples of process Ranges are what are called in traditional grammar cognate 
objects: for example, do a dance, sing a song. Here the object of the verb is derived directly 
from the verbal meaning itself, and again we can typically substitute just one verbal 
element: dance, sing. 

The second type of Range is not cognate, but expresses the domain or extent of the 
process. For example: 

They 

Ac tot 

tvere playing 

Pr: mate rial 

bridgeltennisla game. 

Range/Rang e/Range 

Halliday argues that constituents like bridge or tennis or a game are not fully autonomous 
participants since these games do not exist without the playing. They are just continua
tions of the process, expressing its range or domain. In these cases it is fairly easy to 
see that they are not Goals because they do not exist except through the process. The 
Range is really just another name for the process itself. Less obvious but similar Ranges 
occur in: 

Have you 

Actor 

given 

Parnate rial 

blood 

Pr: material 

before? 

Marg 

Actor 

served 

Prmaterial 

the dinner. 

Range 
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Although blood and dinner exist independently of the processes, we still find it hard to probe 
these participants with do to or do -with. The second participant is just specifying the range 
or domain of process. 

A third type of Range is that created by the use of dummy verbs, like do, have, give, take, 

make: 

You 

Actor 

just give 

Process :material 

me a whistle. 

Range 

give 

Pr: material 

a smile 

Range 

have 

make 

take 

Pr; material 

a bath 

a mistake 

a look 

Range 

This is quite a common partem to English, whereby the verb is emptied of its content, and 
the meaning expressed through the nominal Range constituent. 

While it is not always easy to distinguish Goals from Ranges, Halliday (1994: 148) lists 
a number of tests which can be applied: 

1. if the participant is a Range, you cannot (sensibly) probe with 'whar did x do toy?'. 
Ranges cannot usually be probed by do to or do with, whereas Goals can, 

2. a Range cannot be a personal pronoun 
3. a Range cannot usually be modified by a possessive (e.g. *Jmt give me your whistle) 
4. Ranges are less likely to become Subjects than Goals. They often sound quite odd as 

Subjects, e.g. The whistle wasn't given by you, was it? The bloodwas given by you, was it? 
5. a Range can often be realized as a prepositional phrase: 

I'm playing bridge. I'm playing Simon at bridee. 
He plays the piano. He plays beautifully on the piano. 
He does great whistles. He does great at whistling. 

6. Ranges using 'dummy verbs' can be 'collapsed' into one verb, e.g. 
give a whistle - whistle 
do a dance — dance 
give a lecture — lecture 

7. Ranges cannot take attributes of result, i.e. an element which gives the outcome of 
the process 

She 

Actor 

cooked 

Pr: material 

dinner 

Goal 

to perfectionlto a turn. 

Resultative attribute 
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but 

*Sbe 

Actor 

served 

Pt: material 

dinner 

Goal 

to perfectionlto a turn. 

Resultatlve attribure 

While it is not always easy to distinguish a Range from a Goal, the following examples may 
help to emphasize rhe distincrion: 

RANGE 
shoot a gun 
kick a goal 
serve dinner 
give a smile 
make a mistake 
take a bath 

GOAL 

shoot a kangaroo 
kick the dog 
serve the ball 
give a presenr 
make a cake 
take a biscuit 

Beneficiary 

One further participant which may occur in a marerial process clause is the Beneficiary. 
Consider again rhe clause: 

But in Switzerland they give you a cognac. 
They gave blood to my daughter. 

These clauses involve three participants, and in each case there is one participant who in 
some way could be said to benefit from the process: you, my daughter. Participants which 
benefit from the process are called Beneficiary. 

There are 2 kinds of Beneficiary: a Recipient (the one to whom something is given), and 
a Client (the one for whom something is done). 

Both Clients and Recipients may occur with or without prepositions, depending on their 
position in the clause. If you want to pur them in final position in the clause, then it is nec
essary to use a preposition. For example: 

Recipient: the one goods are given to 

But in Switzerland they 

Actor 

give 

Pr: material 

you 

Recipient 

a cognac, 

Goal 

But in Switzerland they 

Actor 

give 

Pr: material 

a cognac 

Goal 

to you. 

Recipient 

Note that it is possible to get the Recipient as Subject of the clause, thus giving another 
variety of passive: 
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hi Switzerland 

Adj:circ 

RESIDUE . . . 

you 

Subject 

an 

Finite 

MOOD 

Recipient 

given 

Ptedicator 

a cognac. 

Complement 

. . . RESIDUE 

Pr: mate rial Goal 

Compare these two versions of the passive: 
Recipient-passive 

My daughter 

Subject 

was 

Finite 

MOOD 

Recipient 

given 

Predicatot 

blood. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Pr: material Range 

Range-passive: 

Blood 

Subject 

was 

Finite 

MOOD 

Range 

given 

Predkator 

to my daughter. 

Adjarire 

RESIDUE 

Pr: material Recipient 

The constituent playing the Client role (the one the service is done for) may also appear 

with or without a preposition: 

I 

Actot 

'11 heat 

Pr:matecial. . . 

you 

Client 

up 

. . , Process 

some soup. 

Goal 

7 

Actor 

'11 heat up 

Pr:material 

sonte soup 

Goal 

for you. 

Client 

Although less frequent than Recipient-passives, some Client-passives do occur: 

Marg 

Actor 

cooked 

Pr: material 

dinner 

Goal 

for them all. 

Clienr 

Maig 

Actor 

cooked 

Pr: material 

them all 

Clienr 

dinner. 

Goal 

They 

Client . . . 

were all 

. . . Client 

cooked 

Pr mate rial 

dinner 

Goal 

for by Marg, 

Actor 

but not: * You will be heated up some soup for. 
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Circumstances 

The last type of participant we need to look at for material process clauses is that of 
Circumstantials, which are realized by adverbial groups or prepositional phrases, 

Circumstances can occur not only with material processes, but with all process types. 
They ace presented here for convenience. System 8.2 indicates the different types of 
Circumstances we can find in clauses. 

Circumstantials can best be identified by considering what probe is used to elicit them: 

1. extent: how long? (duration); how far? (spatial distance) 

/ 

Actor 

've given 

Primate rial 

blood 

Goal 

36 limes. 

Ci re: extent 

I 

Actor 

stayed up 

Pr: material 

ail nigbt. 

Ci re:extent 

2. location: when? (temporal); where? (spatial) 

They 

Actor 

rang 

Pnmaterial . . . 

me 

Beneficiary 

up 

. . . Pr;material 

on the Saturday night. 

Cite: location 

/ 

Actor 

delivered 

Pr: material 

it 

Goal 

to the dink where she was. 

Circ: location 

3. manner: how? with whac? (means); how? how . , ,-ly (quality); what . . . like? (com
parison) 

So they 

Actor 

did 

Pr: material 

the transfusion 

Range 

through the 
mnbilical artery, 

Circ:manner 

hi Switzerland, 

Circ; location 

unlike Greece, 

Circ: manner 

they 

Actor 

give 

Pr: material 

you 

Beneficiary 

a cognac. 

Goal 

4. cause: why? (cause); what for? (reason); who? who for? (behalf) 

My daughter 

Actor 

survived 

Pr: mate rial 

thanks to the two Swiss men. 

Circ: cause 
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She 

Actor 

carried 

Pr:material 

5. accompaniment : with whom? 

She 

Actor 

got 

Pr material 

on the plane 

Grc:loc 

the bomb 

Goal 

for her boyfriend. 

Circ: cause 

withlwithout her boyfriend. 

Ci re; ac compan Ime nt 

6. matter: what about? 

As for Greece, 

Circ: matter 

they 

Actor 

give 

Pr: material 

you 

Beneficiary 

nothing. 

Goal 

7. role: what as? 

She 

Actor 

was travelling 

Pr: mate rial 

to Israel 

Circ: location 

as a tourist. 

Circ:role 

r duration (temporal) 

circumstance-

i- Extent 

- Cause 

- Location 

- Matter 

- Manner 

- Role 

- Accompaniment 

-distance (spatial) 

time (temporal) 

I-place (spatial) 

r- means 

-quality 

L comparison 

r- reason 

.purpose 

L behalf 

System 8.2 System of Circumstance 
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Causative constructions 

In the description presented so far, we have seen that the role of Actor is that of the doer, 
the one who does or undertakes the action. It is also useful to identify a clausal participant 
of Agent: the one who initiates the action, the one who makes something happen. Typically 
the two roles of Agent and Actor.are mapped onto the same constituent, since the Actor is 
the one who makes the action happen, and is therefore also the Agent: 
non-causative: girlfriend = doer (Actor) + initiator (Agent) 

His girlfriend 

Actor 

carried 

Pr:material 

the bomb 

Goal 

onto the plane. 

Circ:bc 

However, in causative constructions, the Agent is distinct from the Actor, with the Agent 
causing an Actor other than himself/herself to carry out the action. This usually involves 
using the causative process make: 

He 

Agent 

made 

Pr: causative 

his girlfriend 

Actor 

carry 

Pr: material 

the bomb 

Goal 

onto the plane, 

Circloc 

They 

Agent 

make 

Pr: causative 

you 

Actor 

fill in 

Pr:macerial 

forms. 

Range 

As a general rule, the role of Agent will not be shown unless the clause is causative. 
Otherwise the single label of Actor can be used. 

MOOD vs TRANSITIVITY ANALYSIS: simultaneous functions 

We are now in a position to give two layers of structural description to ail material process 
clauses, describing both their Transitivity structure and their Mood structure. For example: 

And 

Adjunct: 
conjun 

fortunately 

Adjunct: 
comment 

they 

Subject 

could 

Finite: mod 

MOOD 

Actor 

do 

Predicator 

it 

Comple
ment 

through the 
umbilical 

artery. 

Adjunct: 
circ 

RESIDUE 

Pr: mate rial Goal Circ: 
manner 

As this clause demonstrates, some constituents (e.g. they, it, through the umbilical artery) 
have functions in both analyses. That is, these elements of the clause ate making both 
interpersonal and experiential meanings. Constituents labelled Subject, Complement, 
Predicator, Adjunctxircumstantial in a Mood analysis will all be labelled also for a 
Transitivity role. 
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However, other constituents can be assigned constituent roles only for Mood (e.g. could). 
The explanation for this is that some constituents are really in the clause in order to express 
interpersonal meanings rather than experiential meanings. These are the constituents which 
would fall into the MOOD box in our Mood analysis, i.e. the Finite (modal or temporal ele
ments, when, not fused with the Predicator), Mood Adjuncts, realizations of Modalization 
and Modulation. These elements express meanings about how the interaction is being orga
nized, and the writer/speaker's attitude towards the interaction. While they are rich in the 
interpersonal meanings they express, they are empty of experiential meaning, and do not get 
labelled for a transitivity role (since they do not play one). 

Finally, some elements were observed to lie outside the Mood/Residue structure alto
gether (e.g. and, fortunately). These constituents alsohave no transitivity functions but (as we 
will see later) get into the clause in order to express textual meanings. Conjunctive, 
Continuity, Vocative and Comment Adjuncts will not be labelled for transitivity. 

Mental processes 

Consider the following clauses: 

I hate injections. 

She believed his excuses. 
I don't understand her letter. 
I don't know her name. 
They don't give a shit about it. 

From clauses such as these, we see that people are not always talking about concrete 
processes of doing. We very often talk not about what we are doing, but about what we 
think azfeel. Halliday calls processes which encode meanings of thinking or feeling mental 

processes, 
We can recognize thar these are different from material processes because it no longer 

makes sense to ask 'What did x do to y?' 

What did you do to the injection? / hated it. 
What did she do to his excuses? She believed them. 
What don't I do to her behaviour? / don't understand it. 

With these clauses, it makes more sense to ask: 'what do you think/feel/know about x?' 

What you think about Injections? / hate them. 
What did she think about his excuses? She believed them, 

One thing, then, that makes mental processes look different from materials is that we probe 
them differently. When we probe, we find we are not asking about actions or doings in a 
tangible, physical sense, but about mental reactions: about thoughts, feelings, perceptions. 

Halliday divides mental process verbs into three classes: cognition (verbs of thinking, 
knowing, understanding, for example I don't know her name), affection (verbs of liking, 
fearing, e.g. I hate injections), and perception (verbs of seeing, hearing, e.g. Simon heard it 
on the news). 
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The difference between the way we probe material and mental processes is one seman
tic reason for differentiating them. However, the main reasons why we want a different 
analysis are that mental processes behave differenrly grammatically from material processes 
in a number of ways, enumerated below, 
1. choice of unmarked present tense: Halliday notes that one significant difference 
between mental and material processes is in their unmarked present tense. In a mental 
process, the unmarked present tense is the simple present: 

I hate injections. Simon loves the soup. She knows his name, 

But in material processes, the unmarked present tense is the present continuous (the -ing 
form), 

Marg is heating the soup up. 
Diana is donating blood because of her experience in Geneva. 

We only use the simple present with material processes if we wish ro convey a special, 
marked meaning of habitual action: 

Marg hears the soup up (every day), 
Diana donates blood (every year). 

This does not mean that mental processes never occur in the presenr continuous, or mate
rials in the simple present. But there is a clear unmarked correlation which differentiates 
the two process types. The choice of another, marked present tense form catries an extra 
dimension of meaning. In fact there is a general association of mental processes with non-
continuous tense. Even in the past tense it is much more common to get: 

She believed his excuses, (simple past) 

than 

She was believing his excuses, (past continuous) 

But it is in the present that the contrast is most marked. 
2. number of participants: while material processes could have either one or two parric-
ipanrs (they could be either middle or effective in voice), mental processes must always have 
two participants (except for the situation of projection, discussed below). There will always 
be two nominal-type participants associated with any mental process. Even if one partici
pant is apparently absent, it will need to be retrieved from the context for the clause to 
make sense. For example She believed always implies She believed'something or someone. 

There is, then, no such thing as an intransirive mental process. All mental processes have 
two participants. This raises the question of what labels we should use for the participants 
in a mental process clause. One option is to keep using the labels of Actor, Goal, etc. that 
we identified for material processes. However, this recycling is rejected for rwo reasons: 

i) firstly, since material processes are not probed as action processes, roles like Actor 
do not seem appropriate; 
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ii) secondly, different rhings can get to be participants in mental processes than in 

material process clauses. 

This brings us to the third major difference between mental and material processes. 
3. nature of the active participant: one participant in the mental process clause must be 
a conscious, human participant. This participant is called the Senser. The Senser, who 
feels, thinks or perceives, must either be human or an anthropomorphized non-human. It 
must be a conscious being. 

She 

Senser 

believed 

Pr: mental 

bis excuses. 

I 

Senser 

hate 

Pr: mental 

injections, 

In contrast with material processes, then, we can say that as far as the active participant 
goes, the choice is more restricted for mentals than for materials. Any nominal can be Actor 
in a materia] process clause, but only conscious humans can be Sensers in mental processes. 

When we turn to consider what label to apply to the second participant in a mental 
process, we find yet another difference between mental and material processes, for here the 
choice is far wider for mentals than materials. 
4, nature of the non-active participant: Halliday labels the second participant in a 
mental ptocess clause the Phenomenon. The Phenomenon is that which is thought, felt 
or perceived by the conscious Senser: 

She 

Senser 

believed 

Pr: mental 

his excuses, 

Phenomenon 

Do you 

Senser 

want 

Pr:mental 

more soup? 

Phenomenon 

While these examples are reminiscent of Goals in material process clauses, Halliday demon
strates that in fact a far greater range of elements can be Phenomena in mental processes 
than can be Goals in materials. As well as the simple Phenomena of the type analysed above, 
Halliday also identifies two types of embedded Phenomena: Aces and Facts. 

PHENOMENON: Acts 

Acts occur with mental processes of perceprion: seeing, hearing, noticing, etc. An Act is 
realized by an imperfective non-finite clause acting as if it were a simple noun. For example: 

/ 

Senser 

saw 

Pr: mental 

{the operation taking place.} 

Phenomenon:act 
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He 

Senser 

felt 

Pr:mentai 

{the needle going in.) 

Phenomenon:act 

One test to determine an Act is that the word that cannot be inserted directly after the 
mental process: 

*I saw that the operation taking place. 

A further test is that the embedded clause which realizes the Act can be turned into a simple 
' thing' Phenomenon by rewording it as a (long) nominal group: 

} 

He 

Senser 

Saw 
felt 

Pt: mental 

the occurrence of the operation. 
the insertion of the needle, 

Phenomenon 

Notice that Aces cannot occur in material process clauses: 

'''Marg cooked the soup heating up. 
:1:They tested my blood being good. 

PHENOMENON: Facts 

The second type of embedded Phenomenon is what Halliday calls a Fact Phenomenon. A 
Pact is an embedded clause, usually finite and usually introduced by a 'that', functioning 
as if i t were a simple noun. It can be identified as a Fact-embedding because a Fact-noun 
can be inserted before the (explicit or implicit) that which introduces it: 

She 

She 

Senser 

didn't realize 

didn't realize 

Pr: mental 

{that it was a bomb). 

{the fact that it was a bomb}. 

Phenomenon 

She 

She 

Senser 

regretted 

regretted 

Pr: mental 

{that they hadn 't watched the operation}. 

{the fact that they hadn't watched the operation). 

Phenomenon 

Fact Phenomenon clauses can usually be reversed, using an active synonymous mental 
process verb while having the Fact-embedding as Subject (this pattern of reversibility is 
discussed below): 

{The fact (hat it was a bomb} 

{Thefaft that they hadn't watched the operation) 

Phenomenon 

escaped 

disappointed 

Prmental 

her. 

her, 

Senser 
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As these examples show, Fact Phenomena are clauses implicitly post-modifying a Fact-

noun, even though that noun may be implicit. Halliday (1994: 266-7) identifies four sub

classes of Fact-nouns: 

i) 'cases', e.g. fact, case, point, rule . . . 
ii) 'chances', e.g. chance, possibility, likelihood, probability, certainty . . . 

iii) proofs', e.g. proof, indication, implication, confirmation, demonstration . . . 

iv) 'needs', e.g. requirement, need, rule, obligation . . . 

Note that Fact Phenomena cannot occur in material processes: 

* Marg cooked the fact that the dinner was ready. 
:hThe fact that the dinnet was ready Marg . . . . 

* Marg cooked the news that the dinner was ready. 

While it is imporcanr to appreciate how Facts and Acts make the Phenomenon category 

much broader than that of Goal in a material process, for most analytical purposes it is suf

ficient to label the constituent as 'Phenomenon'. 

5. reversibility: the fifth major difference Halliday identifies between mental and mater

ial processes is the reversibility of many mental processes. Consider these pairs of mental 

process clauses: 

I hate injections. 

She believed his excuses. 
I don't understand her letter. 

I don't know her name. 
They don't give a shit about it. 

B. 
Injections piss me off". 

His excuses convinced her. 
Her letter puzzles me. 
Her name escapes me. 
It doesn't worry them. 

Each A clause is very similar in meaning to its matching B clause. One analogy we might 

be tempted to make is with the active/passive distinction identified for transitive material 

processes. However, there is a major difference, in that bo th the clauses under A and those 

under B are active in voice, as can be seen by the fact that passives exist of both A clauses 

and B clauses: 

A. B-
Injections are hated (by me). I am pissed off by injections. 

His excuses were believed by her. She was convinced by his excuses. 
Her letter is not understood (by me). I am puzzled by her letter. 

The clauses can therefore not be explained as active/passive variants. In fact, what we are 
dealing with here is a reversibility, a kind of two-way process. This can be brought out by 
labelling our participant roles for both Transitivity and Mood functions: 

active: 

She 

Subject 

believed 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

his excuses. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Senser Pr. mental Phenomenon 
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His excuses 

Subject 

convinced 

Finite 

MOOD 

Senser 

Predicator 

her. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Pnmental Phenomenon 

passive: 

His excuses 

Subject 

were 

Finite 

MOOD 

Phenomenon 

believed 

Predicator 

(by her). 

(Adjuncts ire) 

RESIDUE 

Pr: mental (Senser) 

She 

Subject 

was 

Finite 

MOOD 

Senser 

convinced 

Predicator 

(by his excuses.) 

(Adjunct:circ) 

RESIDUE 

Pr; mental (Phenomenon) 

The structural analysis shows us that we dealing with active, reversible synonyms, and not 
with simply active/passive pairs: we can express a mental process meaning as an active clause, 
with either the Senser or the Phenomenon as Subject. Similarly, we can express a mental 
process meaning as a passive clause with either the Senser or the Phenomenon as Subject. 
While not all mental process verbs exist as pairs, many do. This reversibility is another reason 
for distinguishing mentals from materials, for material processes do not form such pairs. For 
example, we cannot make the Goal of a material process clause the Subject while keeping the 
clause in the active voice: 

I'm heating up the soup. *The soup's . . . me up, ??? 
She carried the bags. T h e bags . . . her. ???? 

6. projection: the sixth major difference between mental and material processes is that 
most mental processes (except those of perception) can project. Material processes cannot 
project. 

Projecrion was mentioned briefly in Chapter Five, where it was explained that the sys
temic interpretation of clause complex relations (how one clause relates to another) 
differs from that of many other grammatical approaches. As the clause complex is the 
subject of Chapter Nine, here I will just present a very brief outline, in order simply that 
this distinctive aspect of mental processes can be appreciated. 

To facilitate explanations, here, first, are some examples of where one clause (typically 
the first) is a mental process which is projecting (the shaded boxes indicate a clause 
boundary): 
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So I 

Senser 

thought 

Pr: mental 

/ 

Actor 

'dgive 

Pr: mate rial 

blood. 

Range 

So : I 

Senser 

thought 

Pnmental 

j 'Oh 'Mggsr 

' 1 

I 

Actor 

'11 give 

Pnmaterial 

blood'. 

Range 

•He 

Actor 

will meet 

Pr: material 

m 

Goal 

in Israel' 

Circloc 

I f i l she 
• " . Senser 

• 

believed. 

Pr:mental 

He 

Senser 

decided 

Pr: mental 

R-: 

•Iff 

s<t[R"'!.<T 

that he 

Actor 

'd meet 

Pr: mate rial 

her 

Goal 

in Israel. 

Circ;loc 

7 

Actor 

'// meet 

Pr: material 

her 

Goal 

in Israel' 

Circloc 
• W 

he 

Senser 

decided. 

Pnmental 

Hi-

Sen ser 

decided 

Pr:menral 

; !N. . , , ; . ; ; 1 1 J; 

iglll 
to meet 

Pr: material 

her 

Goal 

in Israel. 

Circdoc 

In each of the above examples we are dealing with two clauses. The relationship between 
the two clauses is a relationship by which one clause 'shoots out' or projects a second clause. 
Projection ts one kind of what Haliiday calls the logical relationships that can hold between 
adjacent clauses. Projection describes the relationship that you probably know by the terms 
indirect ot reported thought, or direct or quoted thought. Mental process projection has to do with 
quoting or reporting ideas. 

As we will see more deeply in Chapter Nine, the two clauses are not in a relationship of 
constituency: the projected clause is not an embedded constituent of the projecting clause, 
We can tell that it is not embedded within the first because: 

i) it is a Finite clause (and so cannot be an Act) 
*So I thought giving blood. 
ii) tt is not dependent on any Fact noun (and so cannot be a Fact) 

*So I thought [the fact] that I'd give blood. 
iii) it has its own clause structure, for both Transitivity and Mood (and therefore cannot 

be a simple noun Phenomenon): 

So 

Adj:conjun 

/ 

Subject 

thought 

Finite 

MOOD 

Pred 

RESIDUE 

/ 

Subject 

'd 

Finite 

MOOD 

go and 
give 

Pred 

blood. 

Compl 

RESIDUE 
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We are therefore not dealing here with any kind of embedding or rank shift. Instead, we 
have a relationship of logical dependency between two units of the same rank, both clauses. 
They are two separate clauses; the first is a mental process but the second is in fact a mate
rial process clause. 

Projection is just one of the djffeient types of logical relationships that can bind adja
cent clauses together. The projecting clause is the clause which contains the menral process 
verb, and it may occur before or after the projected clause. The two clauses which are in a 
projection relationship may be dependent upon each orher or independent. If they are 
dependent, we have what you may call reporting; if independent, then quoting: 

" 1st clause projects, 2nd clause is dependent (reporting) 
So I thought// I'd go and give blood. 

• lsr clause projects, 2nd clause is independent (quoting) 
So I thought,// 'I'll go and give blood'. 

• 2nd clause ptojects, 1st clause is dependent (repotting) 
I'd go and give blood,//1 thought. 

o 2nd clause projects, 1st clause is independent (quoting) 
'I'll go and give blood',//1 thought. 

When the projected clause is repotting, we can typically inserr a that: 

So I thought// [that] I'd go and give blood. 

With quoting, no that can be inserted. Instead, the independence relation will be signalled 
either orthographically widi quotation marks, or intonationally by a pause and voice 
quality change, 

With most mental processes of cognition you can both report and quote, while with 
affection processes, only reporting is possible: 

Simon 

Senser 

wanted 

Pr:mental 
! ; , . u i : v ; ; •'•'- n- i •":•• -"!,f 

to get 

Pr; material 

a cognac. 

Goal 

but not: 

Simon wanted, //'To get a cognac'. 

She 

Senser 

was hoping 

Pr:mental 

to get married 

Pr: mate rial 

hi Israel. 

Ci relocation 

She 

Senser 

was hoping 

Pnmental 

that they 

Actor 

'd get married 

Pr:material 

in Israel. 

Circ: 
location 

This relationship of projection between clauses is particular to only two types of processes: 
mentals and, as we will see below, verbal processes. It is not possible with material processes: 
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*Matg was cooking that the soup was hot. 
*'The soup is hot' Marg cooked. 

As far as analysis is concerned, it is important to understand that with projection there are 
two clauses involved. Each clause needs to be analysed for its transitivity structure. Only 
the projecting'clause will be a mental process (or verbal process). The projected clause can 
be of any process type: material, mental, verbal, existential, relational. 

Circumstantials in mental process clauses 

The full range of different Circumstantial elements can occur with mental processes as with 
materials: 

Afterwards 

Circ: loc 

she 

Senser 

•must have fsit 

Pr: mental 

— 
a lot of pain. 

Phenomenon 

/ 

Senser 

heard 

Pr: mental 

that story 

Phenomenon 

on the news. 

Circ:loc 

Behavioural processes 

The third process type is that of behavioural processes, exemplified in the following clauses; 

Diana sighed loudly. 
The poor woman cried for hours. 
Simon sniffed the soup. 

Halliday describes these processes semantically as a 'half-way house' between mental and 
material processes. That is, the meanings they realize are mid-way between materials on 
the one hand and mentals on the other. They are in part about action, but it is action that 
has to be experienced by a conscious being. Behaviourals are typically processes of physi
ological and psychological behaviour. For example: 

breathe, cough, dream, frown, gawk, grimace, grin, laugh, look over, scowl, smile, 
sniff, snuffle, stare, taste, think on, watch . . . 

Indicating their close relationship with mental processes, some behaviourals in fact con
trast with mental process synonyms, e.g. look at is behavioural but see is mental, listen to is 
behavioural but hear is mental. 

Not only are these types of vetbs semantically a mix of material and mental, but gram
matically they also fall mid-way between material and mental processes. 

The majority of Behaviourals have only one participant. Behaviourals thus express a 
form of doing that does not usually extend to another participant. This one obligatory 
participant ts called the Behaver, and is typically a conscious being (like the Senser in the 
mental process clause): 
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She 

Behaver 

sighed 

Pr: behavioural 

with despair, 

Ore: manner 

He 

Senser 

coughed 

Pr: behavioural 
. — „ 

loudly. 

Ci re: manner 

Behaviourals can contain a second participant that is like a Range: a restatement of the 
process. This participant is called the Behaviour: 

He 

Behaver 

smiled 

Pr: behavioural 

a broad smile, 

Behaviour 

If there is another participant which is not a restatement of the process, it is called a 
Phe nome non: 

George 

Be haver 

sniffed 

Pr: behavioural 

the soup. 

Phenomenon 

Behavioural processes often occur wirh Circumstantial elements, particularly of manner 
and cause: 

Simon 

Behave r 

laughed 

Pr: behavioural 

at the girl's stupidity, 

C ire: cause 

She 

Behaver 

was crying 

Pr: behavioural 

with frustration. 

Ci re: man ner/caus e 

While behaviourals display many featutes of mental processes, the process functions 
more like one of 'doing' than one of 'thinking/feeling', etc. The evidence fot this is 
that the unmarked present tense for behaviourals is the present continuous, as it is for 
materials. 

present continuous tense (unmarked): 1 am watching the operation. 
They're all. listening to Simon's story. 

present tense (marked): 7 watch the operation. 
They listen to Simon's story. 
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Also like materials, behavioural processes cannot project, i.e. they cannot quote or report: 

*They're all listening [that] Simon's story . . . 

So behaviourals, involving the role of a conscious being but being unable to project and 
taking present continuous tense, are half-way mixes both semantically and grammatically 
between mental and material processes. 

Verbal processes 

The following clauses are all examples of verbal processes: 

So I asked him a question. 
They tell you nothing. 
Simon told them a story. 
The Arab boyfriend told her a lot of rubbish. 

As these examples show, verbal processes are processes of verbal action: saying and all its 
many synonyms, including symbolic exchanges of meaning such as in: 

My recipe says red wine. 

A verbal process typically contains three participants: Sayer, Receiver and Verbiage. The 
Sayer, the participant responsible for the vetbal process, does not have to be a conscious 
participant (although it typically is), but anything capable of putting out a signal. The 
Receiver is the one to whom the verbal process is directed: the Beneficiary of a verbal 
message, occulting with or without a preposition depending on position in the clause. The 
Verbiage is a nominalized statement of the verbal process: a noun expressing some kind of 
verbal behaviour (e.g. statement, questions, retort, answer, story . . .): 

So I 

Sayer 

asked 

Pr: verbal 

him 

Receiver 

a question. 

Verbiage 

The Arab boyfriend 

Sayer 

told 

Pr: verbal 

her 

Receiver 

a lot of rubbish. 

Verbiage 

As with all process types, Circumstantials can occur in verbal processes. The commonest 
type is manner Circumstantials: 

They 

Sayer 

'ix talking 

Pr: verbal 

about the news. 

Ci re; manner 

What 

Circ:manner . . , 

are they 

Sayer 

talking 

Pr: verbal 

about? 

. . . Circ:manner 
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Although many verbal processes occur with a nominal element, a Verbiage, it is a distinc
tive feature of verbal processes that they projecr. That is, like mental processes, verbals form 
a clause complex, projecting a second clause by either quoting or reporting. But whereas 
mental processes report or quote ideas, verbal processes quote or report speech (or 'locu
tions' in Halliday's terms). A relationship of interdependence between the two clauses gives 
quoting or direct speech, whereas a relationship of dependency between projected and 
projecting clause gives indirect or reported speech. The projecting clause may occur as 
first or second in the sequence. Analysis must describe the ttansitivity structure of both the 
projecting clause (the verbal process clause) and the projected clause (which may be any 
process type). 
direct/quoted speech: 

/ 

Sayer 

said 

Priverbal 

'Can you 

Actor 

avoid 

Pr: materia] 

the scar tissue?' 

Goal 

indirect/reported speech: 

/ 

Sayer 

asked 

Pt: verbal 

them 

Receiver 
.^i-.L^j-'j;.: 

to avoid 

Pr: mate rial 

the scar tissue. 

Goal 

direct/quoted speech: 

'They 

Actor 

pay 

Pr: mate rial 

you,' 

Client 
BISK you 

Sayer 

said. 

Prrverbal 

indirect/reported speech: 

You 

Sayer 

said 

Pr: verbal 

'?••''••"•••;'•%• 

...̂  . :, -

that they 

Actor 

pay 

Pnmateriai 

you. 

Client 

The quoted or reported clause can be either a proposirion (information) as in the above 
examples, or a proposal (goods and services), in which case the Mood element will 
often be ellipsed in the direct quotation, while modulation will be used in the indi
rect reporting. 
direct/quoted; 

He 

Subject 

said 

Finite 

MOOD 

Sayer 

Predicator 

RESIDUE 

Pr: verbal 

i ) . • ; : ; - . - - , :•*•*-.. :-,\-.S 

mm 
'Carry 

Predicate 

the bags'. 

Complemen z 

RESIDUE 

Pr: material Goal 
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indirect/re ported: 

He 

Subject 

said 

Finite 

MOOD 

Sayer Pr: verbal 

Predicator 

RESIDUE 

SfiK 

she 

Subject 

should 

Fin:modul 

MOOD 

Actor 

carry 

Pted 

the tags. 

CompI 

RESIDUE 

Pnmat Goal 

A reported clause may be either finite or non-finite: 

He 

Subject 

demanded 

Finite 

MOOD 

Sayer 

Pred 

RESIDUE 

Pt: verbal 
il 
mm 
= . . . : « . . - . • ; = 

that 

Adj:conjun 

she 

Subj 

cany 

Finite 

MOOD 

Actor 

Pted 

the bags, 

Compl 

RESIDUE 

Pnmateriai Goal 

He 

Subject 

commanded 

Finite 

MOOD 

Sayer 

Predicator 

her 

Compl 

RESIDUE 

Pr: verbal Receiver 

to carry 

Predicatot 

the bags. 

Compl 

RESIDUE 

Pnmateriai Goal 

When speech is reporred, it is usually introduced with a that clause, but note that this is 
not an embedded Fact clause, since we cannot introduce a Fact-noun: 

*She told me the fact that junkies look worse than that. 
*He said the fact that she should carry the bags. 

More on projection in the next chapter 

From action to being: existential and relational processes 

We have now described the structure of all the ptocess types that have to do with actions 
or events of some kind. There remains a very large group of processes in English that do 
not encode action meanings at all, but instead encode meanings about states of being. For 
example: 

There were these two wonderful Swiss men. 
How many pints of blood are there in your body? 
She must have been really stupid. 

There are two main types of these being processes: 1. existential processes, where things 
are simply stated to exist; and 2. relational processes, where things are stated to exist in 
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relation to other things (are assigned attribures or identities). We will now examine the 
structure of these two process classes. 

Existential processes 

Existential processes represent experience by positing that 'there was/is something'. For 
example: 

There was snow on the ground, 
There were these two wonderful Swiss men. 
There's a hirch. 

Existentiats are easy to identify as the structure involves the use of the word there. There, 
when used in existential processes, has no representational meaning: it does not refer to a 
locarion. It is present in the clause merely because all English clauses require a Subject. It 
is important to distinguish between there used as an existential Subject, and there used as a 
Circumstance of location. While structural there is usually unstressed, circumstantial there 
is usually stressed and often carries an intonation contour: 
structural there: 

There is a book on the table, and a bag on the chair, 

circumstantial there: 

There is your book — on the table. 

The structural there in an existential process does not receive any functional label, as it is 
not encoding any representational meaning. It is left unanalysed for Transitivity, although 
in Mood analysis it is of course assigned the Subject role. 

Existential processes typically employ the verbfoor synonyms sucbasexist, arise, occur. The 
only obligatory participant in an existential process which receives afunctional label is called 
the Existent. This participant, which usually follows the there is/there are sequence, may be a 
phenomenon of any kind, and is often in fact an event (nominalized action), e.g. There was a 
battle. Circumstantial elements (particularly of location) are common in exisrential processes: 

There was 

Pr: existential 

snow 

Existent 

on the ground. 

Ci re: location 

There were 

Pr: existential 

these two wonderful Swiss men. 

Existent 

Should there arise 

Prrexist 

any difficulties 

Existent 
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Relational processes 

The category of Relational processes covers the many different ways in which king can 

be expressed in English clauses. Examples of the domain covered by relational processes 

are: 
E 

i) Di is a blood donor. 
ii) The operation was in Geneva, 

iii) The operation lasted one hour. 
iv) The story was Diana's, 
v) Diana has a daughter. 
vi) Women are the brave ones. 

vii) The best place to give blood is in Geneva. 
viii) The operation took one hour, 

ix) The bomb was her boyfriend's, 
x) The bomb belonged to the boyfriend. 

System 8.3 captures these contrasts. 
As this is a rich and complex area of clause Transitivity, the discussion here can only 

provide an outline (see Halliday and Matthiesseh 2004: 210-48 for further discussion). We 
will begin by clarifying the basic structural difference between Attributive and Identifying 
processes, exemplified initially for the intensive sub-type. 

Intensive Attributive Processes 

An intensive Relational process involves establishing a relationship between two terms, 
where the relationship is expressed by the verb be or a synonym. 

In the Attributive sub-type, a quality, classification or descriprive epithet (Attribute) is 
igned to aparticipant (Carrier). The Carrier is always realized by a noun or nominal group. ass 

r- attributive 

relational -» 

- identifying 

r intensive (i) 

circumstantial -

_ possessive-

r intensive (vi) 

. circumstantial -

l_ possessive-

,- circumstance as attribute (ii) 

- circumstance as process {iii} 

r possession as participant (iv) 

_ possession as process (v) 

,- circumstance as participants (vii) 

circumstance as process (viii) 
possession as participant (ix) 

_ possession as process (x) 

System 8.3 Relational processes 
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cally an adjective: a t t r i b u t e intensives, die Attribute is typi-

AJthough the commonest intensive verb used is & v ^ 
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Nationals) iS that an Attribut^ l ^ f ^ ' " " t ? ** ^ for ^ A t t r i b u t e 
clause « not reversible. This means rhat there is no 

Table 8.1 Intensive Attributive verbs 

VERB 

become 
turn 
grow 
turn out 
start oat 
end up 
keep 
stay 
remain 
seem 
sound 
appear 
look 
taste 
smelt 
feet 
stand 

She 
He 
She 
It 
She 
She 
She 

It 
His story 
The luggage 
She 
The soup 
The soup 
I 
A litre of milk 

-ess: intensive 

became 
turned 
grew 
turned out 
started out 
ended up 
kept 
Stay 
Remain 
seemed 
sounded 
appeared 
Jooked 
tasted 
smells 
feel 
stands 

ATTRIBUTE 

suspicious, 
pale. 
serious. 
OK. 
healthy. 
dead, 
quiet. 
still. 
patient. 
unlikely. 
suspicious, 
harmless. 
jaundiced. 
wonderful. 
fantastic. 
funny. 
mis tall. 
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passive form of the clause: the Subject can never conflate with the role of Attribute, but 
will always conflate with the role of Carrier. This is because Attributive i n t e r n e s in fact 
contain only one .^dependent nominal participant, the Carrier, with the Attribute func-
uonmg to encode the ascription assigned to the Carrier. For example, the following is not 
a passive version of the relevant clause, but merely involves the repositioning of the clause 
constituents, with the Subject (always the Carrier) moved to clause-final position-

Not weak at all 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Attribute 

Finite 
/. 

Subject 

MOOD 

Pr:in tensive Carrie 

Even when the clause involves the 
the Carrier: 

inversion of the Subject and Pinite, the Subject remains 

A pig I 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Attribute 

Subject 

won't be! 

Finite 

MOOD 

Carrier Pr: in tensive 

S nee he verb * be does not in fact have a passive form (we cannot say *Sktnny is not been 

by you) it . somet imes difficult to determine whether a fe-ckuse is an Attributive or an 
Identifying intensive (we will see below that Identifying intensive can form passives) The 
est is to try to find a substitute for rhe feverb. If a possible substitute verb can be found 

from the list of Acrnbur.ve intensive verbs given above, then it will be seen that the clause 
must be Attributive, as even with the substitute verb, the clause cannor be made passive-

original clause 
You're skinny. 
I 'm not weak at all. 
I won't be a pig. 

possible alternative 

You've become skinny. 
I don't feel weak at all. 
I won't turn inro a pig. 

no passive 

* Skinny is become by you. 

* Not weak at all is felt by me. 

*A pig is not turned into by me. 

Intensive Identifying processes 

The intensive Identifying processes contrast with the Attributives both semanricaliy and 
grammatically. Semant.cally, an Identifying clause is not about ascribing or classifying but 
f i n i n g . The meaning of an identifying intensive is that •* serves to define the identity^-
tax example, in the clause; J J J • 

You 

Token Pr: intensive 

the skhmiest one here. 

Value 

you is identified as the 'holder' or occupant' of the identity or label of skinniest one. 
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Table 8.2 

VERB 

equal 
add. up to 
make 
signify 
mean 
define 
spell 
indicate 
express 
suggest 
act as 
syvdmlize 
play 
represent 
stand for 
refer to 
exemplify 

Intensive Identifying verbs 

TOKEN 

One plus two 
One plus two . 
Manners 
Signing a contracr 
'Quantum leap' 
The word 'exuberant' 
C-A-T 
The presence of rust 
Her smile 
His frown 
The commissioner 
A n * 
Robert de Niro 
The milk bottle 
@ 
'Quantum leap' 
His behaviour 

Pr: in tensive 

equals 
adds up to 
make 
signifies 
means 
defines 
spells 
indicates 
expressed 
suggested 
acts as 
symbolizes 
plays 
represents 
stands fot 
refers to 
exemplified 

VALUE 

three. 
three. 
the man. 
agreemenr. 
a discrete jump. 
his Style. 
'cat'. 
moisture. 
pleasure. 
annoyance. 
rhe mediator. 
an unacceptable clause. 
Capone. 
one litre. 
'at'. 
a sharp jump. 
rhe typical terrorisr. 

Grammatically, defining involves two participants: a Token (that which scands for what 
is being defined) and a Value (that which defines). While the most frequently used 
Identifying intensive verb is be, other synonymous intensives are listed and exemplified in 
Table 8.2 above. 

Both the Token and the Value are realized by nominal groups! Typically the nominal 
groups in Identifying intensives are definite, whereas in Attributives rhe Attribute is an 
indefinite nominal group, e.g. the skinny one (Identifying) vs a skinny one (Attributive). 
Because the Identifying clause contains two autonomous nominal patticipants, all 
Identifying clauses are reversible, i.e. they can form passives. 

active; 

You 

Token 

're 

Pr: intensive 

the skinniest one here. 

Value 

passive: 

The skinniest one here 

Value 

is 

Pr; in tensive 

you. 

Token 

active: 

Married women 

Token 

are 

Pr:intensive 

the real victims. 

Value 
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passive: 

The real victim 

Value 

are 

Pt:intensive 

married women. 

Token 

The reversibility of Identifying intensives taises the question of determining which 'side' 
of the clause is the Token and which the Value. This can be determined both semanticaily 
and grammatically, Halliday points out that semanticaily the Token will be a 'sign, name, 
form, holder or occupant' of a Value, which gives the 'meaning, referent, function, status 
or role' of the Token. The Token, then, is the nominal group which contains the 'name', 
and the Value is the nominal group which gives the classification. Often, semantic crireria 
will indicate immediately which part of the clause is Token or Value. 

However, it is the grammatical test which detetmines role assignment. The test 
involves replacing the vetb to be with one of the synonymous Identifying intensive verbs 
listed above, and then determining whether the resulting clause is active or passive, and 
which constituent is functioning as Subject. The correlation is that: 

* TOKEN will always be Subject in an active clause 

• VALUE will always be Subject in a passive clause. 

For example, to determine which is Token and which Value, take the original clause: 

You're the skinniest one here. 

and substitute a possible synonymous verb: 

= You represent the skinniest one here. 

Determine whether this substitute clause is active ot passive, and label the Subject role = 
active (no presence of be + past participle + by) 

You 

Subject 

represent 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

the skinniest one here. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

If active, then Subject must also be Token: 

You 

Token 

Subject 

represent 

Pr; intensive 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

the skinniest one here. 

Value 

Complement 

RESIDUE 
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Check the analysis by forming the passive, where Subject will be Value: 

The skinniest one here 

Subject 

is 

Finite 

MOOD 

Value 

represented 

Predicator 

by you. 

Adjxirc 

RESIDUE 

Pr:intensive Token 

In summary, this procedure involves: 

i) finding a substitute intensive verb (other than be) 
ii) analysing the clause for Mood to determine Subject 

iii) noting whether the clause is active or passive 
iv) applying the rule; Token is Subject in active; Value is Token in passive clause 
vj testing by changing active to passive or vice versa 

vi) establishing final analysis of original clause. 

As a further example of applying this procedure, take the clause Women aren't the weak ones. 

i) Women don't constitute the weak ones. 
ii) Women is Subject 

Women 

Subject 

don't 

Finite 

MOOD 

constitute 

Predicator 

the weak ones. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

iii) clause is active 
iv) therefore, women is Token 
v) passive: 

The weak ones 

Subject 

aren't 

Finite 

MOOD 

Value 

constituted 

Predicator 

by women. 

Complemenr 

RESIDUE 

Pt intensive Token 

vi) final analysis of original clause: 

Women 

Subject 

aren't 

Finite 

MOOD 

Token Pi .intensive 

the weak ones. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Value 
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The verb substitution test can also be used to determine whether a given ie-clause is 
Attributive or Identifying. If a possible verb substitute is one which cannot form a passive, 
then the clause must be Attributive. If the verb substituted can form a passive, then the 
clause is Identifying, and by labelling the Subject constituent you will be able to determine 
which constituent is Token and which Value. 

For example, to determine whether the following clause is Attributive or Identifying: 

Only people with 1993 badges are financial members. 

First, find averb to substitute for 'are': 

Only people with 1993 badges represent 
constitute 
symbolize 

* Only people with 1993 badges turn into 
seem 
appear 

Test whether the selected substitute can form a passive or not: 

Financial members are represented only by people with 1993 badges. 

This shows that the clause is Identifying, and since the clause is active, it is possible to 
assign Token/Value labels to the original clause: 

Only people with 1993 badges 

Subject 

MOOD 

Token 

are 

Finite 

Pr intensive 

financial members. 

Complemenr 

RESIDUE 

Value 

Other common sub-types of relationals: (1) Circumstantials 

As well as the intensive relational, two other types of relational processes, Circumstantial 
and Possessive, occur commonly, both as Attributive and Identifying processes. 

Circumstantial relational processes encode meanings about the circumstantial dimen
sions discussed earlier: location, manner, cause . . ., etc. Circumstance, then, can be 
expressed in a clause either as a Circumstantial constituent in a material, mental, behav
ioural or verbal process, or through a relational process. 

In the Attributive Circumstantial, the Circumstance is often expressed in the Attribute. 
While the verb remains intensive, the Attribute will be a prepositional phrase or an adverb 
of location, manner, cause, etc. We capture this by showing the conflation of the Attributive 
with the Circumstantial element: 

The bomb 

Carrier 

was 

T>r;intensive 

in her luggage. 

A ttribittelCirc: location 

financial members. 

financial members. 
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As with all Attributive processes, these cannot form passives: 

*In her luggage was been by the bomb. 

The Circumstantial meaning may also be encoded in the process itself, with the verb 
meaning 'is + circumstance'. In chis case, the process is specified as 'circumstantial'r 

The operation 

Carrier 

lasted 

Pn circumstantial 

one hour. 

Attribute 

(where lasted. - be + for one hour) 

Di's narrative 

Carrier 

concerns 

Pr: ci rcums tantial 

her daughter's operation. 

Attribute 

(where concerns = be + about) 
Again, these Attributive processes are not reversible: 

*One hour was lasted by the operation. 
*Her daughter's operation was concerned by Di's narrative. 

With Identifying Circumstantials, it is also possible to encode the circumstantial meaning 
within either the participants ot the process. 

When the circumstantial meaning is encoded through the participants, both the Token 
and the Value will be circumstantial elements of time, place, etc., while the verb remains 
intensive: 

Yesterday 

Token/Circ:rime 

was 

Printensive 

the last time Di gave blood, 

Value/Circ:rime 

The circumstance may also be expressed through the process, using verbs such as take 
np, follow, cross, resemble, accompany, etc. In these cases, the process is labelled as 'circum
stantial': 

The operation 

Token 

took 

P t :ci rcumstanrial 

one hour. 

Value 

The terrorist 

Token 

accompanied 

Pr: ci rcumstanrial 

the young woman. 

Value 
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A milk bottle 

Token 

holds 

Pnci rcums tantial 

one litre of liquid. 

Value 

Being Identifying, these verbs form passives: 

One hour was taken up by the operation. 
The young woman was accompanied by the terrorist. 
One litre of liquid is held by a milk bottle. 

Other relational (2) Possessives 

Possessive ptocesses encode meanings of ownership and possession between clausal partic
ipants. rn Attributive Possessives, possession may be encoded through the participants 
(with the Attribute the possessor, and the process temaining intensive): 

This 

Carrier 

is 

Pr: intensive 

yours. 

Attribute/Possessor 

Possession may also be encoded through the process, the commonest Attributive posses
sive verbs being to have and to belong to. Typically the Cattier will be Possessor: 

/ 

You 

You 

Carrier/possessor 

bad 

have 

've got 

Pr possession 

a daughter, 

8 pints of blood. 

less blood than me. 

Atttibute possessed 

But it is possible to have the Carrier as what is possessed; 

The bomb 

Carrie r/possessed 

belonged to 

Pnpos session 

the boyfriend. 

At tribu te/poss essot 

Attributive possessive processes are not reversible: 

*The boyfriend was belonged to by the bomb. 

In Identifying possessives, possession may again be expressed either through the partici
pants, or through the process. When possession is expressed through the participants, the 
intensive vetb to be is used, with the Token and Value encoding the possessor and the 

possessed: 

The bomb 

Token /Possessed 

was 

Pr: intensive 

her boyfriend's. 

Value/Possessot 
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Her boyfriend's 

Value/Possessor 

was 

Pr; intensive 

the bomb, 

Token/Possessed 

The commonest Identifying possessive process is to own, which can form passives, so that 
either the Token or Value can be Subject: 

Her boyfriend 

Token/Possessor 

owned 

Pr; possessive 

the bomb. 

Value/Possessed 

The bomb 

Value/Possessed 

was owned by 

Pnpossessive 

her boyfriend. 

Token/Possessor 

Causative relational! 

A final type of relational process that needs to be mentioned briefly is the causative rela
tional. Causative relational processes may occur with either Attributive or Identifying 
structures, with causation expressed either through a make + be (Process:intensive) struc
ture, or, with Identifying relationals, through a causative process. As with the causative 
material processes we considered earlier, causatives involve an Agent in making or causing 
something. With Attributive relationals, an Agent (also called an Attributor) causes the 
Carrier to have an Attribute ascribed. For example: 

The experience in Geneva 

Agent/Attributor 

made 

Pr: causative 

Diana 

Carrier 

(become) 

(Pr: in tensive) 

a blood donor. 

Attribute 

The introduction of the causative process make as die Finite in these structures means that 
causative passives can be formed. Remember that the clause is still an Attributive one, 
however: 

Diana 

Carrier 

was made 

Pr: causative 

to become 

Pr: in tensive 

a blood donor 

Artribure 

by the experience. 

Agent/Attributor 

Note that the intensive process is often ellipsed from the clause: 

Giving blood 

Agent/Attributor 

makes 

Pr: causative 

you 

Carrier 

weak. 

Attribute 

With the Identifying type, the Agent (or Assigner) makes the Token take a Value: 

They 

Agent/Assigner 

made 

Pr:causative 

Simon 

Token 

the barman 

Value 

for the night. 

Circ: extent 
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Note the analysis of the passive version of this clause; 

Simon 

Token 

was made 

Pr:causative 

the barman 

Value 

for the night 

Circ: extent 

(by them). 

(Agent/Assigner) 

With Identifying clauses, the causative telationship between participants can also be 
expressed directly through a causative circumstantial verb. The common verbs are result in, 
cause, produce, etc. With these processes, the verb is a fusion of the intensive meanings be or 
equal and the expression of cause. The active/passive test can be used to detetmine the 
assignment of Token/Value labels. Fot example: 

Donating blood 

Token 

results in/causes 

Pr:circums tan rial 

weakness. 

Value 

Weakness 

Token 

caused by 

Pncircumstantial 

donating blood. 

Value 

The meaning of transitivity 

This chapter so far has reviewed the functional grammatical description of the Transitivity 
structure of English clauses. Clauses can be seen to select for a process type (material, 
mental, behavioural, verbal, existential, relational). The process type specifies the action, 
events or relationships between implicated patticipants (nominal constituents, functionally 
labelled according ro the process type), and the processes may be situated circumstantially 
(for time, place, cause, etc.). Carrying out a Transitivity analysis involves determining the 
process type, participants and circumstances realized in any clause. Transitivity analysis 
offers a description of one of the structural strands of the clause. Each clause can also be 
analysed for its Mood structure. 

It was stated at the beginning of this chapter that Transitivity patterns represent the 
encoding of experiential meanings: meanings about the world, about experience, about how 
we perceive and experience what is going on. By examining rhe Transitivity patterns in 
text, we can explain how the field of the situation is being constructed, i.e. we can describe 
'what is being talked about' and how shifts in the field are achieved. 

For example, with Text 8.1, the 'Blood' excerpt, our initial description of the field of the 
talk might be that the patticipants talk 'about blood and then about a news story'. A 
Transitivity analysis of the text, however, allows us to refine this description, and explain 
how the field both develops and shifts through a number of experiential phases. 

Each of the phases (1-9) indicated in the transcript is identified according to the pre-
dominanr process type being selected by participants, as the following summary of the 
Transitivity in each phase indicates. 

Phase 1: material processes; predominantly give; with different individuals present as 
Actots. Circumstantial elements of time, extent, place. So this phase is 'about' everyone's 
individual experience of giving blood: who has/hasn't; where; when; how often. 
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(Diana's narrative is considered in detail below.) 

Phase 2: mental and behavioural processes dominate here, with generalized jtw as partic
ipants. This phase reports what are presented as general statements about reactions to the 
actions described in phase 1. 

Phase 3: relational processes dominate, with possessives in particular, and a shift between 
generalized you as Carrier/possessor and individual participants. Circumstantial expres
sions of extent (how many, how long) occur. This phase explores generalized possession of 
the commodity (blood) discussed in phases 1 and 2. 

Phase 4: material and relational processes, a phase which establishes contrasts, with we 
(women) as Carriers in attributive processes (which positively evaluate), and men as Actors 
in (pejorative) material processes. 

Phase 5: mental and relational processes, with individual participants as Sensers/Carriers. 
This phase explores participants' ascription of themselves and their wants/desires. 

Phase 6: relational and mental processes, with generalized yon and they as participants. In 
part a reiteration of previous discussion, hence rhe transitional nature of this phase. 

Phase 7: material processes, with generalized you as Actor. Brief phase, introducing more 
substantial content of phase 8. 

Phase 8: relational processes, notably identifying processes, with generic classes as partic
ipants (some women, etc.). Hete participants construct their classification of the reality they 
are discussing: their taxonomy of people in relation to blood. 

Phase 9: the beginning of a narrative phase. 

Ttanskivky analysis is also useful in explaining the structuring of Diana's narrative about 
her daughter. The schematic structure of this short narrative is suggested below. Note that 
Diana's narrative achieves some of its suspense by beginning with a statement of the 
Complicating Action (the pivotal drama) of the event: 

Abstract/Complication I 

No I do it because I had a daughter who when she was two days old needed blood 
transfusions cause she was getting sort of premature jaundice and things. 

Orientation 1 

This was in Geneva. 

Complication 2 

And they rang me up on the Sat- this was Saturday night and said 'You've got eo 
come in and have your blood tested against the donor's'. 

Orientation 2 

And there were these rwo wonderful Swiss men who'd left their dinner you know 
S o'clock at night and come in there to give blood to my daughter. 
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Evaluation 1 

And I was really impressed 

Complication 3 

and you know I had to give blood to be tested to see if it was compatible with theirs. 
And I had to deliver it to the clinic where she was. 

Orientation 3 

Thete was snow on the ground and everything. 

Evaluation 2 

It was very exciting. 

Complication 4 

And then I stayed up all night and watched this urn operation taking place 

Resolution 

and fortunately her umbilical artery hadn't closed so because I mean all the other 
things would have been minute. So they could actually do it through the umbili
cal artery or whatever. 

Evaluation 3 

So 1 said 'OK', you know, 'be a blood donor after that'. 

Coda 

But in Switzerland they give you a cognac. Here they give you tea and bikkies 

It is in the transitivity patterns of this short stoty that we find evidence in support of the 
genetic structure. Bach stage of the nartative can be associated with particular transitivity 
choices, summarized below: 

Abstract/Complication 1 
Material process; Diana as Actor. 
Relational possessive ptocess: Diana as possessor; Attributive processes: her daughter as 
Carrier; complicating situation as Attribute. 

Orientation 1 
Relational Circumstantial ptocess; Carrier as 'the events'; Atttibute as Circumstance loca

tion (setting in place). 

Complication 2 
Material processes: 'they' as Actor; citeumstance:location (time); Verbal process: they as 
Sayer; Matetial process: Diana as Actor. 
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Orientation 2 
Existential process; Existent as critical subsidiary participants in story. 

Evaluation 1 
Attributive relational process; Diana as Carrier; Attribute: intensified evaluative adjective 
(past participle used adjectivally). 

Complication 3 
Material processes; Diana as Actor; Circumstances of cause and location. 

Orientation 3 
Existential process; Existent as physical phenomena (setting scene); Circumstance: location. 

Evaluation 2 
Relational process; Carrier: events in the story; Attribute: intensified attitudinal/evaluative 
adjective. 

Complication 4 
Material process, circumstance of extent; behavioutal process with Phenomenon; Diana as 
Actor/Behaver. 

Resolution 
Relational attributive: body parts as Carrier; dimensions, etc. as Attribute; 
Material process: 'they' as Actor; Circumstance:manner of body parts. 

Evaluation 3 
Verbal process; projecting relational attributive: Diana as Sayer and Carrier; Attribute: 'a 
blood donor' (personal attribution). 

Coda 
Circumstance of location (in Thematic position); material processes with three participants: 
Actor, Beneficiary, Goal; Actor: generic 'you'. 

This analysis shows that the boundaries between each element of schematic structure 
relate to changes in transitivity choices. The Orientations are realized by Existential or 
Relational processes with circumstantial elements providing setting in time/place and 
introducing subsidiary participants. Evaluations are realized by relational attributive 
processes, involving attitudinal Atrributes which encode Diana's reactions to the unfold
ing events. Diana's final Evaluation involves ascribing, herself with the label of'blood 
donor', both demonstrating the 'point' of the story (personal transformation), and rein
forcing the lexical cohesive links with the talk immediately prior to the narrative. 

Sustaining the dramatic interest of the narrative are the several stages of Complication, 
sptead across the story. Complication stages are realized by material, verbal or behavioural 
process clauses in which Diana is the active participant. This transitivity choice clearly con
structs the narrative as 'Diana's story', even though it is ostensibly about her daughter. The 
Resolution involves material processes blended with Attributive relarionals. But while in 
the Complications the focal participants are both Diana and her daughter, in the Resolution 
the focus has moved to the doctors as participants. 

The Coda blends material process choices of the Complication stages, but gives thematic 
prominence to Circumstantial choices common in Orientations, Note the significant vari
ation in the number and nature of parti cipants involved in the process: the story concludes 
with a shift from Diana as Actor to a generalized tbey, and the introduction of a Beneficiary, 
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realized as a generalized you. This shift in participants (and also in tense, from past to 
present) signals the return to interaction, after the extended monologue, and ftees up topic 
space for other conversationalists (they do not have to talk only about Diana and her daugh
ter to be cohesive; diey may now talk about places or about blood donating or about 
rewards, which is exactly what Simon does do). 

Summary of transitivity 

This brief discussion of the conversational excerpt illustrates how Transitivity patterns are 
the clausal realization of contextual choices. In selecting which process type to use, and 
what configuration of participants to express, participants are actively choosing to repre
sent experience in a particular way. We explore this construction of field again in the final 
chapter, when we consider transitivity patterns in che three Crying Baby texts presented in 
Chapter One. 

The experiential structure of the clause is just one of two components through which 
ideational meanings are expressed through language. In the next chapter we look at how 
the logico-semantic systems of the clause complex provide options that allow text creators 
to link individual clauses of experiential meaning together into ideationally coherent text, 

Notes 

1. This text is an excerpt from the 'Dinner at Stephen's'dinner party conversation (anther's data). 
2. In Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 293), Range is introduced in conjunction with a complex 

discussion of the ergative analysis of the clause. For reasons of space and clarity, I limit my dis
cussion to Halliday s earlier presentations of the Range function. 
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Introduction 

In the previous chapter we explored experiential structure: the functional organization of 
the clause to express content through the transitivity systems of English. Experiential 
meaning is one component of what Halliday identifies as the ideational metafunction in lan
guage, the metafunction which expresses 'meanings about the world'. In this chapter we 
examine the second component of ideational meaning: the logical structure of the clause 
complex. After denning the clause complex, we will review the two systems of logical rela
tions: that of taxis (or how two or more adjacent clauses are linked to each other through 
relations of dependency or interdependency) and logico-semantics (the types of meanings 
that allow adjacent clauses to project or expand on each other). We will see that the logical 
systems of the clause complex complement transitivity choices, allowing us to compose 
spontaneously complex clusters of experiential representations. Finally, we will also see how 
variations in the amount and types of logical relations realize differences in mode and genre. 

What is a clause complex? 

In Chapter Eight we looked in detail at the meanings Diana was making in her story about 
giving blood in Geneva. We saw that in turning life into text, Diana used Transitivity 
resources to set the scene (through relational and existential processes), narrate the events 
(through material processes), evaluate the dramatic experience (through attributive 
processes), and finally express the effect of the events on her continuing behaviour (through 
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rhe identifying process of becoming a blood donor). To carry out our Transitivity analysis, 
we divided Diana's story into separate clauses. But in fact one of the distinctive skills Diana 
has as a story-teller is that she 'packages' her tale: she delivers her story in bursts of infor
mation, not as separate clauses, Eor example, she begins her story like this: 

Di ' {j)No I do it (ji)because I had a daughter <... ,who (iv)when she was 2 days old 
, ...needed blood transfusions . .cause she was getting sort of premature jaundice 
and things. 

This opening burst by Diana in fact consists of five clauses (indicated by subscript 
numbers). In the transcript, I have shown this as one 'sentence': there's only one foil stop. 
But of course people don't speak in sentences: Diana didn't reach the words 'jaundice and 
things' and then say 'full stop, new sentence', the way one of my old teachers used to do 
when she was giving us a dictation passage. But nor did Diana simply run on this chunk 
of five clauses into the next clause This was in Geneva. She also did not begin her story with 
a series of separate clauses, which might have gone something like this: 

Di No. I have a reason for giving blood. The reason is that my daughter needed 
blood transfusions. This happened when she was two days old. She was getting sort 
of premature jaundice and things. This was in Geneva. 

Notice how much more stilted and formal this separate clause version sounds. If she d 
begun in that way, Diana ran the risk of being interrupted before she'd had the chance to 
sweep us into the story and earn our permission to hold the floor. 

What this example shows is that when we talk we often chain two or more clauses 
together in sequence. When we do this, we use markers to show the relationship between 
each clause (words like became, when), and we also use the spoken language systems ot 
rhythm and intonation to signal to our listeners when we've reached the end of a clause 
sequence. As a participant present duting Diana's story, and then later as the transcriber 
who turned Diana's talk into a written record, I heard a definite break or pause, along with 
a falling intonation, between the first five clauses and the clause about Geneva, In my tran
scription, I captured that with the use of full stops. In other words, I turned Diana's cluster 
of clauses into a sentence. 

The sentence, with its punctuation conventions of initial capital and final full stop, is a 
unit derived from spoken language. In all cultures, spoken language exists as a fully func
tional system before the development of written language. Written language systems or 
orthography and punctuation are secondary systems, developed as people searched for ways 
to record talk in permanent forms. The full stop is the main orthographic symbol we use 
to capture a very significant grammatical and semantic boundary; it matks the end ot a 
clause complex. 

Clause complex is the term systemicists use for the grammatical and semantic unit 
formed when two or more clauses are linked together in certain systematic and meaning
ful ways. When we write clause complexes down, either from speech or composed in 
written language, we generally show clause complex boundaries with full stops. In other 
words, while the sentence is an orthographic unit of written language, the clause complex 
is a grammatical and semantic unit, and it is a unit that occurs in both spoken and written 
language. From now on, we will be using the term clause complex to refer to clause 
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clusters of two or more clauses. We can use the term clause simplex to refer to single clause 
units (or sentences of only one clause). 

Why analyse clause complexes? 

I've already suggested that our Transitivity analysis, though it captured much about the 
structure and meanings of Diana's unfolding story, could not capture the significant dimen
sion of its 'flow' or 'packaging' into grammatical units. We've seen that Diana could have 
chosen to package her opening turn as a set of separate clauses. She didn't. Similarly, as her 
story went on, she chose at some points to cluster clauses together into clause complexes 
(for example she links together (}f)And they rang me up mi the Sat- ^this was Saturday night 
fmand said (iivj'You'm get to come in {iv)and have your blood tested against the donor's'), while at 
other times she chose to deliver just a single clause as a unit (e.g. This was in Geneva). 
Sometimes when Diana linked clauses she seemed to be linking events to each other. For 
example: 

{Si)And then I stayed up all night ^ a n d watched this urn operation taking place 
«>ii,>and fortunately her umbilical artery hadn't closed (3jv)so because I mean all the 
other things would have been minute 

while at other times, she uses linking to package what she or other people said about the 
events (for example, (!lijSo I said um'0K', you know, 'be a blood donor after thaf). 

Sometimes she seems to package together clauses which could have stood alone with 
only very minor grammatical changes (e.g. And then I stayed up all night. And I watched 
this operation taking place. And fortunately her umbilical artery hadn't closed), while at other 
times the linked clauses seem more closely dependent on other clauses (for example, we 
need to make greater changes to the clauses in her opening turn if we want to separate 
them). 

Wherever there is choice, there is meaning. But what are the meanings being made here? 
To understand why speakers and writers choose clause complexes over clause simplexes, and 
choose particular types of clause complexes, we need to look in detail at the system of the 
clause complex in English. As we do this, we'll see that clause complex systems provide 
language users with structural resources to construe logical connections between experien
tial events. This system of logical meaning works alongside the experienrial structures of 
Transitivity, Together, the logical and the experiential functions allow us to exptess 
ideational meanings as we turn life into text. 

One further reason for looking at clause complex relations is that the categories of clause 
complex relations actually apply over other ateas of the grammar as a whole: not just clauses 
but also groups and phrases form 'complexes', and they do so along the same principles as 
the clause. Understanding how the natural logic of English works to form clause complexes 
can thus help us understand the basic process of complexing: how language offers us the 
creative potential to 'blow out' or develop on the meaning in any grammatical unit. 
Although in this book there is not space to cover word, group and phrase structure, if you 
understand how complexing works in the clause, you will begin to recognize the same 
process and meanings happening at those other ranks. 
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The structure of clause complexes 

To appreciate the difference between the sttucture of clauses and that of clause complexes, 
temembet that when we analysed Mood and Transitivity, we took each clause and divided 
it into functional constituents, to which we attached labels that captured each constituent's 
contribution towards the structute as a whole. So the clause And fortunately they could do it 
through the umbilical artery can be analysed into both Mood and Transitivity constituents: 

And 

Adjunct: 
conjun 

fortunately 

Adjunct: 
comment 

they 

Subject 

amid 

Finite: mod 

MOOD 

Actor 

do 

Ptedicator 

it 

Complemen t 

through the 
umbilical artery. 

Adjuncts ire 

RESIDUE 

Pr: materia I Goal Ci re: manner 

But when we analyse clause complexes, we find we are dealing with a very different type of 
structure. Consider again Diana's opening burst: 

Di No I do it because I had a daughter .... }who (jv>when she was 2 days 
old . .... needed blood transfusions , .cause she was getting sort of premature 
jaundice and things. 

With a clause complex like this, it's easy to demonstrate that we're not dealing with a finite, 
definable whole. Aftet all, Diana could easily have extended her clause complex ad infini
tum, for example: 

Di No I do it because I had a daughter who needed a blood transfusion when she 
was two days old cause she was getting sort of premature jaundice and things and 
they thought she might die if she didn't get a transfusion within a few hours and so 
there were these two wonderful Swiss men who rushed in there and gave blood so 
that my daughter could have the ttansfusion and it was really exciting because . . . 

While such a lengthy clause complex might be tiring for both speaker and listeners, thete 
is absolutely nothing grammatically wrong with it. This suggests that clause complexes 
are formed on a different structural basis to clauses, and that's exactly what Halliday claims 
when he points out that the clause is a multivariate strucrure but the clause complex is a 
univariate one. These are two useful terms to understand when looking at language. 

A multivariate structure is one where we can identify a complete whole which is made 
up of functionally distinct constituents, for example the clause which is (interpetsonally) 
made up of a Subject, Finite, Predicator, Complement, Adjunct. Each element performs a 
distinct and different role in contributing to the meaning of the whole clause structure. 
Obligatory elements (such as Subject and Finite) can only occur once, otherwise we have 
by definition a new clause. Both Mood and Transitivity structures are multivariate, as are 
most generic structures, reviewed in Chapter Three. 

In a univariate structure, on the other hand, we're dealing with a relationship between 
elements that are essentially the same and which can be chained together indefinitely. A 
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clause 
complex 

taxis 

r parataxis 
* 1,2... 

iogico-semantic-
relation 

L hypotaxis 

r projection • 

r- locution 

L expansion • 

•- idea 

i - elaboration 
"Si -

- extension 
* + 

5- enhancement 
^1 X 

System 9.1 System of the clause complex 

refer to as 'co-ordination' versus 'sub-ordination' relationships. We will see exam
ples in a moment, 

2. the logico-semantic system: this is the system that describes the specific type of 
meaning relarionship between linked clauses. Again, there are two main options: 
clauses may be related through projection (where one clause is quoted or reported 
by another clause), or through expansion (where one clause develops or extends on 
the meanings of another). Projection offers two choices: locution (where what is 
projected is speech) and idea (where what is projected is thoughts). The system of 
expansion is one we have already met when looking at conjunction in Chapter Two. 
Expansion consists of three main options: elaboration (relations of restatement or 
equivalence); extension (relations of addition); and enhancement (relations of 
development). 

To understand these systemic choices and how they work, we'll draw on Diana's story about 
giving blood, but also on some other texts. The first, Text 9.1, is another story text, this time 
a highly crafted written nartative of personal experience. It is the opening two sections from 
a non-fiction book called Shot written by Australian author Gail Bell. Sentence numbers are 
shown in ordinary numbers (I, 2, 3 . . .); clause numbers in roman numerals. Embedded 
clauses are shown in {[parentheses]}. At this stage, just ignore the hieroglyphics in the left-
hand columns. 

xp 
a 
1 
=2 

xp 
a 
xy 

Text 9.1: Shot1 

(y)While walking home one dry moonless night in 1968 

(lii)' I was shot in the back. 

Uj)The experience was spectacularly new to me; 
(2«/ nac* nothing [[to compare it with}], no neural circuitry [[to 
process similarities]}, no language for the shock, 

When the bullet struck 
e>> 
(J..J traveled forward an extra half-step, 
(3...)as if someone [[wielding a broom handle]] had given me a rude 
shove from behind. 
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1 

+2 

1 

x2 
a 

xfl 

clause simplex 

clause simplex 
1 
+2 
a 

"3 

l 

+2 

xfi 
<x 

a 

xB 

1 

<'2> 
1 

xB 

a 

xB 

a 
1 

+2 

a 

'3 

l 
x2 

clause simplex 
1 
=2 

clause 

1 
+2 
x$ 

a 

clause 

clause. 
1 
=2 

clause E 
a 
xB 

a 

xB 1 

x2 
simplex 

simplex 

simplex 

implex 

a 

(40One minute I'd been walking with intent 
„a)(I was late), 
Mi>ti>e n e x t J w a s off balance, 
^iv^ltering towards a full stop. 

(JJAfter the shove-feeling came a crackling noise, a sine curve of 
sound, kerwump. 

(SjTo the startled brain, this procession of events has no meaning. 
(7i)My computer ran its checks of memory stores 
(7ii)and drew a blank. 

(ai:,Soldiers [[who are primed for gun battle]] have told me 
(8ii)that even in a state of highest combat alert2, 
(8iii)bejtLS shot still comes as a surprise. 
(9i)The body is lifted up 

m)or t l l r o ^ " sideways by some mad poltergeist, 
(MiaH k is only w " h the return of conscious awareness that com
prehension takes over from confusion-5. 
aoij^hen realization arrived for me 

U0!i)it came hesitantly, like a messenger [[unsure of the address J ] 
ail)l used up valuable and dangerous seconds 
{tiii>trying to workout 
(nm)what had happened. 
<]2.jThe shooter, 

(larr*saw' 
(1ji;awas in a car fifteen metres away. 
(UijWhen that pulse of comprehension arrived, 
(Hii)1 t u r l , e d 

a3iiUand r a t l for my life, 
oooooo 

(M)I didn't see my attacker's face. 

(t5i)I saw a car and a shape at the steering wheel, 
(15,i,only as much as the eye will register 
«5iii)wnen y°u swivel your neck 
(iSiv^^ glance over your shoulder. 
(l6)From the shooters vantage point, the target was a tall girl 
[[walking northwards into the darkness.]] 
(17i)He saw the back of me, 

{17ij)I saw a glimpse of a shadow. 

(I3;,After the bang and before I ran - in that pause [[where visual 
contact might have been made but wasn't]] -
(J8ii>tne c a r remained ominously still. 
^Speculation [[about what he was doing!] is a luxury for later 
for now. ' 

(20)Then, I had no thought, only reactions. 
f2u>Now, I am harangued by questions: 
(2iii>was n e re-loading? 
(22)Was the gun jammed? 
(23j)Was he waiting 

<23ii> to see 
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'3 C2Jji;)if I would fall down dead? 
clause simplex (24)Was he playing a game with complexities [0 couldn't begin to 

imagine]]? 
clause simplex ^jThat pause was significant in other ways. 
clause simplex ^ F o r me it was the hiatus before an opera of panic and pain. 
clause simplex p7)For h'm> 1 can only guess. 
XP (2Sl)As I ran away, 
a 1 (28ii/le revved m e motor of his car, 

x3 t2s:v)an(:J sped out of sight. 
1 1 (29i)I almost wrote 

"2 (29ii)'he gunned the car', 
+ 2 <29iij)'30t i c w a s me> the girl in the new maroon shoes, he gunned 

By way of comparison, here now is the transcript of part of an interview I carried out with 
Gail Bell in preparation for writing a review of Shot. We began by talking about a shared 
interest, the practice of yoga. Again, ignore the analysis for now: 

Text 9.2: interview with Gail Bell4 

SE: Has yoga brought you mental benefits, then? 
GB: (1]fYes, I think it has, 
(]ii)for when I'm doing it, 
(2i)But I am kind of naturally um 
dijjl seem to live in this state of hyperawareness. 
{3i)So it's very easy for me to lapse into my former 
kind of intense that intense mode 
(3ii)so I r ea ' ly have to make a conscious effort 
(3/]j)to switch off 

(3iv)and get into that other space. 
(4i)I really wish 
(i(ii)I could sit for an hour 
{4iii)and stare out the window 
(/jilP)but I don't have that facility. 
SE: So would you say you're always thinking? 
GB:(J)Yea. 

(6j)And even if I'm not focusing on anything in par
ticular 

(6ij)I seem to be intensely engaged at some level 
somewhere in my mind. 
(7)It's very tiring, 
(B)Ir engages the nervous sysrem. 
(9i)I suspect that 

{9;i)having now done quite a bit of research for Shot 
(9iii)that it's part of the greater spectrum of post
traumatic stress disorder. 
,]0i,So I'm sort of hypervigilanr, you know, 
(1(Mi)I'm always on the alert, 

xB (lwii)even though I wouldn't acknowledge that at a 

a 
xB 

1 
=2 

1 

x2 ct 

x3 

1 a 

'3 

x2 

clause simplex 
xB 

1 

+2 

1 
+ 2 

a 

clause simplex 
clause simplex 
oi a 

<xp> 

'3 

1 a 1 
- 2 
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a 

a. 

1 
=2 

clause simplex 
1 

x2 

xP 

a 

a 
'P 

1 
x2 

a. 

xp 
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+ 2 

= 3 

a 
x(3 

a 

•0 

a 

= P 

'P 

1 

clause simplex 

1 

+2 

1 

+ 2 

+ 3 

+4 

a 
=P 
a 
=p 

a 

o: 

'P 

a 

= P 
=7 a 

'P 

1 
+2 

conscious level 

{10i¥)but I think 

(inv)at a deeper level it is a sort of hypervigi lance 

(1(hri)thar people with PTSD5 seem co suffer from. 

SE: That must be useful for a writer, hyperaware-
ness? 

GB: (Ui>Yes, I think 

dii i ) h i s ; 

(]2i)And it might be why 

(12;j)it might have contributed, 

( l J )It certainly makes me more alert. 

u 4 i )I mean if I go out to restaurants or social events 
or anywhere really 

()4ji)i'in always very conscious 

(^ ; i i )of who's doing what where, 

(Hiv)and where everyone is in relation to me 

(liv)and I now realize 

tl4vi)that that scanning and vigilant behaviour 
relates to a vestige of the old trauma 

(Mvii)which is -

(Mriii)you know 

(tfej how old it is now. 

a. 

d5i)B u r c l l e P a r t s of 'be mind hold on to that 

(]5ir)and remain vigilant 

(15m)long after they need to. 
SE: Forever, do you think? 

( |f i i)I'm beginning to think 

(l6ii)it's forever, yes, 

( l6j i i)the more people I speak ro 

(1,jivjWho are living with PTSD. 
,.,.,1 think 
<17L) 

a7i i )all chat changes are yout coping mechanisms, 
(17iii>and it's some days . . . 

(i7iv) ' t s ^ e having asthma or something 

(17v)some days it's good 

((7vi)and some days it's not good. 

a 8 )And you go through cycles of coping and not 

coping. 

(19i)And I have a very mild form 

a 9 i i )but I had some visitors here the other day, 

(20i)An old school friend*5 

(2(lii)whose husband was in Vietnam 

Ci0iij)and he's an extremely damaged man, 

(20!v)as many vets are, 
(20v)an<^ * w a s s o r t °f watching him, almost in a 
clinical sense, 

[20vi>arid l bought 

(20viijthat we shared some mannerisms, he and I, 
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=P a . y o u know fiddling with our fingers quite a 

lot, 

+ p (loht)311^ never really looking comfortable in your 

chair. 

clause,simplex 3l)I mean he much more than I do. 

clause'simplex a2?'m v e r y 8°°^ a t disguising all of that. 

Analysing clause complexes 

The firsr thing we can nore about both Texts 9-1 and 9.2 is that each contains some clause 
simplexes (sentences that consist of only one clause), and many clause complexes (sentences 
consisting of more than one clause). We will consider the effects of such alternations later; 
for now we'll just note that alternation is the common pattern in both spoken and written 
texts. We'll now concentrate on analysing how rhe clause complexes in texts are formed, 
beginning with the choice of taxis, and looking initially at two-clause complexes only. 

Analysing taxis 

The system of taxis captures the dependency, ot independency, relationship berween adja

cent clauses. There are two options: parataxis or hypotaxis. Compare: 

He saw the back of me, (17;| I saw a glimpse of a shadow. 

(U)While walking home one dry moonless night in 1968 [UjJ was shot in the back. 

In the first example, the two pieces of information (what he saw, what I saw) are presented 
as being of equal weight. Neither is more important than the othet; just two clauses, two 
parcels of experience, placed next to each other. Each could stand alone as a sentence: 

He saw the back of me. I saw a glimpse of a shadow. 

Although this would represent a difference in meaning, grammatically we do not have to 
make any changes to our two clauses for this to work, 

But in the second example, one of our two clauses is structurally dependent on the other. 
Only one of the two clauses could stand alone in its current form: I was shot in the back. We 
cannot have a sentence that consists of: 

*While walking home one dry moonless night in 1968. 

This structural difference (which is the expression of a semantic difference) is what differ

entiates parataxis (a tektionship between equals) from hypotaxis (a relationship between a 

dependent and its Head). 

Parataxis 

In patataxis, clauses relate to each Other as equals. They are independent. This equality is 
reflected in the fact that each clause in a paratactic complex could usually stand alone as a 
complete sentence. Consider: 
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(2j)The experience -was spectacularly new to me; . I had nothing to compare it with, 
no neural circuitry to process similarities, no language for the shock. 

(I7i)He saw the back of me, .,_ ..I saw a glimpse of a shadow. 

In both cases Bell presents the two clauses as two equal partners m a clause complex. She 
could also have written; 

The experience was spectacularly new to me. I had nothing to compare it with, no 
neural circuitry to process similarities, no language for the shock. 

He sa"w the back of me. I saw a glimpse of a shadow. 

There is of course a difference in meaning between the clause complex and the clause 
simplex examples. Bell's choice to link the clauses into a paratactic clause complex creates 
a closer logico-semantic bond between them than the clause simplex option. The choice is 
part of what gives fluency to writing, as professional writers seek to capture some (but not 
all) of the flow that characterizes the spoken language. 

At other points, Bell chooses to separate what could also be presented as a paratactic 
clause complex. For example: 

( tJ[ didn't see my attacker's face. (]V.I saw a car and a shape at the steering wheel 

This could just as easily have been presented as: 

I didn't see my attacker's face; I saw a car and a shape at the steering wheel. 

We will consider the effect of the choices Bell has made when we analyse the text as a whole 
later in the chapter. 

As we've seen from these examples, clauses in a paratactic clause complex may be linked 
to each other simply by adjacency and punctuation. A comma, colon or semi-colon may be 
the only marker of rhe structural boundary between clauses, as in; 

(]7i)He saw the back of me, (l7ii)I saw a glimpse of a shadow, 

However, in spontaneous speech and less crafted ptose, patataxis is commonly signalled also 
by an accompanying linking word or conjunction. For example, Bell could have written: 

He saw the back of me, and I saw a glimpse of a shadow. 
He saw the back of me, but I saw a glimpse of shadow. 

Instead of using a semi-colon between clauses, in this next example Bell could have used 
the paratactic conjunction so: 

The experience was spectacularly new to me, so I had nothing to compare it with, 
no neural circuitry to process similarities, no language for the shock. 

Paratactic conjunctions express the logical relationship between two clauses of equal struc
tural status. The commonest paratactic conjunctions zicand, or, so, yet, neither. . . nor, either 
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. . . or. But there are others as well, as will become clear as we explore logico-semantic 
meaning in the section below. 

Having said that with parataxis either clause could stand alone, there is just one quali
fier to add. Consider: 

'My computer ran its checks of memory stores {7ii)and drew a blank, 

This pair of clauses is a pararacric sequence, even though the second clause could not stand 
alone as a sentence as it is at the moment. You will realize from your knowledge of Mood 
sttucture that the second clause is missing a Subject element. The ellipsis of the Subject 
can only happen here because readers know to infer that the Subject of the second clause is 
the same as the Subject of the first clause (you cannot ellipse a Subject from an earlier clause 
complex, or one that has never been mentioned). The ellipsis of the Subject can be filled in 
ro give: 

My computer tan its checks of memory stores, and (it = my computer) drew a blank. 

Once the ellipsis is filled in, you can see that each of these clauses is of equal structural 
status. Bell could have presented this as: 

My computer ran its checks of mernoiy stores. It drew a blank. 

Since each clause jn a paratactic clause complex is of equal status, the only variable is which 
occurs first. For example, compare: 

„-,.,Hesaw the back of me, „,,.,! saw a glimpse of a shadow. 
(170 U ' l i ) *-

I saw a glimpse of a shadow, he saw the back of me, 

Structurally, there is no diffetence: in each case we have two independent clauses placed 
adjacent to each other. But of course there h a slight difference of meaning simply because 
the choice of the other order was always available. Bell's decision to place het attacket nrsc 
is one way of expressing the power he was exercising in the siruation. 

Coding two-clause complexes 

For easy presentation of clause complex analysis, each clause can be shown on a separate 
line, indented from the left. In the left-hand column we can then display a structural code 
thar captures the relationship between clauses. To show paratactic relations, Halhday pro
poses a notation system whete each patatactic clause in a complex is labelled with an ordi-
nary number (1, 2, 3). Our initial analysis looks like rhis: 

1 ([yiiH6 s a w the t^ck of me, 

2 I saw a glimpse of a shadow 

Here is another example from Text 9.1: 

1 l2..The experience was spectaculatly new to me; 

2 I had nothing to compare it with, no neural circuitry to process similarities, 
no language for the shock. 
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And here is a paratactic pair from Text 9.2 (this is not the complete clause complex): 

1 (]SijBur the parts of the mind hold on to that 
2 dsinStid remain vigilant 

Our notation in the left-hand column will grow more complicated as we add in multiple 
clause complexes and the system of Iogico-semantic relations, but first we need to consider 
hypotaxis. 

Hypotaxis 

In hypotaxis, clauses relate to each other in a modifying or dependency relationship. For 
example: 

ni,While walking home one dry moonless night in 1968 (lj.J was shot in the back. 

In this example there is one clause (the Head clause) which in these simple examples 
could stand alone as a sentence: I was shot in the back. But the other clause (the modifying 
or dependent clause) could not stand alone as a sentence {white walking home one dry moon
less mght in 1968). The two constitute a hypotactic clause complex. Note that changing 
the order of the clauses is quite possible (although it changes the effect of the sentence), 
but it does not change the structural dependency: 

I was shot in the back while walking home one dry moonless night in 1968. 

In this example, the clause beginning with while is still dependent on the main clause 
Unlike paratactic clauses which can sometimes occur without explicit markers, almost all 
hypotactically dependent clauses are linked to their Head clause with explicit structural 
markers, either hypotactic conjunctions or relative pronouns {who, which, that). The excep
tions are hypotactic clauses that are intrinsically structurally incomplete, such as non-finite 
clauses (see discussion below). 

The most common hypotactic conjunctions include if, while, became, when. More will 
be given when we look at I ogico-semantic relations. 

Halliday uses Greek letters (a, p, -y, 5 . . .) to label hypotactic clauses, with a (the alpha 
symbol) reserved for the Head clause, wherever it occurs. The other Greek letters are then 
attached m sequential order. With two-clause complexes, this is not difficult. Compare: 

ot {li)While walking home one dry moonless night in 196S 
3 {lii)I was shot in rhe back. 

P I was shot in the back 

a while walking home one dry moonless night in 1968. 

Recognizing hypotaxis/'parataxis in two-clause complexes 

To recognize the difference berween parataxis and hypotaxis in two-clause complexes, it 
helps if you draw on the knowledge you have about the Mood structure of clauses You 
should be able to appreciate that non-finite clauses (clauses which have not selected for 
the Mood component of Subject f in i te) are by structural necessity hypotactkally 
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dependent: a non-finite clause cannot stand alone because key elements of its Mood struc
ture are realized only in the Head clause. For example, imagine Bell had written: 

My computer ran its checks of memory stores, drawing a blank. 

Here, the second clause in the complex is non-finite, depending on the Head clause for its 
Subject (my computer) and the tense component of the Finite (past tense). As the next 
example shows, the non-finite clause may appear before the Head clause: 

Having been struck by the bullet, I traveled forward an extra half-step. 

Note that with these non-finites we're not dealing simply with ellipsis of the Subject. 
Compare our earlier paratactic example with the non-finite variant: 

My computer ran its checks of memory stores, and drew a blank. 
— pararactic, both clauses finite 
My computer ran its checks of memory stores, drawing a blank. 
- hypotactic, main clause followed by non-finite clause 

In the second, hypotactic non-finite pair, filling in the Subject does not make the clause 
structurally independent (*if drawing a blank). Only a structural change to the vetbal com
ponent (changing the non-finite fotm drawing to the finite form drew) will turn the second 
clause into a possible paratactic clause, 

So, while all non-finite clauses are by definition hypotactic at this first level of coding, a 
finite clause may be eithet paratactic or hypotactic. Again, you can draw a relatively easy 
distinction between finite clauses that are structurally marked for dependency (and are 
therefore hypotactic, at least at the primary level of analysis) and those that are not (and are 
thetefore likely to be paratactic). Dependency markers include: 

1. relative pronouns: who, which, that, whose 
2. hypotactic conjunctions: traditionally called 'subordinating conjunctions' exactly 

because they make the clause they introduce dependent on a main clause {when, if, 
where, as, while, before, because, unless, although, even if. . .) 

3. verbal conjunctions: words like supposing that, granted that, provided that, seeing that, 
e.g. Seeing that you don't agree/we'll postpone the decision. 

A. orher markers of dependency, usually prepositional, such as to in non-finite clauses 
{he revved the carl to get away), for {she paid the price/for walking home alone) 

By a process of elimination, then, you are left only with finite clauses which contain no 
explicit markers of dependency. Some of these clauses will be Head clauses in hypotactic 
complexes. To check, ask: does the clause have other clauses dependent upon it? If so you 
are looking at the alpha clause in a complex. If not, you are almost certainly looking at 
paratactically related clauses. Check for any markers of paratactic interdependency. These 
are: 

• paratactic conjunctions: and, but, so, neither. . . nor, either. . . or 
* punctuation marks: colon, semi-colon, comma 
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Table 9-1 Halliday's clause oexus (from Halliday and Matthiessen 2004: 376) 

Primary Secondary 

Parataxis 1 {initiating) 2 (continuing) 
Hypotaxis a (dominant) (5 (dependent) 

Remember that the deciding rest is: if you fill in ellipsis (but do not convert non-finkes to 
finites), can the clause stand alone as a structurally well-formed sentence? 

S u mm ary of taxis 

A clause complex consists of two or more interdependent clauses. The interdependency may 
be either parataxis (equal status) or hypotaxis (dependency) ot a combination of both. Each 
clause complex consists of a primary clause (the initiating clause in a paratactic pair, the 
Head clause in a hypotactic one) and then any secondary clauses which are interdependent 
on it. These principles are summarized in Table 9,1. 

Halliday describes parataxis and hypotaxis as 'the two basic forms raken by logical rela-
dons in natural language' (1994: 224), and points out that we find tactic relations among 
other grammatical units. At the rank of phrases and groups we can recognize paratactic 
phrase/group complexes: 

Up the street, round the corner and next to the newsagent. 
— three prepositional phrases, paratactically related 

and hypotactic phrase/group complexes, e.g. the Mood structure of the clause: a 
sequence of different functional constituents; 

Was 

Finite 

k 

Subject 

MOOD 

playing 

Predicate*-

a game? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

We can also recognize nesting (a type of structural layering) in word and phrase/group 
complexes: 

Salmon and cream cheese, mushroom and olives, or eggplant and tomatoes. 
— three paratactically related nominal groups, each consisting of two paratactically 

related nouns. 

Using our indenting method, we could capture this as: 

1 1 Salmon 
2 and cream cheese 

2 1 mushroom 
2 and olives 
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3 1 or eggplant 
2 and tomatoes 

Text 9.1 displays several examples of complexing at group/phrase rank. A simple one is: 

^Speculation about what he was doing is a luxury for larer, for now. 

Here, there are two prepositional phrases paratactically linked: for later/for now. Notice how 
using this phrase complexing allows Bell to make the contrastive meaning (then/now) in 
the same clause, instead of having to write: 

Speculation about what he was doing is a luxury for later, 
Speculation is for now. 

Taxis vs embedding 

Taxis is a basic language resource, then, for expanding units at any rank to make more 
meaning at that same rank. Taxis works on a univariate principle: the reiteration of units of 
the same functional role. Taxis thus contrasts with embedding, also called rank shift. We saw 
in Chaptet Five how embedding allows us to pack more meaning into units, usually by 
packing a whole clause into a unit of a lower rank (e.g. as a group or within one constituent 
of agroup). For example, in rhe following clause complexes from Text 9-1, Gail Bell also uses 
embedding (embedded consriruents shown in {{ ]}): 

When the bullet struck .,,..1 traveled forward an extra half-step, ,,,...as if someone 
[[wielding a broom handle]} had given me a rude shove from behind. 
— non-finite clause embedded in the nominal group acting as Subject, as post-

modifier of the noun 'someone' 
/D„Soldiers [[who are primed for gun battle]} have told me ,a.j,that even in a state of 
highest combat alert, {g;ii)being shot still comes as a surprise. 
- finire relative clause embedded in rhe nominal group acting as Subject, as post-

modifier of the noun 'soldiers' 

Bell also uses embedding to pack more meaning into clause simplexes: 

.Speculation [[about what he was doing]} is a luxury for later, for now. 
- finite WH-clause embedded in a prepositional phrase, itself part of the nominal 

group acting as Subject of the clause 
, Was he playing a game with complexities [[I couldn't begin to imagine?]] 

— finite clause embedded in the nominal group acting as Complement, post-
modifying the noun 'complexities' 

While the principle behind taxis or complexing is expansion, the principle behind embed
ding is compression. Complexing is more dynamic: it requires little forward planning, as 
you can simply chain on anorher unit of the same type. Embedding is more static: it 
requires some forethought in the construction of the clause, because you. have to be ready 
to pack the extra meanings in at the right slot. Not surprisingly, then, complexing is more 
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characteristic of spontaneous, spoken language or informal written texts, while embedding 
associates more with formal, careful written text. Halliday suggests chat: 

The clause complex is of particular interest in spoken language, because it repre
sents the dynamic potential of the system - the ability to 'choreograph' very long 
and intricate patterns of semantic movement while maintaining a continuous flow 
of discourse that is coherent without being constructional. This kind of flow is very 
uncharacteristic of written language. (Halliday 1994: 224) 

But mosr texts involve an intricate mix of both complexing and embedding, with the 
dynamic flow of taxis balancing the denser packing of rank shift. Here's jusr one example 
from Text 9.1 where Bell uses embedding, clause complexing and phrase/group complexing: 

(2i)The experience was spectacularly new to me; (2..^ had nothing [{to compare 
it with]], no neural circuitry [[to process similarities]], no language for the 
shock. 

Here we have two paratactically related clauses. The second clause contains three paratac-
tically related nominal groups (nothing to compare it with/no neural'circuitry to process similari
ties/no language for the shock), two of which contain embedded non-finite clauses 
post-modifying the main nouns. That makes fot an awful lot of meaning in one sentence, 
but note how apparently simple the sentence is. It rakes careful crafting to make such com
plexity sound spare. 

To fill out this understanding of the meanings of the clause complex, we need to look at 
the second system in the logical structure of the clause, that of its logic o-semantic relations. 

The basic opposition; projection vs expansion 

While taxis describes the type of interdependency between linked clauses, the system of 
logico-scmantic relations describes the semantic relations, the ways in which clauses that 
are either independent or dependent build on the experiential meanings of the clauses they 
relate to. 

At primary delicacy, the system of logico-semantics offers a choice between projection and 
expansion. In projection, one of the clauses indicates that someone or something said or 
thought something; any other clauses in the complex then express what the person or phe
nomenon said or thought. For example, Diana's story contains two examples where she 
directly quotes speech: 

(3I)And they rang me up on the Sat- (3ii)this was Saturday night [3iii)and said 
(3iv)'You've got to come in and have your blood tested against the donors'. 

(jjjjSo'Isaidjjjj.j'OK', you know, 'be a blood donor after that'. 

And in her interview with me, Gail Bell several time reported her thoughts to me: 

da)1'111 beginning to think U(Sii,its forever, yes, 

aa^f11^ J thought (20vil)chat we shared some mannerisms, he and I, 
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In expansion the secondaty clause builds on the meanings of the primary clause, develop
ing them in several ways. For example: 

(li)While walking home one dry moonless night in 1968 (Iii)I was shot in the back. 

Here, the'dependent beta clause offers a temporal expansion of the bare statement made in 
the alpha clause. Bell uses this pattern frequently in Text 9-1: 

, YWben the bullet struck ,S.,,I traveled forward an extra half-step, as if someone 
wielding a broom handle had given me a rude shove from behind. 

Here the central alpha clause (I traveled forward an extra half-step) is first expanded with a 
temporal clause {when the bullet struck), and then also expanded on with a clause expressing 
the manner of the events (.as if someone. . . ) . 

Through expanding clause complexes like these, Bell forces us to slow down and really 
notice, with her, the second-by-second impact of the shooting. 

So projection and expansion are the two logical resources through which we can link one 
clause to another in sequence. Projection is the logico-semantics of quoring and reporting 
speech or thoughts, while expansion is the logi co-semantics of developing on previous 
meanings. Most of the time it is not difficult to differentiate between projection and expan
sion: if the clause contains a verb of saying or thinking (or any of their many synonyms), 
you are probably looking at a projecting relationship. If no verb of saying or thinking is 
present in your clause, the relationship is likely to be expansion. 

Knowing more about the categories of projection and expansion will also help you to 
identify and understand them. 

The system of projection 

When people write or talk, particularly when they're telling stories, they frequently want 
to tell us what was said or thought during the events they are relating. For example, to 
explain why she found herself donating blood in Geneva, Diana tells us: 

And they rang me up on the Sat- (3ii,rhis was Saturday night oiii)and said 
'You've got to come in and have your blood tested against the donor's'. 

(3iv) ° 

In the second half of this four-clause complex, Diana quotes for us the words 'they' (pre
sumably the hospital staff) said to her. 

Similarly, in the opening of her story about her own shooting, Gail Bell relates her expe
rience to that of others, by reporting what soldiers have told her: 

..Soldiers who are primed for gun battle have told me mthat even in a state of 
highest combat alert, being shot still comes as a surprise. 

Both of these ate examples of projection, where one clause anchors the complex by telling 
us who said or thought something, which is then linked co a quoting or teporting of what 
someone said or thought. Projection is rhus a resource the grammar offers us for attribut
ing words and ideas ro their sources. 
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The system of projection involves the attribution of either locutions (what someone said) 
or ideas (what someone thought). The examples above are borh projections of locutions, but 
in her interview with me Gail Bell also used projections with ideas, as she told me about 
her thoughts. Here are examples with just the projecting clause and its projected clause 
shown: 

( WI suspect t h a t . . . (9in)that it's part of the greater specrrum of post-traumatic stress 
disorder. 

To suspect something is to think it without complete cettainty. 

{HjjXni beginning to think affli)it's forever, yes, 

,,- ..and I rhought ._,„ ...that we shared some mannerisms, he and I, 

In both these examples, the standard mental process verb think is used to project Gail's 
thoughts and opinions, 

. . , ( !4 j i )rm always very conscious <Hm)of who's doing what where, (t41i)and where 
everyone is in relation to me 

In this example Gatl doesn't use the verb to think, but to be very conscious is a mental process 
which here then projects what she thinks, which itself takes two clauses to unfold. 

Halliday's notation uses a double quotation mark (") to indicate locution and a single 
quotation mark (') to show ideas. 

As the system network (System 9-1) indicares, projection cross-selects for taxis. Thus we 
can have paratactic projection oc hypothetic projection. Here ate some simple two-clause 
complexes of each type, shown with the notation for ptojection: 

Locut ion 
Paratactic locution 

s) Projecting clause first: 

1 They said 
"2 'You've got to have your blood tested' 

ii) Projecting clause aftet projected clause 

1 'You've got to have your blood tested,' 

"2 they said 

Hypo tactic locution 

a They said 
"(3 that I had to have my blood tested against the donor's, 

Idea 
Paratactic idea 
i) projecting clause first 
1 I thought to myself 
'2 'This is so exciting'. 
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ii) projected clause first 
1 'This is so exciting,' 

'2 I thought to myself 

Hypothetic idea 

oj I thought to myself 
£1 that it was so exciting. 

As these examples show, in paratactic projection what someone thought or said is presented 
as if it were exactly their words or thoughts. We heat i t 'live', so to speak. Traditional gram
mars usually refer to this as ditect speech, bur note that in the systemic analysis paratactic 
projection also includes direct thought. 

Projection of locutions 

In paratactic projection of locutions, the projecting clause is a verbal process, but a range 
of verbs can be used, including: 

1. rhe verb say 

2. verbs specific to different speech functions: i) statements {tell, remark, observe, point 

out, report, announce); ii) questions (ask, demand, inquire, query); iii) offers and com
mands (suggest, offer, call, order, request, tell, propose, decide) 

3. verbs combining 'say' with some circumstantial element: reply, explain, protest, con

tinue, interrupt, warn 

4. verbs associated with speech having connotations of various kinds: insist, complain, 

cry, shout, boast, murmur, stammer, blare, thunder, moan, yell, fuss 

5. verbs embodying some circumstantial or other semantic feature(s) such as threaten, 

vow, urge, plead, warn, promise, agree 

6. verbal processes using verbs of writing: write, note down, put 

Paratactic projection of locutions is common in fictional narratives, where characters must 
usually engage In dialogue with each other. Here are some examples from the The 

BFG excerpt by Roald Dahi, first presented in Chaprer Two, with the projecting verb 
underlined: 

. .Sophie took a small nibble. 

"2 ^ . .^he spluttered. 

1 tlBi)*It tastes of frogskins!' 

"2 (13||)she gasped. 

"1 2l 'Worse than that!' 

2 (31..]cried the BFG, 

1 (,3i) 'Do we really have to eat it?' 
"2 (23i!,Sophie said. 
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l (2Bi;words; 
<"2> (2SiiJhesaid 

1 m)'is oh such a twitch-tickling problem to me all my life,' 

These examples show that Dahl's preferred style of dialogue is to present the projection 
first, followed by the projecting clause. He also prefers not to use the simple verb say, but 
to infuse the projecting verb with meanings about the manner in which something is said 
{splutter, gasp, ary\ no doubt a strategy used to help his inexperienced readers correctly 
decode the attitudes and emotions of characters. 

In hypotactic locution, what someone thought or said is re-packaged into an indirect 
form. This is the indirect speech of traditional grammar, but must also include indirect 
thought, A similar range of verbs is used to project hypo tactically, but the projected 
clause(s) will be marked for dependency on the alpha projecting clause (usually by that or 
WH words), and changes to the tense and mood must be made. For example, note what 
happens if we convert Dahl's patatactic dialogue to hypotaxis. With say examples, the con
version is relatively easy. Note that we tend to move the projecting clause to first position, 
and we usually lose some of the 'colour' of direct speech: 

a. Sophie asked 
"(3 whether they really had to eat it. 

In the next example, the locution is split up and presented around the inserted projecting 
clause: 

"0 Words, 
<ot> he said, 
"B had been a problem to him all his Jife. 

When the verb is a colouring of say, hypotactic locution begins to sound forced: 

ot She gasped 
"(3 that it tasted of frogskins. 

a The BFG cried 
"B that it was worse than rhat. 

And when the locution is an expression of emotion, hypotaxis requites a rewording. 
'Uggggggh!' sbesphetteredneeds to become: 

o: Sophie spluttered 
"p that the taste was disgusting. 

While hypotactic locution is less successful at bringing characters to life, it is mote effec
tive at summarizing the import of what someone said. 

Of course, the same verbs that can be used to project can also be used in single clause 
structures as well. Compare these examples; 
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Single clause, 
verbal process 

She remarked scathingly 
on his new haircut, 

He threatened her 
with violence. 

I'll put you down 
for Monday. 

Projecting clause 
complex: paratactic 

'Your new haircut is 
appalling,' // she remarked. 

Til kill youl' II 
he threatened. 

•You'lldo Monday,''it 
I'll put down. 

Projecting clause 
complex: hypotactic 

She remarked II that his 
new haircut was appalling. 

He threatened that 
he would kill he): 

I'll put down II that 
you'll do Monday. 

Projection of ideas 

In projections of ideas, the ptojecting clause is typically a mental process. When what is 
being projected is information (what we thought, for example), the typical verbs used are 
mental processes of cognition: know, believe, think, wonder, reflect, surmise, guess (in the sense 
of calcuate mentally). But we can also project not what we know but what we want, tike, hope 
or fear. Thus, some mental processes of reaction can also project: 

a I wish 
'B it had never happened to me. 

Finally, we are not always simply recording our own mental activity, but sometimes utging 
other people to perform mental activity. For example, in the first Crying Baby text (Text 
1.1 in Chapter One) we find: 

a Remember 
'B that babies get bored 

Free indirect speech or free indirect discourse 

One final type of projection occurs in third-person narration, where one character is used 
to 'focalize' the narration or a part of it. In free indirect discourse (FID), the narrator (who 
rationally, we know, is separate from the 3rd person character they are describing) slips into 
what seems to be the words and tone of the character. When FID is operating, the bound
ary between narrator and character becomes blurred. Look again at these sentences from 
Text 2.4, 'The Story of an Hour', from Chapter Two; 

™,Now her bosom rose and fell tumultuously. ,16 .She was beginning to recognize 
this thing that was appioaching to possess her, {2fiLi)and she was striving to beat it back 
with her will — (2Siir)as powerless as her two white slender hands would have been. 

(;37i)When she abandoned herself (27ji)a little whispered word escaped her slightly 
parted lips. (28i)She said it over and over under her breath: [28;i)'free, free, free!' (29)The 
vacant stare and the look of terror that had followed it went from her eyes. They 
stayed keen and bright. (31i)Her pulses beat fast, (31j.}and the coursing blood warmed 
and relaxed every inch of her body. 

In this section of the text we have a strong sense of the presence of a narrator, through whose 
description we have access to Mrs Mallard's experiences. But as the emotions increase, the 
narratot seems to merge with Mrs Mallard herself: 
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rt0)And yet she had loved him - sometimes. (4, ,0ften she had not. (42,Wriar did it 
matter! M3i)What could love, the unsolved mystery, count for in face of this posses
sion of self-asserrion {^M)whicb she suddenly recognized as the strongest impulse of 
her being! 

We have here a strong impression that it is Mrs Mallard who is thinking/saying 'What did 
it matter! What could love . . .' rather than an objective, external narrator. We could make 
this source explicit if we filled out these elliptical sentences: 

And yet she had loved him, she knew, sometimes. 
Often, she knew, she had not. 
What did it matter, thought Mrs Mallard 
Wliat could love count for, she thought. 

Both these filled-out versions and the elliptical versions Chopin uses are examples of FID. 
As Halliday points out, grammatically FID falls between paratactic and hypotactic projec
tion: 

It has some of the features of each of the other two types. The structure is paratac
tic, so the projected clause has the form of an independent clause retaining the mood 
of the quoted form; but it is a report and not a quote, so time and person reference 
are shifted. (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004: 465) 

For example, with What could love count for, she thought we have parataxis, but no markings 
of quotation and a tense shift in the quoted clause. You can see the difference if you compare 
What could love count for (FID) with 'What can lope count for?' she thought which would be 
normal paratactic projection of idea. 

Narcologist Rimmon-Kenan (2003: 111-17) points out that because of FID's capac
ity to reproduce the idiolect of a character's speech or thought but within the narrator's 
reporting language, It is often used in stream of consciousness writing (what is sometimes 
called 'indirect interior monologue'). When FID comes into action, it is not always possi
ble for the reader to determine who is thinking what, or what the source of the discourse 
is: 

FID enhances the bivocality or polyvocality of the tt^t by bringing into play a plu
rality of speakers and attitudes . . . In cases of an ambiguity concerning the speaker, 
it also dramatizes the problematic relationships between any utterance and its 
origin. (Rimmon-Kenan 2003: 115) 

Because sourcing is ambiguous, Rimmon-Kenan argues that FID can produce a 'double-
edged effect': 

On the one hand, the presence of a narrator as distinct from the character may create 
an ironic distancing. On the other hand, the tinring of the narrator's speech with 
the character's language or mode of experience may promote an empathetic identi
fication on the part of the reader. . . . Perhaps most interesting are cases of ambi
guity, where the reader has no means of choosing between the ironic and the 
empathetic attitude. (Rimmon-Kenan 2003: 115) 
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While Kate Chopin is using FID empathetically (to encourage us to identify with the focal
izing character and share her emotional experience), in wrirers like James Joyce FID is often 
used ironically (see, for example, his short story 'Araby' in Dubliners). 

Projected ideas vs embedded facts 

This is the point to remind you of one type of structure that looks like projection but isn't. 
This is the embedded Fact clauses, first discussed in Chapter Eight (Transitivity). Compare 
the following two examples involving mental processes: 

Diana thought that she should become a blood donor. 
Diana regretted that she'd become a blood donot. 

The first is hypotactic idea and should be analysed as follows: 

a Diana thought 
'|3 that she should become a blood donor 

But the second, in Halliday's analysis, is not. It is one clause, a mental process, analysed as 

follows: 

Diana 

Senser 

regretted 

P omental 

{{that she'd become a blood donor,}} 

Phe norn enon: foe t 

What is the difference between these rwo? Semantkally, in the first we have a verb of cog
nition {thought), which construes its Senser (Diana) as capable of agentive mental activity. 
The outcome of her mental activity is a complete proposition, a clause in its own right. 
That projected clause cannot be analysed as an embedded constituent in the first clause 
because we cannot insert any of the Fact nouns before it: 

*Diana thought [the fact] that she should become a blood donor. 

But in the second example, we have one of those reversible mental processes noted in 
Chapter Eight. We can construct a pair: 

Diana 

Senser 

Subject 

regretted 

Pr:mental 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

{{that she'd become a blood donor.}} 

Phenomenon:fact 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

That she'd become a blood donor 

Senser 

Subject 

annoyed 

Pr:mental 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

Diana, 

Ph enom eno n: fact 

Complement 

RESIDUE 
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This suggests that that she'd become a blood donor is not a projection but instead an embed
ded constituent of the clause, and we can confirm this by inserting the implicit Pact-noun: 

Diana regretted [the fact] that she'd become a blood donor. 

How can you identify these embedded 'facts? There are several tests: 
1. the type of projecting verb; mental processes of cognition usually project ideas, while 
mental processes of reaction (the revetsible type) are usually followed by a Phenomenon:fact. 
That is, they do not project. You can recognize this sub-type of mental process because you 
can find a semantic match for the verb that allows you to form an active clause with the 
Phenomenon:fact made Subject. For example, regret/annoy constiture such a pair; 

Diana 

Subjecr/Senser 

regretted {{that she'd become a blood- donor.}} 

Phenomenon: fact 

{{That she'd become a blood donor}} 

Phenomenon:fact 

annoyed Diana. 

Subject/Senser 

2. you cannot form a single passive clause from a projecting clause complex: 

*That she'd become a blood donor was thought by Diana, 

3. if you're dealing with an embedded fact as Phenomenon, you can insert the Head noun 
'the fact' after the mental process: 

Diana regretted [the fact} that she'd become a blood donor. 

But not 

*Diana thought [the fact] that she'd become a blood donot, 

The grammatical difference between projection and embedded Facts construes some 
mental processes as less agentive. Whereas we are in control (the grammar suggests) of 
processes of cognition, we almost undergo processes of reaction. 

The system of expansion 

While the projection system allows us to incorporate locutions and ideas into clause com
plexes, the system of expansion allows us to develop on the experiential meanings of a clause 
in three main ways: through elaboration, extension or enhancement of its meanings. As 
we saw in Chapter Two, elaboration is a relationship of restatement, extension is a rela
tionship of addition or variation, and enhancement is, well, everything else (relations of 
time, space, cause, condition). 

As we know from Chapter Two, the logico-semantic system of expansion is not confined 
to relationships in the clause complex. It also describes cohesive relations of conjunction. 
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But there are important differences between what we were doing in Chaptet Two and what 

we're doing here. 
In clause complex analysis, we analyse the structural relationships between clauses 

within sentences, while in conjunctive cohesion we analyse the non-structural rela
tionships between sentences -within text. Although the range of semantic relations 
turns out to be similar, the domain of clause complex telations is different from the domain 
of conjunctive cohesion. 

Similarly, we find both overlap and difference in the markers of these logico-semantic 
relations. Many of the words which realize structural, clause complex relations ate the same 
class of words (conjunctions) that we analysed in Chapter Two, Words like so, but, that is, 
thus can function both uo link clauses into clause complexes, but also cohesively, to link sen
tences to other sentences. But when these words link clauses into clause complexes they are 
opetating to create a structural relation. When they link sentences or even larger units of 
text such as paragraphs to other sentences/paragtaphs etc., they are functioning non-struc-
turally, as was explained in Chapter Two. There are also many words which function only 
to express structural relations between clauses and cannot function to create cohesive links. 

There is no need to be confused or surprised to find logi co-semantic relations of expan
sion appearing in two different types of analyses. In fact, Halliday suggests that because 
logico-semantic categories reflect the 'natural logic' of English, the semantic telations of 
expansion operate at many ranks and between many units of the lexico-grammar. He sum
marizes these different realizations of expansion in a table in Halliday and Matthiessen 
2004: 598-9. Other systemicists have also found that logico-semantk categories provide 
powerful descriptions of a range of discourse phenomena (e.g. Eggins and Slade 1997, 
Martin and Rose 2003). 

As mentioned in Chapter Two, Halliday proposes a clever notation for labelling each 
type of expansion relationship. The mathematical signs used are suggestive of the mean
ings expressed: 

Elaboration: signified by = 

Extension: signified by + 

Enhancement: signified by x 

Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) and Martin et at. (1997) provide many pages of discus
sion and examples of all the expansion relations. Here I provide the minimum you will need 
to analyse and interpret each of these relation types. 

Elaboration: = 

In elaboration, one clause elaborates on the meaning of another by further specifying or 
describing it in one of three ways: 
i) by exposition: 'in other words'. The secondary clause restates the core meaning of the 
primary clause in different words, to present it from another point of view, or perhaps just 
to reinforce the message. For example: 

1 m)So I'm sort of hypervigilant, you know, 
=2 n...I'm always on the alert, 
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Typical conjunctions which make this relationship explicit are or (rather), in otherwords, that 
is to say, i.e. But in paratactic pairs there is often no conjunction used, with a comma or colon 
or tone boundary present. You can test for this relation by inserting 'that is' ot 'I mean'. 
ii) by exemplification; 'for example'. The secondary clause develops the meaning of the 
primary clause by becoming more specific about it, often citing an actual example: 

1 She took the fastest route home; 
= 2 she took the shortcut near the river. 

Explicit conjunctions axe for example, for instance, in particular, e.g. 
iii) by clarification: 'to be precise'. The secondary clause clatifies the primary clause, 
backing it up with some form of explanation or explanatory comment. Typical conjunc
tions include in fact, actually, indeed, at least, what 1 mean is. 
Here's a slightly more complex example: 

1 fl7jv) it's like having asthma or something 
=2 1 (17v)some days it's good 

+ 2 <17vi)and some days it's not good. 

Here, Bell sets itp the simile in clause iv): that having PTSD is like having asthma. She 
then explains that claim by restating it in more precise terms, but the elaboration takes two 
clauses to achieve because ir involves a contrast between some days and other days. Note how 
we use the indented coding to capture this nesting. 

Common to all these types of elaboration is that the secondary clause does not introduce 
a new element of meaning, but rather provides a further characterisation of a meaning that 
is already there, restating it, clarifying, refining it, or adding a descriptive attribute or 
comment. The = notation used to represent elaboration captures its meaning of'restatement'. 

Remember that expansion cross-selects with taxis, so that we can have paratactic elabo
ration or hypotactic elaboration. Compare: 

(2i)The experience was spectacularly new to me; [2;.I had nothing to compare it with 

The experience was spectacularly new to me, being a completely unfamiliar sensa
tion. 

In the first example, we have our two independent clauses (parataxis) where the second clause 
more or less restates or tewords the meaning of the first clause. We could capture this by insert
ing an explicit conjunction that is ot / mean to say. In the second example, a similar meaning is 
made, but now the second clause (a non-finite) is structurally dependent on the first clause 
giving a hypotactic elaborating clause complex. Note that because the Subject of the non-finite 
clause must be assumed to be the same as the Subject of the main clause (the experience), we must 
change the wording of the non-finite clause slightly. The following, though common in 
spoken language, is strictly speaking grammatically faulty, since the implied Subject of the 
second clause is now /: 

*The experience was spectacularly new to me, having nothing to compare it with, 

Hypotactic elaboration is typically expressed through the structure that is known tradition
ally as the non-defining relative clause, either finite or non-finite. A non-defining relative 
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clause adds a further characterization for something that is taken to be already fully specific. 
The domain of a non-defining relative may be a whole clause or any of its constituents. Three 
types of non-defining clauses are common: 
1. which non-defining relative clauses, whose domain is either the whole of the primary 
clause or some part of it that is more than a nominal group: 

The experience changed my life, which is not surprising really. 

- here we have a non-defining relative clause elaborating on the whole of the pre
vious clause. These are always structured 0tA fi. 

2. which, that, who, whose, that telative clauses whose domain is a nominal group: 

The experience changed my life, which until then had been quite ordinary. 

- this is a non-defining relative clause elaborating on the nominal group my life. 

There's an example of this type of structure in the middle of an intricate clause complex in 

Text 9.2: 

.at a deeper level it is a sort of hypervigilance (1„vi)that people with PTSD seem 

to suffer from. 

Here the non-defining relative clause in (lOvi) elaborates the nominal group * sort of hyper-

vigilance. 

When the nominal group is non-final in the primary clause, the secondary clause is often 
enclosed so as to follow immediately after it, as in: 

The experience, which was spectacularly new to me, took me seconds to understand. 

Here the structure is aA<f4>Aa, which can be shown as: 

a The experience, 
<=(3> which was spectacularly new to me, 
a took me seconds to understand. 

3. clauses with which, when or where, having as domain some expression of time or place: 

a She was shot quite late at night, 
= P which is when those suburban back streets are deserted. 

Non-defining vs defining relative clauses 
The only trick with non-defining relative clauses is not to confuse them with their close 
relative, the defining relative clause. The two are different in meaning and expression. 

Compare: 

non-defining relative clause 
The girl, who was wearing new maroon shoes, was shot in the back. 
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;4;r"defi" ing " ^ d a U S e **«*"» - » ™ ^ p r i ™ derau about 

defining relative clause 

The g W who was wearing new maroon shoes was shot in the back 

b u t t h e t f i ^ 
the non-denning r e ^ Z t Z l t / t t "*"*"* " ̂  " ^ ^ P - 1 » - r i n g , 
into the alpha cfause ^ a t T ^ S f ^ T " ™ ^ ™ * if it's inserted 

- e clause, share 1 samelone g Z p ' ̂  ^ ^ ^ c h ™ * d e f i ^ g reia-

Extension: +: is added to 

eSo,ies: addit ion ,„d v a r i a l t ° S ° ™ " " ' H " 1 M * ' * " • « « «™ ™ i » « , -

1 (5;>And * was reaily impressed 
+2 (5.j)and you know I had to give blood 

she is simply joining o n a s e c o n d e v e n I I i 

says: s ^ n o w s n e t e e l s - Similarly, when Gail Bell 

1 ( i 5 i)
B u t the parts of the mind hold on to that 

<15ii)and remain vigilant 

she is simpty e x r e n d i n g on her first clause. When she later says of PTSD: 

1 (i7v)some d ays 't's good 
+2 (i7vijand some days it's not good. 

1 (s>i)The body is lifted up 
+ 2 [»<* t h r O T™ sideways by some mad poltetgeist 
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All these examples of paratact ic extension (shown as 1 + 2) are what traditional gram
mars often refer to as co-ordination of clauses. 

Hypotact ic extension (alpha + beta) expresses the same two meanings of either addition 
or variation, but the extending clause is dependent and may be finite or non-finite. If finite, 
hypotactic clauses of addition are introduced by whereas, while. For example, here's theanaly-
sis of a hypotactic variant of an earlier example: 

a Some days it's good, 

+ 3 while some days it's not good 

Hypotactic extension, especially non-finite, is often introduced by a preposition or prepo

sition group functioning conjunctively, e.g. besides, apart from, instead of, other than, without. 

Enhancing; x: is multiplied by 

The largest sub-category of expansion is enhancement. In this relation, one clause enhances 
the meaning of another by qualifying it in one of a number of possible ways: by reference 
to time, space, manner, cause or condition (including consequence). Note these meanings 
are similar to those expressed by Circumstances in the Transitivity structure of the clause. 
In fact enhancement can be thought of as a 'next step' in developing circumstantial mean
ings: if the circumstantial information is sufficiently important, it may be taken out of a 
single clause and expanded into an enhancing clause complex. 

Again, enhancement can be either paratactic or hypotactic, and if hypotactic, either 
finite or non-finite. Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 410-22) provides extensive examples 
and discussion of all the sub-types. Here I just present some examples of the principal sub
types, where possible taken from texts presented in Chapters One to Nine: 

Temporal : when? at w h a t t ime? 
i) same time 

xfi Just when I feared we would have to turn back, 
a. I saw a light that looked like a fire. 

ii) different time 

1 At first I was proud to do it, 
x2 then nervous 

x3 and now I'm terrified. 

Spatial: where? whereabouts? 

a Donovan was hunting her, 
xp wherever she might go. 

Manner: how? in w h a t "way? by what means? like what? 

a ,fivJt: w a s Brently Mallard who entered, a little travel-stained, 
xp , composedly carrying his grip-sack and umbrella. 
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<x His gaze ran down her body, 
xf3 lingering, 
X7 touching, 
xS seeking 

Causal 
i) cause: reason 

a I ducked, 

xfl sending him over my back and into the fire, 

ii) cause: purpose 

xP ().}Knowing that Mrs Mallard was afflicted with a heart trouble, 
a diijgteat care was taken . . . 

Conditional and Concessive 
conditional: 

a A trip, reunion or important talk that you could not fit in last month will be 
more straightforward or enjoyable 

xfl If you wait until November. 

x3 If you don't wait until November, 
a you could find yourself in trouble. 

concessive: 

a Nobody paid any attention to her, 
x(3 despite her being in charge of the whole thing. 

Analysing longer clause complexes: mixed taxis, nesting, ellipsis 

As you will have realized by now, in real texts many clause complexes involve more 
than two clauses. Once a clause complex gets over two ckuses, the possibilities arise for 
a switch m taxis and/or an interweaving of projection and expansion relations. Ckuses 
can also be e hptical, and in spoken language somenmes abandoned or incomplete 
When you analyse real clause complexes, it can help you to keep in mind three guiding 
ptmuples: e 6 

1. if taxis-changes, you'll need to recognize another layer of structure (i.e. another level 
of indenting in your analysis) 

2. if projection occurs as well as expansion in the same clause complex, you'll need to 
recognize at least one more layer of structure 

3- if taxis does not change, you need to test for nesting to determine whether you have 
a sequence of ckuses at the same layer of structure or not. 
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In other words, with complexes that switch taxis, and which move between projection and 
expansion, we need to recognize nesting or 'internal bracketing'. We first came across inter
nal bracketing in Chapter Five, where we saw structures like this: 

r r i 
All students who are completing this year 

Here we noted that we need an extra bracket to show that [who ore completing this year} 
belong together, and together function to fill one slot. Similarly, [this year] constitutes one 
group of words, distinct at this lower level from [are completing]. What we were recog
nizing then was that some constituents at word rank were more closely related to other 
adjacent constituents than they were to non-adjacent constituents at the same tank; this was 
more closely related to year than to completing. 

The same principle applies with clause complexes: some clauses in the complex may be 
directly tied to an adjacent clause, together with which they are then in turn related to 
another clause. This is nesting. 

Consider this clause complex: 

j^One minute I'd been walking with intent (<fM)(I was late), (4iii)the next I was off 
balance, H .faltering towards a full stop. 

Four ckuses, but it might strike you the clause complex falls logically into two parts, based 
on the contrast it sets up between one minute and the next: 

One minute I'd been walking with 
intent {I was late) 

the next I was off balance, faltering 
towards a full stop 

Now you can see that each part of this two-part structure itself then subdivides into two. The 
clause 1 was late relates very closely to One minute Yd been walking with intent, in fact it's an 
enhancement of that clause (implied is because 1 was late), and is not directly related to the 
second part of the structure, SimilarlyJk/wrag towards a full stop is really tied to the nextl was 
off balance, as a clarification of that, rather than having a direct tie to either of the first two 
clauses. Here's how we capture this nesting: 

x2 

1 tjp
ne minute I'd been walking with intent 

x2 <4ii)(I was late), 
a ,,...,the next I was off balance 
= P (4iv): faltering towards a full stop. 

How can you figure this out in a more principled way? Well, you can apply exactly the 
same techniques you used to identify nested constituents in Chapter Five: movability and 
deletion, 

The movability test 

If you change the order around, what bits seem to need to move together? For example, to 
change the order here you'd get something like; 
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The second moment I was off balance, faltering towards a full stop, but the first 

moment I'd been walking with intent (I was late). 

You don't get: 

*The second moment I was off balance, (I was late), faltering towards a full stop, 

but the first moment I'd been walking with intent. 

The deletion test 

If you delete one element of structure, what else goes or stays? For example, if you try to 

delete Om minute I'd been walking with intent, you'll find that what you're left with doesn't 

make sense: 

*I was late, the next I was off balance, faltering towards a full stop. 

You also can't say: 

*One minute I'd been walking with intent (I was late), faltering towards a full stop. 

But you can say: 

One minute I'd been walking wkh intent,- the next I was off balance, faltering 

towards a full stop, 

And 

One minute I'd been walking with intent (I was late), the next I was off balance. 

So, your internal bracketing tests will show you the layers of structure you need to recog

nize in expanding clause complexes. The same tests work with projecting complexes. For 

example: 

(8i)Soldiers [[who are primed for gun battle]} have told me (Bii)that even in a state of 

highest combat alert, being shot still comes as a surprise. 

You'll recogni2e that rhe first clause sets up a projection of locution (the verb told). Now 
ask: just what was she told? The answer is: all the rest of the clause complex. In othet 
words, the locution itself consists of two clauses, and those two clauses ate then more 
closely related to each other than each is to the projecting alpha clause. You can test that 
claim by trying to move each of the following clauses independently: 

*That even in a state of highest combat alett, soldiers have told me being shot still 

comes as a surprise. 

*Being shot still comes as a surprise soldiers have told me that even in a state of 
highest combat alert. 
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And you'll find that the only clause you can delete without problems is that even in a state 

of highest combat alert. Here's the way to capture the nested structure: 

a (gi)SoIdiers [{who are primed for gun battle}] have told me 
"JJ xfi (g^tbat even in a state of highest combat alert, 

a (8;..}being shot still comes as a surprise. 

You can now appreciate the basis for the shorthand principles suggested on page 284. After 
a couple of essential clarifications, I'll demonstrate these principles at work by coding some 
intricate clause complexes from Texts 9.1 and 9.2. 

A note on and and but and implicit conjunctions 

Although explicit conjunctions can help you to identify the type of logico-semantic relation 
operating, you need to realize that: 

i) some conjunctions can express more than one logico-semantic meaning 

ii) some logico-semantic categories are implied rather than expressed directly. 

An obvious example of the first situation is the conjunction bat, which can express either a 
meaning of extension or of enhancement. It can help to sort this out if you keep in mind 
the different sub-types of extension but can express, in contrast to its enhancing meaning. 
Drawing on Martin et at. (1997: 186-7), here's a guide: 

Extending but 

1. advetsative (or contrasting) meaning: try substituting the conjunctions in contrast, by con
trast, on the other hand: 

example from Text 9.1: 

in that pause where visual contact might have been made but wasn't 

example from Text 1.3: 

(31)Luckily I didn't have that with the second baby but the first one was that typical 

colicky sort of stuff from about five o'clock. 

2. replacive: occurs with negative polarity structures. Trying substituting instead, rather: 

It isn't that Gail Bell did anything to provoke the attack, but just that she was in 
the wrong place at the wrong time. 

3. subtractive: meaning of except: 

[25J)I almost wrote (25,i;)'he gunned the car', mM)but it was me, the girl in the new 

maroon shoes, he gunned. 

'As I am telling you before, I know exactly what words I am wanting to say, but 
somehow or other they is always getting squiff-squiddled around.' 
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If none of these alternatives seems right, you may be looking at an enhancing use 
of but. 
4, enhancing but: 
Martin et at. refer to this meaning as 'frustrated cause'; but here indicates 'that a situation 
does not cause the effect it could be expected to have' {Ma.tXia.et at. 1997: 186). Perhaps the 
closest gloss is yet, despite ait that: 
example from Text 1.1: 

(2i)You feed him, (2ii)you change him, (2iii)you nurse him, (2iv,you try to settle him, 
<2x$ut t n e m m u t e y°u Pu t him down (2TiJhe starts ro howl. 

example from Text 1.2: 

^Counselling about normal crying may relieve guilt (aj;)and diminish concerns, 
mwf"*1 ^or s o m e t H e distress caused by the crying cannot be suppressed by logical 
reasoning. 

Not only can one conjunction express a variety of logico-semantic relations, but sometimes 
the real logico-semantic relation between clauses is left implicit. We've seen how the parat-
actic elaboration relationship is frequently not expressed by a conjunction at all, but 
perhaps just by a punctuation or intonation marker. Slightly more confusing, though, are 
the times when the conjunction and is used in what are really enhancing logico-semantic 
complexes. For example: 

U3i)^nen c^at Pu*se of comprehension arrived, (13..)I turned (13iii)and ran for my 
life. 

Although the conjunction and in (13iii) might lead you to code this as a relationship of 
extension, look more closely and you'll see that this is really an enhancing clause complex. 
Implicit 'behind' the and is the temporal meaning them the logic connecting these two 
events/clauses is one of temporal sequence. The accurate analysis is in fact: 

j^jWhen that pulse of comprehension arrived, 

x2 ((j....and ran for my life, 
ot 1 I turned 

In the following example, despite the different markers or absence of markers, we have a 
series of enhancing temporal relations: 

x p [i8i)-^s I r a n a w a V 
« 1 (3gii)iie revved the motor of his car, 

x 2
 (2Biii)sPun £ r a v e l 

x3 (2giv)and sped out of sight 

Sorting out non-finites 

Although non-finite clauses are by definition hypothetic, it is sometimes difficult to decide 
which type of expansion they express because they can express elaboration, extension or 
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enhancement. The recommended procedure is to turn the non-finire clause into its most 
closely related finite form. The correspondence is then as follows: 

1. if the finite form is a non-defining relative clause, the non-finite is elaborating; 
2. if it is a co-ordinate clause (introduced by and, but, or), the non-finite is extending; 
3. if it is an enhancing clause, the non-finite is enhancing. 

For example, Roald Dahl is very fond of non-finite clauses in his descriptions of dialogue 
berween characrers. Here's one example: 

u()i/No, thank you,' (1{Hi)Sophie said, UMii)backing away. 

How do we code the non-finite clause backingaway? If we turn it into a finite clause we get 
as she backed away, which is clearly an enhancing relation of time. So the correct analysis is: 

1 uoi)'No> t l l ank y°u ' ' 
"2 a . Sophie said, 

x P ( i f i i : i> b a c k i n s a w a y * 

The next example is also clearly enhancing: 

1 ^.'Worse than that!' 
"2 a Queried the BFG, 

xp ... roaring with laughter, {as he roared, with laughter) 

But in the next example the non-finite clause is less clear-cut: it could be glossed either as 
a relative clause (elaboraring) or as a temporal enhancement: 

'You do?' (3W)cried the BFG, ^.^suddenly brightening, {who brightened suddenly 

ot as he brightened suddenly) 

Dahl's repeated emphasis on temporal sequence in his dialogic passages suggests that the 
enhancing analysis is more convincing. But the following example from 'Fatal Alaska' (Text 
2.5) is clearly elaborating: 

a My other companion was still in the plane, 
= P looking like it was he who had been attacked. 

The change to a finite form here gives a non-defining relative clause: My companion, ufa. 
looked tike it was he who had been attacked, was still in the plane. 

Least frequent are extending non-finites. Here is an analysed example: 

+ F3 Instead of phoning her father for a lift 
a that night Gail Bell chose to walk home alone. 

An equivalent finite form shows the extending relation; While she usually phoned her father 
for a lift, that night Gail Bell chose to ivalk home alone. 

http://%7bMa.tXia.et
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Where the taxis and togico-semantic link is unclear 

Because spoken language is ptoduced spontaneously, speakers sometimes grope for words, 
stumble, and then change their minds. For example: 

{9i>And then I stayed up all night (9ii)and watched this um operation taking place 
»iii)iUld f°«unately her umbilical artery hadn't closed (?iv)so because I mean all the 
other things would have been minute 

In introducing her final clause Diana uses three different conjunctions: so {enhancing: 
cause/consequence), because (enhancing: cause), / mean (elaborating). Two {so, I mean) are 
paratactic, while became is hypotactic. How do you code this? There is no clear answer, but 
it's probably wisest to code according to the speaker's^/choice, in this case / mean, parat
actic elaboration: 

1 <Si)And then I stayed up all night 
x2 [9ii)and watched this um operation raking place 
+ ^ (Biii)an^ fortunately her umbilical artery hadn't closed 
=4 {9iv>so because I mean all the other things would have been minute 

Analysing intricate clause complexes 

Lee me now demonstrate these categories and principles of clause complex analysis by 
taking you step-by-step through four of the most elaborate clause complexes in Text 9.1, 
starting with the simplest: 

Example 1: 

ml suspect that ^having now done quite a bit of research for Shot (9iii)that it's patt 
of the greater spectrum of post-traumatic stress disorder. 

You should notice right away that there's a mental process in (?i) so we're dealing with pro
jection. Bur just what is projected? What Gail actually suspects is only (9iii), and clause 
(9ii) is a kind of aside, an insertion she slips in to justify what she's about to reveal. In a 
written version Gail might well have reordered the clauses: 

Having now done quire a bit of research for Mo;, I suspecr rhat it's part of the greater 
specttum of post-traumatic stress disorder. 

This reordering would make the logical relations more apparent: whar we have is a non-
finite dependent clause {Raving now done . . .), hypotactically related to the Head clause (7 
suspect), which is a mental process clause projecring as an idea the final clause {that it's part 
of. . .). The relation between the non-finite and the Head clause is one of enhancement 
because the nearesr finite equivalent would be now that I have done. .., i.e. a relation of time. 
To capture these telations you need to show two levels of analysis: 

« a I suspect that 
x 3 (9ii,having now done quite a bit of research for Shot 
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'[} .. that it's part of the grearer spectrum of post-ttaumatic stress 
disorder. 

Example 2: 

(14.:I mean if I go out to restaurants or social events or anywhere really (l4ij)I'm always 
very conscious 4j...of who's doing whar where, w and where everyone is in relation 
to me (14v)and I now realize {1<tyi)that that scanning and vigilant behaviour relates to 
a vestige of the old crauma(Nvj which is— (14viii)you know how old it is now. 

This one is very complex, involving both parataxis and hypotaxis, projection and expan
sion, and an incomplete clause (l4vii). First, sort out the nesting: ask which clauses relate 
more closely than others? It can help to make explicit all the logical telations, by adding 
in any extra conjunctions (e.g. If I go out to restaurants, then I'm always very conscious . . .). 
Notice just what belongs with the 'then' part of the complex: 

If I go out ro restautants or social 
events or anywhere really 

(then) I'm always very conscious of who's doing 
what where, and where everyone is in relation 
tome 

Next, work out the boundary and extent of the two projections: 

I'm always very conscious 

and I now realize 

of who's doing what where, and where 
everyone is in relation to me [all of this 
is what she's conscious of} 

that scanning and vigilant behaviour relates 
to a vestige of the old trauma which 
is - you know how old it is now Call of 
this is what she realizes] 

Now you have a picture of the nesting or layering you have to capture in your complex. 
You know now that there have to be two main complexes in the far left-hand line, and rhat 
there will be at least one, probably two, further levels of indenting to tease apart the sub
sidiary relationships. Note any markers of dependency or independency (underline the if in 
14i, the that in l4vi, the which in 14vii). Now statt analysing from the top. Start in the fat 
left-hand box, then move in a level every rime you need to recognize a new layer. When 
you get to the incomplete clause (14vii), you'll need to decide if you think there's a change 
of taxis from (l4vii) to (l4viii). I'm suggesting no - that you treat (14viii) as hypotactic, 
like (14vii), Check the marginal notation on page 262 for my suggested analysis. 

Example 3: 

I think (17ii)ail that changes are your coping mechanisms, {17j..)and it's some days 
. . . (ni¥. it's like having asthma or something (17v)some days it's good (I7iri)and some 
days it's not good. 
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Again we have to worry about die scope of the projection {ask: what exactly does she think?), 
and how to treat the incomplete clause (is it part of the projection?). There's really no way of 
resolving this - like many verbal acts, this one has an indeterminacy that causes no problem 
to the mteractants at the time but can send analysts mad later. Here's what I suggest: 

1 « (1; |)I think 

'P (t7jl)all that changes are your coping mechanisms, 
+ 2 a7Mj)and it's some days . . . 

=3 1 (j7iv)"'s ' 'ke having asthma or something 
=2 1 a7v)some days it's good 

+ 2
 (nvi)and some days it's not good. 

Note that I've suggested here that the projection ends after (17ii), but that the projected pair 

(17i and 17ii) are linked by expansion to the next clause. I've interpreted (17iv) as a restate

ment of the incomplete (17iii), winch is then elaborated in a nested two-clause complex. 

Example 4: 

<20i)An o l d school friend (20jj)whose husband was in Vietnam (20iii)and he's an 
extremely damaged man, 0()iv)as many vets are, (2()v)and I was sort of watching him, 
almost in a clinical sense, (2()¥i)and I thought (2l)vii)that we shared some mannerisms, 
he and I, (,0viii)you know fiddling with out fingers quite a lot, (Mj:t)arid never really 
looking comfortable in your chair. 

This one's a real challenge. To start with, you'll wonder why I've shown whar looks like a 
nominal group only as a clause <20i). I'm reading this as an elliptical clause (=7 had an old-

school friend to dmner), cohesively {but not tactically) related to the previous clause. The 
clause complex only makes sense if we assume that ellipsis, and since I had no trouble 
understanding Gail at the time, I assume I did 'read in' the ellipsis as she spoke: 

1 a Qi>i)Aa o l d school friend6 

= P am)whose husband was in Vietnam 
+- a pujiijan^ h e s a n extremely damaged man, 

= P [aiiv)35 mar>y vets are, 
+ 3 (2ov)aQd l w a s s o l T o f watching him, almost in a clinical 

sense, 
+ 4 a

 (2<M)anc) J thought 

P a (20vii)c^at w e shared some mannerisms, he and I, 
= P a (2iwii)J'ou i c n o w fiddling with our fingers quite a lot, 

+ P <2fli*)and n e v e r really looking comfortable in your chair. 

One final characteristic of logical relations in intricate complexes needs to highlighted. It 
occurs in a sequence like the following, from Text 9.1: 

1 (1Ji)I saw a car and a shape at the steering wheel, 
= 2 a

 m j i )only as much as the eye will regisrer 
XP 1 (!5i;i)when you swivel your neck 

x 2 (i 5iv)and gJance over your shoulder. 
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The structure here involves a first clause which is then elaborated on through restatement. 
We could make this explicit by inserting a conjunction and filling out the ellipsed Mood 
element at the start of clause (ii): In other words 1 sow only as much as the eye will register. . . 
Clauses {in) - (iv) are all part of the elaboration (none can move independently), so we are 
dealing here with a nested structure. If you apply your tests, you'll see that the elliptical 
second claiise (only as much as the eye will register) must be the alpha to the hypotactic 
enhancing sequence (iii): when you swivel your neck, finally, the last two clauses constitute 
a paratactic pair (you swivel your neck/'and glance over you}' shoulder). You may be uncomfort
able calling (iii-iv) a paratactic pait because of the presence of when at the start of clause 
(iii). But if you think this through you'll realize that the when functions to tie the (iii-iv) 
pair back to clause (ii). It doesn't function to tie (iii) to (iv). The and does that. Once we've 
accounted for the structural role oiwben, we can cancel it out, as it were, when assessing 
the taxis of the following clause. 

This is a general principle to keep in mind: each structural marker will be creating just 
one link. Once you've analysed that link, you can now ignore that marker and look at how 
the clause relates to other clauses. This explains why sometimes a clause that looks 
hypotactic (because it couldn't stand alone in its current form) can actually be part of a 
paratactic sequence: the hypotactic part of its structure has been used up linking it to one 
clause, so the rest of the clause can now be considered afresh when determining how it 
relates to the next adjacent clause. 

Discussion of analysed texts 

You are now in a position to understand the coding in the left-hand columns of 
Texts 9,1 and 9.2. Below are some tables that summarise the analytical results for each 
text. 

The two texts have an almost identical rario of words to sentences (14.7 for Text 9.1 
and 14.6 for Text 9-2). But the dramatic differences are in the distribution of those words 
across sentences. While in the written Recount there are almost as many clause simplexes 
as clause complexes, in the spoken text almost three-quarters of the sentences are clause 
complexes. This gives further weight to the claim that spoken language tends to use the 
dynamic patterns of complexing more than written language does. This spoken/written 
difference is reinforced by the dramatic difference in the use of embedding: 9 instances 

Table 9.2 Basic clause complex summary of Texts 9-1 and 9-2 

Text 9.1 Text 9-2 

no, of words in text 429 323 
no. of sentences in text 29 22 
no, of clause simplexes 11 (37%) 6 (27%) 
no, of clause complexes IS (62%) 16 (72%) 
no. of embedded clauses 9 0 
no. of clause complexes of 2 clauses 8 6 
no. of clause complexes of 3 clauses 7 2 
no. of clause complexes of 4 clauses 3 3 
no. of clause complexes >4 clauses 0 4 
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in Text 9.1 but none at all in the spoken text. This suggests that in careful literary text, 
even in an event-focused genre of Recount, the writer exploirs the variety of resources the 
language offers for getting more meaning into the text. 

We see also that while written text prefers less intricate clause complexes, the spoken 
text thrives on intricacy. In Text 9-2 two clause complexes contain 6 clauses, and two 
contain 9 clauses each! Thus it seems that the frequency and type of clause complexing is 
strongly related to mode difference. 

Table 9 3 shows taxis in each text (nore that because of layering, tactic relations will 
exceed clause complex numbers). 

The tactic patterns show that in Text 9.1 hypotaxis and parataxis occur in almost equal 
proportions, but Text 9.2, the spoken text, uses significantly more hypotaxis than parataxis. 
This is largely because Text 9.2 makes significant use of hypothetic projection. These 
choices can be related to differences in the genres: Text 9.1, the Recount, expresses events, 
with just occasional ideas and locutions attributed to sources. By contrast, the Expository 
nature of the spoken text is realized through increased incorporation of sourced comments, 

We get a clearer picture of why this sourcing is happening if we look at the final table, 
Table 9A, which summarizes the types of logico-semantic relations in each text. 

Note here the striking number of projected ideas in the spoken exposition and the com
plete absence of locution. Exposition, then, is about expressing thoughts, while in a 
Recount there is only modest expression of both ideas and locutions, with the focus instead 
of expressing the logical relation between events. A further difference is in the proportions 
of expansion relarionships: while in Recount, most emphasis is on the 'external' logic 
through which events are related (rhrough extension and enhancement), in Exposition 
there is a strong emphasis on the 'internal' or rhetorical relationship between pieces of 
information offered by the speaker. 

Table 9.3 Taxis in Texts 9.1 and 9,2 

Taxis 

hypotaxis 

parataxis 

projection 
expansion 
total 
project J on 
expansion 
toral 

Text 9.1 

3 
11 
14 
2 

13 
15 

Text 9.2 

10 
14 
24 
0 

16 
16 

Table 9.4 logico-se man trie relations in Texts 9.1 and 9,2 

projection 

expansion 

locution 
idea 
total iprojecti on 
elaboration 
extension 
enhancement 
total: expansion 

Text 9.1 

2 
3 
5 
3 
6 

17 
26 

Text 9.2 

0 
10 
10 
12 
11 
11 
34 
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This comparison shows that patterns of clause complexing are particularly sensitive to 
the contextual dimensions of genre and mode. We will see more of this in discussion of the 
complex analysis of the Crying Baby texts in Chaptet Eleven. You can view the clause 
complex analyses for all thtee Crying Baby rexts in the Appendix. 

ideational = logical + experiential 

In Chapters Eight and Nine we have looked at the two dimensions of ideational meaning. 
Through choices of Transitivity and Clause Complex, language users express experiential 
meanings about participants and processes, and link these logically into coherent, semanti-
cally sequenced packages. The successful negotiation of a text, however, involves more than 
just expressing sequences of content in text. The content must be expressed in a way which 
makes clear its relationship to prior text, and which signals to us which part of the text is 
more/less important to an understanding of the overall text. Clauses need to be structuted 
in ways which enable interactants to interpret the speaket's priorities and direction. In the 
following chapter we will explore the grammatical means by which the message is 'enabled', 
when we examine the textual structure of rhe clause. 

Notes 

1. This excerpt is taken from Shot by Gail Bell (2003), Picador, pp. 3-4. 
2. I'm interpreting this clause as el) iptkal: even [when they ate in] a state ofhighest combat alert. 
3. Theme predication combined with nominal Nation make rills clause look more intricate that it 

is. Grammatically, we have one clause: Comprehension takes ever from confusion only with the return 
of conscious awareness. 

4. InterviewcarriedoutDecember 2003. My thanks to Gail Bell for permission to reproduce this 
excerpt. 

5. PTSD stands for post-traumatic shock disorder. 
6. Interpreted as elliptical: [I had] an old school friend {to dinner], 
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Introduction 

In the previous chapters we have explored a functional-semantic approach to two strands 
of meaning in the clause. We have looked at how the clause is organized to express inter
personal meanings (through selections of Mood), and how it is organized to express 
ideational meanings (through selections of Transitivity and Logical Relations). 

In this chapter we turn to examine the third simultaneous strand of meaning that enables 
texts to be negotiated; textual meaning. In describing the structural configurations by which 
the clause is otganized as a message, we will recognize that one major system is involved, that 
of Theme, withacon figuration of the clause into the two functional components of aTheme 
(point of departure for the message) and a Rbeme (new information about the point of depar
ture), We will see how the thematic structure of the clause mirrors the tripartite semantic 
structure of language, when we recognize textual, interpersonal and experiential (or topical) 
thematic elements. 

After reviewing the realization of the systems in the Theme network, we will examine 
the contribution that Thematic organization makes Co the cohesive development of text 
explaining why Haliiday (1974: 97) refers co the textual function of language as the 
'enabling' function1. 

Metafunctional analysis and the textual strand of meaning 

Material presented in previous chapters now permits us to explain in part how a single 
clause is making meanings. Take, for example, the final two clauses from Diana's story 
about her daughter's blood transfusion (presented in Chapter Eight): 

But in Switzerland they give you a cognac. Here they give you tea and bikkies. 
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We can now appteciate that these clause simplexes are making two types of meanings simul
taneously. Firstly, the clauses are making meanings about the interaction. In this case, both 
clauses have the Mood structure of declaratives, and are therefore functioning as statements 
of information, which situate the listeners in the potential role of acknowledgers. No spe
cific 'next speaker' Js specified. The absence of modulation indicates that Diana is present
ing us with what she is encoding as factual information, and the absence of modalization 
indicates that she considers herself certain of her facts. 

At the same time, the clauses are expressing experiential meanings, realizing parallelism 
not only in their Mood choices but also in their Transitivity selections: each clause contains 
a Circumstance of location, an Actor (generalized they), the action ptocess give, a Beneficiary 
(generic you) and a Goal. 

If we consider for a moment the purpose, or the effect, of these clauses of Diana's, we 
will notice that they function to bring her short narrative to an end. They effectively signal 
the conclusion of extended monologue, and the potential resumption of a more interactive, 
turn-taking structure to the dialogue. They are in fact followed by rapid interactive talk. 
Neither the Mood nor the Transitivity descriptions of these clauses can explain fully how 
this pair of clauses achieves the status as Goda to the narrative. 

However, we can bring out the contribution of drese clauses by contrasting them with 
possible alternatives. For example: 

original 

But in Switzerland they give you a cognac. Here they give you tea and bikkies. 

alternatives 

But they give you a cognac in Switzerland. They give you tea and bikkies here. 
They give you a cognac in Switzerland, though. They give you tea and bikkies here. 
They give you a cognac in Switzerland, though. Here they give you tea and bikkies. 
But in Switzerland they give you a cognac. They give you tea and bikkies here. 
But they give you a cognac in Switzerland. They give you tea and bikkies here. 

If you read each of these alternatives through, you will find that none of them has quite the 
same effect as Diana's original choice. They do not 'sound' quite as good, quite as conclusive, 
quite as neat, as the original pair. If you look closely, you will see that no new elements have 
been introduced into the alternatives. From the point of view of the Mood and Transitivity, 
the grammar of these clauses has not been changed: the clauses are still both unmodalized 
declaratives, still action ptocess clauses with three participants and a circumstance. 

This suggests that the variation we are observing is the realization of yet another strand 
of meaning. If you look closely, you will see that the only variation that has been made con
cerns the order of the constituents: elements that occur as the first constituents in the orig
inal have been moved to clause-final position, sometimes in both clauses, sometimes in just 
one of the pair. The effect of this simple reordering of rhe constituents is maiked: the 
clauses lose something of their narrative effect. 

This is the case even where parallelism in the order of consrituents is maintained (i.e. 
whete the same constituents are moved to the same position in both clauses). For example: 

But they give you a cognac in Switzerland. They give you tea and bikkies here. 
They give you a cognac in Switzerland, rhough. They give you tea and bikkies here. 
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Neither of these pairs is as effective as the original. Even more noticeable is when con
stituents have been repositioned in one clause but not the other (i.e. when there is no longer 
parallelism in the position of constituents). For example: 

They give you a cognac in Switzerland, though. Here they give you tea and bikkies. 
But in Switzerland they give you a cognac. They give you tea and bikkies here. 
But they give you a cognac in Switzerland. They give you tea and bikkies here. 

The choice that Diana made in producing her original pair of clauses did not affect either 
the interpersonal or the experiential meanings she was making. What her skill as an oral 
narrator was sensitive to was the way in which textual meanings are made, 

The textual metafunction, the third and final strand of meaning made in the clause, is 
described by Halliday (1974:95,97) as the 'relevance1 or the 'enabling' metafunction. This 
is the level of organization of the clause which enables the clause to be packaged in ways 
which make it effective given its purpose and its context. For example, any of the alterna
tives given above would be quire acceptable English clauses - but none was quite as effec
tive as Diana's original choice, because her original choice maximizes the realizarion of her 
purpose (to signal completion of the narrative) and chooses to emphasize a dimension of the 
context of her story which has been significant in its telling (the importance she had given 
earlier in her narrative to the location where the incident took place). Thus, the textual 
strand of meaning, while not adding new reality nor altering interpersonal dimensions of 
the clause, is concerned with the potential the clause offers for its constituents to be orga
nized differently, to achieve different purposes. 

As the examples discussed here have illustrated, textual meaning in English is expressed 
largely through the ordering of constituents. We will see below that it is what gets put first 
(and last) in an English clause that realizes textual choice. Other languages will express 
textual meanings differently (e.g. through the use of particles to signal the textual status 
of particular constituents). What does seem true, however, is that all languages will 
somehow encode textual meaning, since language users depend on signals which indicate 
the cohesive relations between the clause, its context and its purpose. 

Two key systems enter into the expression of textual meaning in the clause: the system 
of Theme, and the system of Information Structure. However, since Information Structure 
(with its constituents of Given and New) is realized through intonation chokes, it will not 
be treated in this book (you can read about Halliday's analysis of intonation in English, and 
Given/New structure in Halliday and Matthiessen 2004: 87-92). The only textual system 
we will examine here is that of Theme. 

As we will see below, the system of Theme is realized through a structure in which the 
clause falls into just two main constituents: a Theme (the first part of the clause) and a 
Rheme, We will also see that we can identify different types of Themes, and that the choice 
of what gets to be Theme in an English clause contributes very significantly to the com
municative effect of the message. But to understand these points, we need firstly to develop 
the description of the clause in its textual constituents. 

THEME/RHEME: the system 

The system network of textual meaning in the clause is given below in System 10.1. 
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r single 
"a +topical Theme 

L- multiple 

clause 

r- unmarked 
^i Subject/Theme [declarative] 

WH/Theme [WH-interrog.] 
Rnite/Theme [inlerrog.] 
Process/Theme [imperative! 

- marked 
^ other/Theme 

. predicated 
•̂  Theme: it + be + . . . 

Rheme: that/who . . . 

- not predicated 

i - attitudinal 
^ +topical Theme; +interpersonal Theme 

interpersona^toplcal 

• conjunctive 
•j, +textual Theme 

textualAtopical 

Lboth 
^ +textual Theme; +interpersonal Theme 

textu al Ai n terpe rsona lAtopi ca i 

System 10.1 Theme 

As this network shows, Theme involves three major systems: choice of type of Theme, 
choice of marked or unmarked Theme, and choice of predicated or unpredicated Theme. 
The realization statements indicate that the type of Theme is realized by the insertion of a 
particular type of constituent in Thematic position. Theme markedness depends on the 
conflation (mapping together) of the Theme constituent with different Mood and 
Transitivity constituents. Theme predication involves the use of an additional clausal 
element. 

We will begin working through this network by presenting the two main constituents, 
Theme and Rheme. 

THEME 

Just as we did when discussing earlier functional constituents such as Subject and Finite, 
we will here distinguish between the definition of the constituent we call Theme and its 
identification. 

The definition of Theme as given by Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 64) is that it is 
the element which serves as 'the starting-point for the message: it is what the clause is going 
to be about'. Since we typically depart from places with which we ate famliar, the Theme 
typically contains familiar, or 'given', information, i.e. information which has already been 
menrioned somewhere in the text oi is familiar from the conrexr. 

The identification of Theme is based on order: Theme is the element which comes first 
in the clause. In the following clauses, taken from Text 1.2 (the second Crying Baby text 
given in Chapter One), the Theme has been underlined: 

The compelling sound of an infant's cry makes it an effective distress signal. 
However, cries are discomforting. 
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Many reasons for crying are obvious, like hunger and discomfort due to heat, cold, 
illness, and lying position. 

These reasons, however, account for a relatively small percentage of infant crying 

and are usually recognized quickly and alleviated. 
In the absence of a discernible reason for rhe behaviour, crying often srops when rlie 
infant is held. 

In most infants, there are frequent episodes of crying with no apparent cause, 

Infants cry and fuss for a mean of 1% hr/day at age 2 wk, l \ hr/day at age 6 wk, and 
1 hr/day at 12 wk. 

As mentioned above, although the functional definition of Theme is presumed to be uni
versally valid (i.e. all languages will recognize some clause elements as Theme), the iden
tification criteria are only true for English, where word order plays a very significant role 
in the grammar. In other languages, for example Japanese, Theme can occur in other posi
tions in the clause because there is a specific grammatical parricle (wa) which can be used 
to nrark it. 

The only other constituent in the clause is the Rheme. 

RHEME 

The definition of the Rheme is that it is the part of the clause in which the Theme is devel
oped. Since we typically depart from the familiar to head towards the unfamiliar, the Rheme 
typically contains unfamiliar, or 'new', information. 

The identification criteria for the Rheme are simple: everything that is not the Theme 
is the Rheme. Thus, once you have identified the Theme in a clause, you have also identi
fied the Rheme, which is just 'everything else'. The Rheme in the examples analysed above 
includes all the n on-underlined constituents of the clause. 

The boundary of Theme: types of Themes 

Claiming that 'what comes first in the clause' is Theme raises the obvious question: just 
how much of what comes first in a clause counts as Theme? More technically, how many of 
the clause's constituents (which we are now able to identify through either a Mood or 
Transitivity analysis) belong in the Theme, and how many in the Rheme? In the examples 
above, you will note that Theme sometimes consists of just one grammatical constituent: 

In most infants, 

Adj:circ 

Circloc 

there are frequent episodes of crying with no apparent came, 

Infants 

Subject 

Behaver 

cry and fuss for a mean of 1 % hrlday at age 2 wk. . . . 
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whereas in orher cases two constituents have been underlined as Theme: 

However 

Adj:conjun 

crtes 

Subject 

Carrier 

are discomforting 

The same issue is raised by the clauses from Diana's narrative, considered earlier: 

qMf in Switzerland they give you a cognac. Here they give you tea and bikkies. 

Here the indication of Theme may lead you to ask why, for example, the boundary is not 
but since that can be recognized as one constituent (a Conjunctive, i.e. textual, Adjunct). 
Why is they not part of the Theme?, etc. These questions about the boundary between 
Theme and Rheme can be answered by examining the system of Types of Themes m the 

Theme network. 
Reflecting the thtee-dimensional metafunctional structure of the clause, we can identity 

three different types of elements of clause structure that can get to be Theme: topical (or 

experiential) elements, interpersonal elements and textual elements. We will briefly examine 

each rype of Theme, and explain the criteria for determining the Theme/Rheme boundary. 

Topical T h e m e 

When an element of the clause to which a Transitivity function can be assigned occurs in 

first position in a clause, we describe it as a topical T h e m e . For example: 

In most infants 

Circ:loc 

topical 

THEME 

Infants 

Behaver 

topical 

THEME 

Actor 

topical 

THEME 

there 

Pr: existential 

frequent episodes of crying with no 
apparent cause. 

Existent 

RHEME 

cry and fuss 

Pr: behavioural 

for a mean of 1 % hr/day at age 2 wk , 

Ci re: extent 

RHEME 

vegtven 

Pr: material 

blood 

Range 

36 times. 

Ci re: extent 

RHEME 
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res 

This 

Carrier 

topical 

THEME 

Pr: in tensive 

in Geneva. 

Attribute/Circ 

RHEME 

In all these clauses, the first constituent in the clause is a constituent to which we can attach 
a transitivity role, such as Actor, Behaver, Senser or Circumstance 

J l " ^ P r i n ! i p l e t 0 r e m e m b e r i s t h a c e ™ ? C W must contain one and only 
one toptcal T h e m e Once you have identified a topical Theme in a clause, you can consign 
all the rema.nmg clause constituents to the Rheme role. It is this principle which allows 
us to determine the Theme/Rheme boundaty in the following examples-

In Greece 

Circiloc 

topical 

THEME 

they 

Actor 

give 

Pr:material 

yon 

Beneficiary 

'•othing. 

Goal 

RHEME 

J 
The first constituent is a Circumstance of location, and is therefore a topical Theme All 
remaining constituents are therefore Rheme, 

However, cries 

Carrier 

topical 

THEME 

Pr: intensive 

discomforting. 

Attribute 

RHEME 

In this clause, the first constituent is a textual (Conjunctive) Adjunct, which does 

S c 7 T r ^ : f f t y " ^ ^ S e C ° n d ™ e n t * * C a " i ^ ^ e f o t 
opic 1 Theme While W r is therefore considered part of the Theme, all constituents 

afre^the topical Theme are part of the Rheme. (We will see below that W * r is a textual 

While clauses do very frequenrly begin with . single Transitivity constituent acting as 

S r i « " C° S " d t h e r i n t e r p e r S ° n a I ° r ™ ' * ™ » " » thematic 

Interpersonal T h e m e 

When a constituent to which we would assign a Mood label (but not a Transitivity label) 
occurs at the beginning of a clause, we call it an interpersonal Theme. The constituents 
which can function as interpersonal Themes are the unfused Finite (in interrogative struc
tures) and all four categories of Modal Adjuncts: Mood, Vocative, Polarity and Comm en 
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1. Finite (unfused.) as interpersonal T h e m e 

Do 

Finite 

yon 

Subject 

MOOD 

interpersonal 

Actot 

topical 

THEME 

give 

Predicator 

blood? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Pr: materia] Goal 

RHEME 

Do 

Finite 

you 

Subject 

MOOD 

interpersonal 

Senser 

topical 

THEME 

want 

Predicator 

some more soup, 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Pnmental Phen 

Diana? 

Adjunct: vocative 

RHEME 

Can 

Finite 

you 

Subject 

MOOD 

interpersonal topical 

THEME 

take 

Predicator 

my bag 

Complement 

for me? 

Adj:circ 

RESIDUE 

RHEME 

2. Mood Adjuncts as In terpersonal T h e m e 

/think 

Ad j : mood 

they 

Subject 

take 

Finite 

MOOD 

interpersonal topical 

THEME 

Predicator 

a pint or 
whatever it is. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

RHEME 

Maybe 

Ad j : mood 

Stephen 

Subject 

could 

Finite 

MOOD 

interpersonal topical 

THEME 

help. 

Predicatoi 

RESIDUE 

RHEME 
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Just 

Adj:mood 

MOOD 

interpersonal 

give 

Predicator Comple 

a whistle. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

topical 

THEME RHEME 

3. Vocative Adjuncts as interpersonal T h e m e 

Although not constituents of the M O O D element 

sonal meanings to the clause. Thus, Vocative Ad 

topical Theme, are also classified as interpersonal Themes: 

Although not constituents of the M O O D element, Vocative Adjuncts contribute interper
sonal meanings to the clause. Thus, Vocative Adjuncts, when they occur before the first 

Simon, 

Ad j unc t: vocative 

interpersonal 

isn't 

Finit 

that 

Subject 

MOOD 

interpersonal topical 

THEME 

where they put the needle in? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

RHEME 

Stephen, 

Adjrvocative 

interpersonal 

do 

Finit 

you want 

Subject 

MOOD 

intetpersonal topical 

THEME 

Predicator 

tHore soup? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

RHEME -J 
Note that when a vocative Adjunct occurs after a ropical Theme, it is no longer part of the 
l i ieme, but becomes part of the Rheme: 

Do 

Finite 

you 

Subject 

MOOD 

interpersonal topical 

THEME 

want 

Predicate 

some more soup, 

Comple 

RESIDUE 

RHEME 

Diana ? 

Adjunct:voc 

Remember that the rule is to identify one and only one topical Theme per clause This 
means that if the clause begins with an interpersonal Theme, you must keep analysing until 
you have a topical element. Once you have identified one topical constituent, you can 
consign ad remaining constituents to the Rheme role. 
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4. Polarity Adjuncts 
You will remember from Chapter Six that the items Yes and No can function in two ways: 
either as a sub-category of Modal Adjuncts, when they stand in for an ellipsed MOOD 
constituent, or as Continuity Adjuncts, performing a textual role in the clause. 

In cases where yes or no act intetpersonally (i.e. as Polarity Adjuncts) they are analysed 
as interpersonal Themes. (Note that, due to the ellipsis which will accompany them, there 
will not be a following topical Theme.) 

No/Yes 

Adjunct: Polarity 

MOOD 

interpersonal 

THEME 

5. Comment Adjuncts 
The category of Comment Adjuncts which we identified when looking at the Mood struc
ture of rhe clause included adverbial expressions of attitude, where that attitude related to 
the entire clause. Where a comment Adjunct occurs before the first topical Theme, it is 
analysed as an interpersonal Theme. 

Fortunately, 

Adjunct: comment 

interpersonal 

the bomb 

Subject 

didn't 

Finite 

MOOD 

topical 

THEME 

explotk, 

Predicator 

RESIDUE 

RHEME 

Textual Theme 

The third clause constituent that can occur in Thematic position is the category of textual 

elements. These are elements which do nor express any interpersonal or experiential 

meaning, but which are doing important cohesive work in telating the clause to its context. 

The two main types of textual elements which can get to be Theme are Continuity Adjuncts 

and Conjunctive Adjuncts. 

1. Continuity Adjuncts as T h e m e 
As we saw in Chapter Six, Continuity Adjuncts are words which are used in spoken dia
logue to indicate that the speaker's contribution is somehow related to (continuous with) 
what a previous speaker has said in an earlier turn. The commonest continuity items are: 
oh, well. Yea. and no are also continuity items when these are nor used as stand-ins for clause 
ellipsis, but as the first item in a clause. 
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Ob 

Adjxontin 

textual 

they 

Subject Finite 

MOOD 

topical 

THEME 

give 

Piedicator 

you 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

RHEME 

a cup of tea. 

Complement 

No 

Ad j continuity 

textual 

you 

Subject 

wouldn't. 

Finite 

MOOD 

topical 

THEME RHEME 

2. Conjunctive Adjuncts as Theme 
As we saw in Chapters Two and Nine, cohesive conjunctions are elements which serve to 
link sentences together. They were described as Conjunctive Adjuncts in our Mood analy
sis of the clause. I explained in Chapter Six chat tactic conjunctions which are used to link 
clauses togethet within a clause complex will necessarily occur in first position in the clause 
(and, but), whereas cohesive conjunctions which link sentences to other sentences (e.g. 
however, therefore) may occur in other positions. Both kinds of conjunctions are described as 
textual Themes when they occur before the first topical Theme in a clause. 

So 

Ad j : con fun 

textual 

they 

Subject 

could 

Finite 

actually 

Adj:mood 

MOOD 

topical 

THEME 

do 

Pred 

it 

Compl 

through the umbilical 
artery or whatever. 

Adj:circ 

RESIDUE 

RHEME 

But 

Adj:conjun 

textual 

• in Switzerland 

Adj:circ . 

RESIDUE.. . 

topical 

THEME 

they 

Subject 

give 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

RHEME 

you 

Compl 

a cognac. 

Compl 

RESIDUE 

and 

Adj: con j ml 

textual 

he 

Subject Finite 

MOOD 

topical 

THEME 

proposes 

P ted i carat 

marriage 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

RHEME 
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Multiple Themes 

While it is possible for aciause to realize only one Thematic element (in which case it must 
be a topical Theme), ir is far more common for ciauses to contain a sequence of Themes, 
with often several textual and/or interpersonal Themes occurring before the obligatory 
topical Them'e: 

No 

Adj:contin 

textual 

well 

Adj:contin 

textual 

I mean 

Adj:conjun 

textual 

they 

Subject 

don't 

Finite 

MOOD 

topical 

THEME 

know. 

Predicator 

RESIDUE 

RHEME 

Well 

Adjicontin 

textual 

at hast 

Adj;conjun 

textual 

THEME 

she 

Subject 

didn't 

Finite 

MOOD 

get blown up, 

Predicator 

RESIDUE 

Simon. 

Adj:voc 

topical 

RHEME 

You will no doubt be wondering why the principle of one topical Theme per clause is sug
gested. This relates to a consideration of how much choke a writer/speaker has in decid
ing what to make Theme, which in turn relates to the notion of the Thematic potential 
of a clause. 

Some elements, if they are to occut at all in the clause, must occut in initial position, 
For example, the conjunction and always occurs in clause initial position. Similarly, if the 
clause is to be an interrogative, the Finite element must go to the front of the clause to meet 
the sttuctural demands of Mood. This means that elements like andand the Finite have not 
involved any choice about their positioning: once the particular meaning they need to make 
has to be expressed, those items simply must be placed in Theme position. This means that 
very little of the clause's Thematic potential has yet been used. With many textual ele
ments, there is relatively little choice as to their position in the clause. With interpersonal 
elements, rhere may be slightly more choice (for example, a vocative may occur initially, 
finally or medially). These elements are then using up some of the clause's thematic poten
tial: they involve meaningful choice, because we can recognize different possible positions, 
But still their mobility is limited. 

When we consider experiential elements, however, we can see that these are the elements 
where there is maximum choice as to order, A clause which contains two participants, two 
circumstances and a process (e.g. last week/ in the city/ Diana/bloody donated) can be realized 
in a large number of different orders: 

i) Last week in the city Diana donated blood. 
ii) Last week Diana donated blood in the city. 
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iii) Last week blood was donated by Diana in the city 
Diana lasr week donated blood in the city. 

v) In the city last week Diana donated blood. 
vi) Blood was donated last week in the city by Diana. 

vii) Donated last week was blood by Diana, (etc) 

While each clause is experientially and interpersonally equivalent, they are not inter
changeable. Some are more marked (less usual) than others, and each would be more or 
less appropriate in different contexts. For example, the first clause suggests the 
Orientation to a narrative (with the Thematic positioning of the location information). 
With the appropriate ellipsis operating, sevetal of the variants would be appropriate 
responses to different clarification questions: e.g. ii) What's Diana up to these days?; vi) 
What did you say she's been giving away? The highly marked variant vii) suggests a 
commendation/announcement. 

What this illustrates is that we have great freedom of choice in the positioning of 
topical clause elements, and it is for this reason rhat we consider the choice of WHICH 
topical element to put first in a clause to be the most significant choice in terms of the 
clause's thematic potential. Once that key decision about which of the Transitivity roles 
will occupy clause initial position has been made, the Thematic potential (our choice 
potential) is considered largely exhausted. Hence the principle that once we have identi
fied one topical Theme in a clause, we consign all remaining constituents to the role of 
Rheme. 

Thematic analysis, then, is relatively straightforward. Simply take each clause in a 
text and assign a label of interpersonal, textual or topical to the elements at the begin
ning. If the first element is a topical element, you call that THEME and all the rest of 
the clause RHEME. If other elements (interpersonal, textual) come before rhe topical 
element, you include them in the THEME, up to the end of the first topical element. 
Remember that THEME analysis is like MOOD, in that thete are two layers of analysis 
to write; the level of 'topical*, 'textual' or 'interpersonal', and the second level of THEME 
vs RHEME. 

Since the boundary between Theme and Rheme is related to the realization of experien
tial and interpersonal constituents, Theme analysis is best undertaken after you have 
analysed the clause for its Mood and Transitivity structure. 

Although the principles outlined here should be your overall guide, there are a few cases 
in which further comments are necessary. For example, there are a few situations where the 
'one topical Theme' rule is not apparently followed. These particular cases can be dealt with 
by discussion of how Theme is analysed in different Mood classes and how we treat Theme 
in dependent clauses. We also need to consider what is meant by marked and unmarked 
Theme, and what is involved in a predicated Theme structure. 

THEME and MOOD: analysing Theme in different Mood classes 

1. declaratives 

As we saw earlier, analysing Theme in declarative clauses is straightforward. Simply analyse 
the constituents to the point where one topical Theme is recognized, and label the remain
der of the clause Rheme: 
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You 

Subject 

Caiiiet 

topical 

THEME 

probably 

Adj:mood 

MOOD 

haven't 

Finite 

got 

Predicator 

much more than 8. 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Pr: possessive Atttibute: possession 

RHEME 

2, elliptical declaratives 
Theme analysis of elliptical declaratives depends on determining which constituents have 
been ellipsed. Thus, it is necessary to 'fill out' the ellipsed constituents (in yout mind only 
— there is no need to write them in), and then to consider what the Thematic analysis of 
the non-elliptical clause would have been. To fill out ellipsis you will of course have to tefer 
to the context of the clause: 

1) A day, isn't it} filled out: 

It 

Subject 

takes 

Finite 

MOOD 

Token 

topical 

THEME 

Predicator 

Pncirc 

about a day 

Adjxirc 

(for your blood to be replaced). 

RESIDUE 

Value ;ci re 

RHEME 

The response is therefore analysed as Rheme. 
ii) Just a touch = 

I 

Subject 

Actor 

topical 

THEME 

MOOD 

•11 

Finite 

have 

Predicator 

RESIDUE 

Pr: material 

RHEME 

just a touch more soup. 

Complement 

Goal 

So, just a touch is Rheme. 
iii) No, 
iv) Yes. 

As pointed out earlier, in cases where yes or no appear on rheir own (i.e. not introducing a 
following clause), they are analysed as functioning as Polarity Adjuncts (standing in for an 
ellipsed clause). As exemplified above, they are therefore analysed as interpersonal Themes. 
In this case there is NO topical Theme realized (it has been ellipsed). 
3, yes-no interrogatives 
The analysis of polar interrogatives is straightforward, with the Finite (modalized or not), 
appearing before the Subject and functioning as an interpersonal Theme; 
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Can 

Finite 

I 

Subject 

MOOD 

interpersonal topical 

THEME 

get 

Predicator 

yon 

Complement 

some more? 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

RHEME 

Did 

Finite 

this 

Subject 

MOOD 

interpersonal topical 

THEME 

happen? 

Predicator 

RESIDUE 

RHEME 

4. WH-interrogat ives 

In the Mood analysis of the clause, W H elements were seen to connate with different con
stituents: Subject, Complement or Adjunct:circumstantial. As all these conflations involve 
a participant which plays a Transitivity role, W H elements which initiate questions will 
function as topical Themes: 

How much 

WH/Adj:circ 

RESIDUE . . . 

Circ:extent 

topical 

THEME 

do 

Finite 

they 

Subject 

MOOD 

Actor 

take out 

Predicator 

of you? 

Adj:circ 

. . . RESIDUE 

Pr: material Circ:loc 

RHEME 

When 

WH/Adj:circ 

RESIDUE . . . 

Circ:Ioc 

ropical 

THEME 

did 

Finite 

he 

Subject 

MOOD 

Actor 

give 

Predicator 

her 

Complement 

the bomb? 

Complement 

. . . RESIDUE 

Pr: material Beneficiary Goal 

RHEME 

5. elliptical interrogatives 

As with WH-interrogatives, in elliptical WH-interrogatives the W H element will always 
be a topical Theme. This is because the W H element, which must always occut in first posi
tion, is always fused with a clause constituent which plays a transitivity role (you can test 
this by filling out the ellipsis as we did with elliptical declaratives above)-

Why? = 
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Why 

WH/Adj:circ 

RESIDUE . . . 

Ciic: cause 

topical 

THEME 

was 

Finite 

she 

Subject 

MOOD 

Pr: intensive Catrier 

a hit dumb? 

Complement 

, . . RESIDUE 

Attribute 

RHEME 

6. imperatives 
With imperatives, the Mood demands mean that often the Subject and Finite elements do 
not appear in the clause, which often begins with the Predicator. The Predicator is labelled 
for the Transitivity function of Process, and should therefore be treated as a topical Theme: 

Pass 

Pr:macerial 

topical 

THEME 

Beneficiary 

the bawls. 

Goal 

Simon, 

RHEME 

Take 

Pr: material 

topical 

THEME 

this. 

Goal 

RHEME 

W i t h let's imperatives, the let particle is analysed as Subject, takes a Transitivity 

role, and is therefore a topical Theme: 

Let's 

Subjecr 

MOOD 

Actor 

topical 

THEME 

have 

Predicator 

some more soup, 

Complement 

RESIDUE 

Pr: material Goal 

RHEME 

Imperatives involving do introduce an interpersonal Theme element before the topical 

Theme, which is the Process: 

Do 

Finite 

MOOD 

interpersonal 

tell 

Predicator 

me 

Complemenr 

about your daughter. 

Adj:circ 

RESIDUE 

P r verbal 

topictd 

THEME 

Receiver Ci re: matter 

RHEME 
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7, minor clauses 
As minor clauses carry neither Transitivity nor Mood labels, we do not consider chat they 
have a Thematic structure. They can therefore be left unanalysed for Theme. 

Oh good. 

minor clause 

Thanks a lot. 

minor clause 

S. Theme in exclamative clauses 
With non-elliptical exclamatives, the "WH element will always be a topical Theme, as is 
demonstrated by analysing it for Transitivity: 

What a delicious soup 

WH/Compl 

RESIDUE 

Attribute 

topical 

THEME 

this 

Subject 

is, 

Finite 

MOOD 

Carrier Pr: intensive 

Margf 

Ad j : vocative 

RHEME 

With elliptical imperatives, the WH element should again be treated as topical Theme, on 
the basis chat it would occupy Thematic position in the non-elliptical version: 

How fantastic! 

topical 

THEME 

= How fantastic it was/ 

Clauses which are intonationally exclamative but structurally minor clauses (e.g. Oh dear!, 
Holy toledol) should be analysed as minor clauses (Theme-less). 
9. reiterated Subject 
In rapid conversational speech it is not uncommon to find die Subject of a clause mentioned 
twice. This often happens clause-inicially, e.g. 

Diana, 

Subject 

she 

Subject 

J,f 

finite 

MOOD 

given 

Predicator 

blood 

Complement 

36 times. 

Adj:circ 

RESIDUE 
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However, in some dialects the Subject may be first mentioned with a pronoun, and then 
reiterated in full at the end of the clause in a partial or complete Mood tag (i.e. with or 
wichout a reiteration of the Finite as well); 

She 

Subject 

''s 

Finite 

MOOD 

given 

Predicator 

Mood 

Compl 

36 times, 

Adj:circ 

RESIDUE 

Diana 

Subject 

(has). 

(Finite) 

MOOD 

Consistent with the principle being followed here, only the first mention of die Subject is 
analysed as Theme: 

Diana, 

topical 

THEME 

j he's given Mood 36 times. 

RHEME 

She 

topical 

THEME 

's given Mood 36 times, Diana (has). 

RHEME 

Theme in existential processes 

An exception to the rule chat a topical Theme will always carry a Transitivity label is found 
in the case of existential processes. You will recall that these processes, which involve the 
structute there islthere are, ate analysed for Transitivity as follows: 

There was 

Pr: exist 

a bomb 

Existent 

in her bag. 

Circdoc 

Although the there does not in fact receive a Transitivity label, it is nonetheless described 
as topical Theme: 

There 

topical 

THEME 

was a bomb In her bag. 

RHEME 

Theme in clause complexes 

To this point, we have looked only at Theme in single, independent clauses - clause sim-
plexes. In clause complexes, each clause will of course have its own Thematic structute, but 
Theme analysis is affected by the tactic status of each clause and so we briefly review Theme 
analysis in paracactic and hypotactic clause complexes. 
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Theme in para tactic clause complexes 

In paratactic clause complexes, where we have two independent clauses, each clause is given 
an individual Thematic analysis: 

You 

topical 

THEME 

get a litre of milk 

RHEME 

and 

textual 

it 

topical 

THEME 

stands this tall. 

RHEME 

Well 

textual 

/ 

topical 

THEME 

'11 bring thost •••/,-

RHEME 

so 

textual 

you 

topical 

THEME 

don't have to carry them. 

RHEME 

We know from Chapter Nine that although paratactic clauses are often linked by conjunc
tions such as then, and, so, they may also occur without conjunctions, particularly if in a 
series: 

the poor 
lady 

Sub 

starts 

Fin 

MOOD 

Pred 

a 
relation

ship 

Compl 

RESIDUE : 

"• 1 

gets 

l:in 

Ml) 

Pred 

married 

Compl 

RESIDUE 

i<<it"'*JW! 

fen 

decides 

Fin 

MD 

to go 

Pred 

home 

Adj: 
circ 

RESIDUE 

One common occurrence with paratactically related clauses is the omission of the Subject 
in the second and subsequent dause(s). In these cases, the ellipsed Subject is considered to 
have filled the role of topical Theme. The second clause is rherefbre shown as having no 
topical Theme: 

they 

topical 

THEME 

may be giving blood 

RHEME 

• • 

and 

textual 

THEME 

* (ellipsis of they) shouldn't be 

RHEME 

the poor 
lady 

topical 

THEME 

starts a 
relationship, 

RHEME 

* (ellipsis 
of she) 

gets 
married 

RHEME 

* (ellipsis 
of she) 

decides to 
go home 

RHEME 

Theme in hypotactic clause complexes 

In hypotactically related clauses, what is of particular Thematic interest is rhe ordering of 
the main and dependent clauses. Either the dependent (p) clause may follow the main 
clause (a), as in: 
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I doit 

a 

II because 1 had a daughter. 

P 

or the mamclause may be preceded by the dependent clause: 

If you weight under 50 kilos 

P 
// they take less. 

a 

In the first case, the procedure for Theme analysis is as for independent clauses: simply 
analyse the Thematic structure of each clause separately: 

/ 

topical 

THEME 

doit 

RHEME 

. ; . • -

because 

textual 

/ 

topical 

THEME 

had a daughter. 

RHEME 

However, when the dependent clause comes before the main clause, we consider that there 
are two levels of Thematic structure operating. Firstly, each of the constituent clauses has 
its own Thematic structure which should be analysed: 

If 
textual 

you 

topical 

THEME 

weigh under 50 kilos 

RHEME 

they 

topical 

THEME 

take less. 

RHEME 

At a second level, however, the entire dependent clause can be seen to be acting as Theme 
co the sentence. Again, the principle is that of choice: the speaker/writer exercised choice 
in placing the dependent clause first, and in doing so set up thematic expectations for the 
rest of the sentence (the dependent clause signals that a second clause will follow). To 
capture the fact that the dependent clause has been placed in Thematic position, the entite 
dependent clause is described as Theme to the sentence it occurs in: 

If 
textual 

you 

topical 

THEME 

weigh under 50 kilos 

RHEME 

THEME 

. ; . . j they 

. . ! topical 

• ••':.'".•• .'." THEME 

take less. 

RHEME 

RHEME 

Linking clauses into hypotactic clause complexes sometimes involves the use of what we 
could call simply'structural elements'. For example, Diana's narrative contains the follow
ing clause sequence: 
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I had a daughter // who . . . needed blood transfusions, 

As we saw in Chapter Nine, this could have been packaged as two sentences: 

I had a daughter. She needed blood ttansfusions. 

However, greater pace and continuity is created by packaging the two clauses into one 
clause complex. The link is created in part through the use of the relative pronoun who. For 
the purposes of Theme analysis, structural elements like who should be analysed as a 
conflation (fusing) of topical meaning {she, the Carrier of the second clause) and a structural 
element: 

; 

topical 

THEME 

bad a daughter 

RHEME 

who 

structural/topical 

THEME 

needed blood transfusions, 

RHEME 

Another common structural element is which: 

She 

Actor 

topical 

THEME 

carried 

Primate rial 

the bugs, 

Goal 

RHEME 

i*ft,l'li*L^i" ii«t 
i. HH'i';"};'•..[.'" 

'P̂ SHJJJ; s 

which 

Carrier 

structural/topi cal 

THEME 

is 

Pninten 

pretty stupid. 

Attribute 

RHEME 

Predicated THEME 

One further Thematic pattern that occurs quite frequently in both spoken and written texts 
is that of Theme Predication, Compare the following clauses: 

i) Diana has donated blood 36 times. 
ii) I t was Diana who had donated blood 36 times. 

iii) It was the 36th time that Diana had donated blood. 
iv) It was blood that Diana had donated for the 36th time. 

In i) we have a simple clause with a Mood structure of Subject, Finite, Complement, 
Adjunct. There is a single topical element as Theme, Through her Thematic position, 
Diana is presented as 'given' information. The typical intonation pattern, on this clause 
would make 36 times carry rhe selection of tone, thereby signalling the Circumstance of 
extent as the 'new' information being offered by the clause. Such a textual organization of 
the clause would be quite appropriate in the context whete we ate already talking about 
Diana (and so she is 'given'). 

However, versions ii) to iv) illustrate that it is possible to shift the status of'given' and 
'new' information through a process of Theme Predication. This process is used when the 
speaker/writer wishes to give emphasis to a constituent that would otherwise be unem-
phasized, while maintaining the 'real' news, which is in the Rheme of the original clause. 
By moving a constituent away from the beginning of the clause it is possible for it to carry 
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the intonation choice for the clause. It can thus be signalled as 'new* informarion, rather 

than 'given' information. Version ii) for example allows Diana to attract the stress and 

become 'news'. This would be an appropriate structural choice in a context whete there was 

argument about just who had been donating blood. 

Theme Predication involves introducing what is technically a second clause; the ele

ments /'/ was have their own Mood structure. At one level, then, the structure should be 

analysed as consisting of two separate clauses (the second dependent on the first): 

clause ii) 

It 

topical 

THEME 

was Diana 

RHEME 

who 

topical 

THEME 

had donated blood 36 times. 

RHEME 

This analysis shows that by moving Diana to allow it to carry intonation and appear in the 

Rheme of the clause we are presenting Diana as 'news', with the empty structural it as the 

point of departure for the message. But in fact one of the effects of turning what is typically 

expressed as one clause into two is in a sense to set up the predicating clause it was Diana 

as Theme to the entire sentence. The point of departure for the message, then, is not just it, 

but is 'I'm ping to tell you something about Diana that is news'. The Thematic role of the pred

icating clause can be captured by a second level of analysis: 

It 

topical 

THEME 

was Diana 

RHEME 

THEME 

who 

topical 

THEME 

had donated blood 3 6 times. 

RHEME 

RHEME 

Similarly with clause iii): 

It 

topical 

THEME 

was the 36th time 

RHEME 

THEME 

that 

structural 

Diana 

topical 

THEME 

had donated blood. 

RHEME 

RHEME 

clause iv) 

It 

topical 

i blood 

THEME RHEME 

THEME 

#raJ.M..,„ that 

struct 

Diana 

topical 

THEME 

had donated for the 36th time. 

RHEME 

RHEME 
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Patterns of Theme choice: marked and unmarked theme 

The final point we need ro make about Theme is ro explain che system in the Theme network 
that distinguishes between marked and unmarked Theme. The term unmarked simply means 
'most typical/usual', while marked means 'atypical, unusual'. All things being equal, an 
unmarked choice will be made. When a marked choice is made, the speaker/wrirer is signalling 
that all things are not equal, rhat something in the context requires an arypical meaning to be 
made. 

Theme markedness has to do with the relationship between the Mood and Theme struc
tures of the clause: how the functional roles assigned to constituents in aTheme analysis con
flate with the functional roles assigned to those same constituents in the Mood structure. 

Unmarked Theme is when the constituent that is Theme is also playing one of the fol
lowing roles: 

• Subject (in a declarative clause) 
• Finite (in an interrogative) 

' • Predicaror (in an imperative) 
• WH element (in a WH-interrogative). 

In other words, unmarked Theme is when Theme conflates with the Mood structure con
stituent that typically occurs in first position in clauses of that Mood class. All the clauses 
listed in Table 10.1 contain examples of unmarked Thematic choice. 

Table 10.1 Examples of unmarked Theme 

example role conflation mood class 

I'm hating the soup up. Theme/Subject declarative 
Did this really happen? Theme/Finite polar interrogative 
Where did she fly to? Theme/WH element WH-interrogative 
Pass vie the soup. Theme/Predicator imperative 

Marked Theme, then, is when Theme conflates with any other constituent from the 
Mood system. The commonest type of marked Theme is Theme conflating with an 
Adjunct:circumstantial (which is not conflated with a WH element). For example, to 
return to Diana's couplet: 

In Switzerland 

Adj;circ 

RESIDUE . . . 

topical 

THEME 

they 

Subject 

give 

Finite 

MOOD 

Predicator 

you 

Complement 

. . . RESIDUE 

RHEME 

a cognac, 

Complement 
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Here 

Adj:circ 

RESIDUE . . . 

topical 

THEME 

they 

Sub jeer Finite 

MOOD 

give 

Predicator 

you 

Complemenr 

tea and bikkies, 

Complement 

. . . RESIDUE 

RHEME 

In both clauses, the constituent that is Subject is not part of the Theme. Theme in these 
clauses is conflated with the Circumstantial Adjuncts in Switzerland and here. 

One way of creating a marked Theme is to move a circumstantial element to Thematic 
position. Another common strategy is to repackage a constituent (e.g. an Actor) as a 
Circumstantial element (typically of matter). For example: 

I. unmarked; Theme/Subject 

Diana 

Subj 

MOOD 

Actor 

topical 

THEME 

has 

Finite 

donated 

Predicator 

RESIDUE 

Pr: material 

blood 

Complement 

Goal 

RHEME 

36 timu. 

Adj:circ 

Circ: extent 

2. marked; Theme/Circ 

As for Diana, 

Adj:circ 

RESIDUE . . . 

Circ: matter 

topical 

THEME 

she 

Subject 

has 

Finite 

MOOD 

Actor 

donated 

Predicator 

Pnmaterial 

RHEME 

blood 

Complement 

. . . RESIDUE 

Goal 

36 times. 

Adj:circ 

Circ: extent 

Theme Predication is another strategy for producing marked Themes; all predicated 
Themes are in some sense marked, since the Subject of the original clause is made Rheme 
in the predicated version. However, we can also identify degrees of markedness in the inter
nal structure of the predicating 'it. . . .' clause. Compare, for example: 
i) unmarked: Subject as Theme 

Diana 

topical 

THEME 

donated blood in the city. 

RHEME 
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ii) marked (predicated) but Subject it as Theme 

It 

topical 

THEME 

was in the city 

RHEME 

that Diana donated blood. 

iii) highly marked: Circumstance as Theme 

hi the city 

topical 

THEME 

// was 

RHEME 

that Diana donated Mood. 

Skilful writers and speakers choose marked Themes to add coherence and emphasis to their 
text. For example, part of what makes Diana's two clauses But in Switzerland they give yon a 
cognac. Here they give you tea and bikkies effective in signalling finality is the parallel choice of 
marked Theme in each clause. The marked Themes indicate that these clauses, together, are 
doing something significantly different from immediately preceding clauses (they realize 
the final stage, Coda). The choice of a location Circumstance as marked Theme creates links 
with the very earliest stages of the narrative, while the contrastive Thematic emphasis on 
in Switzerland and here helps to bring the narrative back to the 'here and now'. The impli
cations of choices between marked and unmarked Themes leads us to consider in general 
the contribution of Thematic structure ro text. 

T h e m e , textual mean ing and mode 

In the SFL analysis of language, patterns of Thematic choice are seen as realizing textual 
meanings, which in turn are the realization of Mode dimensions of the context of situation. 
Thus, Thematic choices realize meanings about the organization of the communicative 
event (how the text hangs together), and the experiential and interpersonal distance 
involved (how the text relates to its context). The Theme system contributes to the realiza-
rion of such meanings by offering us choices about what meanings to priotitize in a text, 
what to package as familiar and what as new, what to make conttastive, etc. 

In its role of organizing the message, the textual metafunction is in a sense parasitic upon 
both the ideational and the interpersonal strands of meanings. Textual choices alone cannot 
create text; the text would have no content, not would it be possible to intetact with it. 
Meanings cannot be prioritized until those meanings have themselves been chosen; thus we 
need to construct Transitivity structures by making experiential chokes, and to segment 
and link those experiential choices through logical relations. And text cannot be reacted to 
until it is first structured co initiate interacrion; thus, we need to construct Mood struc
tures by making interpersonal choices. 

But while both ideational and interpersonal meanings are essential to the creation of 
text, they are not in themselves sufficient. Without the textual systems, those experiential 
and interpersonal meanings could not be expressed in a coherent manner. Consider the fol
lowing text, familiar to you in another version: 
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Text 10.1: modified Text 1.2 
The compelling sound of an infant's cry makes it an effective distress signal and 

appropriate to the human infant's prolonged dependence on a caregiver. Parents may 
be alarmed and discomforted by cries, however. It is very difficult for many of them to 
listen to their infant's crying for even short periods of time. Hunger and discomfort 
due to heat, cold, illness, and lying position are some of the obvious reasons for crying. 
A relatively small percentage of infant crying however is accounted for by these reasons, 
and diey are usually recognized quickly and alleviated. As fot crying, this often stops 
when the infant is held, in the absence of a discernible teason for rhe behaviour. There 
are frequent episodes of crying with no apparent cause in most infants, and holding or 
other soothing techniques seem ineffective. A mean of 1% hi/day at age 2 wk, 2% 

hr/day at age 6 wk, and 1 hr/day at 12 wk is spent in crying and fussing by infants. 

Guilt may be relieved and concerns diminished by counselling about normal 
crying. But the distress caused by the crying for some cannot be suppressed by logical 
reasoning. Respite from exposure to the crying may be necessary for these parents, to 
allow them to cope appropriately with their own distress. Fatigue and tension may 
result in inappropriate parental responses unless relief is given. 

While we are certainly able to read and make sense of this text, the unmodified version of it 
(Text 1.2) is certainly easier to follow. The unmodified version is clearly a text about crying 

babies. While the modified version contains all the same information, the wtiter's focus is not 
clear: at some points it seems to be text about crying babies, at other times about parents and 
at still other times about negative emotions and physical conditions (guilt, fatigue, tension). 

As you have no doubt realized, the only difference between the two texts is that in the 
modified version the Thematic structure has been scrambled. Neithet the ideational nor 
the interpersonal meanings have been changed, yet by manipulating the order in which the 
constituents are realized, a simple text is made quite difficult to follow. 

It is because it plays this essential semantic support role that Halliday refers to the 
textual metafunction as rhe enabl ing function of language. Textual choices, such as Theme, 
do not introduce new content or new interpersonal dimensions into a text. But textual 
choices ate essential to the text's making sense. The most striking contribution of Thematic 
choices, then, is to the internal cohesion of the text: skilful use of Thematic selection results 
in a text which appears to 'hang together and make sense'. 

Thematic patterns are most strongly influenced by the register variable of mode: when 
mode varies, we also see variation in Theme/Rheme structure. Since the key dimension to 
mode variation is the distinction between (interactive) spoken and (monologic) written lan
guage, we can expect to find that Thematic choice varies according to these mode values, 
If a text is to have not only cohesion but coherence, we will find different textual choices 
being made according to the text's position along the two mode continua. 

We can uncover the contribution of Thematic choice to both the cohesion and the coher
ence of the text by examining the following main aspects: 
1. Wha t gets to be T h e m e , i.e. wha t k inds of T h e m e s ge t used 
Remembering that there is a choice between using or not using textual and interpersonal 
thematic elements, texts can vaty in the extent to which they contain multiple Themes 
(textual anoVot interpersonal and topical) or single Themes (topical only). This variation 
relates to the mode values of the text. If we compare, for example, the mode dimensions of 
the three CryingBaby texts from Chapter One, we can describe Text 1.2 as written to be read, 
and we saw in Chapter Three that it contains a high degree of nominalizarion; Text 1.3 is a 
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cotiversarional interaction, with very low nominalization; and Text 1.1 we noted fell some
where between the two in that it uses much less nominalization than Text 1.2, but is clearly 
written monologue, unlike Text 1.3. Thematic patterns help to explain a further dimension 
to the differences between Texts 1.2 and 1.3, and also the intermediate mode of Text 1.1. 

Thus, although Text 1.3 is a highly attitudinal text, with frequent use of intensifying 
Mood Adjuncts (e.g. pretty, just) and attitudinally loaded lexical items (e.g. fantastic, good), 
it contains very little modality. The only interpersonal Themes in the text are the obliga
tory structural Theme in die interrogative Did your kids used to cry a lot?, the Polarity 
Adjunct Yea. which functions as an elliptical clause, and the reiterated comment Adjunct 
(e.g. luckily). It is only this latter interpersonal Theme which involves choice on the 
speaker's part, and her choice to thematize her evaluation of the early and latet events 
creates cohesion between the two situations, as well as signposting how the speaker is eval
uating (and wants us to evaluate) the events she describes. 

By contrast, the Thematic structure of Text 1,1 contains two uses of the Mood Adjunct 
perhaps used Thematically. This is an example of an optional interpersonal Theme, since 
perhaps could have been moved to the Rheme if the writer required, and it gives promi
nence to the expressions of tentativity which run through the text, often tealized through 
modal Finites (might, could). One obligatory interpersonal Theme is also used (e.g. Is his cot 
an interesting place to be?). This thematization of modality is one way in which Text 1,1 
creates its 'approachable, fallible' style. 

Text 1.2 contains no interpersonal Themes at all. Although meanings of modality and 
modulation are made in this text, they are not given Thematic status, but are realized 
through non-Thematic modal Finites (e.g. may). As the only Mood structure used is 
declarative, no obligatory interpersonal Themes are needed. This non-Thematization of 
modality, and non-use of Mood classes which invite interaction (such as interrogatives), is 
part of how Text 1.2 creates its authority and distance. 

There ate also differences in the combinations of topical and textual Themes. In Text 1.3 
we find that topical Themes are frequently preceded by textual Themes, e.g. continuity 
Items (oh, yea) or conjunctions linking paratactic clause complexes (and, so, but). In Text 1.1, 
the only textual Themes that occur are conjunctive, and (ignoring and which is frequent in 
all texts) the conjunctions used typically introduce hypothetic dependent clauses (if, when). 
In Text 1.2, on the other hand, conjunctions are not often Thematic. For example, the 
delayed however in These reasons, however, account for a relatively small percentage. . . places the 
conjunction in the Rheme. On the one occasion that a conjunction is used Thematically, it 
is a paratactic conjunction (however). Thus, the choice of what gets to be Theme shows vari
ation according to the mode of the texts. 
2. Choice of topical Theme 

Since there will (almost) always be a topical Theme present in a clause, it is useful to look 
at what it is. In conversation, such as Text 1.3, we find that the overwhelming majority of 
ropical Themes are personal pronouns or names (yen, he, I). Where they are not personal 
pronouns, the topical Theme tends to be a brief nominal group, referring either to specific 
individuals (your kids) or containing a simple circumstantial expression (the last time, in 
Switzerland). By contrast, the topical Themes found in Text 1.2 are often lengthy nominal 
groups, often involving several nominalizations, linked through modification: 

The compelling sound of an infant's cry 
Many reasons for crying 
In the absence of a discernible reason for the behaviour 
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Where simple nominal groups are used, the Thematized nouns refer to classes of people, 

^ r ^ t t ^ ' S ^ P - i ^ Many of the topic . Themes are the personal 
oronoun you u^ed here genetically since the actual you is of course not known. A small per-
S i e i opTcal Themes are class names (**», parents), but frequency we find g r i * 
ZL Occasional nominated topical Themes areused, but these generally remainshonand 
e n am only one nominated element (the most r — reason baby eves, outstde sumula^n). 
M a t i n g in this text, however, is the frequency with which we have dependent clauses 
as topical Themes to entire sentences: 

Even if he was just recently fed he might still be adapting to the pattern . . 
When he was in the womb, nourishment came automatically and constantly. 
if he turns away from the nipple or teat, you can assume it s something else. 

Hvpotactic structures such as these allow the wtiter to maintain a very congruent style: 
" C h a n building up the lexical density of the text, the write, ^ - ^ ™ 
grammatical complexity. However, the Thematic position of the * ^ » » * ™ ^ 
an amount of pre-planning that is less common in spoken than written language. Thus the 
"xtTs able to sound' like written language, while remaining accessible by mamtaining its 

d 0 S ^ 5 S i T S S choice in these texts, then, relate to the mCe variation 
between the texts. Infece-to-faee conversion, our point of departure for most of ourmes-
sagTis ourselves or those somehow connected with us. In academic or scholarly wrtmg 
S m d e demands the Thematization of abstractions: we do not depart from our own 

experience, but from our considered generalizations about people situations, cau e Text 
l T hen eveals through its topical Themes one of the strategies ,t uses to meet the com-
Pering de'mlnl of being a written text that is supposed to have the accessary of speech. 
topicfl TnTes remain personal, but the planning of the text allows frequent construction 
of dependent clause Themes. 
3, Markedness of Theme choices -i-ment 
As with the othet systems of Thematic choice, the decision to make a marked element 
T em f luen t ly r i t e s to Mode dimensions. As Text 1.3 suggests, marked Themes at 
IktTvelv L in casual conversion, occurring mainly at schematic structure bound™* 
m mon og^chunks such as the Codas in oral narratives (as with Diana's clauses that we 
L e considered repeatedly in this chapter). In Texr 1.2, on the other hand, marked Themes 
are used frequently; 

i) In most infants, there are frequent episodes of crying with no apparent cause 
ii) Fot these parents, respite from exposure to the crying may be necessary 
iii) In the absence of a discernible reason for the behaviour crying often stops 
iv) Without relief,fatigueandtension may resultininapptopriateparentalresponses 

As these examples demonstrate, a range of Circumstantial elements get made Theme: loca-
don behalf, manner, ^ . One effect of tbese marked Themes is to allow generic classes ° be 
m l Theme without having to make them the Actors,Subje«s in a c l a u s e , - « £ ^ 
and ii) Alternatively, markedness allows normalizations to become Thematic, as ,s the case 
w t̂h xamples hi) and iv). This allows the cumulative ' compacting^ the text, as nomiod-

of new information. 
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By contrast, Text 1.1 contains only two marked Themes in a substantially longer text: 

During the day, a baby sling helps you to deal with your chores . 

At night when you want to sleep you will need to take action 

Significantly, both deal with time, which indicates a similarity between their role in this 
text and their occurrence in narrative segments of conversation. 
4. Method of development 

A final, but very significant, contribution that Theme makes to the cohesion and coherence 
of a text has to do with how Thematic elements succeed each other. Three main patterns of 
Thematic development can be observed: 

D Theme reiteration: one basic way to keep a text focused (i.e. cohesive) is to simply reit
erate an element. As we saw with lexical cohesion, repetition is an effective means of creat-
ng c o l ™ Havingthe same participant made Theme on a regular basis provides the text 
vith a cleat focus Th., kind of Thematic pattern, where the same element occurs regularly 

vhen talking about the classy ladies. However, the dynamic and unplanned nature of con
versation tends to lead to rapid Thematic shifts, although the shifting is between a limited 
ange or items as we saw above. 

Theme reiteration isexpbitedwithgreatercomplexityandconsistencyinTextl.2 however 
'here aytng manages to occur Thematically in almost ail rhe Themes of the text However' 

Z Z Z Z l ^ ' " T " i a V ° 1 V V e n ^ " ^ " I h a d o n , . crymg gets made Thematic in 
•soaatiOD with other element, introduced by the writer (e.g.reasons. « % , etc.). This has 
le effect of rnainraimng a strong topical focus in the text, while avoiding simple repetition. 
at wouTd n l T h ~ - varied would not only be boring ro read orhsten to, 
t won d indicate a text which is going nowhere. If Theme is our point of departure, con^ 

ancy of Theme would mean we are always leaving from the same spot, and that the 'new' 
formation introduced in die Rhemes would not be being followed up. This explains the 
e or complex, nominated Themes in written texts such as Text 1 2 
Text 1.1 again strikes a middle path, with the first and second paragraphs reiterating the 

me Themes, but in this case a simple, personal pronoun Theme (you, he), while the sub-
a,uent patagraphs reveal extensive Thematic shifts 

Thematic shifting can be achieved either accidentally', with rhe new Theme coming 
•m outside the text, or cohesively, in which case we can describe it as Thematic pro 

u S e rhemesafe ^ " " " ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ P a " e r n s ; ^ ^~zag, J 1 the 

the zig-zag pattern: in this pattern, an element which is introduced in the Rheme in 
use 1 gets promoted ro become the Theme of clause 2. This pattern is diagrammed in 

In Texrl.3,icisthe2ig-zagpattern which allows ' W « ^ W e « , introduced in the Rheme 
nypotactic clause pair, to become Theme for the following few clauses: 

clause 1 Theme Rheme 

clause 2 Theme Rheme 

/ 
clause 3 Theme Rheme 

Figure 10.1 The zig-zag pattern of Thematic developm 
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And as we sat on the foreshore of this Vaucluse area these two women came down 
and they'd both been working . . . etc. 

It is also the strategy by which the baby can become Theme again: 

and so I just handed the baby to them 
and LUCKILY he kept on crying 

This zig-zag pattern is also illusttated in Text 1.1, when hunger leads to feeding, nourish
ment, etc, as Thematic elements: 

The most common reason baby cries is hunger. 

Evenifhewas jusr recently fed, he might still be adapting to the pattern . . . 

Text 1.2 also uses the zig-zag strategy, but the situation is more complex. Take the sequence: 

These reasons, however, account for a relatively small percentage of infant crying 
and are usually recognized quickly and alleviated. 
In the absence of a discernible reason for the behaviour, crying often stops. . . 

The Thematic element In the absence of a discernible reason for the behaviour comes in part ftom 
the Rheme of the pteceding clause, but it also builds on the Themes and Rhemes of all die 
ptiot clauses. The noun reason sends us back to the Theme of the previous clause, which in 
turn comes from the earlier clause Many reasons for crying are obvious, like hunger and discom
fort due to heat, cold, illness, and lying position. 

The zig-zag patrern achieves cohesion in the text by building on newly introduced infor
mation. This gives the text a sense of cumulative development which may be absent in the 
repeated Theme pattern. 
Hi) the multiple-Rheme pattern: in this pattern, the Theme of one clause introduces a 
number of different pieces of information, each of which is then picked up and made Theme 
in subsequent clauses, as shown diagrammatically in Figure 10.2. 

An example of this method of development is illustrated in Text 1.1, where the elements 
relax and settle him provide the Themaric conrenr of rocking, wrapping up, outside stimulation, 
etc. in the subsequent clauses. 

This multiple-Rheme pattern is also common in longer expository texts. We could con
struct a foutth Crying Baby rext using such a pattern: 

The three main reasons babies cry are hunger, cold, and illness. 
Hunger can be determined by considering when the baby was last fed. 
Babies feel cold more acutely than we do and the smaller the baby, the more warmly 
it should be wrapped up. 
Finally, sickness or pain may also be signalled by crying . . . 

clause 1 

clause 2 

clause 3 

clause 4 

Theme 

Theme 

/*) 
\C) 1 

Rheme 

Rheme 

Theme Rheme 

Figure 10.2 The multiple-Rheme pattern of Thematic development 
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As this example suggests, the rm.iltiple-B.heme pattern often provides the underlying orga
nizing principle for a text, with both the zig-zag and theme reiteration strategies being 
used for elaborating on each of the main thematic points. 

Like the other aspects of Theme choice, the use of Thematic patterns can also be related 
to mode. Spoken language reveals the least 'planned' method of development, with short seg
ments of Theme reiteration followed by rapid Thematic shifts, often achieved by speakers 
simply dipping into the permanent pool of available conversational Themes: you, I, fahhe, 
we, they. In monologic segments such as narratives, Thematic choice is likely to draw on the 
zig-zag strategy, as we saw in Text 1.3. Written texts will in general use Thematic progres
sion strategies more frequently. Thus, both the zig-zag and the multiple-Theme patterns 
will be common. Nominalization also makes the Theme reireration pattern a powerful means 
of creating cohesion in written text. Overall, a carefully written text will not surprise us with 
its Thematic choice: what gets to be Theme will come from somewhere in the nearby text. 

Theme and levels of textual structure 

This chapter has illustrated that the Theme/Rheme structure of the clause is an essential 
component in the construction of cohesive, coherent text. However, the implications of 
Theme go beyond the clause, in that the Theme/Rheme structure of the clause can be seen 
as merely the micro-level realization of textual organization. Martin (1992a) has led SFL 
explorations of how similar patterns of 'waves of information' operate across higher units 
of text. Martin and Rose (2003) devote one chapter to what they call periodicity or infor
mation flow. There rhey explore not only how Theme orients the reader to what is the 
point of departure for each clause, bur also how the hyperTheme, or topic sentence, pre
dicts what will happen in paragraphs or phases of longer texts. Above this, patterns of 
rnacroTheme are also indentified across larger phases of discourse. Martin and Rose estab
lish a 'hierarchy of periodicity', or layering of textual organization, showing rhat skilful 
writers and speakers use these different levels of textual structure to continually re-orient 
the reader's expectations for the direction of the unfolding text. 

Recognition of this hierarchy of textual organization underlines the systemic claim that 
the textual is the enabling metafunction: without structures such as Theme, there could 
be no text. The essential contribution made by textual meaning is to actualize a range of 
different textual structures which operate at all levels of the text, and whose function is to 
enable the ideational and interpersonal meanings we have chosen to make to be realized in 
a cohesive and coherent text. 

Although there are many other aspects of systemic-functional grammar that we have not 
had space to describe, such as the grammar of phrases and groups and the systems of rhythm 
and intonation, this chapter completes the presentation of new material. You are now 
equipped with the analytic skills and technical vocabulary to enable you to analyse text, 
any text, and to talk about the grammatical patterns you find as rhe expression of seman
tic choices, which are in turn the realization of contextual dimensions. 

In the final chapter we will look briefly at how these systemic tools can be applied to 
uncover and explain patterns in texts, by discussing the results of comprehensive analyses 
of the Crying Baby texts first presented in Chapter One. 

Note 

1. For a more extensive discussion of Theme, see Halliday and Matthiessen 2004: Chapter 3. 

Chapter 11 

Explaining text: applying SFL 

introduction 

Summary of the model 

Systemic text analysis 

Analysis of the Crying Baby texts 

Conclusion: from life to text 

Introduction 

This chapter begins by summarizing the model that has been presented in this book, and 
then offers a demonstration of how a systemic approach can be applied in text analysis. 
The demonstration involves presenting the results of the comprehensive lexico-grammat-
ical and cohesive analyses of the three Crying Baby texts (Texts 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 intro
duced in Chapter One). I will show how systemic analyses enable us to make explicit how 
the texts are alike and different, and to relate those patterns to the cultural and situational 
contexts of which they are the realization. The analyses of Texts 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 can be 
found in the Appendix. 

Summary of the model 

Chapters One to Ten have outlined a model of language as a functional-semantic resource: 
language is modelled as networks of interconnected linguistic systems from which we 
choose in order to make the meanings we need to make to achieve our communicative pur
poses. The producr of a sequence of choices is a text, and the choices realized in text are 
themselves the realization of contextual dimensions, including specific situational config
urations of field, mode and tenor (register), cultural conventions (genre) and ideological 
positions. Language is thus modelled not just as a resource embedded in a social and 
cultural context, but as a resource through whose use we are continually constructing, 
maintaining and defining what constitutes appropriate meanings in possible contexts in 
our culture. 

Language itself has been interpreted as a three-level semiotic system, where the seman
tic unit, the text, unified through cohesive patterns, is the locus of choices in ideational, 
textual and interpersonal meaning. These semantic choices, themselves derived from the 
need to express contexr in language, are in turn realized through lexico-grammatkal 
choices, wirh each semantic dimension relating in a predictable and systematic way to 
choices from the four simultaneous systems of grammatical structure, Mood, Transitivity, 
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Clause Complex and Theme. The multiple structural description of the clause allows us to 
describe how language makes meanings simultaneously. 

The essential distinguishing characteristic of the SFL model is that it sets up a realiza
tions! relationship extending all the way from the most abstract levels of context (ideol
ogy) through to the very concrete words, structures, sounds and graphology of text. This 
realization relationship, captured in various diagrams throughout the book, can be read in 
both a predictive and a deductive direction. That is, given the specification of context, we 
can predict with reasonable accutacy the linguistic choices which will characterize a text, 
its most typical realizational patterns. And, given a rext, rhe actualization of linguistic 
choices, we can deduce the context within which it was produced and of which it is a 
realization, 

As well as presenting a theoretical account of the model, this book has also introduced 
the following descriptive techniques: 

i) cohesive analysis: a brief ourline of analyses for patterns of reference, lexical rela
tions and conjunctive relations were provided in Chapter Two 

•ii) grammatical analysis: Chapters Six, Eight, Nine and Ten presented an overview of 
the semantic and grammatical criteria for identifying the principal functional 
clause constituents which realize the Mood, Transitivity, Logi co-semantic and 
Theme structures of the clause. 

For reasons of space, theoretical concepts have not been treated in depth, and only major 
descriptive techniques have been covered. In the more specialized systemic works (e.g. 
Halliday and Hasan 1976, Halliday and Matthiessen 1999, 2004, Martin 1992a, Martin 
et d. 1997, Martin and Rose 2003, Matthiessen 1995) you will find more substantial 
accounts of concepts such as realization, delicacy, system, metafunction, etc., as well as 
details of a wide range of analytical techniques for each sttatum, including: 

i) other cohesive analyses: e.g. ellipsis and substitution, and cohesive harmony (cf, 
Hasan 19S4,19S5b: 89-94); 

ii) other lexico-gramrnatical analyses: nominal group, verbal group, prepositional 
phrase at group rank, and logico-semantic relations at all ranks. 

The analytical techniques ptesented in this book were chosen on the basis that a descrip
tion of the Mood, Transitivity, Clause Complex, Theme, reference, conjunctive and lexical 
telations of a text provides a reasonably thorough account of how the text is strucrured to 
make meanings in context. The remaining sections of this chapter consider just how these 
analytical resources can be applied to the text analysis task, 

Systemic text analysis 

You will recall from Chapter One that of the many possible applications of systemic lin
guistics, the most general one adopted as the framework for this book was that of explain
ing 'why a text means what it does'. Two pairs of terms can be used to clarify the aims and 
scope of systemic text analysis. Firstly, we can conttast the interpretation with the explana
tion of text. And secondly, we can recognize a distinction between the understanding of a 
text and its evaluation. 
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Traditional approaches to the study of literary texts model text analysis as an interpretive 
activity, Students learn to read a text and try to argue about what meanings they think the 
wtiter was making in the text. From a systemic perspective, however, text analysis is not 
an interpretive but an explanatoi-y activity: 'The linguistic analysis of text is not an inter
pretation of that text; it is an explanation' (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 327). While the 
interpretation of a text would aim to uncover and state what a text means, the systemic 
analysis'of a text aims to uncover and state boiv a text means. But in facr there is no 
dichotomy between these terms. Given that a functional-semantic perspective defines the 
meaning of any linguistic item (morpheme, clause, rext) as that item's function in a context 
of use, it follows that in the very process of demonstrating bow a text means, we are also in 
fact laying bare what a text means. 

A second important distinction needs to be made between understanding a text and eval
uating a text. Halliday (1994: xv) represents this distinction as one of two levels of analy
sis, with the lower of the two levels, that of understanding, involving the use of linguistic 
analysis to show 'how, and why, the text means what it does*. As he points out, this level 
of understanding 'should always be attainable', given an appropriate functional grammat 
of text as an analytical tool. 

Halliday suggests that a more ambitious goal in text analysis Is to be able to conttibute 

an evaluation of the text. That is: 

the linguistic analysis may enable one to say why the text is, or is not, an effective 
text fot its own purposes - in what respects it succeeds and in what respects it fails, 
or is less successful. (Halliday 1994: xv) 

Halliday argues that rhis goal is more difficult to attain because: 

It requires an interpretation not only of the text itself but also of its context (context 
of situation, context of culture), and of the systematic telationship between context 
and text. (Halliday 1994: xv) 

It is through the realizational telationships established between each metafunction and a 
grammatical system, and between the tripartite functional organization of language and 
the tripartite consttuccion of register, between cultural context and the schematic structure 
of text, that a systemic model offers an effective tool for exploring this higher level of text 

analysis, 
The explanatory and evaluative power of rhe model can be illustrared by the following 

discussion of rhe three Crying Baby texts. 

Analysis of the Crying Baby texts 

The analysis of the Crying Baby texts is an exercise in contrastive text analysis. Contrastive 
analysis involves taking texts which are similar in some respects but different in others. 
Contrastive analysis offers a relatively easy way in to tackling text analysis because it pro
vides some picture of how an actual text is but one realization from a total potential. 
Patterns of linguistic choice ate mote easily identified and explained when seen in contrast 
with other texts exhibiting patterns that realize other possible choices. 

A useful first step in undertaking text analysis is to problematize the texts by asking just 
what is interesting about them. This interest may arise from 'above' (i.e. because of the 
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• How can these similarities and differences be related to the register variables of 
field, mode and tenor, and to genre? 

Texts 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 have been analysed for all the following systems, according to the 
categories and methods set out in this book; 

8 Mood 
• Transitivity 
6 Logical relations (clause complex) 
• Theme 
• Conjunctive relations 
• Reference 
• Lexical relations 
• Schematic Structure 

These analyses, presented in a compact form, can be found in the Appendix, accompanied 
by a key to each analysis. 

In the following sections the resulrs of these analyses will be discussed, beginning with 
the lexico-grammatical analyses. While a detailed clause-by-clause discussion of an 
analysed text can be highly revealing (see, for example, Halliday's analysis in the Appendix 
to Halliday 1994: 368-91, unfortunately not retained in Halliday and Matthiessen 2004), 
considerations of space here force the aggregation and tabulation of results. While this 
approach is more brutal, it will be seen that it is very effective in highlighting different 
patterns in texts. It can thus still provide substantial explanatory accounts of the texts, 
while avoiding one of the potential traps of sequential discussion, that of it degenerating 
into no more than a commentary on a text. 

Throughout the discussion the linguistic patterns identified will be related to context, 
as the language patterns of coutse provide evidence to address questions concerning the 
similarity and difference in regisrer variables. 

Lexico-grammatical analyses of the texts 

Mood analysis 

All ranking and embedded clauses in each text were analysed for Mood according ro the 
description presented in Chapter Six. Categories which did not occur in the data (e.g. 
Adjuncr:vocative) are not listed in the key which precedes the analysis in the Appendix, 
and will not be further discussed, 

Table 11.1 summarizes the results of the analysis of Mood class, showing figures for 
ranking (n on-em bedded) clauses only. Mood classes are only listed if at least one example 
occurred in one text. 

As this table shows, Text 1.2 uses only one Mood type, the full (non-elliptical) declara
tive, apartern which is not unsurprising in the written mode where feedback between writer 
and reader is nor possible. However, while Text 1.1 is also written, it does select twice from 
outside the declarative Mood, with one imperative and oneelliptical WH-interrogative real
ized. Each of these choices contributes significantly to the meanings being made in the text. 

The imperative clause functions as a single congruent indication that the text is doing 
more than simply giving information, or, rather, that the infotmation it gives has the 
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Table l l . l Mood in the Crying Baby texts 

Mood class 

full declarative 
elliptical declarative 
full polar interrogative 
elliptical polar interrogative 
full WH-interrogative 
elliptical WH-interrogative 
imperative 
minor 
abandoned/incomplete 
total tanking clauses 

MOOD (ranking clauses only) 

Text 1.1 

67 
0 
I 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 

70 

Text 1.2 

22 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

22 

Text 1.3 

34 
14 

1 
1 
3 
2 
0 
2 
3 

60 

potential to be packaged as a goods and service. That is, this imperative signals clearly that 
we should tead the information as 'advice'. As the writers rale as 'adviser' is rypically con
strued as one of unequal powet (the wrirer, having greatet knowledge, is in a position of 
'expert', while the reader needs help), the tenor of rhe task has the potential to create bound
aries, rather than solidarity, between writer and reader. If the writer rherefbre wishes to 
maintain a less distant relationship than her role as adviser might generically imply, other 
strategies must be mobilized in the text. 

One way in which the formality of the expert's role is minimized in Text 1.1 is the use of 
the elliptical interrogative, which has the effect of creating a 'rhetorical' interactive context. 
Thus, while there is in fact no dialogue possible between writer and reader, the interroga
tive allows the text to seem interactive, dividing it into two patts: a question stage (up to 
sentence 3) and then an answer stage (from sentence 3 to the end). This creates an impres-
sion of dialogue, and therefore reduces the distance between reader and wtiter. Contributing 
to this effect is the choice of the pronoun you (i.e. the reader-parent) as Subject in the ques
tion stage, thus giving the rexr a teason for existing; you, the parent, ate constructed as 
having asked the 'expert' the question 'Why?'. Therefore, of course, the expett will answer 
yout question, 

The (real) dialogic mode of Text 1,3 is indicated by its high use of elliptical structures, 
and the presence of minor and abandoned clauses. These Mood choices also esrablish 
speaker S in the role of questioner, while C takes the role of respondent. Although these 
roles are differentiated, the initial power difference they suggest (that S is in charge of the 
direction of the talk) is undermined in the latter part of the text, where C in fact takes the 
floot for a sustained period. The second half of the text is largely non-elliptical declaratives. 
This shift in roles, from C as respondent to C as giver of information, accompanied by the 
frequent overlaps and shared laughter, indicates that the tenor is an informal one. 

The dominance of full declaratives in all three texts indicates that the texts share a 
common focus on the giving of information. However, the patterns of modality in the texts 
provide evidence to support the claim that there is a difference between the type of infor
mation being offered in Texts 1.1 and 1.2 (i.e. advice), and that offered in 1.3. 

Table 11.2 indicates the frequency with which modality and polarity are expressed 
through verbal constituents of the clause (Mood Adjuncts are considered later). 

As these results show, Text 1.3 has the lowest use of modality, with Text 1,1 using the 
highest amount, and Text 1.2 falling in between. In all cases, the use of modalizarion 
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Table 11.2 Modality and polarity in the Crying Baby texts 

MODALITY and POLARITY 

Type 
j e s s e d t h r o u g h v e ^ c o n s ^ W s of Finite Preda tor ) 

T e x t 1 1 Text 1.2 Z~rr~. — : . x*xt ^ Text 1.3 
modahzation jo •— _ _ 
modulation * ^ 5 
negation -, 1 
ranking clauses 7 0 ° 5 

60 

(information about modulated actinn, m n j r j • 2 o f f e r a d v x c e 

to all potential , d C S 1 Tnff , ^ " Q " U , M b e ' ™ n i r f t 0 b e ^levant 

domain over w h k h T p ^ r £ f " ^ ^ W ^ e*Pe<-« * * 
~ ^ t o ^ ^ — * - « involve 

way^el™^^^^ 
inequality inheren in t h " Z a ! 7n " " * T*"** ^ * ^ ^ * * **« 

of Adjuncts in the t xtUUe 1 lT t a^ T ^ " ! ̂ P 1 ™ ^ by a consideration 

The results s h o w T a t in o i ^ 2 ^ T f n ^ T ? ! ? ^ 

portion of the meaning made in r W , , V ^ a c o n s l d e ^ I e pro-

nat ion . This can b "o e ™ e d 1 a s r r T " * ? " v f " ^ ^ — ^ l e infor-
created and p Z c ^ u ^ 7 * ^ * ^ t h e W r i " ^ P ^ r ' s authority is 

. Text 1.3 i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ S ^ " ^ ^ ^ 
dispute the veracity of the speaker's ^ J ^ ^ S ^ . T 1 

of meaning into Adjuncts sueeests that .-h* w v • h e P a c k a £ m g 

to dispute his claims. § ^ " " " ^ k m0K * * « * ^ readers 

a l m t r l h i T 1 1 ' " " " ^ ^ " ^ ° f C i ™ ^ l Adjuncts occur in Text 1 2-
a i - s r the same proportion as in the other much ionger texts. T h , high s ^ f i c ^ n * 

Table 11.3 Types of Adjuncts in the Crying Baby texts 

ADJUNCTS 

Type of Adjunct Text 1.1 

Circumstantial 
T e x t L 2 Text 1.3 

Mood , , 1 5 20 
Comment 0 - 11 
Polarity Q ° 2 
Conjunctive 28 ^ 
Continuity n ^ 22 
Total Adjuncts 5 8 ° 22 
Ranking clauses 7 0

 2 6 78 
— . 22 6Q 
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Table 11.4 Categories of Mood Adjuncts in the texts 

MODALITY 
(verbal and Adjunctive realizations) 

;: Text 1.1 Text 1.2 Text 1.3 

modalization (verbal) 17 5 5 
modulation 4 2 0 
Mood Adjunct: usuality 5 0 3 
Mood Adjunct: probability 4 0 0 
Mood Adjunct: intensification 4 0 8 
total expressions of Modality 34 7 16 
total ranking clauses 70 22 60 

Circumstantial meaning will be considered in the discussion of Transitivity (below). While 
having fewer Adjuncts, however Text 1.1 has a high proportion of Mood Adjuncts, again 
indicating that the grammar is used to temper the advice given. The high proportion of 
continuity Adjuncts in Text 1,3 is to be expected in informal face-to-face talk, while the 
high proportion of Conjunctive Adjuncts in Text 1.2 also indicates the more rhetorical 
organization of this formal, written text. 

In order to gain a clearer picture of Modality in the texts, Table 11.4 above tabulates 
realizations of Modality verbally and in Adjuncts, with Mood Adjuncts divided into the 
categories of probability, usuality and intensification. 

This table confirms that Text 1.1 makes the greatest use of modality. It also indicates 
that where modality is used in Text 1.3, it is most frequenrly used to express intensifica
tion (really, just, e tc) , and is never used to express probability. In Text 1,2, by contrast, 
all expressions of modality are made through verbal elements of the clause. This prefer
ence for the subjective expression of modality indicates that the arguability of propositions 
will centre around the degree of modality (high, median, low). The effect of this appears 
to be to make the writer sound cautious, balanced, and 'academic'. Rash assertions are not 
made. 

Text 1.1, in contrast, makes frequent use of objective modality, using Mood Adjuncts to 
reinforce the meanings made subjectively through the verbal modality realizations. 
However, whereas the verbal modalities were largely of probability, the Adjuncts express 
all three categories. While the usuality Adjuncts indicate that the advice offered is quali
fied in terms of usuality, the probability Adjuncts temper the relevance of the advice to each 
reader, and the high frequency of intensification Adjuncts again gives the text a less formal, 
more conversational tone. 

Transitivity analysis 

The process type and participant configurations of each clause (both ranking and embed
ded clauses) are shown in the Appendix. Table 11.5 below presents the total number of 
clauses of each process type in each text, 

As this table shows, material processes are dominant in all texts. This indicates that all 
three texts are centrally concerned with actions and events and the participants who carry 
them out. However, die proportion of material processes to other process types is highest 
in Texts 1.1 and 1,3. Those texts, then, are predominantly about tangible, physical 
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Table 11.5 Transirivky in rhe Crying Baby rexrs 

TRANSITIVITY 

Process type Text 1.1 Text 1.2 Text 1.3 

material 34 8 19 
mental 11 4 4 
verbal 2 0 1 
behavioural 14 3 3 
existential 0 1 4 
relational: attributive 20 6 10 
relational: identifying 5 3 3 
relational: possessive 0 0 2 
causative 4 3 0 
total no. of processes 90 28 46 

actions. The presence of existentials in Text 1.3 suggests that these actions ate sometimes 
framed as taking place within settings which are assetted simply as existing, while exis
tentials are never chosen in Text 1.1. 

Table 11.5 also shows that Text 1.1 uses a high proportion of behavioural processes. 
These processes construct the baby as a physiologically-dominated participant, whereas the 
higher proportion of mental processes in Text 1.2 suggest that conscious cognition, rather 
than bodily behaviour, is the text's concern. Texts 1.1 and 1.2 each contain roughly equal 
proportions of relational processes, although the attributives dominate the relational cate
gory in Text 1.1. This indicates that Text 1,1 is more descriptive than Text 1.2, which is 
just as much concerned with defining as describing participants. 

Significantly, almost the same number of causative processes ate used in the very brief 
Text 1.2 as in the much longer Text 1.1, while there are no causatives at all in Text 1.3. 
This provides evidence of the difference in purpose between the texts, with Texts 1.1 and 
1.2 constructing a field to do with reasons and explanations, while Text 1.3 constructs a 
field of events and happenings. (See the discussion of generic structure below.) 

Table 11,6 presents numbers for each type of Circumstantial element in the texts. 

As this table shows, and as was noted above in the discussion of Adjuncts, Text 1.2 has 
a high number of Circumstances in proportion to its length. Part of the function of these 
circumstantial elements appears to be to deflect arguability from certain participants. 

Table 11.6 Circumstances in the Crying Baby texts 

CIRCUMSTANCES 

Type Text 1.1 Text 1.2 Text 1.3 

location 11 2 10 
extent 1 2 3 
manner 4 5 0 
role 0 0 1 
cause 1 3 0 
total 17 12 14 
no. of ranking clauses 70 22 60 
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However, Circumstances also function to increase the experiential content of the text, as 

they add specificity to the information given. This frequency of Circumstantial detail, then, 

contributes to boosting the experiential density of the text, and complements other strate

gies used to make this t^t very written in mode (see the discussion of nominalization m 

this text in Chapter Four), 

While in ;Text 1.1 and 1.3 the dominant circumstance is that of location, in Text 1.2 

this role is shared by circumstances of manner and cause. Neither of these types occurs at 

all in Text 1.3, while manner is the second most frequent type realized in Text 1.1. While 

Text 1.3, then, concentrates on situating events in time and space, noting where, when and 

for how long they took place, Text 1,1 is concerned with where, when and how behaviours 

occurred, and Text 1.2 with how and why things are the way they are, and what caused 

them to be that way. These emerging ideational similarities and difFetences between the 

texts are further complemented by clause complex analysis. 

Clause complex analysis 

Table 11.7 displays the results of clause complex analysis for each text. 
This rable shows a difference in the proportion of words to sentences: 16.7 in Text 1.1, 

22.8 inText 1.2 and 7,7 in Text 1.3. That is, Text 1.3 spreads its words over a larger number 
of sentences than eithet of the other two texts, while Text 1.2 is the 'densest' in packing its 
words into sentences. This confirms an expected mode difference, with Text 1.3 the 'most 
spoken' and Text 1.2 the 'most written' of the texts. There is also a marked difference 
between the use of clause complex resources, with Text 1.3, the interactive text, using much 
less complexing (only 25 per cent) than either of the other texts. At first sight this would 
appear to go against our expectations of spoken language (where we've seen intricate clause 
complexes occurring, e.g. in Text 9.2). But in fact what we're seeing here is the competi
tive rum-taking environmenr of casual talk, which is very different from the authorized 
monologic mode of an interview. Text 1.3, then, shows that interactants generally only get 
the conversational space to produce single clauses, unless they negotiate the right to hold 
the floor, for example when they want to tell a story. 

Table 11.7 also shows that Text 1.1 contains the most intricate clause complexes, sug
gesting again that this is one way in which it creates a more spoken mode. In fact, its clause 
complexes are much more dynamic and intricate than those in the face-to-face casual 

Table 11.7 Basic clause complex summary of the Crying Baby texts 

CLAUSE COMPLEXES 

no. of words in text 
no. of sentences in text 
no. of ranking clauses 
no. of clause simplexes 
no. of clause complexes 
no. of embedded clauses 
no, of clause complexes of 2 clauses 
no. of clause complexes of 3 clauses 
no, of clause complexes of 4 clauses 
no. of clause complexes >4 clauses 

Text 1.1 

451 : 
27 
70 
7 

20 (74%) 
4 
9 
4 
4 
3 

Text 1.2 

228 
10 
22 
3 

7 (70%) 
2 
3 
3 
1 
0 

Text 1-3 

332 
43 
60 
32 

11 (25%) 
2 

7 
3 
1 
0 



taxis 

taxis 

projection 
expansion 
total 
ptojection 
expansion 
total 

S 
13 
21 

0 
16 
16 

1 
5 
6 
0 
6 
6 
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Table 1 l.S Taxis in the Crying Baby texts 

Taxis Text 1,1 Text 1.2 Text 1.3 

4 
4 
8 
1 
7 
S 

conversation, which suggests that the magazine writer really is working very hard to sound 
as 'chatty' as possible. 

Above is Table 11.8, showing taxis in each text (note that because of layering, tactic rela
tions will exceed clause complex numbers). 

This table shows that while Texts 1.2 and 1.3 use almost even proportions of hypotaxis 
to parataxis, Text 1.1 heavily favours hypotaxis, and with ptojection only uses hypotaxis. 
I interpret this as one way this text balances its 'chattiness' with its wtitten mode. 
Hypotaxis is generally more common in written text because dependency relations require 
more care by rhe writer to construct and more effort by readers to interpret than parataxis. 
The hierarchic organization of information demanded by hypotaxis also offers the writer 
a resource for offering readers a more closely controlled logic between events. So Text 1.1 
achieves something akin to the rapid flow of spoken language through its relatively high 
use of intricate complexes, but it takes advantage of the time realities of writing to struc
ture these clause complexes carefully, thereby guiding readers closely in how to intetpret 
the logical relations between experiential informarion provided by the text. 

The feet that ptojection is least popular in Text 1.2 suggests that this is a text which 
constructs itself as an authority and so has no need to source comments to others. The con
versational text does have some room for reported projections, not surprising in narrative 
where at least Evaluation stages typically involve the sourcing of reactions to the 
Complications. 

The next table, Table 11.9, shows the sub-categories of projection and expansion (again, 
numbers exceed clause complexes because each relation is counted separately), 

This table shows that projection in all texts is usually of ideas, with the fow number of 
locutions perhaps explained by the topic of all the texts: the ctying babies are not at speak
ing age, and so their locutions cannot be incorporared into the texts. Enhancement is the 
clear preference in expansion, showing that the focus in all thtee texts is on the sequential 

Table 11.9 

projection 

expansion 

Logi co-semantic relations 

locution 
idea 
total projection 
elaboration 
extension 
enhancement 
total expansion 

in the Crying 

Text 1.1 

0 
8 
8 
2 

10 
. 23 

35 

Baby texts 

Text 1.2 

0 
1 
1 
1 
4 
6 

11 

Text 1.3 

1 
4 
5 
3 
2 
6 

11 
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and causal relations between events. In sum, the Clause Complex relations both comple
ment and fill out the ideational picture that emetged from our Transitivity analyses dis
cussed above; all three texts are concerned with showing the temporal and causal logic that 
links experiential events; but while Text 1.1 does this as much through paratactic associa
tion of events suggested to be of equal relevance, Text 1.2 exploits more the hierarchic logic 
of hypotaxis, which in Text 1.1 is the clearly dominant logic imposed on events. These dif
ferences in the way experiential events ate packaged are further elucidated by looking at 
patterns of Theme in each text. 

Tbenie analysis 

The analysis of Theme in all ranking clauses is shown in the Appendix. Where a depen
dent clause preceded its main clause, a double Theme analysis was given. Table 11.10 sum
marizes the findings of the Theme analysis. 

As this table shows, marked Themes (where Theme does not conflate with Subject) are 
most common in Text 1.2. This would appear to be one realization of a careful written 
mode, in which the writer has planned the rhetotical development of the text to allow the 
foregrounding of Circumstantial information. Note here rhe interaction of Theme, Mood 
and Transitivity choices: the Circumstantial elements which occur as matked Themes 
encode familiar ('given') information, but informarion that is expressed as a non-arguable 
Adjunct in the clause, 

Interpersonal Themes do not occur in Text 1.2 at all, while there are equal numbers in 
the other two texts. Again, this complements the results of the Mood analysis above, as this 
choice to make intetpersonal elements Thematic contributes to realizing the less authori
tarian tenor of Texts 1.1 and 1.3. 

One sttiking feature of Text 1.1 is its use of dependent clauses as Themes. We've seen 
that this text makes high use of hypotaxis, setting up dependency relations between clauses. 
This then allows the choice between placing the dependent clause after the main clause 
(unmarked) or positioning it first (matked). This exploitation of the marked choice con
tributes to making Text 1.1 appear more spoken, as the frequent use of dependent clauses 
in Thematic position contributes to neutralizing the distinction berween spoken and 
written language. Since clause complexes are more common in spoken language, while 
single clause sentences are frequent in written language, the presence of clause complexes 
suggests a spoken mode. However, by positioning the dependent clause first, the writer 
gives rhe text a degree of Thematic planning not common in spoken language. Text 1.2 
adopts a more consistently written mode, both by having fewer clauses per sentence (i.e. 
fewer clause complexes), and by achieving its rhetorical organization through Themarizmg 
highly nominalized Circumstantial constituents. 

Table 11.10 THEME in the Crying Baby texts 

THEME 

Category 

marked 
interpersonal element as Theme 
dependent clause as Theme 
ranking clause 

Text 1.1 Text 1.2 Text 1.3 

5 ~ ~ 4 
3 0 5 
6 0 1 

70 22 60 
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LexicO'grammatical characterizations of the texts 

One further lexico-grammaticai dimension significanc in differentiating these texts has 
already been discussed in Chapter Four, where it was pointed out that there is a very high 
degree of nominalization in Text 1.2, compared to the very low use of nominalization in 
Text 1.1. The unpacking of the nominalizations in Text 1.2, presented in Chapter Four, 
indicated that these nominalizations are accompanied by a decrease in the grammatical 
intricacy of the text, and an increase in the omission of Agent/Ac tors of processes. 

Incorporating this feature along with the results of the separate analyses discussed above, 
an abbreviated lexico-grammaticai characterization of each of the texts is presented in 
Table 11.11. 

As this table shows, Text 1.1 is otiented towards making meanings about behaviours, 
and both material and physical actions, with some concern with the causation of those 
processes. Events ate situated in time and place, and the manner of their performance is 
described. The text uses an interactive Mood choice (elliptical interrogative) to create the 
sense of a dialogue. The informality of speech is also created through the frequent use of 
intensification Adjuncts, the use of clause complexes, and infrequent nominalization. 
However, the text's response to the demands of the written mode involves using hypocaxis 
and thematizing dependent clauses. 

Text 1.2 is oriented towards making meanings about actions and identity, and is con
cerned to explain why things are what they are, and how they came to be that way. The text 
creates a formal, authotkatian tenor by making human participants merely Adjuncts to the 
clause, in which nominalized abstractions feature as Subjects. The text makes only mea
sured (modalized/modulated) claims, and avoids any direct interaction with the reader, who 
is not posited as Subject. 

Table 11.11 

System 

Mood 

Transitivity 

Clause 
Complex 

Theme 

Lexico-grammaticai summary of the Crying Baby texts 

LEXICO-GRAMMAT1CAL CHARACTERIZATION 

Text 1.1 

+ declaratives 
+ single examples of 

other mood clauses 
+ reader (you) as Subject 
+ modal izati on 
+- Mood Adjuncts 

+ behavioural 
+ attributive 
+ causative 
+ location 
+ manner 

+ hypo taxis 
+ projection 
•+ enhancement 
+ 3+ complexes 

+ dependent clause 
as Theme 

Text 1.2 

+ full declaratives only 
+ nominalizations as 

Subject 
+ Circumstantial 

Adjuncts 
+ Conjunctive Adjuncts 
+ modalization in Finite 

+ mental 
+ relational 
+ causative 
+ manner 
+ cause 

+ complexes 
- projection 
+ enhancement 

+ marked 

Text 1.3 

+ elliptical declaratives, 
intetrogatives, minor, 
abandoned 

+ Mood Adjuncts: 
intensification 

+ material 
+ mental 
+ existential 
+ location 
+ extent 

+ si mplexes 
+ parataxis 
+ enhancement 

unmarked 
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Text 1.3 'S oriented towards meanings about actions, situated in time and place, and 
whose occurrence the speaker is certain of. Speakers change, as do their roles. The text 
exhibits features typical of spoken interactive talk, such as continuity items and rapid 
clause simplexes before the narrative section of the text. 

Thus, the lexico-grammaticai description of each text allows us to specify in some detail 
both how the texts are alike and different, and the effect of the different patterns observed. 
The results of these analyses can be complemented by considering the cohesive patterns in 
each text. 

Cohesive analysis of the texts 

The cohesive analyses of Text 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are presented in the Appendix, with a key 
accompanying each analysis. 

Conjunctive cohesion 

The conjunctive telations in each text were analysed, and the results are tabulated in Table 
11.12. 

As this table shows, Text 1.1 has little explicit conjunctive structute - much of the 
logical organization of the text has been achieved through clause complexes rather than 
through cohesive resources. Where used, however, the dominant conjunctive category is 
elaboration, suggesting that this text is concerned not so much with explaining by stating 
causes and consequences, but explaining by tesrating information in another way. As elab
oration is an internal (rhetorical) conjunctive relation, its frequent use is one indication of 
written mode. 

Text 1.2 reveals a more even implicit/explicit distribution, indicating some forward 
planning of the logical structure, as would be expected in a written text. With the major 
conjunctive category being enhancing, the text is constructed to offer advice in terms 
largely of cause and consequence. 

In Text 1.3 we see that explicit conjunctions exceed implicits, with the most frequenr 
conjunctive relation being addition. While other conjunctive categories are used, the analy
sis indicates that the text is mainly organized to extend: simply to give mote information. 

Reference 

Reference chains for each texr appear in the Appendix. Table 11.13 summarizes the main 
findings of the Reference analysis. 

Table 11.12 Conjunctive relations in the Crying Baby texts 

CONJUNCTION 

Type Text 1.1 Text 1.2 Text 1.3 

elaborating 11 1 8 
extending 6 0 9 
enhancing 5 5 5 
implicit 21 4 9 
explicit 1 2 13 
number of sentences 27 10 44 
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Table 11.13 Reference chains in the Crying Baby texts 

Feature 

number of head items 
number of major participant 

chains (3+ items) 
head items of 3 longest 

chains (no. of items in chains) 

homophone 
exophoric 
cataphoric 
esphoric 
bridging 
number of sentences 

REFERENCE CHAINS 

Text 1.1 

15 
3 

you (22) a baby 
who won't stop 
crying (37) babies 
get bored (3) 
6 
t 
0 
5 
0 
27 

Text 1.2 

7 
2 

parenrs (6) 
normal 
crying (3) 

1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
10 

Text 1.3 

13 
6 

your kids (13) 
your kids (15) 
these rwo 
women (7) 
5 
2 
0 
0 
0 
44 

As this table shows, there is little difference in the number of reference chains per text 
when length of text is taken into account. However, Text 1.3 indicates a more diverse 
number of participants. Both Texts l.t and 1.2 show a clear focus, with only a couple of 
major chains developed in each text. However, while the major participants in Text 1.1 are 
you (the addressed reader/parent) and the baby, Text 1.2 tracks parents and the nominalJzed 
process crying. Thus, while the participants in Text 1.1 are both particular and personal, in 
1,3 they are generic (the class of parents) and abstractions. 

The participants in Text 1.3 are closer in kind to Text 1.1, being both personal and spe
cific. Thus, the reference pattern of Text 1.1 is similat to a spoken mode in that its partic
ipants are personal and specific, bur more like a written mode in that only a small number 
of participants are developed consistently. 

As far as the categories of retrieval are concerned, both Text 1.1 and 1.3 draw more heavily 
on retrieval from cultural and situational context than does Text 1.2, which is largely 
context-independent. This again indicates that Text 1.1 has certain characreristics of a 
spoken mode. However, to complete the blending of features it exemplifies, note the high 
number of esphoric retrievals in Text 1.1: as esphoric reference is text-internal, this is a type 
of reference more common in written mode. Again, the reference patterns show that Text 1.1 
achieves a blending of spoken and written mode choices. 

Lexical cohesion 

The analysis of lexical relations in each text appears in the Appendix. The results of this 
analysis have been tabulated in Table 11.14, 

Most noticeable from this table is the relatively high lexical content of Text 1.2: it con
tains almost as many lexical strings as rhe very much longer spoken rexr. In addition, most 
of these strings are major strings (consisting of four or more lexical items), so that despite 
the differences in length, Texts 1.1 and 1.2 each contain the same number of major strings. 
The figures for Text 1.3, on the other hand, indicate that many of the lexical strings ate 
short, suggesting that this text has a less sustained focus on topic than either of the written 
texts. 
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Table 11.14 Lexical strings in the Crying Baby texts 

Feature 

number of strings (2+ items) 
number of major 

srrings (4+ items) 
lexical items in strings/ 

all words in texr 
head items of longest 

strings (no. of words in 
string) 

meronymy 
expectancy 
number of senrences 

LEXICAL COHESION 

Text 1.1 

20 
10 

104/453 

baby (12) 
grumpy (15) 
crying (10) 

7 
2 
27 

Text 1,2 

13 
10 

96/229 

sound (15) 
distress (10) 
infant (9) 
effective (12) 
periods of time (15) 
0 
0 
10 

Text 1.3 

14 
7 

66/343 

yds (7) 
tedious (8) 
houseboat (5) 
a lot (12) 
techniques (7) 

5 
6 
44 

This evidence of contrasrive lexical density is reinforced by the figures for the number 
of lexical items in strings as a proportion of all words in a text. Here we see that a very high 
proportion of the words in Text 1.2 enter into strings, thus indicating a tightness of focus 
and careful selection of lexical items. In Text 1.3, however, there is a marked difference, 
with a very low proportion of the words used encoding cohesively related lexical items. Text 
1.1 sttikes a middle position between these two, with a relatively low proportion. 

The three longest strings in Text 1.1 contrast noticeably with those in Text 1.2. While 
Text 1.1 develops around a key participant (baby) by describing its attributes (moods) and 
behaviour (crying), in Text 1.2 the infant is a less central string than those of the sounds k 
makes, the time it makes them for, and effective means for stopping it making them! In Text 
1.3 the longest string has to do with the frequency of events and an attitudinal assessment 
of them (tedious, etc.), while the participants and settings occupy fewer lexical items. 

While in all texts the vast majority of lexical relations are of superordination (and very 
often of repetition), meronymy is not uncommon in Text 1.1, as the baby and its parts are 
discussed. Text 1.2, on the other hand, is concerned with classification and not with com
position. 

The dominance of nominal resources in encoding ideational meanings in Text 1.2 is sug
gested by the absence of expectancy relations, which are relatively frequent in Text 1.3-

Cohesive characterization of the texts 

Taken together, the patterns in the texts allow for the characterization of the texts as pre
sented in Table 11.15. 

As this table shows, Text 1.2 is concerned with causal relations involving genetic par
ticipants ot nominalized processes. Ir has very tight lexical cohesion, through which it is 
focused on the time infants cry for and the effectiveness of different methods used by parents 
for responding to the noise they make. 

Text 1.3 develops by adding or contrasting information. It telies on cultural context fot 
interpretation of key participants, including retrieval of the focal personal participants of 
you wdyourkids. Lexical cohesion is not dense, with many relations being of the expectancy 
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Table 11.15 Cohesive characterizations of the Crying Baby texts 

COHESIVE CHARACTERIZATION 

System Text L I Text 1.2 

conjunction 

reference 

lexical cohesion 

Text 1.3 

+ elaboration 

+ homophone 
+ esphoric 
+• personal (you) 
+ individual baby (he) 

+ many major strings 

baby's behaviour 
mood 

+ enhancing (cause) 

+ generic {parents) 
+ norainalization 

(crying) 

+• % words in strings 
+• many major strings 

time and effective 
alleviation of 
distressing sound 

+ extending 

+ homophone 
+ personal (you) 
+ individual (your kids, 

the women) 

+ expectancy 

quality of time 
with kids 

kind, relating verbal and nominal elements of the text. It develops a focus on the quality 
of t ime with the speakers kids. 

Text 1.1 has features in common with both Text 1.2 and 1.3. Like Text 1.3, it traces the 
activities of individual human participants, and relies at times on cultural context for 
retrieval of referent identities. Its lexical cohesion is not as dense as 1.2, but not as diverse 
as Text 1.3. Its focus is on the baby's behaviour, parts and moods. Unlike both Texts 1.2 
and 1.3, this text develops mainly through elaboration. 

Regis ter analysis of the texts 

The information obtained from the detailed analyses of the texts can now be interpreted as 
rhe realization of contextual dimensions, enabling a summarized register description to be 
presenred in Table 11.16 below, 

This contrasrive register description of the texts is based on the combined iexico-gram-
matical and cohesion evidence presented above. That evidence has now allowed us eo specify 
Similarities and differences between the texts at this contextual level. It permits two pos
sible groupings of the texts in terms of which texts are 'more like' each other for different 
register dimensions. 

Field analysis suggests a surprising similarity in field between Texts 1.2 and 1.3. Unlike 
Text 1.1, which deals with the behaviour and moods of rhe baby, Texts 1.2 and 1.3 con-
stmcr the field from the perspective of the parents: what they do and how effective or tedious 
the experiences are for them. Thus, while in a general sense all the texts do share a common 
field of 'crying babies', linguistic analysis permits this to be more narrowly described, thus 
differentiating the way each text approaches, and thereby constructs, that field. 

However, while 1.2 and 1.3 may be closer in field, Text 1.2 stands apatt when mode and 
tenor are considered. It has a highly formal, authoritarian tenor, and constructs itself as a 
reflective text, written by an impetsonal writer to be tead by an unknown, distanr reader At 
the other extreme, the language of Text 1.3 indicates and reinforces a relationship of friend-
ship between interactaots in face-to-face contact. Text 1.1 falls mid-way between these two 
exrremes. While the writer must of necessity present the texc as largely context-independent 
she seeks to minimize the formality and distance inherent in writing by incorporating 
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Table 11.16 Register descrtprion of rhe texts 

Register 
variable 

REGISTER DESCRIPTION 
of the texts 

Text 1.1 

field clarifying what babies 
do, how they behave, 
how to describe their 
moods 

mode ' blend of spoken and 
written mode; low 
interpersonal distance; 
mode rare experiential 
distance 

tenor relatively informal; 
unequal power 
between expert and 
advisee minimized 
to construct non-
authoritarian 
solidarity 

Text 1.2 

explaining how, why 
and for whom crying 
causes distress and 
how to alleviate it 
effectively 

writ ten-to-be-read; 
high interpersonal 
and experiential 
distance 

formal; unequal 
power between 
expert and 
advisee maximized 
to construct 
authoritarian, 
academic disrance 

Text 1.3 

adding judgements 
about techniques and 
actions for handling 
babies who cry 

spoken face-to-face; 
begins in interactive 
mode, becomes 
mono logic 

informal; equal power 
between friends 
exploited to enable 
alternation of roles: 
elicitot becomes 
listener, respondent 
becomes narrator 

fearures of aspoken interactive mode. While the writer must take up the role of expert, she 

seeks to minimize the power difference and alienation rhis typically implies. 

The generic analysis of the texts adds a further dimension to our understanding of how 

these texts are making meanings. 

Generic s t ructure in the texts 

Simply asking what the overall purpose of each text is enabled us to suggest, as early as 

Chaprer One, the generic categories to which each text might belong. No detailed analy

sis was necessary to claim that while Texts 1.1 and 1.2 are both kinds of Explanation texts, 

Text 1.3 functions to exchange experience, in part through the telling of a story. However, 

the grammatical and cohesive evidence provided by the analyses presented above can be 

used both to support these generic labels and to determine the (boundaries of the) 

schematic structure in each of the texts. 

As the genetic structure analyses presented in the Appendix show, Texts 1.1 and 1.2 can 

indeed both be analysed as examples of the Explanation of Problematic Behaviour genre, 

wirh a basic stmcture: 

Statement of Problem A Explanation A Suggested Alleviating Action A Outlook 

or 

SP A EXA SAA A OL 
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The detailed schematic structure analysis also indicates that the Explanation and Suggested 
Alleviating Action stages are recursive, and that Text 1.1 contains an additional optional 
stage, here labelled Morale Booster (MB). optional 

A linear statement of the schematic structure for each teXt will be given, followed by a 
bnef disc.ss.on of (i) the function of each stage, and (ii) its re la t ional correlates. 

Text 1.1 
The linear description of the schematic structure of this ttxt is: 

S P A E X ^ S A A ^ E X ^ S A A ^ E x A S A A A g A A A 

SAA, A E X 4 A S A A f l A S A A g A Q L A ^ > < 5 i A A 6 

Statement of Problem (SP) 

This stage provides the introduction to the text, framing the subsequent stages of the text 
HI terms of a problem (behaviour) which will be addressed by examining its causes 

The key realizations in this stage are: (i) negative evaluation of a behaviour (i e some 
behaviour or event is described as undesirable), and (ii) an expression of causation (i e there 
is an indication that the particular behaviour is describabie in causal terms) 

t i v ™ ? I1 ' 1 ' t h C T d V e e V a i U a t i ° n iS r e a ' h e d P r i n dP a i iy trough the use of the negative mental process * ^ i n t h e first s e n t e n c e , T h i s ^ ^ ^ * 

the causative verb dm*. That the remainder of the text will amotion to explain the causes 

of this negative situation JS realized through the elliptical causal Adjunct: why? 

Explanation (EX) 

3S£"cclon to provide P0SSlble ™ £ fot the beh~ ****e^-
In Text LI the function of the first Explanation stage is realized explicitly, through the 

use of the nominaUsed causal noun reason, a word reiterated m Explanation 4 Explanation 
2 is indicated pertly by the boundary signal in the SAA, stage which immediately precedes 
*tyo» can assume it stocking else, which sets up what comes next to be read as that 'some
thing else. Sentence 8 is also a possible answer to the 'why?' question of the SP 
Explanations are typically relational processes: identifying if the noun reason is used, or 
attributive if it is not, w.ch the performer of the problem behaviour {the baby) as Carrier 
and the explanation encoded in the Attribute {lonely, bored . . .). 

Suggested Alleviating Action (SAA) 

This is the core advice' stage of the genre, as it functions to offer the reader alternative ways 

!n ZEXSst°agt " ^ ^ "**** ̂ ^ ^ " ^ i n ^ S? and e x P k i n e d c a u ^ 
^SAA stages are reaped as largely material processes in which the reader is encoded as 

Acre,. These processes are situated in time, and there is frequently specification as to the 
manner :n which the processes should be carried out. M o d a l ™ is high, since the advice 
offered in one stage is (a) only one of a number of possible actions that will be suggested in 
the text, and therefore (b) not guaranteed to work. 

Uutiook (OL) 

addressed. As the outlook in Text 1.1 is a positive one, it has been labelled as 'improve-
ments to enmp r 
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In Text 1.1, the positive attitude of the outlook is encoded from both the baby's per
spective (he will be more able to do some things) and the reader/parents (you will be better 
at doing some things). The outlook is encoded in mental processes, indicating that the 
future holds not just action but reflection. 

Morale Booster (MB) 
This stage, which is optional, functions to provide support and encouragement to those 
faced with the problematic behaviour. It does this by being positive both about the behav
iour, and about the people who have to deal with that behaviour. 

In Text 1.1 it is realized through two identifying processes where the Value is positively 
loaded for attitude. The first identifying process defines the problematic behaviour in a pos
itive light (ic is communication with you), and the second defines the reader/parent in a posi
tive light (as the most important people). 

As the linear structure of Text 1.1 shows, this text offers far more advice than explana
tions: there are 9 SAS stages, to only 4 EX stages. This suggests that the text is more prac
tical in orientation, concerned more to help than to explain exhaustively. This is in contrast 
to the structure of Text 1.2, 

Text 1.2 

The linear structure of this text is; 

SP A EX, A EX2 ft EX} A SAA, A SAA2 A OL 

As can be seen from this, Text 1.2 offers more explanations than advice. This suggests that 
the more 'academic' approach to the field requires more emphasis on causes, and less on 

alleviation, 
The SP stage in Text 1.2 is realized through an initial causative process, just as in Text 

1.1. Negative lexis as Attributes is also used. 
The EX stages all involve the nominalization reason, and its similarly nominalized 

partner, cause. Identifying processes dominate. 
The SAA stages are realized by both material and mental processes. The material 

processes are heavily nominalized, with the reader/student as deleted Actor (counselling by 
doctors) and Agent (doctors can make parents spend time elsewhere). The parents are 
encoded as Sensers in mental processes (suppressing reasoning/coping). 

The OL stage in Text 1.2 is decidedly negative, in contrast to Text 1,2. To capture this 
negative perspective, it has been given the sub-label 'warning'. 

The negative perspective is realized through both negative lexis and a switch in the role 
of Actors. The formal negative adjective inappropriate is attached to the nominalized actions 
of parents: they are now Actors performing very undesirable behaviours, no longer Sensers 
coping appropriately. The doctors are still the implicit Agents, and it is their lack of action 
(in not providing respite, etc.) that is held up as potentially causally responsible for the neg
ative actions of the parents. 

Note that the Outlook of Text 1.2 could itself become the topic of another Explanation 
of Problematic Behaviour text: the actions of the parents foreshadowed in the Outlook could 
be Statements of Problems in texts for social workers, psychologists or judicial authorities, 

Thus, Texts 1.1 and 1.2 are examples of the same genre, although that genre is realized 
through slightly different register configurations, illustrating the point made in Chapter 
Two that genre is a more abstract contextual level than register. However, the genre is not 
unaffected by the register values, as the different schematic structures of the two texts 

http://disc.ss.on
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indicate. While the frequency of the SAA stage in Text 1.2 indicates its more pragmatic 

r T ° f , t h e fiel
L

d' ^ " * « * * OL stage in Text 1.3 indicates its more d E S T d 

This mteramye text clearly has a very different generic classification. In fact it is only the 

fiTir f f t e X t T* * d e S C d b e d t h r 0 U g h a C O n s t k — - h — k srrocture Th 
fir part of the text can be described as a conversational exchange, and in the Appendix 
these interactive sections have been divided into exchanges, with speech funcrionlabels 
assigned to indicate the function of each part of the exchange. These labeis indicate cli t /h 

ated by S. Answers are provided by C, although not in strict sequence since sentence 7 m „ 

The exchange structure continues until sentences 20-21, which constitute a minimal 
generic structure of Topic A Comment. This schematic structure fragment seem " 
shadow the narrarive to come, although it is not rich enough in interest to lead o lengthy" 

tmctut tTz:d
 sms in STnce 31 is in fact produced ̂  ** - ^ v 

ndent? " T ' ™ t 0 S s c o ™ n ^ p r i o n s . This illustrates a common 
tendency for conversational interactions to drift into narratives and then back o T Z 
interactive talk (see, for example, the 'Geneva' story presented in Chapter E i g h T x L i Z 
descnptionofthe schematic structure ofthe narrative is: Ihelmear 

Abstract « Orientation! - Complication! A Orientation2 A Complicating -
Evaluationl - Complication - Resolution - EvaIuation2 A Coda 

It can be seen from this that the text follows classic narrative structure. There is repetition 
of the^Orientation stage towards the beginning of the text, as the speaker a p p a ^ "2 

VMVH J K . C 7 ^ I l C a t ,
1 ° n S ^ ^ y ™*™ ^ seriousness, and an Evaluation is pro

vided of both early Complications and ofthe outcome ofthe successful Resolution 

hnnt ^ ^ e S °, n a r r a t i V e ^ ^ ^ " ^ hmt d i s ™ * at other points in the book, only the realizations here will be briefly reviewed. 

Abstract 

Framed with the Comment Adjunct luckily, a narrative is foreshadowed with the con
t r i v e reference between the second baby and the first one. The detail encoded I the 
Circumstanceof t ime> f f i . to> , .V/^alsoh a 5anarrar iVesoundtoi t . 
Orientation 1 

With permission to narrate granted by the Hmm ofthe listener, C establishes the setting 
for the story, reading derails of time and place through Circumstantial e meets Th! 
Ment^process of n~+, wirh the narrator as Senser projects the n a r r a t i v e T p L ^ 

Complications 1 and 2 

aTnd a!" A r ? T I X C a t i ° n " " * '" "f** by * B e h a v i ° ^ " P » « * with the baby as Behaver 
and an Attributive process wkh parents as Carrier. This establishes the baby not so much 
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as an Actor in the story, but rather as a precipitator of events in which the parents and their 
responses will figure. The Attriburive process suggesrs the emotional interest and inten
sity ofthe natrative. The second Complication stage is more typically realized by material 
and verbal processes, with the main Actors/participants now encoded as theparents and the 
classy ladies. The stages ate linked thtough implicit temporal conjunctive relations. 

Evaluation 1 
The key realization here is the expression of narrator attitude. The first Evaluation stage 
ptovides an interpersonally coloured clarification of what has just been said in the early 
Complication stage. The conjunction^// know signals this as an elaboration, and the neg
ative process take aver, plus the intensification in really, indicates the speaker's attitude. The 
second Evaluation stage involves an Attributive process, with a highly positive attitudinal 
Attribute describing the narrator's response, setting up an effective contrast between the 
Evaluation ofthe ladies' behaviour and that ofthe baby. 

Complication 3 
Like the earlier Complication stages, this final Complication is realized through a material 
process, wirh the narrator as Actor. However, the causal relation set up (and so I just handed 
the baby to them) indicates that here is the pivotal drama of this story. We will need a 
Resolution now to move forward. 

Resolution 
In the Resolution stage there is a return to the baby as Behaver in a Behavioural process, 
follower! by a material process with the ladies as Actors. The counter-expectations set up 
by the final Complication are signalled as resolved here through the implicit contrastive 
conjunctive relation but. Repetition ofthe comment adjunct luckily creates cohesion with 
the Abstract, and also foreshadows the emotional judgement made in the second 
Evaluation. 

Coda 
The switch back to a Material process, with the ladies as Actors, differentiates the Coda from 
the preceding Evaluation, and finalizes the ladies' role in the story. Although the narrarive 
is not brought into the presenr, as was achieved through the Coda of the Geneva narrative 
(e.g. here they give you tea and bikkks), the finality of the story is effectively implied by the 
verb handed back, which appears to terminate the expected sequence of events: the baby has 
come home to roost — or squawk! 

What makes this narrative particularly interesting (for the lisrener) is that rhe 
Complication shows the narrator/mother in a negative light: she is a mother who (willingly) 
gives her child away to strangers! The story is thus told as much at the narrator's own expense 
as at that ofthe two classy ladies. That the narrative is an effective entertainment text is 
indicated by the listener's spontaneous laughter, occurring borh after the Complication has 
been revealed, after rhe Resolution, and following the Coda. 

Integration: ideology in the texts 

It is at the level of ideology, the most abstract context to which reference will be made, that 
the discrete findings ofthe various analyses can be most coherently integrated. As ideology 
impacts on each ofthe levels of context, and through them is realized in linguisric choices, 
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the linguistic evidence from all the preceding analyses can be used to make explicit what 
positions, biases and interpretations are encoded in the texts. 

The impact of ideology on field relates to how the text encodes such ideational mean
ings as who initiates, what the kinds of actions/events are, who responds to those actions, 
and hew. 

In Text 1.1 babies act by behaving, and parents react by rhinking about it and then 
taking concrete steps; thus, babies behave in certain ways because those are the ways their 
bodies are programmed to behave. There is nothing extraordinary or mysterious or devious 
in it. And parents can take control by undertaking specific, practical actions. The texr thus 
encodes an ideology of'coping' with natural behaviour sequences. 

In Text 1.2, on the other hand, when babies do act it is for statistical reasons. Babies' 
behaviour is defined as causing a problem for parents. And the parents need help in over
coming this problem. Here, then, we see an ideology of non-coping, justifying professional 
intervention to avoid negative actions that parents may undertake if not helped. 

In Text 1.3 babies precipitate action and emotional sequences for parents. The ideology 
encoded here is that the function of babies' behaviour is personal growth for parents! 

The impact of ideology on tenor relates to how the text encodes such interpersonal mean
ings as how the writer relates to the reader, how typical/likely/intense experiences are and 
who is the core participant being argued about. 

In Text 1.1, we see that when an expert sets out to talk to parents, a friendly tenor has 
been adopted, by simulating an interactive, more spoken mode. The ideology here, then, 
is that 'ordinary' people need to be talked to in a personal, conversational way. In Text 1.2, 
on the other hand, we see that when the audience is trainee specialists, a distant, academic 
tenor is created. The ideological implications of this are that future experts should be 
trained to be distant and impersonal, an interactive style which they may well carry into 
their face-to-face encounters with the infants and parents they treat. In Text 1.3, the rela
tionship of friend-to-friend supports the intrusion of intensity into interaction. 

The impact of ideology on mode relates to how the text encodes such textual meanings 
as what information is taken as 'given' and what is not, and what distance is constructed 
between reader and writer and between wrirer and event. 

In the choice of a highly nominalized mode in Text 1.2 we see the ideological implica
tions that, when writing for trainee specialists, there is a need to induct them into the 
formal written mode, dealing with abstractions and generalizarions. This kind of writing 
is teaching them how to see people and situations as representatives of groups, not indi
viduals with discrete life histories and funny stories to tell. 

While Text 1.1 also sees parents as a group, its focus is on rypifying the baby's behav
iour, rarher than that of the parenrs, which is left more open. Statements such as it's up to 
you in fact indicate how carefully parents are left ungrouped. 

Text 1.3 makes no attempt to claim experience as anything but that: personal experi
ence. But typicality is encoded in terms of usuality. Thus, there is a generalizing not about 
participants or their behaviour, but about the frequency with which things may happen in 
a particular way. 

At the level of genre, we can recognize that in some respects all three of the Crying Baby 
texts have a common purpose: to impart information for the benefit of the reader/listener. 
Ideology impacts here by indicating which genre will be chosen to achieve that imparting, 
and by influencing its schematic structure. 

Thus, in the choice of the Explanation genre rather than the Narrative, we see the ide
ological implications that 'real' learning should take place via explicit objectification and 
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generalization of information, whereas 'casual' learning takes place by sharing unique, per
sonal experience. One kind of learning is the highly valued written kind; the other the 
highly powerful, but usually undervalued, spoken kind. 

Ideology is also realized in the choice between the warning Outlook or the Improvements 
one. Text 1.1 constructs the position that parents need to be encouraged and empowered 
(or they may end up doing the terrible actions mentioned in Text 1.2), while Text 1.2 states 
that trainee medical personnel need to be warned in order to impress on them their respon
sibilities. In the narrative, the mother chooses not to evaluate the baby (who is never directly 
criticized, or held to blame), but both the classy women and the mother are taken down a 
notch. While the message of Text 1.1 could be summarized as 'you can do it', and Text 1.2 
'watch out or you'll get in trouble for what they do', in Text 1.3 the message is 'you have 
to be able to laugh at yourself. 

Evaluation of texts 

The discussion of the analyses presented above illustrates how a systemic approach can be 
used to gain an understanding of how the three Crying Baby texts make the meanings that 
they do. Although Halliday suggests that the understanding and the evaluation of texts are 
at two different levels, it does seem that in seeking to make explicit an understanding of 
how the texts work we are also inevirably led to make some evaluations of the texts. But, 
anchored as it is in an integrated model of context and language, the systemic evaluation 
of a text involves assessing the text on its own terms, as more or less effective in achieving 
its purpose for the audience for whom it was intended. 

In this respect, we could suggest that Texts 1.1 and 1.3 appear more effective than Text 
1.2. Text 1.3 elicits considetable laughter, an indication it is well received. It both informs 
and entertains, and it does so in a way that does not exploit the baby or disempower the 

parents, 
Text 1.1 contains many practical suggestions expressed in very direct, accessible lan

guage, 'with an appealing degree of warmth towards both babies and parents giving the 
text an empathy which makes its suggestions more likely to be taken up. 

However, Text 1,2 is more worrying: many of its readers may not be able to unpack the 
nominalizations involved. Readers may miss the implications of themselves as implicit 
Agents (it is they who must do the counselling, provide the respite), and therefore may 
miss the responsibility which is being attribured to them. Readers may be inclined to 
assume that the distance and formality of this text offers an example of the kind of behav
iour that is considered appropriate with parents and babies. They may construe the text as 
indicating that babies' behaviour does not need to be understood so long as it falls within 
statistical norms. They may construe the class of parents as potential abusers. For reasons 
such as these, we might question whether this way of writing is really the most appropri
ate, effective way of training people to understand, empathize with and provide practical 
support for people struggling to cope with the natural behaviour of babies. 

Conclusion: from life to text 

The analysis of the Crying Baby texts demonstrates that detailed lexico-grammatical and 
cohesive analyses can shed light on how texts make meanings, where those meanings 
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come from, and some of the implications they may carry with them. The close-up lin
guistic analysis of three very ordinary texts has illustrated that the texts are rich in mean
ings: they make not just meanings about what goes on and why, but also meanings about 
relationships and attitudes, and meanings about distance and proximity. By telating spe
cific linguistic choices to the construction and reflection of situational, cultural and ide
ological contexts, these three texts have been shown to encode meanings about such 
far-reaching dimensions as ways of talking to parents, the experience of parenthood, the 
responsibility of the medical professional and the expected behaviour of 'good' mothers. 

As this chapter and the book have shown, a systemic approach requires the detailed, 
close-up examination of patterns of language. It involves the use of a technical meta-lan-
guage, which gives precise ways of identifying and talking about different cohesive pat
terns. It requires an investment of time and effort by the analyst, as learning to carry out 
linguistic analyses of any kind is a skill that must be worked at. Life is short, and if your 
background is not in functional linguistics, or even in linguistics at all, you may quite legit
imately ask: why bother? Why not take other approaches to text which, superficially at 
least, seem less arduous and certainly involve less technicality and exactitude? 

A functional linguistic approach is demanding because its ultimate goal is very differ
ent from that of other approaches to text. Functional linguistic analysis is not about offer
ing a range of possible readings of texts, supported by carefully selected excerpts. It is about 
dealing with entire texts in their authentic form in their actual contexts of social life. And 
it is about explaining them, accounting for what they are doing and how they achieve that 
in the culture, 

As Halliday suggests, the reat value of a systemic functional approach to language is that: 

when we interpret language in these (functional-semantic) terms we may cast some 
light on the baffling problem of how it is that the most ordinary uses of language, 
in the most everyday situations, so effectively transmit the social structure, the 
values, the systems of knowledge, all the deepest and most pervasive patterns of the 
culture. With a functional perspective on language, we can begin to appreciate how 
this is done. (Halliday 1973: 45) 

At issue in alt linguistic analysis is the process by which lived or imagined experience is 
turned into text. Text is not life - it is life mediated through the symbolic system of lan
guage. I hope this book has shown you how SFL analysis can help us understand something 
of the process by which we live much of our lives at one remove — as texts. 

Appendix 

Analyses of the Crying Baby texts 

A1. Clause analyses 

Each text is analysed three times: the first time for Mood; the second time for Transitivity 
and Theme; the third time for clause complying. Keys are presented for each analysis. The 
texts have been divided into clauses, with embedded clauses [(shown within double brack
ets}] These are analysed for Mood and Transitivity, but not for Theme. Inserted clauses, 
indicated by three dots . . . at beginning and end, have been repositioned at the end of the 
clause they were inserted in where this facilitates analysis. Three dors within a clause indi
cate the place from which an insetted clause has been removed. Double slashed lines // indi
cate clause boundaries within embedded clauses. 

A 1.1. Mood analysis 

Key: , 
S - Subject, F = Finite, Fn = negative, Fms = modalized, Fml = modulated 
P = Predicator, Pml = modulated Predicator, Pms » modalized Predicator, F/P = fused 
Finite and Predicator 
C = Complement Ca = attributive Complement 

A = Adjunct, Ac = circumstantial, Am = mood, Ao = comment, Ap = polarity, Av - voca

tive, Aj = conjunctive, At = continuity 
WH = WH element, WH/S, WH/C, WHAc . fused WH element 
mn = minor clause 
MOOD element of ranking (non-embedded) clauses is shown in bold 

Text 1.1 
1 A baby {{who (S) won't (Fn) stop crying (Pffl (S) can (Fmi) drive (P) anyone (C) 
to despair (P). 2i.You (S) feed (F/P) him (C), 2ii.you (S) change (F/P) him (O 
2iii you (S) nurse (F/P) him (C), 2iv.you (S) try (F) to settle (P) him (C), 2v.but (Aj 
the minute (Ac) you (S) put (F/P) him (C) down (Ac) 2vi he (S) « a r « W to howl 
(P) 3 Why' (WH/Ac) 4.The most common reason {[baby (S) cries (F/P)!! (S) is 
(F) hunger (C). 5i.Even if (Aj) he (S) was <F> just (Am) recently (Ac) fed (P) 5ii.he 
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(S) might (Fms) still (Am) be adapting to (P) the pattern {[of sucking (P) // until 
(Aj) his tummy (S) is (F) full (Ca) // and (Aj) feeling (P) satisfied (Ca) // until (Aj) it 
(S) empties (F/P) again (Ac)]} (C). 6i.When (Aj) he (S) was (F) in the womb (Ac) 
6it.nourishment (S) came (F/P) automatically and constantly (Ac). 7i.Offer (P) 
food (C) first (Ac); 7ii.if (Aj) he (S) turns (F/P) away (Ac) from the nipple or teat (Ac) 
7iii. you (S) can (Fms) assume (P) 7iv.it (S) 's (F) something else (C). Si.lt happens 
(Am) that (Aj) babies (S) go (F/P) through grumpy, miserable stages (Ac) 8ii.when 
(Aj) they (S) just (Am) want (F/P) Siix.to tell (P) everyone (C) Siv.how unhappy 
(WH/C) they (S) feel (F/P). 9i.Perhaps (Am) his digestion (S) feels (F/P) uncom
fortable (Ca) 9ii.or (Aj)his limbs (S) are (F) twitching (P). lOi.If (Aj) you (S) can't 
(Fml) find (P) any specific source of discomfort such as a wet nappy or strong light 
in his eyes (C), lOii.he (S) could (Fms) just (Am) be having (P) a grizzle (C). 
11.Perhaps (Am) he (S) 's (F) just (Am) lonely (Ca). 12i.During the day (Ac), a 
baby sling (S) helps (F/P) you (C) to deal with (P) your chores (C) 12ii. and (Aj) keep 
(P) baby (C) happy (Ca), 13i.At night (Ac) ., . you (S) will (Fms) need to take (Pml) 
action (C) 13iv.to relax (P) and settle (P) him (C). 13ii. . . when (Aj) you (S) want 
(F/P) 13iii.co sleep (P) . . . l4i,Rocking (S) helps (F/P), l4ii.but (Aj) if (Aj) your 
baby (S) is (F) in the mood {{to cry (P)]] (Ac) Hiii.you (S) will (Fms) probably 
(Am) find (P) I4iv.he (S) 11 (Fms) start up (P) again (Ac) l4v.when (Aj) you (S) put 
(F/P) him (C) back (P) in the cot (Ac), 15i.{{Wrapping baby up (P) snugly (Ac)]] 
(S) helps (F) to make (P) him (C) feel (P) secure (Ca) 15ii.and (Aj) stops (F) him (C) 
from jerking about (P) 15iii.which (S) can (Fms) unsettle (P) him (C). l6i.Outside 
stimulation (S) is (F) cut down (P) l6ii.and (Aj) he (S) will (Fms) lose (P) tension 
(C). 17i.Gentle noise (S) might (Fms) soothe (P) him (C) off {{to sleep (P)]] (Ca) -
a radio played softly, a recording of a heartbeat, traffic noise — 17ii.even the noise 
of the washing machine (S)is (F) effective! (Ca) ISi.Some parents (S) use (F/P) 
dummies (C) - ISii.it (S) 's (F) up to you (Ca) - ISiii.and (Aj) you (S) might (Fms) 
find (P) ISiv. your baby (S) settles (F/P) lSv.sucking (P) a dummy (C). 19i.'Sucky' 
babies (S) might (Fms) he able to find (Pml) their thumbs and fists (C) 19ii.ro have 
(P) a good suck (C). 20i,Remember (P) 20ii. that (At) babies (S) get (F/P) bored (Ca) 
20iii.so (Aj) when (Aj) he (S) is (F) having (P) a real grizzle (C) 20iv.this (S) could 
(Fms) be (P) the reason (C). 2 U s (F) his cot (S) an interesting place [{to be (P)]] (C)? 
22,Coloured posters and mobiles (S) give (F/P) him something [{to watch (P)]] 
(C). 23i.You (S) could (Fms) maybe (Am) tire (P) him (C) out (P) 23ii.by (Aj) 
taking (P) him (C) for a walk.. . or a ride in the car (Ac)-23iii.not always practical 
(Ca) in the middle of the night (Ac). 24i. A change of scene and some fresh air (S) 
will (Fms) often (Am) work (P) wonders (C) - 24h.even a walk around the 
garden (S) may (Fms) be (P) enough (Ca). 25i. As (Aj) baby (S) gets (F/P) older (Ca) 
25ii.he (S) will (Fms) be more able to communicate (Pml) his feelings (C) 25iii.and 
(Aj) you (S) will (Fms) be (P) better {{at judging (P) the problem (C)]] (Ca). 
26i.Although (Aj) you (S) might (Fms) be (P) at your wit's end (Ca), 26ii.remem
ber (P) 26iii.that (Aj) crying (S) is (F) communication with you, his parents (C). 
27.And (Aj) you (S) are (F) the most impottant people in your baby's life (C). 

TEXT 1.2 
l.The compelling sound of an infant's cry (S) makes (F/P) it (Q an effective 
distress signal and appropriate to the human infant's prolonged dependence on a 
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caregiver (Ca). 2i.However (Aj), cries (S) are (F) discomforting (Ca) 2ii.and (Aj) 
may (Fms) be (P) alarming (Ca) to parents (Ac), 2iii.many of whom (S) find (F/P) 
2iv it (S) very difficult (Ca) [[to listen to (P) their infant's crying (C) for even short 
periods of time (Ac)]] (C). 3-Many reasons for crying (S) are (F) obvious (C) like 
hunger and discomfort due to heat, cold, illness, and lying position (S). 4t.These 
reasons (S), howevet (Aj), account for (F/P) a relatively small percentage of infant 
crying (C) 4ii.and (Aj) are (F) usually (Am) recognized (P) quickly (Ac) 4m.and 
(Aj) alleviated (P). 5i.In the absence of a discernible reason for the behaviour (Ac), 
crying(S) often (Am) stops (F/P) 5ii. when (Aj) the infant (S) is (F) held (P). &.In 
most infants (Ac), there (S) are (F) frequent episodes of crying with no apparent 
cause (C), 6ii.and (Aj) holding or other soothing techniques (S) seem (F/P) 
ineffective (Ca). 7.1nfants (S) cry (F/P) and fuss (F/P) for a mean of W* hr/day at 
age 2 wk, 23/4 hr/day at age 6 wk, and 1 hr/day at 12 wk (Ac), 8i.Counselling about 
normal crying (S) may (Fms) relieve (P) guilt (C) Sii.and (Aj) diminish (P) con
cerns (C) Siii.but (Aj) for some (Ac) the distress [{caused (P) by the crying (Ac)]] 
(S) cannot (Fml) be suppressed (P) by logical reasoning (Ac). 9i. For these parents 
(Ac) respite from exposure to the crying (S) may (Fms) be (P) necessary (Ca) 
9ii to allow (Pml) them (C) to cope (P) appropriately (Ac) with their own distress 
(Ac) 101 Without relief (Ac), fatigue and tension (S) may (Fms) result m (P) inap
propriate parental responses lOii. such asleaving (P) the infant (C) in the house (Ac) 
alone (Ac) lOUi.or abusing (P) the infant (C). 

TEXT 1.3 
I Did (F) your kids (S) used to cry (Pms) a lot (Ac)? 2.When (Aj) they (S) were 
(F) little (Ca)? 3-Yea (Ap). 4.Well (At) — what (WH/C) did (F) you (S) do (P)? 
5.= . still (Am) do (F) 6,Yea? (At) [laughs] 7,Oh (At) pretty tedious (Ca) at times 
(Ac) yea (At) S.There (S) were (F) all sorts of techniques = = Leonard Cohen (C) 
9 = = Like (Aj) what (WH/C) {laughs] lO.Yea (At) I (S) used (Fms) to use (P). . . 
II What (S) 's (F) that American guy {{that (S) did (F) 'Georgia on your mind (C)B 
<Q? 12,Oh (At) yea (At) 13.== Jim - James Taylor (S) 14, = = James Taylor (S) 
15 Yea (At) yea (At). l6.He (S) was (F) pretty good (Ca). 17Yea (At). 18i.No (At) 
Leonard Cohen (S) 's (F) good (Ca) ISii.cause (Aj) it (S) 's (F) just (Am) sci monot
onous (Ca). 19 And (Aj) there (S)'»(F) only (Am) four chords (C). 20i.And (A, i ah 
(At) we (S) used (Fms) ro have (P) holidays (C) . . . on a houseboat (C) 20i i . . . when 
(Aj) we (S) only (Am) had (F) one kid (C) . . . 21.And (Aj) that (S) was (F) fan
tastic (C) just (Am) the rocking motion of the houseboat (S) 22 Mmm (mn 
23 Mmm (mn) 24.Were (F) there (S) ever (Am) times (C) . . . 25i.Like (A)) I (S) 
remember (F/P) times (C) 2$ii.when (Aj) I (S) couldn't (Fms) work out (P) 25m. 
what the hell (WH/Q it (S) was (F). 26.There (S) just (Am) didn't (Fn) seem to 
be (P) anything = = {[you (S) could (Fms) do (P)]] (C). 27. = = No reason or <Q . 
28 Yea (At). 29 Yea (At) every night between six and ten (Ac) 30.Yea (At) yea (At). 
31i Luckily (Ao) I (S) didn't (Fn) have (P) that (C) with the second baby (Ac) 
31ii but (Aj) the first one (S) was (F) that typical colicky sort of stuff (C) from 
about five o'clock (Ac). 32,Hmm (mn) 33i.I (S) remember (F/P) 33h- one day (Ac) 
going (P) for a urn walk (Ac) along the harbour (Ac) - 33iii.one of those you know 
harbour routes {{that (S) had (F) been opened up (Pffl (Ac). 34i And (A,) urn (At 
he (S) started (F) kicking up (P) from about five o'clock (Ac) 34n,and (Aj) we (S) 
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were (F) getting (P) panic stricken (Ca). 35i.I (S) had (F) him (C) in one of those 
um front strap things (Ac) you know (At) sling things (Ac) 35ii.ah (At) cause (Aj) 
that (S) use (Fms) to work (P) wonders (C) from time to time (Am) 35iii.but (Aj) 
it (S) wasn't (Fn) working (P) this time (Ac). 36i.And (Aj) as (Aj) we (S) sat (F/P) 
on the foreshore (Ac) of this Vaucluse area (Ac) 36ii.these two women (S) came 
(F/P) down (Ac) 36iii.and (Aj) they (S) 'd (F) both (S) been working (P) as um gov
ernesses or something like that (Ac)- 36iv.very very classy ladies (Ca). 37i.And (Aj) 
they (S) said (F/P) 37ii.'Oh (At) what (WH/S) 's (F) wrong with the baby (Ac)? 
38.He (S) 's (F) got (P) colic (C)?' 39i.You know (At), they (S) really (Am) wanted 
(F/P) 39ii.to take over (P). 40.Yea (At) 4l.And (Aj) so (Aj) I (S) just (Am) handed 
(F/P) the baby (C) to them (Ac). 42i.And (Aj) LUCKILY (Ao) he (S) kept (F) on 
crying (P) - 42ii.they (S) couldn't (Fnml) stop (P) him (C) 43.So (Aj) I (S) was (F) 
really (Am) delighted (Ca). 44.They (S) handed back (F/P) this hideous little red 
wreck of a thing (C). 

A1.2. Transitivity and Theme analysis 

Key: 
P = Process, Pm = material, Pme = mental, Pb = behavioural, Pv = verbal, Pe = existen
tial, Pi = intensive, Pec = circumstantial, Pp = possessive, Pc = causative 
A = Actor, G = Goal, B = Beneficiary, R = Range 
S = Senser, Ph = Phenomenon 
Sy = Sayer, Rv = Receiver, Vb = Verbiage 
Be = Behaver, Bh = Behaviour 
X = Existent 
T = Token, V = Value, Cr = Carrier, At = Attribute 
Pi = possessor, Pd = possessed 
C = Circumstance, CI = location, Cx = extent, Cm = manner, Cc = cause, Ca = accompa
niment, Ct = matter, Co = role 
Ag = Agent 
Theme is underlined 
textual Theme; in italics 
interpersonal Theme: in CAPITALS 
topical Theme; in bold 
dependent clause as Theme: whole clause in bold 

Text 1.1 
1 .A baby ITwho (Be) won't stop crying (Pbffl (Ag) can drive (Pc) anyone (S) to 
despair (Pme). 2i.Yoy (A) feed (Pm) him (G), 2ii.you (A) change (Pm) him (G), 
2iii.you (A) nurse (Pm) him (G), 2jy.you (A) try to settle (Pm) him (G), 2v.bul the 
minute (A) you (A) put (Pm) him (G) down (Pm) 2vi.he (Be) starts to howl (Pb). 
3.Why? (Cc) 4.The most common reason ffbabv (Be) cries (Ph)fl (V) is (Pi) 
hunger (T). 5i.£vm if he (G) was just recently (CD fed (Pm) 5ii.he. (Be) might 
still be adapting to (Pb) the pattern [[of sucking (Pm) // until his tummy (Cr) is (Pi) 
full (At) // and feeling (Pi) satisfied (At) // until it (A) empties (Pm) again (CI)]] 
(Ph). 6i.When he (Cr) was (Pi) in the womb (AtCl) 6ii,nourishment (A) came 
(Pm) automatically and constantly (Cm). 7i.Qffer (Pm) food (G) first (CI); 7ii.//he 
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(£1 turns away (Pm) from the nipple ox teat (CI) 7iii.yoyJS) can assume (Pme) 7iv.it 
OB s (Pi) something else (T). Bi.TT H A P P E N S babies. (A) go through (Pm 
grumpy, miserable stages (R) SilmhmJb^ <S> just want (Pme) 8m £o_£eU (Pv) 
everyone (Rv) Siv.^w^mhar^LiAtl they (Ct) feel (Pi). W-PRBKAPS to d y * 
donJCil feels (Pi) uncomfortable (At) 9\u<* his limbs (Be) are twitching (Pb). 
irvilf v^ , tS\ ran't ^"H rP^e) any s e r i n e source of discomfort such as, a wet 
^ m » ^ ^ n f f li.hr in his eves (Ph). lOii.heJBe) could just be having (Pb) a 
grmlefBh) 11 PF.K H APS he (Cr) s (Pi) just lonely (At). 12i.r>iirinFtheday (Ci) 
a baby sling (Ag) helps (Pm) you (A) to deal with (Pro) your chores (G) 12. W 
keep (Pc) baby (Cr) happy (At). 13i.Ainight (CI) . . . you (A) will need to take (Pm) 
action (R) 13iv.to relax (Pm) and settle (Pm) him (G). 13ii . . . yhzjmJ& ™* 
(Pme) 13iii. to sleep (Pb). . . ULX&MBZIM helps (Pm), H i i . ^ U ^ J ^ 
iCd is (Pi) in the mood {[to cry (Pbffl (At) Umjaz (S> will probably find fPme) 
l4ivhe_£Be) '11 sort up (Pb) again (Cx) \Av.y!mij&i (A) put (Pm) him (G back 

(Pm) in the cot (CI). 15i.irWnT^nff ^ ^ ^ ™ "P <fm) S t W ' Y f C ^ A ^ 
helps to make (Pc) him (Cr) feel (Pi) secure (At) lJiUarf stops (Pc) him (Be) from 
jerking about (Pb) 15iii.whichJAl can unsettle (Pm) him (G). l6i.Ontside s t p -
ulaugjLiG} ^ cut down (Pm) l6iL«HUl£iAlwill lose (Pm) tension (R). 17i.£kntle 
noise (Ag) might soothe (Pc) him (Be) off to sleep (Pb) - a radio played softly, a 
recording of a heartbeat, traffic noise - 17ii.<°ven fhe noise of the washing 
machine (Cr) is (Pi) effective (At)! IBi.Some parents (A), use (Pm) dumm.es (G) 
- ISiLiilCr) 's (Pi) up to you (At) - 18iiUts£*2U (S) might find (Pme) 18iv. y ^ 
babv (Be) settles (Pb) lSv.syckiog (Pm) a dummy (G).19i-'Snrky hab>es (S) 
might be able to find (Pme) their thumbs and fists (Ph) 19ii.tohamlEmi a good 
suck (R). 20i.R«rJ£im3er (Pme) 2 0 i i j f e d a h i t t £ c l get (Pi) bored (At) 2 0 m * 

^ hP M is har-r ~M f ""' r*™**(Bh) 20huiui£Q ̂ J * <*> ** 
reason (V). 21 .lS_iPiUlis_cQt_iCrl an interesting place [[to be (Pi)]] (At)_ 
22 r^lonr^H posters and mobiles (A) give (Pm) him (B) something [[to watch 
(Pb)]] (G) 23i Yeu (A) ™uld maybe tire (Pm) him (G) out (Pm) 23u.£Liaking 
(Pm) him (G) for a walk . . . or a ride in the car (CI) - 23iii.not always, practical 
( M In the middle of the night (CI). 24i.A c h a n ^ of S^ene and qome fresh W 
LA) will often work (Pm) wonders (R) - 24ii.ever» a walk around the frarden. y 
may be (Pi) enough (At). 25i.^bahvfCr)PersfPi) older (At) 25ii.heJCd will be 
(Pi) more able [[to communicate (Pv) his feelings (Vb)]] (At) 2ym.amLxm (Ct) wil 
be (Pi) better [[at judging (Pme) the problem (Ph)]} (At). 26i.Altpough you (Cg 

m i f , h , h* fPft at v»nr wit's end (At), 26ii.remember (Pme) 26iiU6rfrrymg(T) 
Is (Pi) communication with you, his parents (V). 27.A«kKIU (T) are (Pi) the most 
important people in your baby's life (V). 

TEXT 1.2 
1 T W f i l i n g sor"^ " ^ " J"*'""'" ™ tAri makes (Pc) it (T) an effective dis
tress signal and appropriate to the human infant's prolonged dependence on a care
giver (V) ->•• " " . ^ i e s (Cr) are (Pi) discomforting (At) 2iumd may be (Pi) 
alarming (At) to parents (B), 2iii .ma J 1^£whom (S) find (Pme) 2iv.it (Cr) very dif
ficult (At) [[to listen to (Pb) their infant's crying (Ph) for even short periods of tune 
(Cx)}] (Cr). 3.ManXrejSonsJgrcrying (Cr) are (Pi) obvious, like hunger and dis
comfort due to heat, cold, illness, and lying position (At). 4i.These reasons TO, 

http://7iv.it
http://li.hr
http://dumm.es
http://18ii.it
http://2iv.it
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however, account for (Pi) a relatively small percentage of infant crying (V) 4ii.and 
are usually recognised (Fine) quickly (Cm) 4iii.and alleviated (Pm). 3i.In the 
absence of a discernible reason for the heh f l Y j r ,„- f r m ) crying (A) often stops 
(Pm) 5u.when (he hfiinr fG> is held (Pm). 6 i . Inmos r in fanrWrh, t h e r e a r e (Px) 
frequent episodes of crying (X) with no apparent cause (Cc), 6u.and holding n r 

other .sooThinft techniques (Cr) seem (Pi) ineffective (At). 7 . InfantsJBel cry 
(Pbh) and fuss (Pbh) for a mean of WA hr/day at age 2 wk, 2*/4 hr/day at age 6 wk, 
and 1 hr/day at 12 wk (Cx). 8i.Counse11ing about nnrm f l | crying (At may relieve 
(Pm) guilt (G) Sii^arfdiminish (Pm) concerns (G), Si i i . tofor som* IC.^ the dis
tress [{caused (Pc) by the crying (Ag)]] (G) cannot be suppressed (Pm) by logical 
reasoning (A). 9i.For these p a r e n s <Cr\ r e s p i t e f r o m e x p o s u r e t 0 t h e c r y i n g ( C r ) 

may be (Pi) necessary (At) 9U.tp aUpw them (S) to cope (Pme) appropriately (Cm) 
with (Pme) their own distress (Ph). lOi.Withom relief ^ m V f a t i g u e ^ t e n s i o n 

(T) may result in (Pc) inappropriate parental responses lOiijadi M li-nvittf (Pm) the 
infant (G) in the house (CI) alone (Cm) lOii i .^ahi is ing (Pm) the infant (G). 

T E X T 1.3 
I .DID your k ids (Be) used to cry (Pb) a lot (Cx)? l.Wfon thev (Cr) were (Pi) little 
(At)? 3 . Y M 4 . W / - = w h a f did you (A) do (Pm)? 5. = = still do 6 . ^ a ? [laughs] 
l.Qk Pfetty ted ions (At) at times yea, g.There were (Px) all sorts of techniques (X) 
= = Leonard Cohen 9.= = L i k w h a t [laughs] lO.Yea I I A) used to use (Pm) . . . 
I I .Wha i iT) 's (Pi) that American guy [{that (A) did (Pm) 'Georgia on your mind' 
<G)]] (V)? 12.0h_v£a 13.== Tim - tames T a v W (T) 1 4 = = Tames Taylor (T) 
15JfiajjK. l6 .He (Cr) was (Pi) pretty good (At). 1 7 . 1 ^ . l8i.No Leonard Coh^n 
fCr)'s(Pi)good(At) lS i i .^ f f i i t lCr i ' s (Pi) just so monotonous (At). 1 9 - A ^ there's 
(Px) only four chords (X). 2 0 i . A W ^ we (A) used to have (Pm) holidays (R) . . . on 
a houseboat (CI) 20ii . . . . u 6 « w e ( C r / P r ) only had (Pp) one kid (At/Pd) .,.21.AM 

t ha t (Cr) was (Pi) fantastic (At) just the rocking motion of the houseboat (Cr) 
22.Mmm 23.Mmm 24.WERE (PxHhere ever times (X) . . . 2 5 i . L i M (S) remem
ber (Pme) times (Ph) 2 5 i i . m ^ I (S) couldn't work out (Pm) 25iii.what the hell 
LM it (Cr) was (Pi). 26.There just didn't seem to be (Px) anything == {[you (A) 
could do (Pm)]} (X) 27.== No reason or . . . 28.Yea 29.Yea every ni?ht (Cx) 
between six and ten (CI) 3Q.Y*yta- 3IJ.LUCKILYT (A) didn't have (Pm) that (G) 
with the second baby (CI) 31 i i . f e the first one (Cr) was (Pi) that typical colicky 
sort of stuff (At) from about five o'clock (CI). 32.Hmm 33LIi£) remember (Pmt) 

33ii.one dav (CI) going for (Pm) a urn walk <R) along the harbour (CI) - 33iii.one 
fifthose you know harbour routes [[that (G) had been opened up (Pm)]]. 34LAW 
urn he (Be) starred kicking up (Pb) from about five o'clock (CI) 3 4 i i . W w e (Cr) 
were getting (Pi) panic stricken (At). 3 5 U (A) had (Pm) him (G) in one of those 
urn front strap things you know sling things (CI) 3 5 i i ^ a a t M that f A^ use ro work 
(Pm) wonders (R) from time to time (Cx) 3 5 i i i . t o i t i A ) wasn't working (Pm) this 
t l m e ( Q>- J6iAmiBS we (A) snt (Pm) nn the foreshow Qf this v H „ f i , w a n P f 

^ 3&i.these t w o women M ) came down (Pm) 3 6 i i i W thev (A) 'd both been 
working (Pm) as um governesses or something like that (Crl) - 36iv.very very classy 
ladies. 37i .AWthey (Sy) said (Pv) 37ii. 'Ob wha t (Crt s (Pi) wrong with the baby 
(At)? 3S .Hs i£ r /P r l 's got (Pp) colic (At/Pd)?' 391. Yon know, they (R\ really wanted 
(Pme) 39ii.to take over (Pm). 4 Q . Y e a 4 l . A ^ J 0 I M) just handed (Pm) the baby (G) 
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to them (B) 4? i . ,WLUCKILY he (Be) kept on crying (Pb) - 42ii.lfcey. (A) could

n't stop (Pm) him (G). 43 So I IS) was really delighred (Pme). 44.They (A) handed 

back (Pm) this hideous little ted wreck of a thing (G). 

A1.3 . Clause Complex Analysis 

[[embedded clauses]], [ellipsed elements] 

1, 2, 3: parataxis, a f l 7 : hypotaxis 
" locution, ' idea, = elaboration, + extension, x enhancement 

clause simplex 

1 
+ 2 
+3 
+4 

+ 5 xp 
a 

clause simplex 
clause simplex 

4 

xfi 
a 

I 

x2 

a 

*P 

1 
+ 2 
xP 

a. 

*0 
a 

<x 

'P 

a 
'P 

a 

clause simplex 

1 

x2 

a 
<xp> a 

Text 1.1 

A baby who won't stop crying can drive anyone to 

despair. 

,,..You feed him, 
(2i) 

^ y o u change him, 
,„.. .you nurse him, 

^.you try to settle him, 
, 2 .but the minute you put him down 
„ . jie starts to liowl. 
(J)Why? 

4)The most common reason [[baby cries]] is hunger. 

(Jj}Even if he was just recently fed 
™...he might still be adapting to the pattern [[of sucking 
// until his tummy is full // and feeling satisfied // until 
it empties again.]] 

(6i)When he was in the womb 
, ..nourishment came automatically and constantly. 

mjOffer food first; 
if he turns away from the nipple or teat 

^....you can assume 
(VIM)' 

„. .it's something else. 

It happens that babies go through grumpy, miserable 

stages 

(gii)when they just want 

(8iii)to tell everyone 

(8jv)how unhappy they feel. 
....Perhaps his digestion feels uncomfortable 

m..,or his limbs are twitching. 
..If you can't End any specific source of discomfort such 

as a wet nappy or strong light in his eyes, 

(10ii.he could just be having a grizzle. 

m )Perhaps he's just lonely. 

A2.,During the day, a baby sling helps you to deal with 

your chores 

{t2j0and keep baby happy. 

(1Ji)At night 
.,,„,when you want 
<uii» t o s l e eP 

http://X8i.No
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ct 

1 

x2 

1 

+2 

1 

x2 
1 

+ 2 
1 

xp 
a a 

a 

•P ct 

a 

xP 
1 

x2 

clause 
clause 

a 
xp 
xy 

a 

'P 
xP 
a 

simplex 
simplex 

+2 
xp 
a 

xp 
a 

clause 

• 1 

+ 2 

a 

•P 
simplex 

(13iv)you will need to take action 

( B v ) to relax and settle him. 

(14i)Rocking helps, 

(Mij)but if your baby is in the mood to cry 

(l4iLj)you will probably find 

(14iv)he'il start up again 

(14v)when you put him back in the cot. 

m i )[[Wrapping baby up snugly]} helps to make him feel 
secure 

([5ij)and stops him from jerking about 

[l5iji)which can unsettle him. 

Outside stimulation is cut down U6i) 
and be will lose tension. 

(17i)Gentle noise might soothe him off to sleep - a radio 
[[played softly]], a recording of a heartbeat, traffic 
noise — 

(17ii)even the noise of the washing machine is effective! 

(]gi)Some parents use dummies -

umn'suPtoy°u-
a8i i i )and you might find 

(|aiv}your baby settles 

(18v)sucking a dummy. 

(19i)'Sucky' babies might be able to find their thumbs and 
fists 

(19iI)to have a good suck. 
(^Remember 

(2()ii)that babies get bored 
(2tiiii)so w r i e n n e ls having a real grizzle 

(2njv)this could be the reason. 

(21)Is his cot an interesting place to be? 

(22)Colonred posters and mobiles give him something to 
watch. 

{23i)You could maybe tire him out 
(2iii)Dy taking him for a walk . . . or a ride in the car -

{23^[although this is] not always practical in the middle 
of the night. 
a4\A c l m n £ e of scene and some fresh air will often wotk 
wonders — 

(24;i)even a walk around the garden may be enough. 

(25i)As baby gets older 

(25ji)he will be more able to communicate his feelings 

{2;iii)and you will be better [[at judging the pro
blem,]] 

(2Si)Although you might be at your wit's end, 

Q6\i) remember 

(26iij,that crying is communication with you, his parents. 

(T7)And you are the most imporrant people in your baby's 
life. 
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clause simplex 

I 
+ 2 ' a 

xP a 
•P 

clause simplex 

1 

x2 

x3 

a 

*P 

1 

+2 

clause simplex 

1 
+2 

x3 

ot 

xP 

a 

= P a 
*P 

clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 

Text 1.2 
The compelling sound of an infant's cry makes it an 

effective distress signal and appropriate to the human 

infant's prolonged dependence on a caregiver. 

...However, cries are discomforting 

and may be alarming to parents, 

many of whom find 

'"it [to be] very difficult [[to listen to their infant's 
crying for even short periods of time.]] 

Many reasons fot crying are obvious, like hunger and 
discomfort due to heat, cold, illness, and lying position. 

These reasons, however, account for a relatively small 

percentage of infant crying 

A and are usually recognised quickly 
{An) 

... and alleviated. 
"in the absence of a discernible reason for the behaviour, 

<5i) 

crying often stops 
when the infant is held. 

"in most infants, there are frequent episodes of crying 
(oil 

with no apparent cause, 
and holding or other soothing techniques seem inef-

(Sii) ° 
fective. 

Infants cry and fuss for a mean of WA hr/day at age 2 
wk, T>A hr/day at age 6 wk, and 1 hr/day ar 12 wk. 

. Counselling about normal crying may relieve guilt 
(SO 

. and diminish concerns, 

s!'!but for some the distress {[caused by the crying}} 

cannot be suppressed by logical reasoning. 

For these patents, respite from exposure to the crying 

may be necessary 
to allow them to cope appropriately with their own 

distress. 

Without relief, fatigue and tension may result m 

inapptopriate parental responses (10 ii)' 

(LOiii) 

,such as leaving the infant in the house alone 

or abusing the infant. 

Text 1.3 
Did yout kids used to cty a lot? 

(3)When they were little? 

(4) 

Tea 
^Well == what did you do? 

== still do 
(5) 

(6)Yea? [laughs] 
Oh ptetry tedious at times yea. 

(S) 

en 

am 

There were all sorts of techniques = = 

Like what [laughs] 

,Yea I used to use . . . 

Leonard Cohen 
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clause simplex 

clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
a 
xp 
clause simplex 
a 
xp 
clause simplex 

clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
a. 
'3 a 

"0 
clause simplex 

clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
clause simplex 
1 
+2 

clause simplex 
a 
'0 1 

=2 

1 
x2 
a 

1 
"2 

1 
x2 

1 
+2 

(J uWhat's that American guy [[that did 'Georgia on your 
mind?}] 
(tJ)Oh yea 

(i3>-= J im-James Taylor 
( H ) " James Taylor 
(15)Yea yea. 
u6)He was pretty good. 
(1T)Yea. 
(lfiijNo Leonard Cohen's good 
[laii)cause it's just so monotonous. 
(l9jAnd there's only four chords. 
pojjAnd ah we used to have holidays 
(2oii)wnen w e only had one kid on a houseboat. 
al)And tha t was fantastic just the rocking motion of the 
houseboat 

M m m 
(22); 

(24) 

( Mmm 
Were there ever t imes . . 
Like I remember t imes (250" 

(25ii)When I couldn't work out 

(25i1i) what the hell it was. 

(26)There just didn't seem to be anything == [[you could 
do]] 

= = No reason or . . . (27) 

(28) Yea 

(29)Yea every night between six and ten 

eo>Yea vea" 
(^yjLuckily I didn' t have that with the second baby 
(31ii)but the firsr one was that typical colicky sort of stuff 
from about five o'clock. 
, . , ,Hmm 

(j.jjl r emember 

<}}ii>one ^ y S°ing for a um walk along the harbour 
(33iii)[it was] one of those you know harbour routes [[that 
had been opened up.]] 

M ) A n d u m he started kicking up from about five o'clock 
04ij)and we were ge t t ing panic stricken. 

(jSi)I had h im in one of those um front strap things you 
know sling th ings 

(35ii)ah cause that use to work wonders from t ime to t ime 
( M l )bu t it wasn't working this t ime. 

{36i)And as we sat on the foreshore of this Vaucluse area 
(|)6[i]these two women came down 
ttfiii)311^ t n e y ' d both been working as u m governesses or 
something like that -
c&vfthey were] very, very classy ladies. 
(37i )And they said 

(j7.;}'Oh what 's wrong with baby? 
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clause simplex G8)H e ' s S o t c o l i c ? ' 
a (39i)You know, t h e v r e a l l y w a n t e c ' 
•p ( 3 ^ t o take over. 

clause simplex (<8»^ea 

clause simplex ^ A n d so I just handed the baby to them 
x ; (42i)A n d LUCKILY he kept on crying -
= 2 4 ..they c o u ^ n ' t stop him. 
clause simplex J o I was really delighted. 
clause simplex (44)They handed back this hideous little red wreck of a 

thing. 

A2. Cohesion analyses 

The numbers in these analyses refer to the sentence numbers only. 

A2.1. Conjunction 

Key: 
= elaborating 
+ extending 
x enhancing 
Explicit conjunctions are given 
Implicit conjunctions are lexicalized (in parentheses) 

Text 1.1 
1 x (because) 2 4=5 (i.e.) 5x6 (because) 6x7 (so) 7=8 (e.g.) 8+9 (or) 9x10 (however) 
10=11 (e.g.) 12 + 13 (but) 13 = 14 (e.g.) 13 = 15 (e.g.) 13 = 16 (e.g.)13 = 17 (e.g.) 
13=18 (e.g.) 18+19 (moreover) 19+20 (but) 20=21 (i.e.) 21=22 (e.g.) 22+23 (or) 
23=24 (e.g.) 25x26 (so) 25 + 26 and 

Text 1.2 
1x2 however 3x4 however 5x6 (however) 6=7 (e.g.) 8x9 (so) 9x10 (since) 

Text 1.3 
l=2(ie)8=91ike8=18 (i.e.) 18+ = 19and(i.e.) 19+20and20+x21 and(so)24+25 
like 25=26 (i.e.) 26=27 (i.e.) 31=33 (e.g.) 33+34 and 35+36 and 36+x37 and 
(then) 37=38 you know 38+x40 and so 40+41 and 41x42 so 42x43 (so/when) 

A2.2. Reference 

Ties are anaphoric unless otherwise indicated with the following keys: 
C: camphoric S: esphork P: comparative L: locarional B: bridging 
H: homophoric X: exophoric 

Text 1.1 
(2) you (X) - you - you - you - you - (7) you - (10) you - (12) you - (13) you -
you _ (14) your baby - you - you - (18) you - you - your baby - (23) you - (25) 
you - (26) you - you - (27) you - your baby 
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(1) a baby who won't stop crying - (2) him - him - him - him - him - he - (4) 
baby - he - h e - his - (6) he - (7) he - (8) babies - they - they- (9) his digestion 

- (10) he - (11> he-(12) baby-(13) him-(14) he-him-<15) baby-h im-h im 
- him - (16) he - (17) him - (20) babies - he - (21) his cot - (23) him - (25) baby 
- he - his feelings - (26) his parents 
(5) the pattern - of sucking until. . . (S) 
(7) the nipple or teat (H) 
(14) the mood - to cry (S) 
(14) the cot (H) 
(17) the noise - of the washing machine (S) 
(17) the washing machine (H) 
(20) babies get bored - this - the reason 
(23) the car (H) 
(23) the middle of the night (S) 
(23) the night (H) 
(24) the garden (H) 
(1-24)-(25) the problem 
(27) the most important people in your baby's life (S) 

Text 1.2 
(1) compelling sound - it 
(2) parents - their infant's crying - (8) some - (9) these parents - them - their own 
distress 
(3) many reasons for crying - (4) these reasons 
(S) the distress - caused by the crying (S) 
(S) normal crying - (8) the crying - (9) the crying 
(10) the house (H) 
(9) these parenrs-(10) the infant (B) 

Text 1.3 
(1) your kids (X) - (4) you - (10) I - (20) we -we - (31) I - (33) I ~ (34) we - (35) I 
- (36) we-(41) I - (43) I 
( 1 0 ) I - ( 2 5 ) I - I 
(1) your kids (X) - (2) they - (20) one kid - (31) the second baby - the first one 
- (34) he - (35) him - (37) the baby - he - (41) the baby - (42) he - him - (43) 
this hideous little red wreck of a thing 
(14) James Taylor (H)-(16) he 
(18) Leonard Cohen (H) - it 
(20) holidays on a houseboat - (21) that 
(20) a houseboat - (21) the houseboat 
(25-26)-(31) that - that typical colicky sott of stuff 
(32) the hatbour (H) - one of those hatbour routes - that had been opened 
upCS) 
(35) one of those front strap things (H) - that - it 
(36) the foreshore - of this Vaucluse area (S) 
(36) this Vaucluse area (H) 
(36) these two women - they - (37) they - (38) they - (40) them - (4l) they - (43) 
they 
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A2.3. Lexical Relations 

Ties are superordination unless otherwise indicated, with: 
X: expectancy 
C: Composition 

Text 1.1 
(18) 

lext I. J. 

(1) baby - (4) baby - (8) babies - (12) baby - baby - (14) baby - (15) baby -
baby - (19) babies - (20) babies - (25) baby - (26) baby 
(5) tummy - (6) womb (C) - (7) nipple (C) - teat - (9) digestion (C) - limbs (C) -
(10) eyes (C) - (19) thumbs (C) - fists (C) 
(3) hunger - (6) nourishment - food 
(5) full - satisfied - empties 
(8) grumpy - miserable - unhappy - (9) uncomfortable - (10) discomfort - (11) 
lonely - (12) happy - (15) secure - lose tension - (20) bored - (21) interesting -
(23) ptactical - (25) more able - better - (26) at your wit's end 

(1) despair - (8) stages - (10) grizzle - (14) mood - (16) tension - (20) grizzle - (25) 

feelings 
(2) feed - change - put down - (5) fed - sucking 
(2) change - (10) nappy (X) 
(12) day - (13) night - (23) middle of the night (Q 
(9) twitching - (15) jerking about - unsettle - (16) stimulation 
(16) cue down - lose 
(17) noise - gentle (X) 
(1) crying - (10) having a grizzle - (17) noise - radio - recording - noise - (20) 
having a grizzle - (26) crying 
(IS) dummies — dummy 
(IS) dummies - sucking (X) 
(13) sleep-(23) tire out 
(I4)cot-(21)cot 
(7) assume - (10) find - (14) find - (18) find - (19) find - (22) watch - (25) com
municate — judging 
(13) relax - settle - (14) rocking - (15) wrapping up - (17) soothe - (18) sucking 
-(19)sucky 
(1) crying- (2) howl- (4) cries - (8) tell - (10) having a grizzle - (14) to cry -start 
up - (20) having a real grizzle - (25) communicate - (26) crying 

Text 1.2 
(1) sound - cry - signal - (2) cries - crying - (3) crying - (4) crying - (5) behav
iour - crying - (6) crying - (7) cry - (8) crying - crying - (9) crying 
(7) cry-fuss (X) 
(2) discomforting - alatming - difficult 
(3) lying - (5) held - (6) holding - soothing 
(1) distress - (3) hunger - discomfort - illness - (8) guilt - concerns - distress - (9) 

distress - (10) fatigue - tension 
(3) heat - cold 
(4) alleviated - (8) counselling - relieve - diminish - suppressed - (9) respite - (10) 
relief 
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(!) iafant - human infant - (2) infant - (4) infant - (5) infant - (6) infants - (7) 
infants - (10) infant - infant 
(1) caregiver - (2) parents - (9) parents - (10) parental 
(1) effective - appropriate - (2) discomforting - alarming - difficult - (3) obvious 
- (5) discernible - (6) apparent - ineffective - (9) necessary - appropriately - (10) 
inappropriate 
(1) prolonged - (2) short - (4) small - (6) frequent 
(2) periods of time - (6) episodes - (7) hour (C) - day (C) - age (C) - week (C) - hout 
(O - day (C) - age (C) - week (C) - hour (C) - day (C) - week (C) 
(4) percentage - (7) mean 
(3) reasons - (4) reasons - (5) reason - (6) cause - techniques - (8) logical reason
ing — (10) responses 
(9) cope - (10) leaving alone — abusing 

Text 1.3 
(1) kids - (20) kid - (31) baby - (36) women - ladies - (37) baby - (41) baby 
(2) little-(43) little 
(7) tedious - (15) good - (18) good - monotonous - (21) fantastic - (34) panic 
stricken - (43) delighted - (44) hideous 
(44) hideous - wreck (X) 
(1) cry - (34) kicking up - (42) crying -
(34) started - (39) take over - (42) kept on - stop 
(31) colicky sort of stuff- (37) wrong with the baby - (38) got colic 
(36) Vaucluse — classy (X) 
(20)houseboat-(21)houseboat-(33)harbour(X)-harbour-(36) foreshore- Vaucluse 
area 
(33) walk — (36) sat - came down 
(41) handed - (44) handed back 
(37) baby-(38) got colic (X) 
( l )a lot-(7) at times-(35) from time to time 
(24) times - (25) times - (29) night-six (Q- ten (Q-(31) five o'clock (Q-(33) day 
(C>- (34) five o'clock (C) 
(8) techniques - (25) work out (X) - (27) reason (X) - (35) work wonders (X) -
wotking - (36) working - governesses (X) 
(7) Leonatd Cohen - (11) American guy - (13) James Taylor- (14) James Taylor -
(18) Leonard Cohen 

A3. Generic Analysis 

In the following analysis, each text has been assigned to a genre, and divided into func
tionally labelled stages. 

Text 1.1 
Genre: Explanation of Problematic Behaviout 
Statement of Problem 
1, A baby who won't stop crying can drive anyone to despair. 2. You feed him, you 
change him, you nurse him, you try to settle him, but the minute you put him down 
he starts to howl. 3. Why? 
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Explanation 1 
4. The most common reason baby cries is hunger. 5. Even if he was just recently fed 
he might still be adapting to the pattern of sucking until his rummy is full and 
feeling satisfied until it empties again. 6. When he was in the womb nourishment 
came automatically and constantly. 
Suggested Alleviating Action 1 

7. Offer food first; if he turns away from the nipple or teat you can assume it's some

thing else. 
Explanation 2 
8, It happens that babies go through grumpy, miserable stages when they just want 
to tell everyone how unhappy they feel. 9. Perhaps his digestion feels uncomfort
able or his limbs are twitching. 
Suggested Alleviating Action 2 
10. If you can't find any specific source of discomfort such as a wet nappy or strong 
light in his eyes, he could just be having a grizzle. 
Explanation 3 
11. Perhaps he's just lonely. 
Suggested Alleviating Action 3 
12. During the day, a baby sling helps you to deal with your chores and keep baby 
happy. 
Suggested Alleviating Action 4 
13. At night when you want to sleep you will need to take action to relax and settle 
him. 14. Rocking helps, but if your baby is in the mood to cry you will probably 
find he'll start up again when you put him back in the cot. 
Suggested Alleviating Action 5 
15. Wrapping baby up snugly helps to make him feel secure and stops him from 
jerking about which can unsettle him. 
Suggested Alleviating Action 6 
16. Outside stimulation is cut down and he will lose tension. 17. Gentle noise 
might soothe him off to sleep - a radio played softly, a tecording of a heartbeat, 
traffic noise - even the noise of the washing machine is effective! 
Suggested Alleviating Action 7 
IS. Some parents use dummies - it's up to you - and you might find yout baby 
settles sucking a dummy. 19- 'Sucky' babies might be able to find their thumbs and 
fists to have a good suck. 
Explanation 4 
20. Remember that babies gtt bored so when he is having a real grizzle this could 
be the reason. 21. Is his cot an interesting place to be? 
Suggested Alleviating Action 8 
22. Coloured posters and mobiles give him something to watch. 
Suggested Alleviating Action 9 
23. You could maybe tire him out by taking him for a walk . . . or a ride in the 
car - not always practical in the middle of the night. 24. A change of scene and 
some fresh air will often work wonders - even a walk around the garden may be 
enough. 
Outlook: improvements to come 
25. As baby gets oldet he will be more able to communicate his feelings and you 
will be better at judging the problem, 
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Morale Booster 

26. Although you might be at your wit's end, remember that crying is 
communication with you, his parents. 27. And you are the most important people 
in your baby's life. 

TEXT 1.2 
Genre: Explanation, of Problematic Behaviour 
Statement of Problem 

1. The compelling sound of an infant's cry makes it an effective distress signal and 
appropriate to the human infant's prolonged dependence on a caregiver. 2. 
However, cries are discomforting and may be alarming to parents, many of whom 
find it very difficult to listen to their infant's crying for even short periods of time. 
Explanation 1 

3. Many reasons for crying are obvious, like hunger and discomfort due to heat, 
cold, illness, and lying position. 4. These reasons, however, account for a relatively 
small percentage of infant crying and are usually recognised quickly and alleviated. 
Explanation 2 

5. In the absence of a discernible reason for the behaviour, crying often stops when 
the infant is held. 
Explanation 3 

6. In most infants, there are frequent episodes of crying with no apparent cause, and 
holding or other soothing techniques seem ineffective. 7. Infants cry and fuss for a 
mean of VA hr/day at age 2 wk, 2VA hr/day at age 6 wk, and 1 hr/day at 12 wk. 
Suggested Alleviating Action 1 

8. Counselling about normal crying may relieve guilt and diminish concerns, but for 
some the distress caused by the crying cannot be suppressed by logical reasoning 
Suggested Alleviating Action 2 

9. For these parents, respite from exposure to the crying may be necessary to allow 
them to cope appropriately with their own distress. 
Outlook: warning 

10. Without relief, fatigue and tension may result in inappropriate parental 
responses such as leaving the infant in the house alone or abusing the infant. 

TEXT 1.3 
Genre: conversational exchange, including Topic/Comment and Narrative of per
sonal experience genres 
Exchange 1 

q u e s t i o n S 1. Did your kids used to cry a lot? 
^ u e s t i o n 2. When they wete little? 
answet C 3. Yea 
Exchange 2 

quesl :k , r i S 4. Well == what did you do? 
a n s w e r C 5.== still do 
acknowledge S 6. Yea? [laughs] 
answer 
answer 

C 7. Oh pretty tedious at times yea. 
8. There were all sorts of techniques = = Leonard 
Cohen 

t r a c l d n S S 9. - = Like what {laughs] 
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Exchange 3 
statement 
tracking 

response 
statement 
acknowledge 
follow-up 
Exchange 4 
statement 
agree 
Exchange 5 
statement 

acknowledge 
statement 
Topic A Comment 
statement: Topic 

statement; Comment 

acknowledge 
follow-up 
Exchange 6 
question 

S 
C 

s 

acknowledge 
acknowledge 
answer 
agree 
Exchange 7/Narrative 
answer: Abstract 

acknowledge 
Orientation 1 

Complication 1 

Orientation 2 

Complication 2 

10. Yea I used to use . . . 
11. What's that American guy that did 'Georgia 
on your mind'? 

C 12. Oh yea 
S 13.== Jim - James Taylor 
C 14. = = James Taylor 
S 15. Yea yea. 

16. He was pretty good 
C 17. Yea. 

18. No Leonard Cohen's good cause it's just so 
monotonous 

S [laughs] 
C 19- And there's only four chords. 

20. And ah we used to have holidays when we 
only had one kid on a houseboat. 
21. And that was fantastic just the rocking 
motion of the houseboat 
22. Mmm 
23- Mmm 

24. Were there evet times . . . 25. Like I remem
ber times when I couldn't wotk out what the hell 
it was. 26. There just didn't seem to be anything 
= = you could do 

C 27. == No reason ot . . . 
28. Yea 

S 29. Yea evety night between six and ten 
C 30. Yea yea. 

31. Luckily I didn't have that with the second 
baby but the first one was that typical colicky 
sort of stuff from about five o'clock. 

S 32. Hmm 
C 33. I remember one day going for a um 

walk along the harbour - one of those you know 
harbour routes that had been opened up. 
34. And um he started kicking up from about 
five o'clock and we were getting panic stricken. 
35. I had him in one of those um front strap 
tilings you know sling things ah cause that use to 
wotk wondets from time to time but it wasn't 
working this time. 
36. And as we sat on the foreshore of of this 
Vaucluse area these two women came down and 
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they'd both been working as urn governesses or '• -i 
something like that - very very classy ladies. 37. J 
And they said 'Oh what's wrong with the baby? \ 

38. He's got colic?' ' t 

39- You know, they really wanted to take over " | 

40. Yea ; f 
4 1 . And so I just handed the baby to them 'hi 
[laughs] "f/ 

42. And LUCKILY he kept on crying - they i f 
couldn't stop him : J 
[laughs] ' ; ? • > ' 

43 . So I was really delighted. i-lj 

44 . They handed back this hideous little red i 
wreck of a thing M 
[laughter] -: \ 

I 

I 

i 

Evaluation I 

S 
Complication 3 C 

S 
Resolution c 

S 
Evaluation 2 C 
Coda 
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